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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION,

'The well-known profession of Vakeels is very important

and delicate. They have to plead and manage various

causes ; and are called upon to extenuate to-day what they

aggravated yesterday, to attach more and less weight at

different times to the same kind of evidence, and to impugn

and enforce the same principle, according as the interests of

their clients may require. A Judge, or any one whose

business is to ascertain truth, has merely to decide according

to thepreponderance of the reasons ; but the Vakeels' business

is to set forth, as forcibly as possible, those on their own side.

There are many Vakeels who feel no scruple whatever about

any act that they think beneficial to their clients. They

suppose that, to serve them by all expedient means, or to

protect them at all hazards and costs to all others (even the

party already injured), is the highest and most unquestionable

of their duties ; and that they need not regard the alarm, the

suffering, the torment, and the destruction which they may
bring upon any others. They protest with solemnity their

ownfullconvictionof the justice of their clients' cause, though

they feel no such conviction at all,—feign various emotions

such as pity, indignations, moral approbations, or disgust, or

contempt, when they neither feel anything of the kind nor

believe the case to be one that justly calls for such emotions.

They often entrap or mislead, revile, insult, and calumniate

persons whom they believe in their heart to be respectable.

The right (and most proper) course to be adopted by
respectable Vakeels, is to follow the example of Sir Matthew
Hale, who, it has been recorded, whenever he was convinced

t)f the injustice of any cause, would engage no more in it than
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to explain to his client the grounds of that conviction. Her

abhorred the practice of misreciting evidence, quoting'

precedents in books falsely or unfairly, so as to deceive igno-

rant Juries or inattentive Judges. He adhered to the same

scrupulous sincerity in his pleadings which he observed in

other transactions of life. It is a great dishonour for a man
that, for the sake of little money, he should persuade himself

to say otherwise than he thinks. " Lying lips are an

abomination unto the Lord." " Woe unto them that call evil

good, and good evil ; that put darkness for light, and light for

darkness ; bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter."

—

(License

of Council, cited in Whately's Bhetorie, pp. 163—165).

There are also some Vakeels who, with a Adew of obtain-

ing wealth and credit for themselves and their families,

wilfully encourage litigious disputes, give flattering, but un-

sound advice to their clients, and plead causes with specious-

elegance but unsupported by accurate knowledge of law. It is

therefore their interest, no less than their duty, to acquire, in

the first instance, a competent knowledge oflaw by perusing

lawbooks. Mr. Norton, (inthePrefaceto the 2nd edition ofhis

Law of Evidence, page 9) recommends a number of valuable

law books for practitioners; but as most of the Vakeels

in the Mofussil are hardly able to procure and read such

high priced and voluminous works, I thought it most desir-

able to compile this Manual, pointing out to the Vakeels the

laws which regulate their professional conduct and duties

(which, to the vast majority of Vakeels, is whoUy unknown),

and placing them in possession of what is indispensably

necessary to discharge their professional duties efficiently.

I hope that this Manual will not only serve as a book of

reference to District Moonsiffs and public servants, but also

help candidates for the office of District Moonsiff and Pleader,

who, according to the recent rules of Government dated 4th

February last, are required to pass examination in the Laws
of Evidence, Contract, Torts, and Measure of Damages, which
have been treated of in this work, besides an Appendix of

the Rules of Practice of Courts, Special Rules for Oral Plead-

ings, and a List of Legal Maxims and Principles.
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Should this Manual meet with the approbation of the

readers, as expected and even expressed by some of the sub-

scribers to it on perusal of the Prospectus published by me
on the 16th December last, I shall undertake translating it

into Canarese.

The readers are requested to make the corrections men-
tioned in the List of Errors, and excuse any further errors

or omissions which, notwithstanding my utmost care, have

escaped detection.

In conclusion, I beg to express my grateful acknowledg-

ments to my immediate superior, Mr. Chatfield, the Civil and

Session Judge of Mangalore, to whom I am deeply indebted

for his kindness in having revised and corrected several parts

of this Manual ; and I should not forget to record my sincere

thanks to Messrs. Norton and Broom, Barristers-at-Law, from

whose valuable works I have derived much aid in compiling

this Manual.

T. S.

Mangaloee, September 1862.
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Indeed, in no profession is success so much dependent oa

individual ability and exertion, as in the profession of law.

" It is a profession," says Sir Adam Bittleston in addressing

the students at the Convocation of the University of Madras,

"which holds out to you many substantial rewards ; but, be

"assured, it jdelds its prizes only to those who fairly win
" them by industry, ability, and integrity. In the practice

" of this profession, you must neither forget your duty to

"your clients, nor your duty to yourselves. The one

" demands of you that you should give to your client the

" ftdl benefit of your knowledge, experience, and judgment,

" sparing no pains to render these as perfect as you can ;—^the

" other demands of you that you should never, even from

" zeal for your client, still less from any motive of self-interest,

"stoop to any dishonorable or unworthy practice. I am
" afraidthat zeal for the client is not generally, in this country,

" a very strong feeling ; and it would not, I think, often be

" sufficient in itself to tempt the practitioner far astray from
" the right path, as it has sometimes done elsewhere; but, alas

!

" the baser motive of self-interest is strong enough every-

" where ; and, in this country, litigation is generally so inter-

" woven with fraud and falsehood, that you will need to be
" ever on your guard against involving yourselves in any
" complicity with the misdeeds of your clients. There are,

" I beheve, some persons who can hardly persuade- them-
" selves that the profession of advocacy can ever be consistent

" with personal honor, but this opinion isprobably influenced

" mainlybymistaken notions ofwhat the Advocate's duty is,

" or by the recollection of some particular instance or instan-

" ces—very rare, and quite exceptional—^in which the indi-

"vidual Advocate has forgotten his duty and abused his
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" priAdlege. So easy is it, Gentlemen, for a very small number
"of evil-doers to bring discredit 'on any brotherhood to

" which they belong. But I am convinced that it is enough to

" appeal to the character of the English Bar, as a body, in

" refutation of the opinion to which I have referred. There

"is no doubt that the view in which that body now
"entertains in the Advocate's duty. On a recent occasion

" it was exhibited in a very marked manner. The English

"Bar were entertaining an illustrious French Advocate,

"M. Berryer, and in the ancient Hall of the Middle

"Temple there was a very large assembly of English

"Advocates and Judges to do honor to their guest.

"Amongst those present was one venerable in age and
" ladden with honors. * * * He gave. expression to a sen-

" timent which met with no response from that great meet-

"ing. Not even the admiration and respect felt for Lord
" Brougham could extract any token of assent to his opinion
" when he said that ' the first great quality of an Advocate
"

' was to reckon everything subordina,te to the interests of
"

' his client.' But when the present Lord Chief Justice of
" England rose shortly afterwards, and, in terms of eloquent
" indignation, repudiated the notion that the Advocate was
"under any obligation to sacrifice everything to the in-

" terests of his client, the hall rung with cheers. ' Much as
"

' I admire,' said he, ' the great abilities of M. Berryer, to
"

' my mind his crowning virtue, as it ought to be that of
"

' every Advocate, is, that he has, throughout his career,

"'conducted his cases with untarnished honor. The arms
"

' which an Advocate wields he ought to use as a warrior,

"
' not as an assassin. He ought to uphold the interests^:of his

"
' client per fas, but not per nefas. He ought to know how

" ' to reconcile the interests of truth and justice.'

" Act, Gentlemen, upon these principles. Eemember that

"your vocation is to aid in the administration of justice, and

" equally, whether you are Advocates or Judges, let your
" motto be ' Fiat Justitia.'

"

The success of this work, and the opinion thereon

expressed by the public at large consisting ofthe Honorable
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Members and several Judicial functionaries in the Madi-as and

Bombay Presidencies, as well as a great demand for the work,

obliged me to undertake this second edition, which I have

carefully revised and corrected according to the latest rulings

and decrees of the High Court. That part of the Vakeel's

duties which treats the Oral Pleading, and the List of Legal

Maxims, Proverbs, &c., have been greatly improved and

enlarged. For the latter, I am much indebted to Messrs.

H. G. BoHN and J. Higginbotham, from whose works I

have chiefly collected them.

In conclusion, I beg to observe that some of the readers of

the first edition of this work seem to have entertained a little

doubt as to the correctness of what has been said in its Preface

about the conduct and abilities of the MofussU Vakeels. To
remove such doubts, I shall gladly lay before them the follow-

ing observations made by a Correspondent iu the Madras
Times, dated 9th March 1864 :—

" A suitor dependent on his native Vakeel oftener suffers than otherwise

from his stupidity and ignorance, and from what I may call his over-pleading

and over-advocacy. The native Vakeel presses every weak point of his case

on the Court, and flings on its face, as evidence, every irrelevant stuff that

his client may choose to put before him, even matter that does him
positive harm ; and with an opposing Pleader of no greater intelligence or

ability, the presiding Judge is left without any help to arrive at the merits

of the case, and no wonder allows these stuffs to creep into the record and

perhaps finds out, when too late, if at all, that he has to go through and

observe upon a mass of matter which has no more bearing on the land

dispute before him, than on the adultery case tried the other day ; matter

which would have been nipped in the bud but for want of objection taken at

the proper time by the opposing Pleader.

" The Vakeel is no adviser ofhis client,butliterallyhis mouth-piece. Hedoes
not understand such a thing as advising, and much less can he imagine that
it is as often his business to deprecate legal proceedings in cases submitted
to him, as to recommend such proceedings ; and he little knows that he is

as much entitled to a fee for an opinion adverse to an intended suit as for

one in its favour. If his friend wants to bring a suit, ' Bring it,' says he.

If he wants to appeal against a decree, ' By all means,' says he. When
asked by the Judge how he consented to such and such trash being adduced
as evidence, his answer frequently is, ' My chent asked me to do so, he is a
poor man, he has a just case, and the Court must have compassion on
him.' This is the climax of his eloquence. It is from a pathetic appeal to
the Judge's compassion, it is from a comparative examination of the circum-
stances in life of the two parties, that the Vakeel hopes to win the
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sympafchy of the Court for his client. By way of supplementing this appeal

to the finer feelings, this address to the emotions of the Judge's heart,

he produces his client, who falls prostrate at the Judge's feet, pours

down a flood of tears, and sets up a pitiful and vociferous prayer

for justice," accompanying it with such adulatory doses regarding

his powers of discernment and justice as cannot "but make him think

that he is far above mortals, if not quite a god. He is the very mirror

of justice, can detect truth at a glance, and from the very physiognomy of

the two parties. He is a Vishnu or a Siva, and a thousand other

deities. All this he considers very legitimate pleading. He presses

every point, or rather everything, (for there is no point at all in the thing)

that his client wishes him to say, and the more irrelevant it is, the greater

the earnestness with which it is dwelt on, so as effectually to keep out of

view points or facts that really tell for his client. His pleading, if it may be

so called, more resembles the talk of an unsophisticated villager relating his

grievances to his village head, who personally knew every fact connected

with the story, than the address of an advocate who has endeavoured to

knead it of all its weakening, irrelevant, and injurious matter, so as to present

its strong features "to one who can form no judgment on the case, except

from the facts admissible in evidence. He does not understand the art of

skipping over and much less giving up a bad or inconvenient position or

argument, and is little aware how much a cause sometimes gains by the

advocate surrendering an untenable part of his defence, or by admitting an

unimportant fact, so as to concentrate all available force on a position more

clearly defensible, and the maintenance of which is sufficient for his victory.

He would give up nothing, defend and insist on everything, and a contrary

course he takes as one of conscious weakness and not of confident strength.

" Such, Mr. Editor, is the class and quality of advocates to whom the

MofussU population are obliged to trust their cases, men as ignorant as them-

selves and who can for a moment doubt that their supercession by men of

a superior order, by English and native gentlemen of legal education and

standing, would not only be a great advantage to the Mofussil suitor, but

would prove of immense help to the Judge ? And I for one would rejoice at

their settlement in some of the Mofussil stations. From some little expe-

rience I have had of the manner in which these gentlemen handle their cases,

I can well realize to my mind the very great advantages that would result

to all parties concerned, the Judge included, if some of the Vakeels and

advocates practising at the High Court bar could be induced to settle at, or

make more frequent visits to, the MofussO, than they now do. I can imagine

how easy the Judge's work would then become, aided by a bar formed by

such men, and I can predict with safety that there would then be fewer

appeals to the High Court than there now are. Let it not be supposed that

the speculation would be a doubtful one to themselves, however profitable to

the suitor to have such lawyers near his door ; but I can assure them that

the ordinary Vakeel of a District Court, such as he is, demands and gets

most fabulous sums from the suitor, compared with the kind of assistance he

renders, and that more money goes into the hands of these Vakeels and

oificers of the Court than an ordinary English lawyer would hope to make
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for himself; for it must be remembered that, under the present state of

things when the Vakeels are so sadly wanting in legal qnaliflcations, the

ministerial oiEoers of the Oonrts necessarily supply their shortoomiugs

by aiding the Judge, and, of course, get paid for this extra work in the

shape of bribes. Unaided by a trained bar, the Judge cannot but fall

back on his Gomaatah, sharp and intelligent as some of them are,

for assistance in several ways ; for the system in tie Mofussil imposes

a good deal of the clerk's work on the Judge, and the Judge, unhelped

by a bar worthy of the name, or by a Jury, however independent he

may be disposed to be, caniiot avoid getting an occasional suggestion

on a point of substantive law or procedure, if not actually on the merits

of the ease itself, from his clerk. Government vrill not relieve the

Judge of his clerical Junctions by making the clerk do his proper business,

such as signing of processes and sundry other jobs which in every English

Court devolve on him ; but they have no objection to indirectly making

him the assistant and adviser of the Judge in his judicial functions, for

such is often a Sheristadar to a Mofussil Judge under the circumstances,

especially if the Judge happens to be a Covenanted European who is sud-

denly raised to the bench from a Sea Custom CoUectorsMp, or Post Master

Generalship. With gentlemen thus unexpectedly metamorphosed, their

clerks cannot but be the real Judges for some time at least. In brief, tho

Judge does much of the work which his SJieristadar ought to do, and the

latter in return helps the former in Ms proper duties. Our far-sighted

Government will not trust a Sheristadar with the signing of a number of

every-day processes, but have no objection to his really aiding the Judge in

his own proper work. The consequence of this state of things is, that the

Judge is overworked, does hisworkin a slovenly manner, depends, more or less,

upon his by-standing clerk for assistance, which ought to be given by an

intelligent bar, and fails to command for his decisions that popular confidence,

as to their independence, which they ought to carry ; these decisions being

regarded as more or less dictated by the influence brought to bear on the

Judge through a subordinate officer of the Court.

" I say, then, that the formation of an educated bar, as well as relieving

the Judge of all clerical duties, is emphatically the grand desideratum for

the improvement of the administration ofjustice in the Mofussil. The latter

is a measure which would cost Government nothing. They have only to

authorize by legislation the head servants of the Courts to do the work

which they ought, and thus leave the Judge leisure for the study of law and

for purposes strictly judicial. As to the fonnation of the bar, there appears

to be some difficulty. The notion in the Mofussil seems to be that it is left

to the Judge to license or not a new applicant for admission, and applica-

tions are, I hear, refused on the ground that there are already too many
compared with their income, or for some such reason. In the first place, I

doubt whether any Judge can thus limit the number ofmen to whom people

should go for legal advice. . The Judge is not bound to see a decent income

secured to each Vakeel. This is no business of his. Neither is it right to

deprive the public of the advantage of choosing, for their advisers, among
a number of men, provided they are passed. Instead, therefore, of confining
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iflie area of selection, I think every Judge of a District Court should be

•advised, and, indeed, ordered by the High Court to invite applicants qualified

to practice at the High Court, to enrol themselves as Vakeels of the lower

Courts. Some of the English and native lavfyers of position at Madras,

aome of the native B. L.'s and other men passed as Moonsiffs and Vakeels

and possessing a high degree of English scholarship, though no Bachelors of

Law, might thus be brought into the Mofussil Courts, and the old race of

Vakeels gradually got rid of, unless they stick on as assistants or Attorneys

to the new set of men. I may not be very definite in my remarks, but how-

ever poor my suggestions of a remedy, no language can be too strong to

depict the sad miscarriage of justice that takes place every day in

consequence of the mischievous ignorance of the men who have now the

conduct of litigation in the Mofussil. It may be said that, amidst all this

tirade against poor Vakeels, I have taken for granted that the Judges them-

selves are everything that could be desired. The necessity of appointing

men of legal training to the Mofussil bench has been so often urged, and the

policy ofat least confining to the department even non-professional civilians

once appointed to judicial ofiice has been so frequently insisted on without

much effect, that I feel how infinitesimally little my weak voice is likely to

add to an exposure of the evils incident to the present system under which

a Postmaster all his life finds himself suddenly gazetted as Judge ofa ZiUah,

even against his will. It would unquestionably be a reform of the most

beneficial character, if it were made the rule that the Chief Judge of every

District should be a lawyer like Mr. Collett ; but when will the Government

do this ? Not for the next quarter of a century, I opine ; but much might be

done for the cause of justice by improving the persormel of the bar, and

this, I trust, is in the power of the Judges of the High Court, composed, as it

at present is, of men learned in the law, with their worthy coadjutor of the

old Civil Service, who is quite as liberal a friend of judicial reform as any

anti-Civilian lawyer can possibly be."

July, 1866.
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CHAPTER I.

THE DUTIES OF THE VAKEEL.

SECTION I.

Preliminary consideration before commencing a Suit.

BEFORE conunenciag a Suit Yakeels are to make preliminary

enquiries on several points. They should consider

—

1.) Whether a complete cause of action is vested in their

client, for sometimes it will be found that the right of action was

intended to accrue solely upon the happening of some event, which

has not yet occurred.

—

B. G. 110.

2.) Whether or not the right of action has been postponed,

as for instance where a credit was given for a specific period.

—

16. 112.

3.) Whether the right of action has been extinguished, as

by merger* For, where a judgment has been obtained for a

debt as well as for a tort, the right given by the record merges

the inferior remedy by action for the same debt or tort against

another party.

—

B. G. 271.

4.) Whether the right of action has become barred by the

statute of limitation. A Plaintiff, in order to avoid incurring

useless expenses and disappointment, will be well advised on

this point.

—

lb. 112.

* Tlie doctrine of merger is explained in these words. " If there be a

breach of contract or wrong done, or any other cause of action, by one

against another, and judgment be recovered in a Conrt of record, the judg-

ment is a bar to the original cause of action, because it is thereby re-

duced to a certainty, and the object of the Suit attained, so far as it can

be at that stage. The cause of action is changed into a matter of record

which is of a higher nature, and the inferior remedy is merged in the higher."

These remarks equally apply where there is but one cause of action,

whether it be against a single person or many. The judgment of a Court of

record changes the nature of that cause of action, and prevents its being

the subject of another suit and the cause of action being single cannot

afterwards be divided into two.—B. 0. 269—270.
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5.) Whether or not any notice of action is requisite. "WTier-

ever the enforcement of a right of action is contemplated, some rea-

sonable notice ofthe intended proceeding (even when not in strict-

ness requisite) or some demandfor pecuniary compensation or some

request for the performance of that which has been wrongfully

left undone, should be made upon the opposite party, in order that

a fair opportunity for an amicable settlement may thus be afforded

him. And hence it is that a respectable Vakeel will always make

a demand of some sort onbehalfof his client before commencing a

suit.—lb. 113.

6.) What is the proper form of the action (Ih. 295). A
party may not set up one title and then seek to recover upon

another.—K S. 19.

7.) By and against whom the action should be brought,

(B. G. 113) The Civil Procedure Act VIII of 1859-Sec. XVI
points out the selection of parties. The most general rule with

respect to choosingthe Plaintiffs, is, that, " He mustbe the Plaintiff,

in whom the legal interest is vested" (B. G. 181). A Mocktiar

Vakeel cannot be a Plaintiff (S. D. Page 80 of 1858 and 107 of

1859.) nor can an agent lawfully nominate or appoint ajiother to

perform the subject matter of his agency, for the maxim is that " A
delegated authority cannot be redelegated."

—

B. L. M. 755.

The rule for selecting Defendants is

—

In excontractu :
" Hemust be theDefendant by whom or on

whose behalf such contract was concluded."

—

B. G. 140.

In ex delicto : The party committing the wrongful act, or

asserting a right or title adverse to Plaintiffs—must be

Defendant.—5. G. 168.

2 If the suit is to commence upon any contract or written

deeds, the Vakeels have further to consider

—

1.) Whether the contract or deed is inchoate merely, or incom-

plete (B. G. 628). A deed has no operation until delivery (lb. 175).

And this principle was also upheld by Sudder Udalut.

—

B. P. 227.

2.) Whether there has been a reciprocity of assent and privity

between the contracting parties. Suppose, A, is a debtor of B, and

creditor of C, in different sums; here B, cannot sue C, though upon

permission of A, because there is no reciprocity or privity between

them, B, being merely stranger to the contract between A and C.

—

B. C. 325.
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8.) Whetlier there has heen a consideration moving from one

to the other. For " no action arises from a naked agreement

(^N. §. 646) or from a bare promise."

—

B. L. M. 669.

4.) Whether the consideration was good and sufficient or

was on any ground invalid.

—

C. B. 528.

5.) Whether the contract was illegal, as contravening the

Statute Law or any public policy.

—

lb.

6.) Whether it was founded on fraud, or was illusory.

—

lb.

7.) Whether the legal capacity to contractiag parties is

unaffected.—16. 629.

8.) Whether, a right of action, in truth, exists and will be

enforcible.

—

lb

.

9.) What will, probably in the event of success, be the amount
of compensation, to be awarded by the court.—16.

10.) Is it, in short, worth while for the complainant (regard

being had to all the facts submitted) to incur the anxiety of liti-

gation, to risk the chance of defeat, with a penalty consequent

thereupon, in the shape of costs, whilst in pursuit of a favorable

verdict, and the damages which are to crown it ? These are ques-

tions of much importance, although too little regarded by the

practioner.—lb

.

SECTION II.

Composition of Pleadings.

3. Vakeels are already in possession of the forms (Sec XXVI
Act VIII of 1859.) in which pleadings are to be prepared. I

can only add that in laying down any proposition or propositions,

they should not enter on too wide a field of discussion, and
introduce many propositions not sufficiently connected, an error

which destroys the unity of composition. Unpractised composers

are apt to fancy that they shall have the greater abundance of

matter, the wider extent ofsubject theycomprehend; butexperience

shows that the reverse is the fact : the more general and extensive

view will often suggest nothing to the mind but vague and trite re-

marks
;
when uponnarrowing the field of discussion,manyinterest-

ing questions of detail present themselves.

—

W. B. 24—25.
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4. The Vakeels must also ask themselves three questions 1st

what is the fact; 2dly why (i. e. from what cause) is it so, or in

other words, how is it accounted for ; 3dly what consequences

result from it.—TF. B. 24—25.

5. The plaintiff must shew a state of facts which will, if un-

answered, entitle him to judgment i. e. he should put forward his

complaint expressed in language neither insensible nor ambiguous

and in such a shape that he will, in point of law and in the absence

of any good and sufficient defence, have a right to some redress.

The plaint must conclude with a claim for damages which should

be to an amount sufficient to cover the whole of the PlaintifiF's

demand.—5. G. 185.

6. When a written instrument is sued on, it may be set forth in

the plaint according to its legal effect. Vakeels must take care that

they neither plead that which is mere matter of evidence, nor

that of which the court takes notice ex officio, nor that which would

come more properly from the other side ; nor should they allege

circumstances which the law presumes or which are necessarily im-

plied; noraffect an excessive particularity on the one hand,which is

not essential to the case, nor allow, on the other hand, a statement

to be made so vague and general in its terms as to give his adver-

sary information which is not sufficiently specific.

—

B. G. 188.

7. A fault in the pleadings would occur when a "departure" is

committed. Thisterm isusedwhen eitherparty to the action, having

taken up one ground of complaint in the declairation or of defence

in the plea, at a subsequent stage of the pleading deserts it in

favor of another ground inconsistent therewith. Again argumen-

tativeness will not be sanctioned in the courts of law; for it is evi-

dently essential with a view to the conclusive determination of dis-

putes, that both parties should advance their positions of fact in an

absolute form and not leave them to be collected by inference and

argument only.

—

Ih.

8. When the rights ofa party pleading depend upon the perfor-

mance of conditions precedent, performance of such condition may
be averred generally ; and the opposite party shall not deny such

averment generally but shall specify in his pleadings the condition

or conditions precedent, the performance of which he intends to

contest.—B. 190.

9. There are several different modes in which a Defendant

may answer the Plaintiff's claim. He may set up a defence, either 1

,
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by way of demurrer to the declaration; or 2, by pleading in abate-

ment, or, 3, by pleading in bar of the action ; or, 4, lie may both

plead and demur to tlie declaration or, 6, lie may pay money into

court and plead such payment or, 6, he may set up certaia equitable

defence.

—

Ih. 191.

10. With respect to pleas which must be specially pleaded, it is

directed that iu any species of action on contract, as well as in tort,

all matters in confession and avoidence including not only those by
way of discliarge but those wliich show the transaction to be either

void or voidable in point of law oil the ground of fraud, or other-

wise, shall be specially pleaded. Thus, infancy, coverture, release,

payment, performance, illegality of consideration either by statute

or common law, drawing, endorsing, acceptuig &c. bills or notes

by way of accommodation, set-off, mutual credit, unseaworthi-

ness, misrepresentation, concealment, deviation andvarious other

defences must be specially pleaded.

—

B. 0. 198.

11. The answer is to be drawn up in the same succinct manner

as the Plaint and as rigidly confined to the immediate subject mat-

ter of the suit. Where however objections exist to the suit that

the value in issue has been understated, that the Plaintiff is under

personal disability to sue, that the suit has not been laid against the

right parties, or against all who should have been included therein,

that the subject matter thereof has already been adjudicated on,

that the suit is barred by the statute of limitation, or that in any

way it cannot be proceeded with, these exceptions should be briefly

statedwith the necessary particulars ofsums, persons anddates, &c.,

and all such objections should be set forth prominently at the out-

set of the answer, that the suit in respect to them may be brought

to a speedy issue. In proceeding to answer specifically to the

Plaintiffs demand upon him, the Defendant is briefly to state the

facts on his side opposed to the truth of the demand, with particu-

lars of time, place, &c., but- he is not to describe the evidence on

which he rests for proof of his assertions nor to enter into any

argument. For example where the suit may be for recovery on a

bond the Defendant may simply deny that he ever borrowed the

money from the Plaintiff or executed the bond ; or he may plead

that on such a day he discharged the bond; or that by such ,

another transaction held with Plaintiff the debt has been cancelled

in part or in whole. Or where the suitmay be for land, if the De-

fendant dispute the title of the Plaintiff, he is to describe his own
title with the same brevity enjoyed upon the Plaintiff in setting
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forth his title in the Plaint ; or if a mortgage be in question he may

answer that the sum of the mortgage is higher than that named

in the Plaint, or that he never had transaction vdth the PlaintiEf

respecting the land but as derived from such a one. And the same

if the suit be brought on the ground of a lease, that the term of the

lease has not elapsed, or that the circumstance to lead to forfeiture

of the lease has not occurred, or that he holds the lease ofanother

than Plaintiff.—If. G. 65—66.

1 2. Suits commonly have their origin in questions of law or of

fact or both of law and fact. Pleadings are required to enable the

Judge, upon a comparison ofthem, to perceive whatquestions hehas

to try, and to regulate the further conduct ofthe controversy, decid-

ing at once, the questions of law, if there be no dispute as to facts,

and where facts are disputed, directing how they are to be investi-

gated. A Defendant denying the Plaintiff's claim must closely

scrutinise the nature of the demand, and also the manner and form

in which it has been brought forward, and must then proceed to

frame his answer. The essence of the defence always is either

that the alleged right has no existence at all, or that there is a

higher right in the Defendant. The claim conmionly amounts to

an assertion, expressed or understood, of some general rule of law,

an assertion that the case falls within that rule and a demand that

the general rule may be applied to the particular case. The De-

fendant will naturally deny the existence ofthe alleged general rule

of law, or the truth of the assertion that the Plaintiff's case falls

within that rule, or will argue that the demand of the'Plaintiff is

not founded on a correct application of the rule to the particular

case. The points at issue cannot be opened one after another in

a series of pleadings. It is necessary that the main facts, upon

which the parties respectively rely, should be set forth at large in

the plaint and in the answer. Defences fall under three heads
;

1st. That the case stated does not, of itself, entitle to the relief

prayed for ; 2nd. That, by reason of a fact not stated, the case

stated does not entitle to the relief prayed for ; 3rd. That the case

stated is wholly or partially false. Under the first head, fall the

objections apparent in the plaint, of limitation, valuation, or juris-

diction, as also the objections that the Plaintiff is under personal

disability, or has no interest in the subject, or that the plaint is

deficient in some essential points or that the suit is insufficient to

answer the piirpose ofcomplete justice, because it does not include

all proper parties, or because it is too limited or too comprehensive
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tending tomultiply litigationunreasonably, or confounding distinct

subjects in the same suit. Under tbe second defence, fall pleas

connectedwith limitation, valuation, andjurisdiction not apparent

from tbe plaint itself and pleas of previous decree, of suit pending,

of aji account settled, or of an award. Sometimes tbe Defendant

denies that he has any right tothething demanded by thecomplain-

ant and disclaims or renounces all pretensions to it. He cannot,

however, disclaim a liability, merely by alleging that he has no in-

terest in the matter of thi suit, for, others may have an interest in

it against him, as where he is called upon for an account. Nor can

a disclaimer by one Defendant be permitted to prejudice the Plain-

tiff's rights as against the others. When the Defendant comes to

the 3rd class of the defence, his answer should state at large all

the facts, as well as his conclusions. Matters withra the personal

knowledge of the Defendant must be truly stated by him. Alter-

native defences may be set up by him in matters of which he has

no certain knowledge. But he cannot insist on two defences which

are inconsistent with each other, or are the consequences of incon-

sistent facts. But he is at liberty to deny the Plaintiff's general

title and also to insist that even if he establishes his title, he is pre-

cluded from obtaining what he demands, by some other circumstan-

ces. The Defendant's case perhaps, need not be so precisely sta-

ted as that of the Plaintiff, though it is prudent for him to state it

pretty fully. The answer should meet the Plaiatiff's statement at

all points as fully as possible, since the adverse statement is likely

to be presumed to be true, where the Defendant has not controver-

ted it. Matters foreigntothe suit or not affecting theDefendant need
not be answered by him. If he is called upon to set forth a deed
or other instrument, he should give the very words of the document.

If he denies a fact, he should deny it directly and in point blank,

but not in the form which is called negative pregnant. The answer,

like all other pleadings, must be free from scandal and imperti-

nence.—if. G. 67 to 69

13. In framing appeals the bona fide transaction and honesty

of purpose of a Judge cannot be questioned, but his decision may
be impugned for error either of Law or of fact.

—

B. L. M. 82.

14. No pleadings will be entertained which is couched in langu-

age disrespectful to the Court, or to the Judge of any other Court,

or to any other public officer, or which contains terms of reproach

against the other party.

—

Practice of Sudder Tldalutp. 40.

1-5. Some Vakeels are in the habit of overwhelming the plead-
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ings with unreconeilahle precedents. This must be avoided. They

should remember that courts are not hampered by precedents, but

that they are directed to decide according to equity and good con-

science.— N. preface page 4.

SECTION III.

Arrangement of Composition.

16. Arrangement is a more important point than is generally

supposed; indeed it is not perhaps of less consequences in composi-

tion than in the Military art, in which it is well-known that with

an equalityof forces ia numbers, courage, andevery other point, the

manner in which they are drawn up, so as either to afford mutual

support, or on the other hand, even to impede and annoy each

other, may make the difference of victory or defeat.

—

W. S. 89.

1 7. The usual and natural way of speaking or writing is to

begin by declaring your opinion, and then to subjoin the reasons

for it. But when the conclusion to be established is one likely

to hurt the feeHngs and offend the prejudices of the hearers, it is

essential to keep out of sight, as much as possible, the point

to which we are tending, till the principles from which it is to

be deduced shall have been clearly established ; because men
listen with prejudice,' if at all, to arguments that are avowedly lead-

ing to a conclusion which they are indisposed to admit ; whereas

if we thus, as it were, mask the battery, they will not be able to

shelter themselves from the discharge. The observance accordingly,

or neglect of this rule, will often make the difference of success

or failure.—TF. B. 91.

18. A Proposition that is Well-Jenown, (whether easy to be
established or not,) andwhich containsnothing particularly offen-

sive, should, in general,be stated at once, and the proofs subjoined

;

but one not familiar to the hearers, especially if it be likely to be
unacceptable, should not be stated at the outset. It isusually better

in that case to state the argument first, or at least some of them,
and then introduce the Conclusion : thus assuming in some degree
the 'character of an investigator.

—

lb.

19. It may be observed, that if the Proposition to be main-
tained be such as the hearers are likely to regard as insignificant,

the question should be at first suppressed; but ifthere be any thing
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offensive to their prejudices, the question may be stated, but the

decision of it, for a time, kept back.

—

lb. .92.

20. Tou shotild never begin with a weakest point, but adopt

Nestor's Plan of drawing up troops placing the best first and last,

and the weakest in the middle.

—

Tb. 108.

SECTION IV.

Examination ai Witnesses.

21. Ifyou have any objection to make to the examination of

witnesses the proper time fon taking it (if it were known to you)

is before the witnesses are sworn ; but at any time during the ex-

amination at which the incompetency of the witness becomes

apparent, the objection will prevail and the evidence already

taken will be struck out.

—

N. § 365.

22. . You may examine a witness as to all facts within his

knowledge, as well as to inferences drawn by him from facts within

his own knowledge ; for instance as to his belief in the identity of

hand-writing, which is framed upon his previous knowledge ofthe

character of the writer's hand : but he cannot be asked as to his in-

ferences drawn from what he has simply heard from others. For

instance he could not be asked if he believed the Prisoner at the

Bar, was the man whom he had heard described by others, or

had seen described by the hue and cry, or any other advertise-

ment.—iV. § 382.

23. There is an exception however to this last rule in regard

to belief or opinion in matters of science, where the maxim of the

law is, " Credit is to be given to a witness skilled ia his own pro-

fession.
'

' For instance, it is allowable for a medical man,who has not

himself attended the prisoner as a patient, to sit in court during

the trial, and having heard the facts of the prisoner's demeanour,

conduct, &c. deposed to by other Witnesses, he may be asked what
opinion, inference, or belief he draws from such evidence, assum-

ing it to be true, as to the state of the prisoner's mind (JV. § 383).

So post office officials have been called to give their opinion

the genuineness of post mark, or of a frank ; Engineers upon

buildings,paintersupon pictures ; seal-engravers as totheimpression

of a seal; nautical men on the naSdgation of a ship, &c. &c.

K § 313.
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24. A -witness skilled in foreign law may be asked as to Ms
opinion of the law

;
(N. § 389); and mercantile nsage of foreign

country may be proved by a merchant who has carried on business

in that country.

26. Great caution is necessary in receiving the evidence of

professional witnesses (76.390.) and a witness who falsely testi-

fies to his belief is as liable to punishment for perjury as if he

had falsely testified to facts.

—

K. § 323.

26. When a "Witness is asked as to facts of which he has no

recollection or but a faint one, except through the medium of some

written Memorandum made at or about the time of the event to

which it relates, he may look at such Memorandum for the purpose

of refreshing his memory.

—

N. § 392.

27. When a document is so put into the hands of a witness

for the above purpose the opposite pleader has a right to see it, and

he may cross-examine the witness upon the whole of it.

—

lb. § 397.

28. Leading questions are not to be asked. The ordinary

criterion of a leading question is said to be, whether the answer to

it would be directly "Yes" or "No." But this is scarcely accurate,

as there are many questions which obviously could receive no other

answer but which nevertheless could not be objected to on that

ground {N. § 372). It is proper to lead a witness in all matters

which are merelyintroductory, and the same questionmay be objec-

tionable orunobjectionableacoordingtothe circumstance.—IZi.§373.

29. Any question which suggests or prompts a pai'ticular

answer is clearly inadmissible, and is more objectionable than a

question directly leading in point of form. "I may caution the

practitioner" says Mr. Norton, "againstan indulgence inthis foolish

practice, for it weakens terribly the efiect of the evidence so eli-

cited, and is calculated to create the most unfavorable impression

on the mind of the JudgCi"

—

lb. 376.

SECTION V.

'
Cross-Examiuation.

30. The test of cross-examination is a most powerful weapon
in the hand of Vakeels. But it is also a very dangerous, although

a very tempting one, in the hands of a novice. It is a double edged

weapon, and often wounds the wilder. (16. § 60) . It is in this
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brancli of forensic practice that the youthful Vakeel is most eager

for display. The old and wary pleader remembers that the Witness

is hostile to him, and is perhaps on the watch to inflict damage on

his cause. Every question is likely to give suchaWitness an oppor-

tunity of clinching the nail he has driven before, if not of starting

new matter, which the examination in chief may not have elicited

but which may be farther pursued on re-examination. There-

fore unless there is some very good ground for believing that the

Witness can be broken down, or convicted of falsehood, it is rarely

good policy to submit him to a severe cross-examination. ,
Some-

times a cross-Examination is little more than affectation, in order

that the pleader may not seem to let the Witness go without ques-

tion, as if he were totally impregnable : and a few questions are

asked to shake his credit, or show the weakness of his memory.

Sometimes too, a cross-examination may have the fishing object

of eliciting some haphazard reply, and will openup matter favorable

to the Examiner on further pursuit. But generally speaking, cross-

examination is to be warily approached, and the way carefully

felt.—F. § 418.

31. A skilful cross-examiner will often elicit from a reluctant

witness most important truths, which the witness is desirous of

concealing or disguising. There is another kind of skill, which con-

sists in so alarming, misleading or bewildering an honest witness

as to throw discredit on his testimony or pervert the effect of it.

But generally speaking a quiet, gentle, and straightforward,though

full, and careful, examination, will be the most adapted to elicit

truth ; and the manoeuvres and the brow-beating which are

the most adapted to confuse an honest witness, are just what the

dishonest one is the best prepared for. The more the storm blus-

ters, the more carefally he wraps round him the cloak, which a

warm sunshine will often induce him to throw off.

—

W. B. 42.

32. By the means of cross-examination the situation of the

witness with respect to the parties and the subject of litigation,

his interest, his motives, his inclination and prejudices, his means

of obtaining a correct and certain knowledge of the facts to which

he bears testimony, the manner in which he has used those means,

his power of discerning facts in the first instance, and his capacity

for retaining and describing them, are fully investigated and as-

certained and submitted to the consideration of the Judge who
has an opportunity of observing the manner and demeanour of

the Witness.—JV. § 61.
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33. Leading questions may be asked on cross-examination
;

but words must not be put into the mouth of a witness, in order

that he may echo them back ; nor m.ust the Pleader by his form

of questions, assume, as already proved, any fact which has not

been proved, or any statement as made, which has not been made.

This is an error of constant occurrence, though nothing can be

more unfair.—JV^. § 400.

34. A witness may not be cross-examined as to collateral

matters ; for they are foreign to the issue.^

—

lb. § 401.

35. But the character of a witness is never irrelevant, since

it is of the highest importance in enabling the Judge to weigh the

value of his testimony.

—

Ih. § 403.

36. By sections XXXII and XXXIII Act II of 1855 cri-

minating and degrading questions may be put to a "Witness. The

difiference between criminating and degrading questions is this. The

former are those which threaten to bring the Witness subsequently

withinthedanger ofthe Law ;the lattermay besuch as seektoexpose

his having already suffered the penalty of the Law {lb. § 406 Note

M) . A Witness is bound to answer criminating questions, but when

such questions are answered in the negative, it is not open to con-

tradiction (76. 405). If a Witness is questioned as to whether he

has been convicted of any felony or misdemeanour, and if he

either denies the fact or refuses to answer, it shall be lawful for

the opposite party to prove such conviction.

—

lb. § 68.

37. A witness may not foist into his answer on cross-exami-

nation, or indeed on any examination, statements not in answer

to, nor explanatory of his answers to questions put to him. This

is denominated volunteering evidence, and Pleader of the oppo-

site party should be on his guard to check its introduction by
objection.

—

lb. § 41 7.

38 . False testimony is of two kinds ; either it is false in toto
;

or a portion of the evidence is true, but a false colouring is given

by the deponent to the whole or a part of the testimony. Of
these two the latter is by far the most common, and at the same
time by far the most difficult to scope with and expose.

—

lb. § 419.

39. When a witness relates in his examination in chief, evi-

dence which is false in toto, the cross-examination should be di-

rected to show the physical impossibility of what he has related

in his examination in chief

—

lb. § 420.
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40. When the falsehood is of the latter kind, the Pleader

should endeavour by his cross-examination to establish the impro-

bability or moral impossibility of the facts deposed to.

—

N.^ 421.

41. When there is no reason to snspect the witness of false-

hood, cross-examination should be directed to test his memory, ob-

servation, and the like.

—

lb. § 426.

42. The manner or demeanour of a witness is ever to be closely

watched and represented to the Judge during the oral pleadings.

This scratiay affords the Vakeels of Courts of origiaal jurisdiction

a vast superiority over those of appeal Court.

—

lb. § 785.

43. A witness may display reluctance, evasion, affectation of

dulness, exaggeration, over-willingness. Anover-forwardand hasty
zeal on the part of the witness in giving testimony which will be-

nefit the party whose witness he is, his exaggeration ofcircumstan-

ces, his reluctance in giving adverse evidence, his slowness in

answering, his evasive replies, his affectation of not hearing, or not

understanding the question, for the purpose of gaining time to

consider the effect of his answer, precipitancy in answering with-

out waiting to hear or to understand the nature of the question
;

his inability to detail any circumstances wherein, if his testimony

were untrue, he would be open to contradiction, or his forward-

ness in minutely detailing those where he knows contradiction to

be impossible ; an affectation of indifference ; are all to a greater

or less extent obvious marks of sincerity.

—

Ih. § 786.

44. On the other hand, his promptness and frankness in an-

swering questions without regard to consequences, and especially

his unhesitating readiness in stating all the circumstances attend-

ing the transaction, by which he opens a wide field for contradic-

tion if his testimony be false, are, as well as numerous others of a

similar nature, strong internal indications of his sincerity. The
means thus afforded by a vivd voce examination of judging of the

credit due to Witness, especially where their statements conflict, are

of incalculable advantage in the investigations of truth ; they not

unfrequently supply the only true testby which the real characters

of the witness can be appreciated.

—

N. § 786.
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SECTION VI.

Re-Ezamination.

45. Re-examination must be confined to the explanation of an-

swers elicited on cross-examination ; no new matter mnst be start-

ed.—IZ).§ 429.

46. Where upon re-examination, it is desired to introduce

new matter, the question should either be put by the Court or by

the Pleader after leave first obtained from the Court. The opposite

side will, of course, be entitled to cross-examine as to this new
matter. The Court sometimes puts questions to a witness after

the Pleaders have done with him ; and there can be no cross-ex-

amination insisted on as to this matter, though the Court will usu-

ally put any question which may be suggested. The Court can

always recall a witness who has been already examined, and may
permit a pleader to do the same, if it is deemed necessary to supply

some evident slip, or to elicit the truth on a new point.

—

Ih. 430.

SECTION VII.

Oral Fleadings-

47. The Vakeels should not commence their arguments and

refutation at the same time and thus make confusion, as I have

seen during the hearing of many a cause in which I was employ-

ed as Jevabnivis and interpreter.

48. The Vakeels' comments and arguments are the important

assistance to their clients (N. § 597.) which by the abolition of

several written pleadings formerly existed, have been made
most powerful. If their comments are confused, they will derive

no advantage but materially injure their cause.

49. Moreover misrepresentation of arguments—attempt to

suppress evidence or to silence a speaker by clamour—abuse and

personality—false charges, are irregularities which excite unfa-

vourable impression of the case.

—

W. B. 44. There is also an old

saying " He that has the worst cause makes the most noise."

50. Commendation will ensue, and the clients' interests be best

secured when causes arewellhandledand fairly pleaded.

—

B. 11.120.

6 1 . Some Vakeels entertain a foolish idea that those who first

speak will be able to prepossess the mind of the Judge and thus
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gain the victory. But so far from juinpiiig to a conclusion upon

a one-sided argument, Judges are always upon tlieir guard against

drawing any conclusion from the interested assertions of a pleader.

They always remember the consequences which result from hasty

presumption. Vakeels should therefore regulate the oral pleadings

in a fair and formal manner.

52. The right to begin devolves most commonly upon the

Plaintiff, in virtue of the Rule that " he on whom the burden of

making out the affirmation of the issue lies

—

in other words, the

.

party against whom, if no evidence were offered on either side,

the verdict would pass—is entitled to begin."

—

B. 0. 221.

63. The Plaintiffs' or Appellants' Vakeel shall fii-st commence
the argument, and comment upon the evidence adduced in its sup-

port which is then to be summed up ; the Vakeel for the opposite

side noting down in the meanwhile any material facts that may
drop from the mouth of his antagonist, and to which he may think
his refutation necessary.

54. All observations which a Pleader may desire to make, are

to be addressed to the Court, and never to the pleader on the other

side.

—

B/ides of Practice p. 38.

55. A party who has retained a Pleader to appear for him
will not be heai-d in person, unless he first withdraw the Vakulut-
namah.

—

Ih.

56. The speaker must confine himself to the subject matter

of the Case before the Court
; (Rules of Practice of S. IF. Sec.

XIX.) and before advancing any argument he should first con-

sider

—

1) "Whether the principal object ofhis argument is such as to

give satisfaction to a candid mind and to convey instruction to

those who are ready to receive it, or to compel the assent or silence

the objections of an opponent.

—

W. B. 70.

2) Whether, supposing the proposition in question to be ad-

mitted, would this statement here used as an argument serve to

account for, and to explain, the truth or not.

—

lb. 30.

_ 57. He should not assume that which would come more pro-

perly from the other side. But briefly open his case and conduct

the reading ofthe pleadings and documents and shall comment and
argue in support otitis case only.

—

E. ofPrac. S. U. Sec. XIX.
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58. His second speech is deferred until tlie evidence of the De-
fendant is laid beforethe Conrt andsmnmedup by the oppositePlea-

der. Where evidence is offered for the Defendant, the party be-

ginning,has the general reply; that is the opportunity afforded him
of commenting on the whole case as well on his own evidence as

on that of his opponent.

—

B. C. 222.

OF INTRODIJCTION.

59. The Speaker should not alarm his audience in the outset,

by announcing a great number of topics to be handled, because

they and perhaps also several preliminary considerations, prepa-

ratory explanations &c. will be likely to listen with impatience

to what they expect wiU prove tedious, and to feel an anticipated

weariness even from the very commencement.

—

W. B. p. 109.

Introduction should not be composed first, but the speaker

should consider first the main argument, for otherwise, seldom
any thing will suggest itself but vague generalities ; " common"
topics, i. e. what would equally well suit several different com-

positions ; whereas an Introduction that is composed last, will

naturally spring out of the main subject, and appear appropriate

to it.—1&.

60. Introduction inquisitive.—In an Introduction, it may be

useful to show that the subject in question is important, curious,

or otherwise interesting, and worthy of attention. This may be
called an " Introduction inquisitive."

Introduction paradoxical *When the point to be proved or ex-

plained is one which may be very fully established, or on which

there is little or no doubt, but may nevertheless be strange, and
different from what might have been expected ; it will often have

a good effect in rSusing the attention, to set forth as strongly as

possible this paradoxical character, and dwell on the seeming im-

probability of that which must, after aU, be admitted.

—

lb. p. 110.

61. Introduction corrective.—" Introduction corrective," is to

show that the subject has been neglected, misunderstood, or mis-

represented by others. This will, in many cases, remove a most
formidable obstacle in the hearer's mind, the anticipation of trite-

ness, if the subject be,—or may be supposed to be,—a hacknied

* Paradox is a tenet or proposition contrary to receiyed opinion, or Seem-
ingly ats-ord yet true in fact. See Webster's Dictionaiy.
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Dlie : and ifc may also serve to remove or loosen sucli prejudices as

might be adverse to the favourable reception of our Argu-
ments.—16.

62. Introduction ^preparatory.—It will often happen also, that

there may be need to explain some peculia/rity in the mode of

reasoning to be adopted ; to guard against some possible mistaJce

as to the object proposed; or to apologize for some deficiency.—lb.

Introduction narrative.—" Narrative Introduction," is to put the-

reader or hearer iu possession of the outline of some transaction,

or the description ofsome state of things, to which references and
allusions are to be made in the course of the Composition.

—

W.
B. p. 111.

OF CONCLUSION.

63. Concerning the " Conclusion" the general rules are, that it

should be neither so sudden and abrupt as to induce the hearer

to say, " I did not know he was going to leave off," nor again so

long as to excite impatience.

—

lb.

64. It should be carefully recollected by one who is delivering

orally a written discourse, that though to him it is written, it is

not so to his hearers ; and he is consequently in danger of over-

looking a fault in the Conclusion, while they will be struck by it.

Notice should be given, a little, and but a Kttle, beforehand, of

the approach to a close ; by saying " I will conclude by remark-

ing," &c. or the Kke. The most frequent, and the most appro-

priate kind of Conclusion is a Recapitulation, either of the whole,

or of part of the arguments that have been adduced.—76. p. 112.

65. It is a common fault of an extemporary speaker, to be

tempted, by finding himself listened to with attention and appro-

bation, to go on adding another and another sentence (what is

called, ia the homely language of the jest, "more last words"^

after he had intended, and announced his intention, to bring his

discourse to a close ; till at length the audience becoming mani-

festly weary and impatient, he is forced to conclude in a feeble

and spiritless maim.er, like a half-extinguished candle going out

in smoke. Let the Speaker decide beforehand what shall be his

concluding topic ; and let him premeditate thoroughly, not only

the substance of it, but the nj,ode of treating it, and all but the

very wprds : and let hitti resolve that whatever liberty he may
reserve to hinj^self of expanding or contracting other parts of his

speech, according as he finds the hearers more or less interested,
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(which is, for an extemporary speaker, natural and proper,) he

will strictly adhere to his original design in respect of what he

was fixed on for his Conclusion ; and that whenever he shall see

fit to arrive at that, nothing shall tempt him either to expand it

beyond what he had determined on, or to add any thing else

beyond it.

—

Jb.

SECTION VIII.

Befatation-

66. On the conclusion of thePlaintiffs' orAppellants' pleading,

the Pleader for Defendant or Respondent shall reply to the com-

ments and arguments advanced on behalfof thePlaintiffs or Appel-

lants, and briefly state his clients' case, and suggest and conduct the

reading of the documentary paper on which he relies and shall

comment and argue on his case (Bules ofPractice of 8. U. Sec.XIX).

During this course, the Vakeel for the opposite party should not

intervene.

67. Refutation of objections should generally be placed in the

midst of the argument ; but nearer the beginning than the end.

—

W. B. 94.

68. There are two ways in which a proposition may be refu-

ted ; 1st by proving the contradictory of it ; 2ndly by overthrow-

ing the argument by which it has been supported.

—

lb. 95.

69. When you may feel it difiScult to give a satisfactory refu-

tation of the opposite opinions, tUl you have gone through the

arguments in support of your own, it will be better to take some

brief notice of them early iu your discourse, with a promise of

afterwards considering them more fally and refating them.

—

lb.

70. A sophistical use is often made of this last rule, when the

objections are such as cannot really be satisfactorily answered.

The skUfal sophist will often, by the promise of a triumphant re-

futation hereafter, gain attention to his own statement; which,) ifit

be made plausible, will so draw off the hearer's attention from the

objections, that a very inadequate fulfilment of that promise
will pass unnoticed, and due weight will not be allowed to. the
objections.—JZ).
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71. Pleadei-s will not be unreasonably cliecked in the freedom

of language tli6y may employ on behalf of their clients. (EwZes of

Practice ofp. 38); and they may even say when necessity requires

that " to allow everyman an unbounded freedom of speeohmustal-

waysbe advantageous to the st&te "{Whately's Logic. 1,24). But

they should not prolong their comments for, it not only excites im-

mediate disapprobation, but weakens in the hearers' minds the

force of all that had gone before, and the Vakeels will as already

pointed out, be forced to cofaelude in a feeble and spiritless

manner, like a half extinguished candle going out in smoke.

—W. B. 112.

72. The closing remark should be not a long one, and should

be not the least important and the strikiag of the whole discourse

and if it contain a compressed repetition of something that had

been before dwelt on, this is all the better.

—

W. B. 112.

73. In Controversy, the Indirect method of refutation is often

adopted by choice, as it affords an opportunity for holding up an

opponent to scorn and ridicule, by deducing some very absurd

conclusion from the principles he maintains, or according to the

mode of arguing he employs.

—

lb. p. 97.

74. Proving too much.—Either the Premiss of an opponent, or

his Conclusion, may be disproved, either in the Direct, or in the

Indirect method ; i. e. either by proving the truth ofthe Contradic-

tory, or by showing that an absurd conclusion may fairly be de-

duced from the proposition you are combating. When this latter

mode of refutation is adopted with respect to the Premiss, the

phrase by which this procedure is usually designated, is, that the

"Argument proves too much;" i. e. that it proves, besides the

conclusion drawn, another which is manifestly inadmissible.

—

W. B. p. 97.

75. Sophistical Befutation.—One may often meet with a so-

phistical refutation of objections, consisting in counter-objections

urged against somethiug else which is taken for granted to be,

though it is not, the only alternative. It is thus that a man com-

monly replies to the censure passed on any vice he is addicted to,

by representing some other vice as worse ; e. g. if he is blamed for

being a sot, he dilates on the greater enormity of being a thief

;

as if there were any need he should be either.

—

lb. p. 101.

76. Overestimate of theforce ofBefutation.—The force of a Reftt-
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tation is often over-rated : an ai-gnment which is satisfactorily an-

swered ought merely to go for nothing : it is possible that the con-

clusion drawn may nevertheless be tme : yet men are apt to take

for granted that the Conclnsion itself is disproved, when the Argu-

ments brought forward to establish it, have been satisfactorily

refuted ; assuming, when perhaps there is no ground for the as-

sumption, that these are all the arguments that could be urged.

This may be considered as the fallacy of denying the Consequent

of a Conditional Proposition, from the Antecedent having been

denied. " If such and such an Arg^ument be admitted, the

Assertion in question is true ; but that Argument is inadmissible ;

therefore the Assertion is not true." Hence the injury done to any

cause by a weak advocate ; the cause itself appearing to the vul-

gar to be overthrown, when the Arguments brought forward are

answered.

—

lb. 102.

77. Hence the danger ofever advancing more than can be well
maintained ; since the refutation of that will often quash the

whole. A guilty person may often escape by having too much
laid to his charge ; so he may also by having too much evidence

against him, i. e. some that is not in itself satisfactory : thus
a prisoner may sometimes obtain acquittal by showing that one of
the witnesses against him is an infamous informer and spy

;

though perhaps if that part of the evidence had been omitted,

the rest would have been sufficient for conviction."

—

lb.

78. When no charge can really be substantiated, and yet

it is desired to produce some present effect on the nnthinldng,

there may be room for the application of the proverb, " Slander

stoutly, and something will stick:" the vulgar are apt to conclude
that where a ^eat deal is said, something must be true ; and many
are fond of that lazy contrivance for saving the trouble ofthink-

ing,—" splitting the difference;" imagining that they shew a
laudable caution in believing only a part of what is said. And
ihus a malignant Sophist may gain such a temporary advantage
by the multiplicity of his attacks.

—

W. B. p. 103.

79. On the above principle that a weak argument is positively

hurtfal, is founded a most important maxim, that it is not only

the fairest, but also the wisest plan, to state objections in theirfull

force ; at least, wherever there does exist a satisfactory answer
iio them ; otherwise, those who hear them stated more strongly

than by the uncandid advocate who had undertaken to repel
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them, •will naturally enough conclude that they are unanswer-

able.

—

lb.

80. Too earnest Befutation.—It is important to observe, that

too earnest and elaborate a refutation of arguments which are

really iosignificant, or which their opponent wishes to represent

as such, will frequently have the effect of giving them importance.

Whatever is slightly noticed, and afterwards passed by with

contempt, many readers and hearers will very often conclude

(sometimes for no other reason) to be really contemptible. But

if they are assured of this again and again with great earnestness,

they often begin to doubt it. They see the respondent plying

artillery and musketry,—^bringing up horse and foot to the

charge; and conceive that what is so vehemently assailed must

possess great strength. One of his refatations might perhaps have

left them perfectly convinced : all of them together, leave them

in doubt.—IS. 104.

81. But it is not to Refatation alone that this principle will

apply. In other cases also iii may happen that it shall be possi-

ble, and dangerous to write too forcibly. Such a caution may
remind some readers of the personage in the fairy tale, whose

swiftness was so prodigious, that he was obliged to tie his legs,

lest he should overrun, and thus miss, the hares he was pursuing.

But on consideration it will be seen that the caution is not un-

reasonable. When indeed the point maintained is one which

most persons admit or are disposed to admit, but which they are

prone to lose sight of, or to underrate in respect of its importance,

or not to dwell on with an attention sufficiently practical, that is

just th^ occasion which calls on us to put forth aU our efforts in

setting it forth in the most forcible manner possible. Yet even

here, it is often necessary to caution the hearers against imagining

that a point is difficult to establish, because its vniportance leads to

dwell very much on it.

—

lb. f. 104.

82. It is very possible that our reasoning may be "dark with

excess of light." Of course it is not meant that a Befatation

should ever appear (when that can be avoided^ insufficient;—^that

a conclusion should be left doubtful which we are able to establish

fully. But in combating deep-rooted prejudices, and maintaining

unpopular and paradoxical truths, the point to be aimed at should

be,to adduce what is sufficient, and notmuch more than is sufficient,

to prove your conclusion. If (in such a case) you can but satisfy
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mentliat your opinion isdecidedlymore probable tbanthe Opposite,

yon will have carried yonr point more effectually, than if you go

on, much beyond this, to demonstrate by a multitude of the most

forcible arguments, the extreme absurdity of thinking differently,

till you have affronted the self-esteem of some, and awakened the

distrust of others. Labourers who are employed in driving wedges

into a block of wood, are careful to use blows ofno greater force

than isjust sufficient. If they strike too hard, the elasticity of the

wood vrill throw out the wedge.—W. B. p. 106.

83. There is in some cases another danger also to be appre-

hended from the employment of a great number and variety of

arguments
;
(whether for refutation, or otherwise ;) namely, that

some of them, though really unanswerable, may be drawn from

topics of which the unlearned reader or hearer is not, by his own

knowledge, a competent judge ; and these a crafty opponent will

immediately assail, keeping aU the rest out of sight ; knowing

that he is thus transferring the contest to another field, in which

the result is sure to be, practically, a drawn battle.

—

lb.

84. It is generally the wisest course, therefore, not only to

employ such arguments as are directly accessible to the persons
,

addressed, but to confine one-self to these, lest the attention should

be drawn off from them.

—

lb. p. 107.

On the whole, the arguments which it requires the greatest

nicety of art to refute effectually, (I mean, for one who has truth

on his side,) are those which are so very weak and silly that it is

difficult to make their absurdity more palpable than it is already

;

at least without a risk of committing the error formerly noticed.

The task reminds one of the well-known difficult feat of cutting

through a cushion with a sword. And what augments the per-

plexity, is, that such arguments are usually brought forward by
those who, we feel sure, are not themselves convinced by them,

but are ashamed to avow their real reasons. So that in such a

case we know that the refutation of these pretexts will not go
one step towards convincing those who urge them ; any more
than the justifications of the lamb ia the fable against the wolf's

charges.

—

lb.

85. The last remark to be made under this head, is, as to the

difference between simply (^proving an error, and showingwhence
it arose. Merely to prove that a certain position is untenable, if

this be done quite decisively, ought indeed to be sufficient to
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induce every one to abandon it : but if we oam also succeed (wHich

is usually a more difficult task,) in tracing the erroneous opinion

up to its origin,—in destroying not only tbe branclies but tbe root

of the error,—^tbis will affisrd mucb more complete satisfaction,

and will be likely to produce a more lasting effect.

—

lb. p. 108.

86. Tbe conclusion you wish to draw, you may state plainly,

and avow your intention of producing reasons which shall effect

a conviction ofthat conclusion : yoii may even entreat the hearers'

steady attention to the point to be proved, and to the process of

arg^ument by which it is to be established.

—

W. B.p. 118.

87. A Pleader often finds it advisable to aim at establishing

—in reference to the feelings entertained towards himself—what

may be regarded as a distinct point from any of the above; namely,

the sincerity of his own conviction. In any description of com-

position, except the Speech of an Ad/uocate, a man's maintaining

a certain conclusion, is a presumption that he is convinced of it

himself. Unless there be some special reason for doubting his

integrity and good-faith, he is supposed to mean what he says, and

to use arguments that are at least satisfactory to himself. But it

is not so with a Pleader ; who is understood to be advocating the

cause of the client who happens to have engaged him, and to

have been equally ready to take the opposite side. The fullest

belief in his uprightness, goes no further, at the utmost, than to

satisfy us that he would not plead a cause which he was con-

scious was grossly unjust, aud that he would not resort to any

unfair artifices. But to allege all that can fairly be urged on

behalf of his client, even though, as a judge, he might be inclined

to decide the other way, is regarded as his professional duty.

—

Ib.p.UO&Ul.

88. If however he can induce a Jury to believe not only in his

own general integrity ofcl^aracter, but also in his sincere convic-

tion of the justice of his-elient's cause, this will give great addi-

tional weight to his pleading, since he will thus be regarded as

a sort of witness in the cause. And this accordingly is aimed at,

and often with success, by practised Advocates. They employ

the language, and assume the manner, of full belief, and strong

feeling.

—

Ih.

89. The consideration of the character of the Speaker, and of

his opponent, being of so much importance, both as a legitimate

source of Persuasion, in many instances, and also as a topic of
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Fallacies, it is evidently incumljeiit on tke oratorio be well-verseJ

in this branch of the art, with a view^ both to the justifiable ad-

vancement of his own cause, and to the detection and exposure

of unfair aidifice in an opponent. It is neither possible, nor can

it in justice, be expected, that this mode of persuasion should be

totally renounced and exploded, great as are the abuses to which

it is liable; but the Speaker is bound, in conscience, to abstain

from those abuses himself; and, in prudence, to be on his guard

against them in others.

—

Ih. p. 144.

90. The place for disparagement of an opponent is, for the first

Speaker, near the close of his discourse, to weaken the force of

what may be said in reply ; and, for the opponent, near the open-

ing, to lessen the influence of what has been already said.

—

W.

B. p. 146.

91. Either a personal prejudice, or some other passion un-

favourable to the Speaker's object, may already exist in the minds

of the hearers, which it must be his business to allay. It is obvi-

ous that this will be the most efiiectually be done, not by endea-

vouring to produce a state of perfect calmness and apathy, but

by exciting some contrary emotion,

—

lb.

OF RIDICULE.

92. It is said that serious arguments of an opponent are to be

met by ridicule, and his ridicule, by serious arguments (which is

evidently one that might be extended, in principle, to other feel-

ings besides the sense of the ludicrous). But it is only occasion-

ally applicable in practice ; and considerable tact is requisite for

perceiving suitable occasions, and employing them judiciously.

For, a failure does great injury to him who makes the attempt.

If you very gravely deprecate some ridicule that has been throvsm

out, without succeeding in destroying its force, you increase its

force ; because a contrast between the solemn and ludicrous height-

ens the effect of the latter. And if, again, you attempt unsuccess-

fully to make a jest of what the persons addressed regard as

strong arguments, and serious subjects, you raise indignation or

contempt ; and are also considered as haviag, confessedly, no seri-

ous and valid objections to offer.

—

lb. p. 147.

93. Of course, regard must be had to the character of those

you are addressing. If these are ignorant of the subject, superfi-

cial, and unthinking, they will readily join in ridicule of such
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reasoning as the better-informed and more judicioTis would des-

pise them for not appreciating. And again they may easily be

brought to regard a valid argument which exposes to ridicule

some sophistry, as nothing more than a joke.—76,

94. But when you wish to expose to ridicule something really

deserving df it which has been advanced seriously,, or to rescue

from ridicule what has been unfairly made a jest of, it will usually

be advisable to keep a little aloof, for a time from the very point

in question, till you have brought men's minds, by the introduc-

tion of suitable topics, into the mood required,—the derisive,

or the serious, as the case may be,—and then to bring them up to

that point, prepared to view it quite different!|y from what they

had done. And if this be skUfnlly managed, the effect will some-

times be very striking.

—

lb.
I

96. Such a procedure, it should be added, is sometimes adopt-

ed unfairly ; that is, men who are mortified at finding the absur-

dity of their conduct, their tenets, or their arguments exposed to

contemptuous ridicule, will often persuade others, and even them-

selves, that this mortification is a feeling of pious indignation in

behalf of a serious or sacred subject, against which they falsely

represent the ridicule as having been directed. Great caution

therefore is requisite in employing such a weapon as ridicule.

—

W.B.p. 148.

96. It will often happen that it will be easier to give a new
direction to the unfavourable passion, than to subdue it ; e. g. to

turn the indignation, or the laughter, of the hearers against a dif-

ferent object. Indeed, whenever the case will admit of this, it

will generally prove the more successfdl expedient ; becatise it

does not imply the accomplishment of so great a change in the

minds of the hearers.

—

lb.

97. Repetition.—The best general rule for avoiding the dis-

advantages both of conciseness and of prolixity is to employ ii!e-

petition : to repeat, that is, the same sentiment and argument in

many different forms of expression ; each in itself brief, but all,

together, affording such an expansion of the sense to be conveyed,

and so detaining the mind upon it, as the case may require.

—

lb.

2>. 169.

98. Care must of course be taken that the repetition may not

be too glaringly apparent ; the variation must not consist in the

mere use of other, synonjrmous, words ; but what has been ex-
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pressed in appropriate terms may be repeated in metaphorical
;

the antecedent and consequent of an argmnent, or the parts ofan

antithesis may be transposed ; or several different points that

have been enumerated, presented in a varied order.—&c. lb.

99. Another end, which in speaking is sometimes proposed, is

to occupy time. When an unfavorable decision is apprehended,

and the protraction of the debate may afford time for fresh voters

to be summoned, or may lead to an adjournment, which will afford

scope for some other manoeuvre ;—when there is a chance of so

wearying out the attention of the hearers, that they will listen

with languor and impatience to what shall be urged on the oflier

side ;—when an advocate is called upon to plead a cause in the

absence of those -vwiose opinion it is of the utmost importance

to influence, and wishes to reserve all his arguments till they

arrive, but till then, must apparently proceed in his pleading; in

these and many similar cases, which it is needless to particularize,

it is a valuable talent to be able to pour forth with inflnency an

unlimited quantity of well-sounding language which has little

or no meaning, yet which shall not strike the hearers as unin-

telligible or nonsensical, though it convey to their minds no dis-

tinct idea.

—

lb- p. ^TQ-

OF FALLACIES.
100. By a Fallacy is commonly understood, " any unsound

mode of arguing, which appears to demand onr conviction, and

to be decisive of the question in hand, when in fairness it is not."

Considering the ready detection and clear exposure of Fallacies

to be both more extensively important, and also more difficult,

than many are aware of.

—

W. L. p. 101.

101. In the practical detection of each individual Fallacy,

much must depend on natural and acquired acuteness ; nor can
any rules be given, the mere learning of which will enable us to

apply them with mechanical certainty and readiness : but still

we shall find that to take correct general views of the subject,

and to be familiarized with scientific discussions of it, will tend

above all things, to engender such a habit of mind, as will best fit

us for practice.

—

lb.

102. Logical Fallacies.—In every Fallacy, the conclusion either

does, or does not followfrom the Premises. Where the Conclusion

does not follow from the Premises, it is manifest that the fault is •

in the Beasomng, and in that alone ; these, therefore, are called
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Logical Fallacies, as teing properly, violations of those rules of

Reasoning wHch. it is the province of Logic to lay down.—16.

^. 105.

103. Material Fallacies.—Where the Conclusion does follow

from the Premisesitmaybecalledthe Material, orNon-Logical Fal-

lacies : of these there are two kinds ; 1st, when the Premises are

such as ought not to have been assumed ; 2nd, when the conclu-

sion is not the one required, but irrelevant ; because your Argu-

ment is not the proof of the contradictory of your opponent's

assertion, which it should be ; but proves, instead of that, some

other proposition resembling it. (I&. p. 106). Thus, I am requir-

ed, by the circumstances of the case, (no matter why) to prove a

certain Conclusion ; I prove, not that, but one which is likely to

be mistaken for it ;—^in this lies the Fallacy.

—

lb. p. 107.

104. Begging the question takes place when one of the Pre-

mises (whether true or false) is either plainly equivalent to the

conclusion, or depends on that for its own reception. The most

plausible form of this Fallacy is arguing in a circle ; and the

greater the circle the harder to detect.

—

lb.

105. Importance of detectingFallacies.—AFallacy isto be dread-

ed merely as a weapon fashioned and wielded by a skilful sophist

;

or, if they allow that a man may with honest intentions slide into

one unconsciously, in the heat of argument, still they seem to

suppose that where there is no dispute, there is no cause to dread

Fallacy ; whereas there is much danger, even in what may be

called solitary reasoning, of sliding unawares into some Fallacy, by
which one may be so far deceived as even to act upon the conclu-

sion thus obtained. By " solitary reasonings" is meant the case

in which one is not seeking for arguments to prove a given ques-

tion, but laboring to elicit from one's previous stock of knowledge

some useful inference.—lb. p. 109.

106. Twofold danger from any false assumption.—In refutatioa

of Fallacies including any false assumption employed as a Pre-

miss this consideration ought not to be overlooked; that an

unsound Principle, which has been employed to establish some

mischievously false Conclusion, does not at once become harm-

less, and too insignificant to be worth refuting, as soon as that

conclusion is given up, and the false Principle is no longer em-

ployed for that particular use. It may equally well lead to some

other no less mischievous result. A false premiss, according as
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it is combined with this, or with that, true one, will lead to two

different false conclusions.

—

W. L.p. 111.

107. Difficulty of detecting Fallacies.—^While sound reasoniag

is ever the more readily admitted, the more clearly it is perceiv-

ed to be such Fallacy, on the contrary, being rejected as soon

as perceived, wUl, of course, be the more likely to obtain recep-

tion, the more it is obscured and disguised by obliquity and com-

plexity of expression. It is thus that it is the most likely either

to slip accidentally from the careless reasoner, or to be brought

forward deliberately by the Sophist. Not that he ever wishes

this obscurity and complexity to be perceived ; on the contrary,

it is for his purpose that the expression should appear as clear

and simple as possible, while in reality it is the most tangled

net he can contrive.

—

lb. p. 112.

108. Fallacies concealed hy elliptical language.—It is usual to

express our reasoning elliptically, so that a Premiss (or even two

or three entire steps in a course of argument) which may be

readily supplied, as beiug perfectly obvious, shall be left to be

understood, the Sophist in like manner suppfesses what is not

obvious, but is in reality the weakest part ofthe argument : and

uses every other contrivance to withdraw our attention (his art

closely resembling the juggler's) from the quarter where the

fallacy lies. Hence the uncertainty before mentioned, to which

class any individual fallacy is to be referred : and hence it is

that the difficulty of detecting and exposing Fallacy, is so much
greater than that of comprehending and developing a process of

sound argument. It is like the detection and apprehension of

a criminal in spite of all his arts of concealment and disguise ;

when this is accomplished, and he is Irought to trial with all the

evidence of his guilt produced, his conviction and punishment

are easy ; and this is precisely the case with those Fallacies

which are given as examples in Logical treatises ; they are in

fact already detected, by being stated in a plain and regular

form, and are, as it were, only brought up to receive sentence.

Or again, fallacious reasoning may be compared to a perplexed

and entangled mass of accounts, which it requires much sagacity

and close attention to clear up, and display in a regular and in-

telligible form ; though when this is once acconvplished, the

whole appears so perfectly simple, that the imthinking are apt to

under-value the skill and pains which have been employed upon

it.—W. L.p. 112,
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109. Fallacies concealed hy lengthy discussion.—Moreover, it

should be remembered, tbat a very long discussion is one of tbe

most effectual veils of Fallacy. Sophistry, like poison, is at once

detected, and nauseated, when presented to us in a concentrated

form ; but a Fallacy which when stated barely, in a few sentences,

would not deceive a child, may deceive half the world, if diluted

in a quarto volume. For, as in a calculation, one single figure

incorrectly stated will enable us to arrive at any result whatever,

though every other figure, and the whole of the operations, be

correct, so, a single false assumption in any process of reasoning,

though every other be true, will enable us to draw what conclu-

sion we please ; and the greater the number of true assumptions,

the more Kbely it is that the false one will pass unnoticed. But

when you single out one step in the course of reasoning, and ex-

hibit it as a Syllogism with one Premiss true and the other false,

the sophistry is easily perceived.

—

lb. p. 113.

110. Fallacies are very much kept out of sight, being seldom

perceived even by those who employ them ; but of their practical

importance there can be no doubt, since it is notorious that a

weak argument is always in practice, detrimental ; and that there

is no absurdity so gross which men will not readily admit, if it

appears to lead to a conclusion ofwhich they are already convinc-

ed. Even a candid and sensible writer is not unlikely to be, by
this means, misled, when he is seeking for arguments to support

a conclusion which he has long been folly convinced of himself;

i. e. he will often use such arguments as would never have corvoinced

himself, and are not likely to convince others, but rather (by the

operation of the converse Fallacy) to confirm in their dissent those

who before disagreed with him.

—

Tb. p. 115.

111. It is best therefore to endeavour to put yourself in. the

place of an opponent to your own arguments, and consider whe-

ther you could not find some objection to them. The applause

of one's own party is a very unsafe ground for judging of the real

force of an argumentative work, and consequently of its real uti-

lity. To satisfy those who were doubting, and to convince those

who were opposed, are much better tests ; but these "persons are

seldom very loud in their applause, or very forward in bearing

their testimony.

—

lb.

OF AMBIGUITY.
112. It is common for the two Premises to be placed very

far apart, and discussed in different parts of the discourse ; by
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wliioh means the inattentive hearer overlooks any ambiguity

that may exist in the Middle-term. Hence the advantage of Lo-

gical habits, in fixing onr attention strongly and steadily on the

important terms of an argument.

—

W. L. p. 1 16.

113. Wheil we mean to charge any argument with the fault

of " equivocal middle," it is not enough to say that the Middle-

term is a word or phrase which admits ofmore than one meaning ;

(for there are few that do not) but we must show, that in order

for each premiss to be admitted, the Term in question must be

understood in one sense (pointing out ^vhat that sense is) in one

of the premises, and in another sense, in the other.—16.

114. Invportance of minute distinctions.—If any one speaks con-

temptuously of " over exactness'' in fixing the precise sense in

which some term is used,—of attending to minute and subtle

distinctions, &o. we may reply that these minute distinctions are ex-

actly those which call for careful attention ; since it is only through

the neglect of these that Fallacies ever escape detection.—16.

115. For, a very glaring and palpable equivocation could

never mislead any one. To argue that " feathers dispel darkness

because they are light," or that " this man is agreeable, because

he is riding, and riding is agreeable," is an equivocation which

could never be employed but in jest. And yet however slight in

any case may be the distinction between the two senses of a Mid-

dle-term in the two premises, the apparent-argument will be

equally inconclusive ; though its fallaciousness will be more like-

ly to escape notice.

—

lb.

116. Even so, it is for want of attention to minute points,

that houses are robbed, or set on fire. Burglars do not in general

come and batter down the front-door : but climb in at some

window whose fastenings have been neglected. And an incen-

diary, or a careless servant, does not kindle a tar-barrel in the

middle of a room, but leaves a lighted turf, or a candle snuff, in

the thatch, or in a heap of shavings.

—

lb.

117. In many cases, it is a good maxim, " take care of little

things, and great ones will take care of themselves."

—

lb.

There are innumerable instance of a non-correspondence in

paronymous words, as between art and artful, design and designing,

faith andfaithful, &c. ; andthe more slight the variation ofmeaning,

the more likely is the Fallacy to be suceessfal ; for when the

words have become so widely removed in sense as "pity" and
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"pitiful," every one wotild perceive such a Fallacy, nor could it

be employed but in a jest.

—

II. ]}. 118.

118. This Fallacy cannot in practice be refuted, (except

when you are addressing regular logicians,) by stating merely

the impossibility of reducing such an argument to the strict

logical form. Ton must find some way of pointing out the non-

corrospondence of the terms in question ; e. g. with respect to

the example above, it might be remarked, that we speak of

strong ov faint "presumption" but we use no such expression in

conjunction with the verb "presume," because the word itself

implies strength.—W. L. p. 118.

119. No fallacy is more common in controversy than the

present ; since in this way the Sophist will often be able to mis-

interpret the propositions which his opponent admits or maintains,

and so employ them against him. Thus in the examples just

given, it is natural to conceive one of the Sophist's Premises to

have been borrowed from his opponent.

—

lb.

120. Fallacy of Interrogations.—The Fallacy of asking several

questions which appear to be but one; so that whatever one

answer is given, being of course applicable to one only of the

implied questions, may be interpreted as applied to the other

:

the refution is, of course, to reply separately to each question, i. e.

to detect the ambiguity.

—

Ih. p. 119.

121. Much confusion often arises from ambiguity of words
when unperceived. It would puzzle any one, proceeding on mere
conjecture, to make out how the word "premises" should have

come to sig-nify "a building." The remedy for ambiguity is a

Definition of the Term which is suspected of beiag used in two
senses.

—

Ih.p. 125—6.

122. Definition when most needed.—It is important to observe

that the very circumstance which in any case makes a definition

the more necessary, is apt to lead to the omission of it : for when
any terms are employed that are not familiarly introduced into

ordinary discourse. The learner is ready to enquire, and the

writer to anticipate the enquiry, what is meant by this or that

term ?

—

lb.

123. Definitions how far to be exacted.—But here it may be

proper to remark, that for the avoiding of Fallacy, or of Verbal-

controversy, it is only requisite that the term should be employed

uniformly in the same sense, as far as the existing question is con-.
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cenied. Thus, two persons might, in discussing the question
whether Augustus was a gkeat man, have some such difference
in their acceptation of the epithet " great," as would be non-
essential to that question ; e. g. one of them might understand
by it nothing more than eminent intellectual and moral qualities

;

while the other might conceive it to implj the performance of
splendid actions : this abstract difference of meaning would not
produce any disagreement in the existing question, because both
those circumstances are united in the case of Augustus ; but if

one (and not the other) of the parties understood the epithet
" great" to imply pure patriotism,

—

geneeositt of character, &c.,

then there would be a disagreement as to the application of the
Term, even between those who might think alike of Augustus'
character, as wanting in those qualities. Definition, the specific

for ambig^ty is to be employed, and demanded, with a view to

this principle ; it is sufiicient on each occasion to define a, Term
CLS far as regards the question in hand.—W. L. p. 127.

1 24. Arguing in a circle.—Arguing in a circle must necessarily

be unfair ; though it frequently is practised undesignedly. (J6.

p. 132^. Of course the narrower the Circle, the less Kkely it is

to escape the detection, either of the reasoner himself, ("for men
often deceive themselves in this way) or of his hearers. -When
there is a long circuit of many intervening propositions before you

come back to the original Conclusion, it will often not be perceiv-

ed that the arguments really do proceed in a " Circle :" just as

when any one is advancing in a straight lime (as we are accustom-

ed to call it) along a plain on this Earth's surface, it escapes our
notice that we are really moving along the circumference of a
Circle, (since the earth is a globe) and that if we could go on
without interruption in the same line, we should at length

arrive at the very spot we set out from. But this we readily per-

ceive, when we are walking round a small hilL

—

lb. p. 132—3.

125. If the form of expression of each proposition be varied

every time it recurs,—the sense of it remaining the same,—this

will greatly aid the deception.

—

Ih.

126. Of course, the way to expose the Fallacy, is to reverse

this procedure : to narrow the Circle, by cutting off the interme-

diate steps, and to exhibit the same proposition,—when it comes

round the second time,—in the same words.

—

lb.

127. Obliquity of expression.—Obliquity and disguise being of

course most important to the success of the petitio principii as well
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as of other Fallacies, tte Sophist will in general either have re-

course to the " Circle," or else not venture to state distinctly his

assumption of the point in question, but will rather assert some

other proposition which implies it ; thus keeping out of sight (as

a dexterous thief does stolen goods^ the point in question, at the

very moment when he is taking it for granted.

—

Ih.

128. Great force is often added to the employment in a decla-

matory work, of the Fallacy by bitterly reproaching or deriding an

opponent, as denying some sacred truth, or some evident axiom
;

assuming, that is, that he denies the true premiss, and keeping

out of sight the one on which the question really turns.

—

Ih.

_p. 137.

129. Various kinds of proposition are, according to the

occasion, substituted for the one of which proof is required.

Sometimes the Particular for the Universal ; sometimes a

proposition with different Terms : and various are the con-

trivances employed to effect and to conceal this substitution,

and to make the Conclusion which the Sophist has drawn, answer,

practically, the same purpose as the one he ought to have estab-

lished. It will very often happen that some emotion will be ex-

cited—some sentiment impressed on the mind—(by a dexterous

employment of this Fallacy) such as shall bring men into the

disposition requisite for your purpose, though they may not have

assented to, or even stated distinctly in their own minds, the

proposition which it was your business to establish. Thus if a

Sophist has to defend one who has been guilty of some serious

offence, which he wishes to extenuate, though he is unable dis-

tinctly to prove that it is not such, yet ifhe can succeed in mahing

the avdienee laugh at some casual matter, he has gained

practically the same poiat.

—

W. L. p. 140.

1 30. So also if any one has pointed out the extenuating cir-

cumstances in some particular case of offence, so as to show that

it differs widely from the generality of the same class, the Sophist,

if he find himself unable to disprove these circumstances, may do

away the force of them, by simply referring the action to that very

class, which no one can deny that it belongs to, and the very

name of which will excite a feeling of disgust sufficient to counter-

act the extenuation ; e. g. let it be a case of peculation ; and

that many mitigating circumstances have been brought forward

which cannot be denied, the sophistical opponent will reply,

" Well, but after all, the man is a rogue, and there is an end of it
;"
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now in reality tiiis was (by hypothesis) never the question ; and

the mere assertion of what was never denied, ougJit not, in fairness

to be regarded as decisive ; but practically, the odiousness of the

word, arising in great measure from the association of those very

circwinstances which belong to most of the class, but which we have

supposed to be absent in this particular instance, excites precisely

th&t feeling of disgust, which in effect destroys the force of the

defence.^

—

lb.

131. In all these cases, if the fallacy we are now treating of

be employed for the apparent establishment, not of the ultimate

Conclusion, but (as it very commonly happens, of a Premiss, {i. e.

if the premiss required be assumed on the ground that some
proposition resembling it has been proved) then there will be a

combination of this fallacy with the last mentioned.

—

lb.

182. Gombination of this Fallacy with the foregoing.—For in-

stance, instead of proving that " this prisoner has committed an
atrocious fraud," you prove that " the fraud he is accused of is

attrocious :" instead of proving (as in the well-known tale of

Cyrus and the two coats) that " the taller boy had a right to

force the other boy to exchange coats with him," you prove

that "the exchange would have been advantageous to both:" in-

stead of proving that " a man has not a right to educate his chil-

dren or to dispose of his property, in the way he thinJcs best," you

show that the way in which he educates his children, or disposes

of his property is not really the best : instead of proving that

" the poor ought to be relieved in this way rather than in that,"

you prove that " the poor ought to he relieved : instead of proving

that an irrational-agent—^whether a brute or a madman—can

never be deterred from any act by apprehension or punishment,"

(as for instance, a dog, from sheep-biting, by fesir ofbeing beaten)

you prove' that " the beating of one dog does not operate as an

example to other dogs," &c. and then you proceed to assume as

premises, conclusions different from what have really been estab-

lished.— TF. L. p. 140—1.

133. It is very common to employ an ambiguous Term for

the purpose of introdixcing the Fallacy of irrelevant conclusion :

i. e. when you cannot prove your proposition in the sense in

which it was maintained, you are to prove it in some other sense.

—27).^. 14.3.

134. When the occasion or object in question is not such as
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calls for, or as is likely to excite in those particular hearers, the

emotions required, it is a common Rhetorical artifice to turn their

attention to some object which will call forth these feelings ; and

when they are too much excited to be capable ofjudging calmly,

it will not be difficult to turn their Passions, once roused, in the

direction required, and" to make them view the case before them

in a very difiierent light. When the metal is heated it may easily be

moulded into the desired form. Thus vehement indignation against

some crime, may be directed against a person who has not been

proved guilty of it ; and vague declamations against corruption,

oppression, &c. will gradually lead the hearers to take for granted,

without proof, that the measure proposed will lead to these evils,

or to these advantages ; and it will in consequence become the

object of groundless abhorence or admiration. For the very ut-

terance of such words as have a multitude of what may be called

stimulating ideas associated with them, will operate Hke a charm
on the minds, especially of the ignorant and .unthinking, and raise

such a tumult of feeling as will effectually blind their judgment

;

so that a string of vague abuse or panegyric will often have the

effect of a train of sound argument.

—

lb.

135. Shifting Ground.-—The Fallacy of " irrelevent-conclu-

sion" is nowhere more common than in protracted controversy,

when one of the parties after having attempted in vain to main-

tain his position, shifts his ground as covertly as possible to

another, instead of honestly giving up the point.

—

lb.

136. A practice of this nature is common in oral controversy

especially ; viz. that of combating both your opponent's Premises

alternately, and shifting the attack from the one to the other,

without waiting to have either of them decided upon before you
quit it. " And besides," is an expression one may often hear

from a disputant who is proceeding to a fresh argument,

when he cannot establish, and yet will not abandon, his first.

—

W.
Jj. f. 144.

137. Fallacy of objections.—Is to shew that there are objections

against some plan, theory, or system, and thence inferring that

it should be rejected ; when that which ought to have been proved
is, that there are more, or stronger objections, against the re-

ceiving than the rejecting of it.

—

lb.

138. The very same Fallacy indeed is employed on the other
side, by those who are for overthrowing Vhatcvcr is established
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as soon as they can prove an objection against it ; wittout consi-

dering whether more or weightier ohjections may not lie against

their own schemes ; but their opponents have this decided advan-

tage over them, that they can urge with great plausibility, " we

do not call upon you to reject at once whatever is objected to,

but merely to suspend your judgment, and not come to a decision

as long as there are reasons on both sides :" now since there

always will be reasons on both sides, this woM-decision is practi-

cally the very same thing as a decision infavor of the existing state

of things. "Not to resolve, is to resolve." The delay of trial

becomes equivalent to an acquittal.—lb. p. 145.

139. Fallacy of proving apart of the question.—Is to prove or

disprove gome part of that which is required, and dwell on that,

suppressing all the rest.—J6.

Thus if a University is charged with cultivating only the mere

elements of Mathematics, and in reply a list of the books studied

there is'produced, should even any one of those books be not ele-

mentary, the charge is in fairness refuted ; but the Sophist may

then earnestly contend that some of those books are elementary

;

and thus keep out of sight the real question, wz. whether they

are all so.

—

lb. 146.

140. It will readily be perceived that nothing is less conduc-

tive to the success of the Fallacy iu question, than to state (pearly,

in the outset, either the proposition you are about to prove, or

that which you ought to prove. It answers best to begin with

the Premises, and to introduce a pretty long chain of argument

before you arrive at the Conclusion. The careless hearer takes

for granted, at the beginning, that this chaia will lead to the

Conclusion required ; and by the time you are come to the end,

he is ready to take for granted that the Conclusion which you

draw is the one required ; his idea of the question having gra-

dually become indistinct. This Fallacy is greatly aided by the

common practice of suppressing the Conclusion and leaving it to

be supplied by the hearer ; who is of course less likely to perceive

whether it be really that "which was to be proved," than if it

were distinctly stated. The practice therefore is at best suspi-

cious ; and it is better in general to avoid it, and to give and require

a distinct statement of the Conclusion intended.

—

lb. p. 147—8.

1 41 . The Fallacy now before us is, perhaps, the m.ost common
form of that confasion of thought to which those are liable who
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have been irregularly and tmskilfuUy educated ;
—-who have col-

lected perhaps a considerable amount of knowledge, without

arrangement, and without cultivation of logical habits.—!^. L.

p. 147.

142. Jests are mock-Fallacies ; i. e. Fallacies so palpable as not

to be likely to deceive any one, but yet bearing just that resem-

blance ofArgument which is calculated to amuse by the contrast

;

in the same manner that a parody does, by the contrast of its

levity with the serious production which it imitates. There is

indeed something laughable even in Fallacies which are intended

for serious conviction, when they are thoroughly exposed.

—

Ih.

p. 149.

143. There are several different kinds of joke and raillery,

which will be found to correspond with the different kinds ofFal-

lacy, The Pun (to take the simplest and most obvious case) is

evidently, in most instances, a mock-argument founded on a pal-

pable equivocation of the Middle-Term : and others in like man-

ner will be found to correspond to the respective Fallacies, and to

be imitations of serious argTiment. It is probable indeed that all

jests, sports, or games, properly so called, will be found on exa-

mination, to be imitative of serious transactions.

—

lb.

144. When the objections urged by your opposite Vakeel are

not only unajiswerable and (what is more) decisive, it is the wisest

way fairly and fully to confess this and abandon it altogether.

There are many who seem to make it a point of honor never to

yield a single point—never to retract, or (if this be found unvoid-

able) to "back out"—as the phrase is—of an untenable position

so as to display their reluctance to make any confession as if their

credit was staked on preserving imbroken the talisman of profess-

ed infalibility. But there is little wisdom in such a procedure
;

which in fact is very liable to cast a suspicion on that which is

really sound, when it appears that the Yakeel is ashamed to aban-

don what is unsound. And such an honest avowal as I have been

recommending, though it may raise at first a feeble and briefshout

of exultation, will soon be followed by a general and increasing

murmur of approbation. The world seldom fails to applaud the

magnanimity of confessing a defect or mistake, and to reward it

with an increase of confidence. Indeed this increased confidence

is often rashly bestowed by a kind of over-generosity in the public

;

which is apt too hastily to consider the confession of an error as

a proof of universal sincerity.

—

lb. 103.
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145. After tlie close of the arguments for tlie defence, tke

PlaintiiFs' or Appellants' Vakeel is entitled to replybut not to open

any fresh matters for argument.

—

Bules of Practice of S. U. Sec.

XIX.

146. Should there be more Pleaders than one on one or both

sides, they shall arrange between themselves, the order in which

they are to conduct the oral pleadings ; but no more than one

Pleader shall speak at each of the stages of the oral pleadings,

nor should a pleader speak out of his turn, unless for the purpose

of giving any short explanations of any paper read that may be

necessary, or to clear any misunderstanding of matter previously

brought by himself to the notice of the Court.

—

lb.

147. No Pleader shall speak after a case is closed, ezcept in

answer to questions put by the Judge. Nor shall they chop with

the Judge or wind themselves into the handling of the cause

anew after the Judge has declared his sentence.

—

B. E. 120.

148. There is no more delicate or important point in the

whole of a Pleader's duty than that of considering what evidence

he wUl bring forward to prove his clients' Case and obtain a

judgment in his favor. He will have two points to consider,

First, what he is to prove ; Secondly, how he is to prove it- The
&st will to a certain extent have been chalked out for him by the

points laid down for him by the Judge- But even here he will have

to see that these points are material, and pertinent, and suffi-

ciently wide. It will be his duty to object otherwise at the pre-

liminary hearing when points are fixed,—or if necessary, if

there has been an oversight, to urge their addition subsequently.

But where the points are properly laid down, the Vakeel will

still have to consider to a great extent what he is to prove ; for

it is an error to order that a particular document shall be pro-

duced, as is often done ; that is pointing out what instruments

of evidence axe necessary, not what points are essential to be

proved. The Vakeel vri.ll therefore first of all consider seriatim

what points he must prove. Having done this, he comes to the

second consideration—how he is to prove those points. He will

see what is the best evidence which can be produced by him on

each point. If he has written evidence which will exclude parol, if

his written evidence is original or a copy : if the absence of the

original has been sufficiently accounted for, or if sufficient

notice to produce the original has been given, when it is in
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the hands of the opposite party. Then he will see whether his

copies are true copies, and capable of being proved such. He
will then proceed to see what oral testimony he must produce

;

how many witnesses on each point, which of his witnesses he

will dispense with, where he has more than enough. He should

take a careful note from each man's mouth of what he knows of

the matter; testing him by cross-examination—^on points that

seem to require it. He will see whether the witness can refresh

his recollection from written evidence, and he will consider what

objections are likely to be offered to the reception of his evidence

written and oral, and how those objections are to be met and

overcome. Then he will consider what is likely to be the evi-

dence offered by the other side. He will consider whether such

decumentary evidence as the case discloses, or as has been filed,

is open to objections ; and what : and he will institute inquiry

touching the character and antecedents of his adversary's wit-

nesses, so as to be prepared for topics of his cross-examiuation

independent of thosewhich may arise on the examinations in chief.

If these matters be not attended to in time, the best case may be

lost through want of care or sufficient preparation.

—

N. § 671.

SECTION IX.

Pleadini^ in Criminal case before the Court of Session.

149. Before the commencement of a trial by Jury the names
of the Jurors shall be called aloud and upon the appearance of

each juror the accused person shall be asked if he objects to be

tried by such Juror. Any objections may then be made to such

juror by the accused person or by Government Pleader &c.

—

Sec.

34^3, Act XXr of 1861.

150. Objections may be taken on any of the following grounds.

—lb. 344.

1) Any grounds of disqualification within Sec. 834 whereby
the following persons are declared incapable of serving as jurors

or as assessors.

First.—Persons who hold any office in or under the said court.

Second.—Persons executing any duties of Police or entrusted

with any functions.

Third.—Persons who have been convicted of any offence against
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the State, or of any fraudulent or other offence which fin the

judo-ment of collector) renders them unfit to serve on the Jury.

Fourth.—Persons who are afflicted with any infirmity of the

body or mind, sufficient to incapaciate them from serving.

Fifth.—Persons who by habit or religious vows, have relin- •

quished all care of worldly affairs.

2) Persons standing in the relation of husband, master or ser-

vant, land-lord or tenant to the person alleged to be injured or at-

tempted to be injured by the offence charged, or to the person on

whose complaint the prosecution was instituted or to the person

accused ; being in the employment on wages of either of such

persons ; being Plaintiff or Defendant against either of such per-

sons in any Civil Suit or having complained against or having

been accused by either of such persons in any Criminal prosecu-

tion.

3) Any circumstance which in the judgment of the Court, is

likely to cause prejudice against or favour to either of such

persons.

161. When the Court is ready to commence the trial, the ac-

cused person shall be brought before it, and the charge shall be

read and explained to him and he shall be, asked whether he is

guilty of the offence charged or claims to be tried. If the accus-

ed person plead guilty, the plea shall be recorded and the accus-

ed may be convicted thereon.

—

Sec. 362 of the Grim. Pro.

152. If the accused person refase to plead, or shall claim to be

tried, the Court shall proceed to try the case, taking all the evi-

dence that is forthcoming.-

—

Ih. See. 363.

153. When the Prisoner has a special matter to plead in

abatement or in bar, or if the indictment be demurrable he should

plead it or demur at the time of arraignment before the plea of

not guilty.

—

Arch. 111.

154. When the case for the prosecution has been brought to a

close, the accused person shall be called upon to enter upon his

defence, and to produce his evidence.

—

Sec. 372 of tlie Grim. Fro.

155. The court, at the close of the evidence, on behalf of the

accused person ifany evidence is adduced on his behalf, or other-

wise at the close of the case for the prosecution, may put any

question to the accused person which it may think proper. It
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shall be in the option of the accused person to answer such ques-

tion.—16. 373.

166.—^The accused person or his Counsel or Agent may at his

option, address the court at the close of the case for the prosecu-

tion, or at the close of any evidence that may be adduced on his

behalf, or if any question shall be put to the accused person by
the Court, after such questions shall have been so put.

—

Ih. 374.

157. Ifanyevidenceis adduced on behalfof the accused person,

or ifhe answers any questions put to him by the Court, the Pro-

secutor, or the Counsel or Agent for the prosecution shall be en-

titled to reply (lb. 376.) Even if the evidence for the Defen-

dant be only to his character, it gives, in strictness, a right of

reply.

—

Arch, 147.

158. Where a Prisoner is undefended he shall cross-examine

the witness for the prosecution if he thinks fit. Where the

Defendant himself wishes to address the jury and examine and
cross-examine the witnesses he will be allowed to do so and his

Counsel will also be allowed to argue any points of law that may
arise in the course of the trial and to suggest questions to him,

for the cross-examination ofwitnesses.

—

lb. 4©.

169. A party who denies the jurisdiction of the Court to try

him, must allege the reason of his exemption specially, and loses

the advantage of it ifhe submits to take his trial.

—

M. Com. 294.

160. A plea of " Not Guilty" throws upon the prosecution the

burthen ofproving every thing that is necessary to make out the

crime charged. Where ikprima facie case has been made out, the

personmay either produce evidence to disprove it, or to justify it.

For instance a man charged with an assault, may either show that

he never committed the offence, or that he used the violence im-

puted to him in the exercise of his duty. Under this plea all ob-

jections may be taken which show that the acts proved do not

constitute the legal definition ofa crime.

—

lb. 296.

161 . In examining witnesses two things areprincipallyto be at-

tended to. 1st that the questions be pertinent to the matter imme-
diately in issue ; and 2ndly that they be not leading questions

(Arch. 253^. No question should be asked of a witness, the pro-

bable answer to which cannot have a tendency to prove the

offence or defence or other matter put in issue by the pleadings.

In the case of circumstantial the Courts of necessity allow of a
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greater latitude in ttis respect ; but still in ttis case, tlie ques-

tions must he such as are likely to elicit evidence of facts from

which, the Jury may reasonably presume the guilt or innocence of

the Prisoner.

—

Nort. Sec. 254.

162. Kan irrelevant or leading question be put, the Counsel

on the other side should immediately interpose and object to it.

So, if a witness be asked whether a certain representation was

made, the opposite Counsel may interpose, and ask him whether

the representation in question were by parol or in writing ; for if

the latter the writing must be produced.

—

lb.

163. The advocate should always remember whether he is

the attacking or defending party, and beware of undertaking the

offensive before he is strong enough, or assuming the onus jpro-

landi when he ought to content himself with resisting his adver-

sary. This is a very common, because very natural fault in the

defence of criminal cases. Oftentimes the only chance of escape

is that the proof against the accused may fall short, and all the

energies of his advocate should be directed to show that it does

so. But if, abandoning this defensive attitude, he talks of the

accused as an innocent man whom it is sought to oppress,

denounces the prosecution as founded in spite, and the evidence

by which it is supported as based on perjury, and fails, as without

evidence or facts he must fail, in convincing the Jury of this, the

condemnation of his client follows as matter of course.

—

N. §
428. (s).

164. It has been laid down, that no material difference exists,

in regard to the rules of evidence, between criminal and civil

procedure—that what may be received in the one case may be
received in the other, and what is rejected in the one case ought
to be rejected in the other—that, in short, " a fact must be estab-

lished by the same evidence, whether it is to be followed by a
criminal or civil consequence." In either mode of procedure, for

instance, civil or criminal, the following rules obtaia : that the

proofs adduced must be relevant to the issue—^that the best evi-

dence which the natm'e of the case will admit of must be given

—that secondary evidence will only be receivable where the best

and most direct evidence cannot be had—^that hearsay is not in

general admissable as evidence, ' because the individual whose
words are spoken to was not sworn nor can be submitted to cross-

examination—that entries made by a person since deceased when
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against Hs own interest, or made in the usual course of business

may be received—that the Court must construe written docu-

ments, and the Jury must decide upon the facts. The rules just

stated, it will be obvious, are applicable as well in civil as in

criminal Courts, whereas the following more frequently present

themselves to notice in the latter—that our law presumes in

favour of the innocence of an accused—that it regards the evi-

dence of accomplices with suspicion—that a confession, whether

judical or extra-judical, i. e., whether raade before a magistrate

or in Court and in the due course of legal proceeding, or made

elsewhere and under other circumstances—^is admissible provided

it was voluntary, and must, if admissable at all, be received in its

entirety—that a dying declaration may be received in evidence

on a trial for homicide, where the death of the deceased is the

subject of the charge and the circumstances of the death the

subject ofthe dying declaration {B. 0. 999.) When thejudge has

a doubt, the prisoner should have the benefit of it (N. § 830.)

The maxim is " that it is better ten guilty men should escape than

one innocent man suffer." " It is always safer to err ia acquittiag

than in punishing, on the side of mercy than of justice." The

law says on the other hand, " He imperils the ianocent who spares

the guilty ; and again, " When the guilty man escapes the judge

himself is condemned."

—

N. § 846.



CHAPTER 11.

Actions.

165. The right of action exists where a legal claim to da-

mages ortherecovery ofsome specific thing has accrued.

—

B. G. 74.

166. No action may be brought for every substantial wrong,

still less every imaginary grievance, nor for every kind of

damages or loss occasioned by the act of another.

—

lb. 75

1 67. A legal wrong is a wrong cognizable or recognized as

such by the Law.—16.

168. A damage is not merely pecuniary, but an injury imports

a damage where a man is thereby hindered of his right given him

by Law (lb. 85,) Action may be brought for damages unaccom-

panied by tortious or wrongful acts.

—

lb. 75.

169. No action may be brought for damages unaccompanied
^

by legal wrong ; as, for the loss inflicted on a schoolmaster by
the establishment of a rival school adjacent to his own, or on a

millowner by the erection of a mill contiguous to his own, and
the consequent loss of custom. Now, in neither of these cases is

there any tortious element apparent, that is, injuria or legal wrong
upon which an action could be founded.

—

lb. 76.

1 70. A landlord cannot, by building a house near the mar-

gin of his land, prevent his neighbour from excavating his own
land, although it may endanger the house : nor from building on
his own land although it may obstruct windows, unless, indeed,

by lapse of time, the adjoining land has become subject to a right

analogous to what, was called a servitude.

—

lb. '?'?.

171. A comment upon a literary production, exposing its fol-

lies and errors, and holding up the author to ridicule, will not be

deemed a libel, provided such comment does not exceed the limits

of fair and candid criticism, by attacking the character of the
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writer vmconnected witli his publication ; and a comment of this

description every one has a right to publish, although the author

may suffer a loss from it. In such a case, although there be

damnum, there is no injuria ; and even the loss is that which

the party ought to sustain, inasmuch as it is presumably the

loss of fame and profits to which he was not fairly entitled.

—

B. G. 77.

172. An action will not Ue against an attorney, who, being

retained to sue for a debt a person of the same name as the

Plaintiff, by mistake and without malice takes all the prceedings

tojudgment and execution inclusive against the plaintiff.

—

lb. 78.

173. The owner of a land may dig beneath its surface at his

free will and pleasure ; and if, in so digging, he casually does

an injury to his neighbour—as by draining off the water from

his well—such injury cannot, in the absence of any prescriptive

right, become the foundation of an action.

—

lb. 79.

174. Great care is, however, often necessary in determining

whether or not a particular mode of enjoying a property is inno-

cent and lawfal ; and " the books of Reports," it has been said,

" abound with decisions restraining a man's acts upon and with
his own property,'where the necessary or probable consequence of

Buch acts is to do damage to others.

—

lb. 81.

175. A., seized in fee of land next adjoining the land of B.,

erect a new house on his land " and part of the house iS erected

on the confines of his land next adjoining the lajid of B., if B.

afterwards digs his land near to the foundation of the house of

A., but not touching the land of A., whereby the foundation of

the house and the house itself fall into the pit, still no action lies

at the suit of A., against B., because this was the fault of A. him-

self that he buUt his house so near to the land of B., for he could

not by his act hinder B. from making the most profitable use of

B.'s own land."—16. 82.

176. A man who has land next adjoining to mine, cannot dig

his own land so near to mine, that thereby my land shall fall into

his pit ; and for so doing, if an action were brought, it seems clear,

on principles of natural justice, that it would lie.

—

B. G. 42.

177. If the owner ofland builds two houses upon it, adjoining

each other, so as to require mutual support, and a subdivision of
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the land takes place, the mutual right to support will still be

enjoyed by eacb owner against bis neighbour.

—

lb. 83. (b)

178. An'action will lie against a banker, having sufficient

funds in his hands belonging to a customer, for refusing to honour

his cheque, although the customer did not thereby sustain any

actual loss or damage.

—

lb. 86.

179. Trespass is maintainable for an entry on the land of

another, though no real damage be occasioned thereby one main

reason being, that repeated acts of going over the land might

eventually be relied upon as evidence of title to do so, and thereby

the right of the plaintiff to the absolute enjoyment of the land

might be injuriously affected.

—

li. 89.

180. Procurement of the violation of a right is* a cause of

action in all instances where the violation is an actionable wrong,

—as in violations of a right to property, whether real or personal,

or to personal security ; he who procures the wrong, is a joint,

wrong-doer, and may be sued either alone or jointly with the

agent in the appropriate action, for the wrong complained of.

—

B. a 94.

181. The law gives no private remedy for anything but a pri-

vate wrong ; therefore no action lies for a public or common
nuisance, but an indictment only ; because, the damage being com-

mon to all the king's subjects, no one can assign his particular pro-

portion of it, or, ifhe could, it would be extremely hard if every

subject in the kingdom were allowed to harass the offender with

separate actions. Where, however, an individual suffers from an

indictable offence, as a nuisance, extraordinary damage—^that is,

damage over and above that which in common with the rest of

* Yadetibwrgh r. Traux : there the defendant had persned another with a

view to assaulting him, and had thus driven him for protection into the

plaintiff's shop, where, in consequence ofthe persned party running against

a cask of wine, injury was done. It was contended, upon these facts, that

the defendant was not liable, inasmuch as the damage was occasioned, not

directly by hifii, but by a third party, who might properly be regarded as

altogether a free agent ; the Court, however, took a different view of the

matter before them, remarking that it may be laid down as a general rule,

that, when " one does an illegal or mischievous act, which is likely to prove

injurious to others, and when he does a legal act in such a careless and im-

proper mannSr that injury to third persons may probably ensue, he is

answerable in some form of action for all the consequences which may

directly and naturallij result from his conduct."

—

E. C- 95.
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the community he sustains, lie will be entitled, in respect of such

'special and peculiar damage, to maiatain an action.*

182. The following are some instances for what things action

may be brought, and for what they may not.

—

Actionable—^For personal custody of a Wife,—For a Parsee's

daughter wheedled by the mother.—S. D. P. 164 of 1860. For

damages for pecuniary losses sustained by the abduction of the

"Wife punished already crimiually,-—damages sustained by a false

charge having been preferred defaming the character and causing

wrongful imprisonment {M. O. 15). Formerly, suits for reading

a particular muntrum, suits involving the right of particular caste

to wear shoes and whitewash their houses, suits for having an idol

stopped to make offering thereto, suits to establish right to priority

in receiving betel, suit to establish a right of setting up public

worship of idols on the private ground of those so doing, suits to

establish a right of priority in receiving teertum, and also the

right to reception of garland, were entertained by Civil Courts.

—

But it was decided by Sudder Udalut in S. A. S. No. 94 of

1861 dated 20th November 1861, that the Courts have no juris-

diction in matters of dispute relating purely to the Constituents

of religious worship, and in no respect embracing any civil

rights.

Not-actionable—Damages alleged to have been sustained by
mere refusal to eat with another in line (8. B. page 60 of 18S9.J

* Wilkes V, The Rimgerford Ma/rlcet Company stould be consulted : there

the plaintiff (a shopkeeper) brought his action for loss and damage sus-

tained by him in his business by reason of an undue obstruction caused

by the defendants in the public way and thoroughfare in which his shop
was situated, by keeping up certain hoards used for building purposes for

an unreasonable time. .After verdict for the plaintiff, it was objected, in this

case, that the grievance thus complained of was a pubHc injury, for which,

indeed, an indictment might lie, but which was not the subject of an action.

The Court, however gave a judgment in favour of the plaintiff, on the fol-

lowing grounds :—the injuiy to the plaintiff is the loss of a trade, which,

but for this obstruction to the general right of way, he would have enjoyed;

and the law has said, from the Tear-Books downwards, that, if a party has
sustained any particular injury, beyond that which affects the public at large,

an action will lie for redress. Is the injury in the present case of that

character or not ? The plaintiff, in addition to a right of way which he
enjoyed in common with others, had a shop on the road side, the business
of which was supported by those who passed—all who passed had the right
of way, but all had not shops.

—

B, C. 97.
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Damages alleged to have been sustained by Plaintiffs in conse-

quence of the Defendant having, on the occasion of marriage in

his family, erected a pandal of a description to which he was not

entitled.

—

lb. Page 76. Damages alleged to have been sustained

from the departure of adequate use of terms of Address in a
letter,—^this being merely hurtful to another's feeling.

—

lb. Page

109. Suits for contribution towards the expenses of performing

Holy festivals, which is purely voluntary.

—

lb. Page 155. Suits

for alteration of Regislry E. G. S. A. S. No. 71 of 1865. (See

also page 301, Vol. I. as regards Hindu Priests.)

Suits for altering the Public assessments, or for remission.

—

(M. G. Page 17.) But Suits to try questions of liability to the

public revenue may be entertained II. H. C. B. Page 167.

Suits for recovery of Costs in Criminal Cases.

—

M. G. Page 18.

Suits to give effect to an agreement ia the nature of Champerty

—lb.

1 83. Champerty* is properly a bargain between a Plaintiff or

a Defendant in a cause to divide land or other matter sued for

between them if they prevail at law ; whereupon the champertor

is to carry on the parties suit at his own expenses.

—

Star. E. J.

§ 1408.

184. The purchase of choses in action is also Champerty. In

order to constitute champerty, there need not necessarily be a

bargW to divide the gains (S. D. Page 16 and 151 of 1858 and

Page 8 o/1859). The purchase of a Vakeel's claim for his fees

was also held champerty.—(J^. Page 269 o/ 1860.) Mere assist-

ing of another ia the conduct of a suit is not champerty. A
Defendant got a decree to redeem land, and being unable to

pay, he may justly assign his right to another.

—

8. D. P. 87, 88,

of 1862.

185. The chose in action is " where a man hath a cause, or may
bring an action for some duty due to him," as, an action of debt

upon an obligation, an action of a Covenant of trespass, or the like

and iadeed where a thing is not ia possession, but for the recovery

of which a man is driven to his action, and consequently enjoys a

right merely.

—

B. 0. 441.

* The law of Champerty and maintenance does not apply to natives of

India. The Courts must look to the general principle regarding public

policy,—!, ff. 0. R. P. 153.
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186. A right of action cannot ai'ise out of fraud or in 'other

words an action cannot be maintained which is founded in fraud.

Fraud, in. the sense of a court of equity, properly includes all

acts, omissions, and concealments, which involve a breach of legal

or equitable duty, trust; or confidence, justly reposed and are in-

jurious to another, or by which an undue and unconscientious

advantage is taken of another. And courts of equity will not

only interfere in cases of fraud to set aside acts done ; but they

will also if acts have by fraud been prevented from being done

by-the parties, interfere, and treat the case exactly as if the acts

had been done.

187. The following is an enumeration of the different kinds

of frauds. First : Fraud, which is dolus malus, may be actual

arisiug from facts and circumstances of imposition, which is the

plainest case. Secondly : It may be apparent from the intrinsic

nature and subject of the bargain itself ; such as no man in his

senses, and not under delusion, would make on the one hand,

and as no honest and fair man would accept on the other ; which

are inequitable and unconscientious bargains, and of such even

the common law has taken notice. Thirdly : Fraud, which may
be presumed from the circumstances and condition of the parties

contracting ; and this goes farther than the rule of law, which

is, that it must be proved, not presumed.- But it is wisely

established in the court of chancery, to prevent taking surrepti-

tious advantage of the weakness or necessity of another, which
knowingly to do is equally against conscience, as to take

advantage of his ignorance. Fourthly : Fraud, which may be
collected and inferred, in the consideration of a cotirt of equity,

from the nature and circumstances of the transaction, as being an
imposition and deceit on other persons, not parties to the fraudulent

agreement. Fifthly: Fraud, in what are called catching bargains

with heirs, reversioners, or expectants, in the life of the parents,

which indeed seems to fall under one or more of the preceding
heads.—Stor. E. J. § 187—8.

188. Fraud, then, beiug so various in its nature, and so ex-

tensive in its application to human concerns, it would be difficult

to enumerate all the instances in which course of equity will grant
relief under this head.

—

lb. 189.

189. Courts of equity do not restrict themselves by the same
rigid rules as courts of law do, in the investigation of fraud, and

7
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in tlie evidence and proofs required to establisli it. It is equally

a rule in courts of law and courts ofequity that jfraud is not to be

presumed ; but it must be established by proofs. Circumstances

ofmere suspicion, leading to no certain results, will not, in either

of these courts, be deemed a sufficient ground to establish fraud.

On the other hand, neither ofthese courts insists upon positive and

express proofs offraud ; but each deduces them from circumstances

affording strong presumptions. But courts ofequity will act upon

circumstances, as presumptions of fi-aud, where courts of law

would not deem them satisfactory proofs. In other words,

courts of equity will grant relief upon the ground of fraud,

established' by presumptive evidence, which evidence courts of

law would not always deem sufficient proof to justify a verdict

at la,w.—Star. E. J. § 190.

1 90. No action arises from a base cause, or from an illicit

agreement, or which is against the law. Whenever Courts of

Law see such attempts made to conceal such wicked deeds, they

will break away the whole varnish and show the transactions in

their true Kght.—Jy^. § 641.

191. Therefore those who come into a Court of Justice to

seek redress must come with clear hands. No polluted hand shall

touch the pure fountain of justice.

—

B. L. M. 659.

How, it may be asked then, shall a defendant who shows his

own pollution who does not come into court with clean hands

be allowed to defend himself by showing that he himself is taint-

ed.—i\r. § 642.

But the principle of Public policy is " No Court will lend its

aid to a man who sounds his cause of action upon an immoral or

illegal act." If from the Plaintiff's own stating or otherwise, the

cause of action appears to arise out of fraud or the transgression

of a positive law of the country, there the Court says " he has no
right to be assisted." It is upon that ground the Court goes, not

for the sake of the Defendant but because they will not lend their

aid to such a Plaintiff. So if the Plaintiff and Defendant were to

change sides, and the Defendant was to bring his action against

Plaintiff, the latter would then have the advantage of it ; for

where both parties are equally in fault, the condition of the De-
fendant is the better.

—

lb. and II. H. G. B., p. 249.

192. A personal right of action dies with the person {B. L. M.
811). This cqiially holds good as regards a Defendant ; thus
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where a person suffers from the official acts of a Collector, he has

no remedy upon the death of snch Collector, against his succes-

sor.—S. .!». P. 65 of 1860.)

193: A Suit cannot be brought against several Defendants to

eject one and obtain a declaration of title against the rest. (T. H.

G. B., p. 252.) In such Suits the Plaintiff is bound to establish

his_title affirmatively.—(liic? p. 171 o/ 1864-5.)

194. Where a judgment was passed against several Defendants

jointly and severally and some of them paid the whole they might

sue the others for contribution. But one tort feasor cannot

recover contribution against another.—jf. H. G. B., p. 411 n.—See

also page 391 n. to get back purchase money, where the purchase

was held invalid.
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Torts Generally

195. A tort is described ia statutory language as " a wrong,

iadependent of contract." It involves the idea, if not of some in-

fraction of law, at all events of some infringement or witKholding

of a legal right—or some violation of a legal duty.

—

B. G. 658.

196. An action of tort will lie for a direct injury to the person

or property, for the wrongful taking or conversion of goods, for

consequential damage : the right of action for a tort being found-

ed 1. on the invasion of some legal right, or 2. on the violation

of some duty towards the public productive of damage to the

plaintiff, or 3. on the infraction of some private duty or obligation

productive likewise of damage to the complainant.

—

lb.

First, then, as to the class of cases in which complaint is made

of the invasion of some legal right—(that is, of some legal right

actually in the possession ofthe complainant, and to the enjoymeat

whereof he is exclusively entitled,)—ex. gr. where wrong is done

to the person or reputation—where goods or tortiously converted,

or a direct injury is done to property. Here, a plaintiff, in order

to entitle himself to damages, may be called upon to shew two

things—^the existence of the right alleged, and its violation.

(J&. 659.) In the case of Marsh Y. Billmgs it was decided that

a coach proprietor running carriages between a railway station

and a town has no right falsely to hold himself out as being in

the employment or under the patronage of a particular hotel-

keeper in such town, by affixing to his carriages, &c., the name
of the hotel, this being done to the detriment of some other party

lawfully entitled to the privilege in question. And, in the case

just cited, it was further held, that the representation thus falsely

made for the purpose of enticing passengers from the plaintiff's

carriages would be a fraud on him, and- a violation of his rights,

for which an action would lie witliout proof of actual or specific

damngp.—J?, C. 661.
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Secondly. An action ex delicto may be founded on tlie viola-

tion of some public duty, (i. e. of some duty towards the public),

and consequent damage to the complainant. Now, here three

different matters must be proved in order to entitle the plaintiff

to a verdict, viz. the existence of the alleged duty—its breach

—

and damage : the first of which items, viz. the existence of the

public duty, must be shewn, either by bringing the facts of the

case within the reach and control of some acknowledged doctrine

of the com.mon law, or by shewing that they are within the words,

spirit, or purview of an Act of Parliament.—JTS.

Under the term " public duty," include the duty of refraining

from doing, as well as that of doing, acts of a particular kind

or tendency—Thus

—

1 .) Placing an instrument (say a loaded gunj dangerous in

its existing state and calculated to inflict damage on those who
were to come in contact with it.

—

Ih. 662.

2.) Obstructing a public thoroughfare by leaving a heap of

stones in the street. It is the duty of the owner of a house

adjoining a public footway to fence them in such a manner as to

prevent damage to any one lawfully passing along the public

way.

—

lb. 663.

3.) Keeping mischievous animal accustomed to attack and

bite mankind with knowledge that it is so accustomed.

—

lb. 662.

4.) Collision at sea—It is the duty of a person using a public

navigable river, of a vessel of which he possessed, and has the

control and management to use reasonable skill and care to

prevent mischief to other vessels ; and in case of a collision

arising from his negligence, he must sustain without compen-
sation, the damage occasioned to his own vessel, and is also liable

to pay compensation for that sustained by another navigated with
due skill and care. And this liability is the same whether his

vessel be in motion or stationary, floating or aground, under

water or above it.

—

B. C. 664.*

* There are four possibilities under whioli damage will be caused by
collision between two vessels.—B. L. M. 344.

1st. It may happen without blame being imputable to either partm aa

were the loss occasioned by a storm or any other vis ^najor. In that case,

the misfortune must be borne by the party on whom it happens to light, the

other not being responsible to him in any degree,

—

lb.
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The maxim is " Enjoy yom- own property in sucli a manner as

not to injure that of another person" (B. L. M. 327). It is

prima facie competent to any man to enjoy and deal with his

own property as he chooses. He must, however, so enjoy and

use it, as not to affect injuriously the rights of his fellow subjects.

Wliere rights are such as, if exercised to conflict with each other,

we must consider whether their exercise by either paxty be not

restrained by the existence of some duty imposed on him towards

the other. A man cannot by his tortious act impose a duty on

another.

—

lb. 348.

197. Action will lie for breach of public duty only where

plaintiff suffers some special damage, differing in kind from that

which is common to others.*

—

B. G. 663.

1 98. Where, an action is brought for damage caused by breach

of a public duty, the damage, and not the breach of duty, is that

for which the complainant sues—his object being,—not to vin-

dicate a right on behalf of the public, but—to recover compensa-

tion for a wrong done to himself.

—

B. G. 666.

1 99. A public duty may also be imposed, in part or wholly,

by the statute law; when this is so, the precise nature and extent

2ud. A misfortime of this kind may arise where both parties are to

blame where there has been a want of due dlKgence or of skill on both sides.

In such case the Kule of law is that the loss must be apportioned between

them.

—

lb.

3rd. It may happen by the misconduct of the suffering party only ;
and

then the rule is that the sufferer must bear his own burthen,—16.

4th. lastly. It may have been the fault of the Ship which ran the other

down ; and in this case the injured party would be entitled to an entire com-

pensation from the other.—16.

* ElUs V. The Sheffield Gas Consumers Company, the action was brought

against a registered joint stock company, who had contracted with an indivi-

dual for the laying down of their gas pipes in the town of Sheffield, without

having obtained any special powers for that purpose, ft appeared, that, in

the course of making the necessary excavations, a heap of stones had been

left in one of the streets, over which the plaintiff, whilst passing in the dai-k,

fell—thus sustaining an injury. The declaiation charged, that the defen-

dants had committed a nuisance in obstructing, without due powers, the

public thoroughfare ; and the plaintiff having obtained a verdict, it was

contended, that the action should have been brought against the contractor

wh^e workman has caused the injury, and not against the company ; but

Lord Campbell, 0. J ., observed, this " is simply the case of persons employ-

ing another '^to do an unlawful act, and damage to the plaintiff from the

doing of such unlawful act."

—

B. C. G63.
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of tHe statutory duty must of course be determined by reference

to the words of the Act creating it.*—16. 668.

200. Where any law requires one to do any act for the bene-

fit of another or to forbear the doing of -that which may be to

the injury of another, though no action be given in express terms

by the law for the omission or commission, the general rule of

law is that the party so injured shall have an action. But no

action will lie for the infringement of a right created by statute

where another specific remedy for inMngement is provided by

the same statute.

—

B. G. 675.

201. It was, however, held that the mere imposition of a

penalty for the breach of a statutory duty will not necessarily

* Fawcett v. The Yorlc and north Midland B. C.—that -vvas an action on

tlie case against the company just named, the declaration in which charged,

that, under certain acts of Parliament, the defendants were required to

keep closed the gates leading from an adjoining highway on to their rail-

way, so as to prevent cattle or horses passing along the road from entering

thereupon, save and except at such times as the gates were necessarily open

for the purpose of allowing carriages and cattle, &c., to cross the line. The
breach alleged was, that the defendants, " disregarding their duty and the

statutes in that behalf, did not maintain good and sufficient gates across

each end of the said highway at the point where the same was crossed by

the railway," and did not keep the gates across the said liighway at that

point shut and closed, but omitted to do so diiring long spaces of time, and

when the gates were not required to be open for other purposes ; such being

the gravamen of the charge, the damage alleged was, that certain horses

belonging to the plaintiff, and at the time of the happening of the alleged

wrongful act lawfully being on the highway in question, strayed from thence

on to the railway, and were there rnn-down and killed by a train of carri-

Now, it appeared in evidence that the plaintiff's horses had escaped from
an adjacent field belonging to him on to the highway, and an issue was
accordingly raised on the record, as to whether or not the horses could be
said to have been " lawfully" upon the highway in question, before passing
through the gate belonging to and under the control of the company. The
Court of Queen's Bench, however, in the first place, thought, that, as

against the defendants, the horses were lawfully on the highway, and, this

point being disposed of, fm-ther held, that the railway company were bound
and required to keep the gate in question shut at all times, except those

specified in their Act ; and that, having been guilty of a breach of their

duty in this behalf, and having thus occasioned damage to the plaintiff,

they were legally compellable to make it good. In this case accordingly,

the gist of the action was the wrongful breach of a statutory public duty
cast on tho defendants, coupled with consequential damage to the . com-
plainant.—i". C. 671.
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deprive an individual injured thereby of an action ex delicto

for damages. For the duty created by sucli Act or Statute

being of public nature, the Defendant would be subject to an

indictment for a breach of it, which remedy is impliedly taken

away by the provisions in the act imposing a penalty ; there was

nevertheless beyond a public wrong a special and particular

damage sustained by Plaintiff by reason of the breach of duty by

the Defendant, for which he could have no remedy unless an

action on the case at his suit were maintainable.

—

lb. 669.

202. If the performance of a new duty created by Act of

Parliament, is enforced by the penalty recoverable by the jparty

aggrieved by the non-performance, there is no other remedy than

that given by the act, either for the public or private wrong.

—

lb.

203. It may be concluded that a statutory duty towards the

public may consist either in doing, or in abstaining from doing

some particular act—that " if the law casts any duty upon a

person which he refuses or fails to pei'form, he is answerable in

damages to those whom his refusal or failure injures",—that the

non-performance of a legal obligation of this kind will not be

actionable without special damage,—and further, that "where

any law requires one to do any act for the benefit of another, or

to forbear the doing of that which may be to the injury of another,

though no action be given in express terms by the law for the

omission or commission, the general rule of law in all such cases

is that the party so injured shall have an action."

—

S. G. 675.

204. A private duty may exist at common law, for breach

whereof, coupled with consequential damage, an action will be

sustainable.

—

lb. 677.

First. Although tort differs essentially from contracts as the

foundation of an action, it not unfrequently happens that a parti-

cular transaction admits of being regarded from two different

points of view, so that when contemplated from one of these it

presents all the characteristics of a good cause of action ex con-

tractu ; and, when regarded from the other, it offers to the

pleader's eye sufficient materials whereupon to found an action

ex delicto. Thus carries warrant the transportation and delivery

of goods intrusted to them ; attornies, surgeons, and engineers

undertake to discharge their duty with a reasonable amount of

skill, and with integrity, and for any neglect or-unskilfulness by
uidividuals belonging to one of these professions, a pai'ty Avho
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as beon injui'ed thereby may maintain an action either in tort

Dr the wrong done or in conti'act at his election. In short,

wherever there is a contract, and something to be done in

he course of the employment which is the subject of that

lontvact,—if there is a breach of a duty in the course of that

imployment, the plaintiff may recover either in tort or in

lontract.

—

lb. 677— 8;

Where the tort complained of flows from a contract express or

mplied, there Ls manifestly diveotprivbti/ between the parties^ It

nust notj however, thence be inferred that privity is necessary to

support an action ex delicto : the general rule being that no privity

^s required to support an action ex delicto* A. (a stage coach pro-

orietor) contracts with B. to carry his servant (C).j and in so doing
is guilty of neghgencei which causes injury to C, and consequent

iamage, by reason of loss of servicCj to his masteri—Under these

jircumstances, A, maybe sued in an action ex contractu by JB,,

md in an action ex delicto by C, privity not being needed to

support such latter action, which is founded Upon the principle,

bhat, -\V"here a coach proprietor undertakes to convey a passenger

md does so negligently, he is answerable for the consequences.

B. a 679.

Laiigridge V. Lavy.

* The plaintiff's father purchased of the defendant a gun, warranted to
have been made by a particular maker, stating at the same time that the
gun was required for the use of himself and his sons. The plaintiff havin"
been injured by the bursting of the gun, sued the defendant for damao-es
jn an action on the case. At the trial it was proved that the gun had not
in fact, been made by the particular individual named in the warranty •

and a general verdict, with heavy damages, was found for the plaintiff. The
defendant having moved in arrest ofjudgment, the Court were called upon
to decide as if the following facts had been actually found by the jury, viz
that the defendant had Jcnowingly sold the gun in question to the father

for tlie purpose of leuig used iy the pJamUff, and had knowingly made
a false wan-anty that this might be safely done, in order to effect the sale •

and further, that the plaintifi", on the faith of such wa/rrojnty and heUeving

it to he true, used the gun, and thereby sustained damage. Now here it

was contended, on behalf of the defendant, that there was no privity what-

ever between himself, and the plaintiff—that there was no breach shewn

of any public duty,—nor even a violation of any private right existing be-

tween the pai'ties to the action. The Court, however, held, that the defen-

dant, having been guilty of deceit, was responsible for its consequences

whilst the instrument sold by him was in the possession of an individual to

whom his fraudulent statement had been communicated, and for whose use

he knew that it was purchased.

8
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It must not, however, be inferred from the preceding case, that

" wherever a duty is imposed on a person by contract or other-

wise, and that dtlty is violated, any one who is injured by the

violation of it may have a remedy against the wrong-doer." Such

a principle, if recognized, would impose atr indefinite extent of

liability and lead to the " most absurd and oirtrageous conse-

quences."

—

B. G. 682.

If no limit were imposed on the right to sue in tort for an in-

jury originating in contract, but without privity between the con-

tractor and the injured party,—^a master would be responsible to

his servant for the defective construction of thff carriage, which

conveyed them' both,—for the negligence, consequently,- of his

coachmaker, of his harnessmaker, or his coachman. To prevent

consequences like these, and the bmindless spread of litigation

which would thence ensue, we need entertaia little doubt that

our Courts will always strenuously incline.

—

lb. N. ($).

Second. A right of action ex delicto may also exist by virtue

of " the confidence induced by undertaking any service for ano-

ther," which is a sufficient legal consideration to create a duty in

the performance of it.

—

Tb. 68'4.

The rule here stated is one of much importance, and applies so

as to fix with liability even an unremunerated bailee or agent,

who, having actually entered on the performance of his duties, is

guilty of negligence in discharging them.—The rule in question

cannot however be extended, so as to render a mere gratuitous

agent gnUty for nonfeasance ; as for instance,—in refusing to as-

sume the office which he had voluntarily offered to assume,—^the

reason being that, under the circumstances now supposed, there

would be no consideration at all to support the promise of the

agent.

—

lb.

Thus,—A. is the owner of a vessel, which B. volvmtarihj un-

dertakes to get insured ; B. neglects to do so, and the vessel

being lost, A. thus sustains damage through the non-performance

of his undertaking by B.,—A. will be without redress.

—

lb.

The third class of cases, founded on the breach of a private

duty and consequential damage, are those where fraud, on the

part of the defendant, prejudicing the plaintiflF, was committed.

~B. 0. 685.

Fraud and deceit in the defendant, and damage to the plain-

tiff, it has been said, " are a sufficient foundation for the action
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cn tlie ease, ttougli no benefit accrue to tlie defendant. The

action will lie whenever there has beea the assertion of a false-

hood, with a fraudulent design, as to a fact, when a direct and

positive injury airises from such, assertion." la any case of this

kind the plaintiff's cause of action is ihat he has been damaged

by the defendant's fraud. Simple fraiid gives no cause of action,

and imless ttie plaintiff can show that he has been injured by

ift he will not succeed.

—

IL

In the fourth and last .class of cases ex delicto is founded upon

the malicious doing of a wrongful act and consequential damage

to the plaintiff.

—

lb.

SECTION I.

Torts to the person and reputation-

205. Torts to the Person, include (1.) Bodily injuries,

yirhether direct, as assault and battery ; or .consequential, result-

ing from negligence or otherwise
; (2.) Injuries to the health

or comfort of an indi^vidual
; (3.) Torts which effect personal

Hberty.—24. 689.

1) To the constitution of a right of action for a bodily in-

jury, whether direct or consequential, the existence of an evil

intention in the mind of the wrong-doer is not essential.

" Though a man doth a lawful thing, yet if any damage do
* thereby befall another, he shall answer it, if he eonld have cmoided

it." Thus, " if a man assault me, and I lift up my staff to

defend mysejf, and in lifting it up [undesi-gneclly'] hit another, an

action lies by that person ; and yet I did lawful thing" in en-

deavouring to defend myself.

—

lb. 690.

The Law will not excuse a person charged ex delicto by
reason of the absence from hismind of any wrongful or malicious

motive even a lunatic will be civilly answerable for his torts

although wholly incapable of design.

—

lb.

So, to an action brought for a bodily injury, caused by

negligence or want of skill, the mere absence of a design to in-

jure will not furnish ground of defence.—-B. C- 690.

An assault may be committed without actual battery ; an

attempt or offer to beat another without toaching him, as if one
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lifts up liis cane or his fist in a tlnreatening manner at another,

or strikes at but misses Mm,—•" a tlii'eat of violence exhibiting

an intention to assault, and a present ability to carry the threat

into execution" will amount in lavr to an assault. So also, does

a hattenj which includes an assault and is described as the un-

lawful beatino- of another—'the least touching of another's person,

wilfully ox in anger ; for " the law cannot draw the line between

difFerent degrees of violence, and therefore totally prohibits the

first and lowest stage of it^every man's person being sacred,

and no other having a right to meddle with it in any the

slightest manner." An assault, however, must be an act done

against the will of the party assaulted ; it would be "a
manifest contradiction in terms to say, that the defendant as-

saulted the plaintiff hy Ma 'permission." An act prima facie

amounting eveu to battery is, moreover, in some cases, "jus-

tifiable or lawful, as where one who hath authority, a parent or

master, gives moderate correction to his child, his scholar, or

his apprentice. So also on the priuoiple of self-defence ; for if

one strikes me first, or even only assaults me, I may strike in

my own defence, and if sued for it may plead son assault

demesne, or that it was the plaintiff's own original assault that

occasioned it. So likewise in defence of my goods or possession
;

if a man endeavours to deprive me of them, I may justify laying

hands upon him to prevent him, and, in case he persists with

violence, proceed to beat him away." There is, however, a

manifest distinction between endeavouring to turn a man out of

a house or close, into which he has previously entered quietly,

and resisting a forcible attempt to enter ; in the fii'st-mentioned

of these cases a request being necessary ; whereas, in the

latter, it is not. Again, the captain of a vessel conveying

passengers may justify an assault committed for the preserva-

tion and maintenauce of due order and discipline on board.—

^

^. G. 691—693.

Besides an assault or battery, other torts to ,the person might

be specified—remediable in trespass or in case, according as they

are direct or poBsequential.

—

lb. 693,

206. In cases of torts three several states of facts may present

themselves raising difiiculty : (1st,) where the plaintiff has, by

his own negligence or miscouduct, contributed to cause the injury

sustained
;

(2ndly,) where the defendant acted by his agent or

servant in the matter charged against him
;
(3rdly,) where the
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elation of master and servant, or eniployer and employed, existed,

s between the plaintiff and defendant. To each, of the classes

f cases here suggested, some few remarks, which will be found

o have a wide application in connection with torts generally,

hall be directed.

—

lb. 694

With regard to the first, the rule is that, " although there may
lave been negligence, on the part of the plaintiff, yet, unless ho

night, by the exercise of ordinary care, have avoided the con-

iequences of ,the defendant's negligence, he is entitled to recover

;

f by ordinary care he might have avoided them, he is the author

)f his own wrong," and will be held in law—to have disentitled

limself to coniplain,

—

lb.

If the plaintiff voluntarily incurred danger so great that no
lensible man would have incurred it, he will sue in yain for com-
jensation.^

—

lb. 695.

For an accident which happened entirely without default on
he part of the defendant, or blame imputable to him, he will not

)e responsible ; the onus, however, of establishing this defence will

3e oast upon the defendant, where the facts fiire such as raise a

jrima facie case ag9.inst him.

—

lb,

As regqa-ds the second the rule is that the party employing has

;he selection of the party employed, and it is reasonable that he

vho has made choice of an unskilful or careless person to execute

lis orders, should be responsible for any injury resulting from
;he want of skill, or want of pare, of the person employed.

—

B.

7. 696.

The above principle applies not only to domestic servants who
may have the care of carriages, horses, ajqid other things in the

3mploy of the family, but " extends to other servants whom the

naster or owner selects and appoints to do any work, or superin..

;end any business, although such servants be pot in the im..

mediate employ or under tho siiperintendenpe of the master.*

-lb. 697.

* Thus, " if a man is the owner of a ship, he hin>3elf appoints the master,

md he desires the master to appoint and select the crew ; the crew thus ber

!ome appointed by the owner, and are his servants, for the management

md government of the ship ; and if any damage happens through their

lefault, it is the same as if it happened through the immediate default of

;he owner himself."—-B, C. 607.
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Wken lie who does the wrongfiil act, either in person or by his

servant, exercises an independent e^nployment, his imraediate

siaperior will not be liable.^16. 701.

Althoiigh it is established that, if the owner of a carriage hires

horses of a stable-keeper, who provides a driver, through whose

negligence an injury is done, the driver must in general be con-

sidered as the servant of the stable-keeper or job-master,—the

conelufiion of law will, nevertheless, be different if there be special

circuanstarbces in the case shewing an assent, either express or

implied, to the tortious act .complained of by the party hiring

the horses, or shewing that the individual whom it is sought to

charge, had control over the servant whose act caused damage.

—Ih. 703.

Where the injury in question was committed by the defendant's

servant w-ilfulhj, whilst not employed in the master's service, and

whilst not acting within the scope of his authority, a remedy can-

not be had against the master—the servant only will be liable ; as

if, for instance, a servant authorised merely to destrain cattle

damage feasant, drives cattle from the highway into his master's

close, and there distrains them ; or if he wantonly, and in order

to effect some purpose of his own, strikes the plaintiff's horses,

and thereby causes an accident.

—

£. 0. 703.

Where one employs another to do an act which may be done

in a lawful manner, and the latter, in doing it, unnecessarily com-

mits a public nuisance, whereby injury results to a third person,

the employer will not be responsible for such injury. If, however,

A. employs B., a contractor, to do an unlawful act—ex. gr. to

erect a nuisance in the public highway—which B. does by his

work-people and servants, A. will be answerable in an action of

tort for damage thence resulting to a third party.

—

lb. 704—5.

If a landlord lets premisps not in themselves a nuisance, but

which may or may not be used by the tenant so as to become a

nuisance, and it is entirely at the option of the tenant so to use

them or not, and the landlord receives the same benefit whether

they are so used or not, the landlord cannot be made responsible

for the acts ,of the tenant, and he would not be liable if he had

taken an obligation from the tenant not to use them so as to

create a nuisance, oven without reserving a right to enter and

abate a nuisance if created.

—

lb. 705.

As on the one hand it is true, that, " if a servant commit a
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trespass by the command or encouragement of liis master, the

master stall be guilty of it, though the servant is not thereby

excused, for he is only to obey his master in matters that are

honest and lawful" so, also, "he that receiveth a trespasser, and

agreeth to a trespass after it be done, is no trespasser, unless the

t7-espass locls done io his tcge or for Ms 'benefit ; and then his agree-

ment subsequeflt amounteth to ai commandment." The main

question in regard to liability by ratification will, accordingly,

be this—was the tortious act, alledged to have- been ratified,

originally inteoded to be? done to the use or for the benefit of the

party who is said to have subsequently ratified it ? If so, the

party ratifying' the' antecedent act will be liable in respect of it

;

ex. gr., a corporation may thus become liable for an assault com-

mitted by their servant.

—

Ih. 707.

The doctrine of ratification is, of more difficult application in

reference to torts than in reference to contrasts (jB. G. 707), which

has been stated thus

—

1) If A. commit a trespass, whether to the person or to pro-

perty, professing at the time to act on behalf of "B., though with-

out authority from him, and B. afterwards knowingly ratify the

trespass, B. may thus be rendered liable for it.

—

Ih. 713.

2) If A. does a tortious act, either on behalf of himself or as

agent for B., and C, with whom A. has had no previous com-

munication in regard to it, afterwards ratifies or adopts the act,

C. will not, by so ratifying or adopting it, incur liability ex-

delicto in respect of it.

—

lb.

3) One who adopts and ratifies an act done in his name or on

his behalf, though without previous authority from him, may
thereby enable himself to take advantage of the act done, provid-

ed he could himself lawfully have done it at the time when in

fact it was performed.

—

lb.

Thirdly the principle, upon which a master is in general liable

to answer for accidents resulting from the negligence or unskil-

fulness of his servant, clearly does not apply to protect the ser-

vant, guilty of such negligence or want of skill against the claim

of a third party who has been injured thereby. Ifor, if the ser-

vant by his own unskilfulness sustain injury, can he claim damages

from his master, upon an allegation that his own negligence was

in point of law the negligence of his master. Where, moreover,

several servants possessed of competent or reasonable care and
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skill are employed by the same master, and injury results to one
of them from the negligence of another fellow-servant, the master

is not in general i-esponsible,

—

lb.

Torts to the health dnd aomfort of indvviduah.

2) Injui'ies affecting the health at an individual, civilly do'g-

nisabls by Courts of law, may be conlniitted in various "ways,

ex. gr.—Where, by any unwholesome practices of another, a

man sustains any apparent danlage in his vig'our or constitiltion.

As by selling him. bad provisions or wine ; by the exercise of a

noisome trade Which infects the air in his Neighbourhood ; or by

the neglect or unskilfttl mailagement of his physician, sur-

geon, or apothecary. For it hath been solemnly I'esolvedj

that maid, jiraxis is a great misdemeanor and offence at com-

mon law, "whether it be for curiosity and experiment

or by neglect ; bScause it breaks the trust which the pai'ty had

placed in his physician and tends to the patient's destruction.

—

B. G. 718.

207. In the next place, as regards nuisance calculated injuri-

ously to affect the health or comfort of individuals,—^the distinc-

tion between a, public a,ndL private nuisance must here carefully be

kept in view,—the mode of procedure for the abatement of the

former being different from that available to an individaal in res-,

pect of the latter.—16. 719.

208. To constitute the public nuisance, the thing complained

of must be " such as in its nature or its consequences is a nuisance

—an injury or a damage to persons who come within the sphere

of its operation, though it may be so in a greater degree to some,

than it is to others. For example : if, during the operation of a
manufactory, volumes of noxious smoke or of poisonous effluvia

are emitted ; to persons who are at all within the reach of these

operations, a nuisance, in the popular sense of the term is com-
mitted ;

although to those who are nearer to the manufactory
in question the nuisance and inconvenience caused by it may be
greater than it is to those who are more remote from it. So the
stopping of the King's highway is a nuisance to all who may
have occasion to travel upon that highway ; it may be a much
greater nuisance to a person who has to travel along it every

day than it is to an individual who has to travel along it only

once a year ; but it is more or less a nuisance to every one who
. has occasion to use it—it is a 'public' nuisance.—16. 719—-20.
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209. if, however, the thing complained of is such that it is a

nuisance to those who are more immediately within the sphere of

its operation, bnt is no nuisance or inconvenience whatever, or is

even advantageous or pleasurable to those who are more removed

from it, there the matter in question does not properly come

within the meaning of the term, ' public' nuisance. Thus, a peal

of bells may be an intolerable nuisance to one who lives very close

to them, whilst to a person who resides at a distance from them
the sound thereby produced may be pleasurable.—B. G. 720.

210. Now in the case of a pM&& miisance the remedy at law

is by indictment, the remedy in equity is by information at the

stiit of the Attorney-General. In the case of a private nuisance,

the remedy at law is by action ; the remedy' in equity is by bill.

Where, indeed, that which is a public nuisance is also a private

nuisance to an individual by inflicting on him some special or.par-

ticular damage, the individual thus specially aggrieved may have

his private remedy at law by action or in equity by bill.

—

lb. 721.

211. An action for negligent treatment of a patient is sustain-

able upon this principle, that every person who enters into a learn-

ed profession undertakes to bring to the exercise of it a reasonable

degree of care and skill. He does not, indeed, if he be a surgeon

undertake that he will perform a cure, nor does he undertake to

use the highest possible degree of skill ; but he undertakes to

bring a fair reasonable, and competent degree of skill to the

treatment of his patient ; and it will be for the jury, in any given

case involving a charge of negligence, to say whether the injury

complained of really was occasioned by the want of such skill

in the defendant.—I*. 722.

Torts to personal liberty,

212. Torts affecting personal hberty are False Imprisonment

and Malicious arrest.

—

lb. 723,

To constitute the injury of false iinprisonment, there are two

requisites, the detention ofthe person, and the unlawfulness ofsuch

detention. The confinement of the person, in any wise, is an im-

prisonment, which may even be evidenced by the forcibly detain-

ing of another in the public street. False imprisonment consists

in such confinement or detention without suf&cient authority.

As if A. is arrested on a criminal charge under warrant against

B. or if a warrant for the apprehension of any one on such a

charge directed to the constable of X., a parish in the country of
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Y., be delivered for execution to a country constable of T., and"

be executed by him. In either of these ciases, the arrest effected

under the warrant will be illegal, as unauthorised by it ; and the

party taking out the warrant, and delivering it to the constable,

will be liable in trespass at suit of the individual arrested. So,^

the wrongfiil removal of a prisoner from one part of a prison t*

another, and his detention in the part to which he is so removed,,

will lay the foundation of an action of trespass and false imprison-

ment, in which even the Home Secretary may be- liable, if it ap-

pear that the complainant was renK)ved under a general order

issued by sach Secretary for the classification of the prisoners,

which he had no legal authcwity to make.

—

B. G. 72B.

213. An arrest and imprisonment may, however, be justified

in certain cases by reference to acknowledged principles of law, or

as having been eifected under the sanction of judicial process.

—16.

214. For instance, it is laid down, that a private person is

justified in arresting any of the Queen's subjects if there be a

breach of the peace actually continuing, or if he has reasonable

ground to believe that a breach ofthe peace which has been com-

mitted will be renewed. It is also clear that any bystander may
E^nd ought to interfere to part those who make an afiray,- and to

stay those who are going to join in it ; further—^he may arrest

the affrayers and detain them until their heat be over, and then

deliver them to a constable : the principle ofthese decisions being,

that, " for the sake of the preservation of the peace, any indivi-

dual who sees it broken may restrain the liberty of him whom
he sees breaking it, so long as his conduct shews that the public

peace is likely to be endangered by his acts."

—

lb. 724!—5.

215. So, if a person comes iato a house, or is in it, and makes

a noise and disturbs the peace of the family, although no assault

has been committed, the master of the house may turn him out,

or call a policeman to do so . And if aman stations himself opposite

to another's house, making a disturbance, exciting others to dis-

turbance and riot, and obstructing the public way, these are facts

which may well amount to such a breach of the peace as justifies

an arrest.

—

£. C. 725.

216. It seems clearly established, however, that a private in-

dividual, who has seen an afiray committed, is not justified in

giving in charge to a constable, who has not, after the affray has
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(entirely ceased, after tlie offenders have quitted the plaee where

it was committed, and when there is no danger of his renewal.

Inasmuch, moreover, as the power ofa eonstafela, at common law^

to take into his custody, upon the information ofa private person

under such .circumstances must be correlative with that of the

latter to give in charge, it follows that the constable will not be

justified in taking a party designasted as the offeader into .custody

upon such information.—J6.

217. A private individual, also, being present at the time

when a felony is committed, may legally and ought to arrest or

aid in arresting the offender. He may even break into a private

house in order to prevent the commission of a felony. Or, a felony

having been committed, he may give in charge the guilty party

to a policeman. Mere suspicion that a particular person has

committed a misdemeanour wW. not, however, justify the giving

him into custody without a warrant.

—

Ih. 726^

218. Again : an arrest and imprisonment may be justified on

this ground, that a felony liavmg heeu ccymmitted there was reason-

able and prohahle cause to suspect and accuse the plaintiff of it,

imd therefore to arrest and imprison him with a view to charging

him with the offence. In any such case it is laid down, that to

justify depriving a person of his liberty, the party so doing must

allege such a ground of suspicion as the Court can see to be rea-

sonable. It would not, however, becorreet to say that all the evi-

dence must be set out in the plea ; it is enough to shew facts suffi-

cient to ground a suspicion of the guilt of the party charged in

the mind of a reasonable man. It will then be for the jury to

say whether the facts pleaded are proved, and for the Judge to

determine whether or not they amount to reasonable and proba-

ble cause—not for suspecting, but—for imprisoning the plain-

tiff.—.S. C. 726—7.

219. A plea justifying the breaking and entering a house

and arresting the plaintiff without warrant on suspicion of

felony, ought distinctly to shew not only that there was reason

to believe that the suspected person was there, but also that the

defendant entered for the purpose of apprehending him.

—

lb,

727.

220. Although, however, it is clear that a private individual

cajinot arrest upon bare suspicion, a constable may do so. There

is this distinction between the two parties just named : in order
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to justify the former in causing the imprisonment of a person, he

must not only make out a reasonable ground of suspicion, but he

must prove that a felony has actually been committed ; vrhereas a

constable, having reasonable ground to suspect that a felony has

been committed, is authorised to detain the party suspected

until inquiry can be made by the proper authorities.

—

lb.

221. Where two or more persons have so conducted them-

selves as to be liable to be jointly sued for trespass and false im-

prisonment, the damages must be assessed against all jointly,

each of the defendants beiag responsible for the injury sustained

by their common act. "Where two persons," it has been said,

" have a joint purpose, and thereby make themselves joint

trespassers, and the one beats violently, and the other a little,

the real injury is the aggregate of the injury received from both.

So, if motive be taken into consideration, the motive of A. may
be most aggravated, and the motive of B. most mitigated, then
the damages must be regulated accordingly."

—

Ih. 737.

222. " Malice," says Lord Gamjohell, C. J., "in the legal ac-

ceptation of the word, is not confined to personal spite against

individuals, but consists in a conscious violation of the law to

the prejudice of another." Malice is of two kinds—malice in law,

and malice in fact. Malice in law is where a wrongful act is

done intentionally, without just ca^e or excuse'. If, for instance,

I give a perfect stranger a blow likely to produce death, I do it

of malice, because I do it intentionally, and without just cause or

excuse. And if I traduce a man, whether I know him or not,

and whether I intend to do him an injury or not, the law con-

siders it as done of malice, because it is wrongful and inten-

tional ; it equally works an injury, whether I meant to produce

an injury or not ; and if I had no legal excuse for the slander,

why should there not be a remedy against me for the injury

which it produces ? Such being legal " malice" it follows that

some acts are in law always malicious, without any proof being

given of personal ill-will or ill-feeling.

—

B. G. 738—9.

223. ' Malice in fact' is said to be of two kinds, viz. personal

malice against the individual, and that sort of general disregard

of the right consideration due to all mankind which, indeed, may
not be previously directed agaiust any one, but is nevertheless

productive of injury to the complainant. This seems very nearly

equivalent to saying that " malice in fact may be proved to have

existed in one or other of two ways—either by direct evidence.
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as of expressions used, of declarations made, or of conduct gene-

rally—evincing enmity towards a particular individual ; or,

again it may be shewn by proof of some act from wbicli a jury

would, be held justified in inferring a malicious motive ; and the act

relied upon as evidence of malice may possibly be one not aimed

at the particular individual who has suffered by it.

—

lb. 739.

224. The remedy for a malicious injury is by action on the

case, to support which there must be both injury, in the strict

sense of the word, (that is, a wrong done), and loss resulting

from that injury ; the injury or wrong done must be the act of

the defendant, and the loss must be a direct and natural, not a

remote and indirect, consequence of the defendant's act. Unless,

indeed, there be a loss thus directly and proximately connected

with the act, the mere intention, or even the endeavour, to pro-

duce it will not found an action. A man's motives will not make

wrongful an act which in itself is not wrongfal. An act which

does not amount to a legal injury cannot be actionable because it

is done with a bad intent.

—

S. G. 739—40.

225. To put in force the process of the law maliciously, and

without any reasonable or probable cause, is wrongful ; and if

thereby another is prejudiced in property or person, there is that

conjunction of injury and loss which will lay the foundation of an

action on the case. A malicious arrest may be on the mesne or

on final process ; but, in order to maintain an action for this wrong-

ful act, the plaintifi" must show absence of probable cause or rea-

son for the arrest—malice in instituting the former action—^the

fact of the arrest by the defendant, and that the former suit or

proceeding has been determind in the plaintiffs favour ; for till

then it cannot appear whether the proceeding in question was

groundless or not.

—

lb. 740—41.

226. In an action for a malicious arrest under a statute, it is

essential that the plaintiff should allege falsehood or fraud in ob-

taiuing the original order, should shew that the defendant has in

some way misrepresented the facts, or imposed upon the Judge in

his representation of them. There is no doubt, indeed, that, if a

person imh/ states certain facts to a Judge, and the Judge there-

upon does an act which is erroneous, and which the law will not

justify, the party who made the statement is not liable, because in

that case the grievance complained of arises not from the false

statement of the party, but from a mistake of the Judge ; but this

is not so where the statement which put the Court in motion is
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maliciously false. As arrest on mesne process is now compara-

tively rare, so the action for a malicious arrest on mesne process

is at the present day of much less frequent occurrence than for-

merly.—16. 741—2.

227. Process of execution on a judgment seeking to obtain

satisfaction for the sum recovered is of course prima facie lawful

and the judgment creditor cannot even be rendered liable to an
action, the debtor merely alleging and proving that the judgment
had been partly satisfied, and that execution was sued out for a

larger sum than remained due upon the judgment. "Without

malice and the warrant of reasonable or probable cause, the only

remedy for a judgment debtor thus aggrieved is to apply to the

Court or a Judge that he may be discharged and that satisfaction

may be entered up on payment of the balance justly due under

the judgment. Where, however, the person of the debtor or his

goods have been taken in execution for a larger sum than remain-

ed due on the judgment—^this having been done by the creditor

maliciously and without reaso')ia'ble or probable cause—i. e., the

creditor well knowing that the sum for which execution has been

sued out is excessive and his motive being to oppress and injure

the debtor—an action on the case will lie for this malicious injury
;

for here are present damnum et injuria, giving a claim to redress

and compensation.

—

£. C. 742—3.

Torts to the Beputation.

228. Torts to the Reputation are Malicious prosecution, Libel

and Slander. The essential ground of the action for a malicious

prosecution is, that a legal prosecution was carried on without a

probable cause, whence damage has ensued to the plaintiif. This

allegation of the want of probable cause, " must be substantively

and expressly proved, and cannot be implied. From the want of

probable cause, malice may be, and most commonly is implied
;

the knowledge of the defendant is also implied. From the most

express malice, the want of probable cause cannot be implied. A
man from a malicious motive may take up a prosecution for real

guilt, or he may from circumstances which he really believes pro-

ceed upon apparent guilt ; and in neither case is he liable to this

kind of action." In order to support such an action, there must be

a concurrence of malice in the defendant, and want of probable

cause. Malice alone is not sufficient, because a person actuated

by the plainest malice may nevertheless have a justifiable reason

for prosecution. On the other hand, the substantiating the accu-
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Bation is not essential to exonerate the accuser from liability to

an action, for he may have had good reason to make the charge,

and yet be compelled to abandon the proseetition by the death

or absence of witnesses, or the difficulty of producing adequate!

legal proof. The law, therefore, only renders him responsible

where malice is combined with want of probable cause. What shall

amount to such a combination of malice and want of probable

cause, is so much a matter of fact in each individual case, as to

render it impossible to lay down any general rule on the subject

;

but there ought to be enough to satisfy a reasonable man, that the

accuser had no ground for proceeding, but his desire to injure the

accused."—B. C. 74s5.

229. In an action for a malicious prosecution the reasonable-

ness and probability of the ground for prosecution may depend,

not merely upon the proof of certain facts, but upon the inquiry

whether other facts which furnished an answer to prosecution

were known to the defendant at the time it was instituted. It may
depend upon the inquiry, whether the facts stated to the defen-

dant at the time, and which formed the ground of the prosecution,

were believed by him or not, or upon this question, whether, from

the conduct of the defendant himself, the jury will infer that he

was conscious he had no reasonable or probable cause. In any such

case, however, the knowledge the belief, and the conduct of the

defendant are for the consideration of the jury, to whom nothing

is left but the truth of the facts proved and the justness of the

inferences to be drawn from them ; the law being laid down by

the Judge, that, according as the facts are found by the jury to

be proved or not proved, and the inferences warranted or not

there was reasonable and probable ground for the prosecution, or

the reverse.—16. 746—6. (See also II. E. C. B. p. 291.)

Libel.

230. A libel has been defined to be a malicious defamation

expressed in print, writing, or by signs, tending to injure the re-

putation of another, and exposing him to public hatred, contempt,

or ridicule. It is not, however, the mere writing of libellous

matter which is actionable, there must be a publication of the

libel in order to entitle the pstrty aggrieved by it to a civil

remedy.—5. C. 747—8.

231. The alleged libellous matter must be false; its truth

may be specially pleaded in answer to the action. Further, the
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matter complained of must be shewn to have been maliaioushj

published.—li. 748.

232. In an action for libel either party may indeed, with a

view to the damages, give evidence to prove or disprove the

existence of a malicious motive in the mind of the publisher of

the defamatory matter ; for the spirit and intention of the party

publishing a libel are fit to be considered by a juiry in e'stiniating

the injury done to the plaintiff.—16. 749,

"Where the circumstances under which a particular communi-

cation is made are consistent with either the presence or absence

of malice, it will be incumbent 'on the plaintiff to prove malice, in

order that he may successfully sue for libel ; and where the cir-

cumstances do not present any justifiable occasion for writing and

publishing the defamatory matter, the communication is said not

to be privileged.—16. 752—3.

A communication will be privileged when made bona fide by

the party charged, iu the performance of some public or private

duty, whether legal or moral ; or in the conduct of his own affairs

and with a fair and reasonable hope of protecting his own interest

in a matter where it is concerned.

—

lb. 763.

233. Puhlieatlon of a libel must be proved in order that an

action for it may be sustainable. A libel may be ' published' in

various ways, ex. gr., by reading it aloud, by selling it or distri-

buting it gratis, by sending it by post or otherwise to any third

person. A paper containing libellous matter may, moreovei-, be

published without any actual manifestation of its contents, in like

manner as an individual publishes an award without reading it to

the parties who have submitted to his arbitration, or a will with-

out declaring its contents to those to whom he makes the publica-

tion. In the case of a libel, 'publication,' it has been said, is

" nothing more than doing the last act for the accomplishment

of the mischief intended by it." The moment aman delivers

a libel from his hands, and ceases to have control over it, there

is an end ofhis locus poenitentise; the injuria is complete, and the

libeller may be called upon to answer for his act.

—

B. G. 758—9.

234. The making of a libel known, then, to any individual

other than the party libelled, amounts indisputably in law to a

publishing of the libel. Even the addressing to a wife a letter

containing libellous matter reflecting on her husband, is a publi-

cation. And in an action for libel, it is no justification that the
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litelloiis matter was previously published by a third person, and

that the defendant, at the tinie of his publidation of it, disclosed

the name of that person, and believed all the statements contained

in the libel to he t:*ue.

—

tb. 759.

Slander *
,

235. The declaration in an action for slander is this form :

—

It alleges " That the defendant falsely and maliciously spoke and

published of the plaintiff the words following, that is to say [' he
is a thief]." The special damage, if any^ should then be stated

with such reasonable particularity as to give notice to the defend-

ant of the peouliar injury complained of; for instancOj ' whereby
the plaintiff lost his situation aS gamekeeperj in the employ of A.*

—lb. 761—2.

236. There is one rather peculiar kind of Slander—viz. slan-

der of title to land or other fealty. Slander of title signifies a

statement of something tending to cut doWn the extent of title

to some estate vested in the plalntifi* ; and this is actionable only

when is false and malicious, i. e. done with intent to injure the

plaintiff. Suppose, for instance, that one having an infirm title to

property is about to sell it, or to make it the subject of a settlement,

and that another, moved by spite and malice, discloses what

he believes to be a defect in the title, which information after-

wards turns out to be untrue ; suppose, further, that injury

thence results to the proposed vendor ; in such a case an action

will lie at suit of this latter party, the statement being false and

malicious, and injurious to him ; but under the circumstances

just supposed, both the falsehood of the statement made and ex-

press malice on the part of the defendant must be shewn, or there

will be no case for the jury.

—

B. 0. 763—4.

Torts to real property.

237. The ordinary injuries or torts to real property, is con-

stituted by the wrongful detention or withholding of land from

its lawful owner, by possession and occupancy adverse to his

rights. For this injury the remedy is by ejeatment, which is the

specific form of action prescibed by law for recovering the

possession of land, and lies at suit of the claimant against the

wrongful occupier of it.—lb. 766—-7,

Ejectment is brought rather with a view to recovering the pos-

session of land than in assertion of a title to it which shall be

* Vide S. D, page 45,of 1863.

10
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aJtogether indefeasible. If A. claims land of which B. is in pos'

session B. is in law to be considered as owner of the land tintil

the contrary be proved. So that A. will necessarily have to

recover possession, if at all, by the strength of bis own, and not

by the weakness of B.'s title. Should A. succeed in doing so,

and should it happen that B. or any other person afterwards

becomes clothed with a better title than A., a second action may

be brought, and A. may be ejected from the land.

—

lb. 767.

238. Where the relation of landlord and tenant exists between

the claimant ofland and the party in possession it will not be neces-

sary for the landlord claiming the land to prove his title to it, by

virtue of the well-known rule, that a tenant shall not be allowed

to dispute his landlord's title, i. e. shall not be permitted to dispute

the original right of him by whom he has himself been admitted

into possession. If B., claiming under A. lets land to C. for a

year and dies, and A. afterwards brings ejectment against C, C.

may in some cases be estopped from disputing A.'s title para-

mount to the land. A tenant, however, may show that his land-

lord's title has ceased and determined subsequently to his own
entry into the land and attornment to the plaintiff. Ajid, in a word,

as between landlord and tenant the right to maintain ejectment

will depend upon this question, whether the landlord or the tenant

was at the particular date specified in the declaration entitled to

the possession of the land for which the action was brought—

a

question which will usually have to be determined by reference

to the terms of the demise, or to the covenants and conditions

(if any) contained in the lease between the parties.

—

B. C. 769.

239. Trespass to realty consists in a wrongfal and unwaiTant-

able entry upon the soil or land of another which the law entitles

a trespass by '''breaking his dose;' " Every man's land," says

Blackstone, " is in the eye of the law enclosed and set apart from

his neighbour's and that, either by a visible and material fence,

as one field is divided from another by a hedge, or by an ideal

invisible boundary existing only in the contemplation of law, as

when one man's land adjoins to another's in the same field."

Any entry upon, or breach of, a man's close if unauthorised by
him, and unjustified by law, carries necessarily along with it some

damage or other. So that proof of the alleged trespass will,

without any proof of damage sustained, entitle the plaintiff to a
verdict ; and the reason of this has been well explained as follows :

For the vindication of every right there is a remedy ; when, there-
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fore, there has been a violation of a right, the person injured ia

entitled to an action, and, consequently, to at least nominal da-

mages.

—

lb. 777—8.

240. The action of trespass is founded upon actual possession
hj the plaintiff, i. e. possession by himself, or by his servant or
agent. Should he be out of possession, as, if he has demised it

to another, trespass for an entry upon such land will clearly not
lie at his s.uit, the tenant in possession being here the party ag-

grieved, and being therefore entitled to complain by action at

law.—IJ. 779.

241. " Where," says Blacketone, " a man misdemeans him-
self, or makes an ill use of the authority with which the law in-

trusts him, he shall be accounted a trespasser ab initio ; as if one
comes into a tavern and. will not go out in a reasonable time,

but tarries there all night contrary to the inclinations of the

owner, this wrongful act shall effect and have relation back even to

his first entry, and make the whole a trespass. But a bare non-

feasance, as not paying for the wine he calls for, will not make
him a trespasser, for this is only a breach of contract for which

the taverner shall have an action of debt or assumpsit against

him."—B. G. 787—

a

Nuisance to reality, Sj-o.

242. A. private ' nuisance' has been defined to be " anything

done to the hurt or annoyance of the lands, tenements, or heredi-

taments of another," " If," says Blackstone, " one erects a smelt-

ing house for lead so near the land ofanother that the vapour and

smoke kills his corn and grass and damages his cattle therein, this

is held to be a nuisance ;
and by consequence it follows, that if one

does any other act, in itself lawful, which yet, being done in that

place, necessarily tends to the damages of another's property it is

a nuisance ; for it is incumbent on him to find some other place

to do that act where it will be less offensive," So also, if my
neighbour ought to scour a ditch or cleanse and keep in repair a
drain and neglects to do so, whereby my land is overflow-ed and

my goods are damaged, this is an actionable nuisance.

—

Ih. 789-90.

243. Likewise, to erect a house or other building so near to

mine tha/fc it obstructs my ancient lights and windows, is a nui-

sance of a similar nature.

—

lb. 790. Nuisance may also consist

in the wrongful diversion or abstraction of water from a stream

or watercourse.

—

lb. 796.
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The -word ' land,' says Sir E. Coke, in legal contemplation

•' comprehendeth any ground, soil, or earth whatsoever, asmeadows,

pastures, woods, moors, waters, marshes, furzes, and health ;" upon

which passage Blaokstone observes as follows :
—

" it is observable

that water is here mentioned as a species of land, which may seem

a kind of solecism, but such is the language of the law ; and

therefore I cannot bring an action to recover possession of a pool

or other piece of water by the name of ' water' only, either by

calculating its capacity, as for so many cubical yards, or by su-

perficial measure, for twenty acres of water, or by general des-r

cription, as for a pond, a watercourse, or a rivulet ; but I must

bring my action for the land that lies at the bottom, and must

call it twenty acres of, land covered with water. For water is a

moveable wandering thing, and must of necessity continue com-

mon by the law of nature. So that I can only have a tempor-

ary, transient usufructuary property therein ; wherefore, if a

body of water runs out of niy pond into another man's, I have

no right to reclaim it. But the land which that water covers is

pernianent, fixed, and immoveable, and therefore in this I may
have certain substantial property of which the law will take

potice."—B. 0. 796,

244, Flowing water, it has been observed, as well as light and

air, is in one sejjse public juris. It is a boon from Providence to

all, difiering from the other elen}.ei}.ts, however, in its njode of

enjoyment. Light and air are diffused in all (Jireotions, flowing

water in soiree. When property was established, each one had the

right to enjoy the light and air difi'tise^ over and the water flow-

ing through the portion of soil belonging to him ; the property in

the water itselfwasnot in the proprietor of the land through which

it passed, but only the use of it, as it passed along, for the enjoy-

ment of his property, and as incidental to it ; aqua currit et debet

currere is the language of the law ; and whether the right to na-

tural streams be exjure naturae, or by acquiescence and the presum-

ed grant of neighbours (the former of which opinions seems now
to be established as correct,) the rule is, that, " prima facie, thepro-

prietor of each bank of a stream is the proprietor of half the land

covered by the stream, but there is no property in the water. Every

proprietor has an equal right to use the water vvhich flows in the

ptream, and conspqi^-cntly no proprietor can have the right to use

the water to the prejudice of any other proprietor, Without the

consent of the other proprietors who may be afiected by his opera-

tjojis, no proprietor can either dirdinish the quantity of water
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which would otherwise descend to the proprietors below, nor

throw the water back upon the proprietors above." Subject to

such restrictions, however, each reparian owner is entitled to the

usufruct of the stream for all reasonable purposes—ex. gr. to

drink, to water his cattle, or to turn his mill—and each such

owner has a remedy for the infringement of his right. If the

stream be diverted by altering its coui-se, or cutting down its

banks, or if the water be abstracted from it for unauthorised

purposes, the owner will have his right of action on the case

against the wrongdoer.

—

B. G. 797—798,

245, The right of an individual to an artificial watercourse, as

agaiTist the party creating it, will depend, however, upon the cha-

racter ofthe watercourse and the circumstances under which it was
created. For the diversion of such a watercourse no action will

lie, where, from the nature of the case, the enjoyment of it obvi-

ously depended upon temporary circumstances, and was not of a

permanent character, and where the interruption, was by the

party who stood in the situation of the grantor,

—

Ih. 798.

Torts to personal property,

246, Torts to personal property may be classified into, 1st,

Torts to property in possession of the owner, 2nd, Torts to pro-

perty out of the owner's possession.

First. A tort to personality in the possession of the ownermay
be constituted by the wrongful deprivation of that possession,

or by an abuse of, or a damage done to, the chattel whilst in his

possession. A wrongful deprivation of possession may be by

taking illegal in its inception ; or by an illegal detention of that,

whereof the original possession was legally acquired,

—

Ih. 801.

Second, Torts to property out of the owner's possession, may
occur under many dissimilar circumstances, as, where the chattel

wrongfally seized or injured is in the custody of the law or un-

der bailment to another.

—

Ih, 809,

247, A bailcent is a delivery of a thing in trust for some spe-

cial object or purpose, and upon a contract ; express or implied

to confirm to the object or purpose of the trust, (B, C, 810.)

Bailments. are classified into three heads,—viz.

(1.) Bailment in which the trust is exclusively for the benefit

of the bailor, as a deposit or naked bailment of goods to be kept

for the bailor gratuitously, and returned when he shall require it,
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In this case the bailee is bound merely to use a slight degree of

diligence respecting the thing bailed, and is liable for gross negli-

gence only, the reason being that the bailee is to receive nothing

for his services.

—

B. 0. 811.

(2.) Bailment for exclusive benefit of the bailee, in which the

thing bailed is usually to be restored in specie. This bailment is

called a Loan, and the degree of diligence here required from the

bailee is very much, if not precisely, that required from the gra-

tuitous bailee possessing skill, who, as above stated is bound to

exercise the skill which he possesses. A much greater degree of

diligence will therefore be expected from him, than from one who
is a mere gratuitous bailee for the benefit of the bailor.

—

Ih. 814.

(3) Bailment for benefit of both parties is the pledging or

pawning of a Chattel, or a bailment for reward or compensation.

A pledge or pawn is a bailment of goods to a creditor, as security

for some debt or engagement ; and the pawnee is bound to use or-

dinary diligence in the care and safeguard of the pawn, so that if

the thing pawned be lost notwithstanding the exercise ofsuch dili-

gence, the pawnee may still resort to the pawnor for the amount

of the debt secured by the pawn. If the thing pawned were a

jewel, the pawnor might use it, but then he must do it at his peril

;

for whereas if he keeps them locked up in his cabinet, and if the

cabinet should be broken open, and the jewel taken from thence,

ho would be excused. If he wears it abroad, and is there robbed

of it, he will be answerable ; and the reason is, because the pawn
is in the nature of a deposit and as such is not liable to be used.

—

lb. 817.

248 Torts by third persons may occur to chattels under bail-

ment, viz. when under custody of an innkeeper {B. G. 840.) Board-

ing House keeper (Ih. 821.) and Land carriers (76. 822.) and

out of the possession of the owner. When goods entrusted to

them are lost, nothing will excuse them except the Act of God
or of the King's enemies.

—

Norton Topic on J. P. P. 454.

The " Act of God" being understood to signify inevitable acci-

dent, and by the " King's enem^ies" being meant public enemies

with whom the nation is at open war.

—

lb. 824.

249. Action may be maintainable in respect of such wrongful

act, either by the general owner of the goods in question, or by the

special owner entrusted therewith. Thus, a carrier may maintain

trover against a stranger who takes the good out of his possession

;
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and so may a factor, a warehouse keeper or an auctioner ; and a

tnistee, pawnee, licensee, or gratuitous bailee, may respectively sue

for a tort to the Chattel held in trust or on bailment.

—

B. C. 8ii7.

Torts to relative rights.

250. Torts not directly affecting the personal property may
occur when wrongs are done to relative rights of individuals.

—

16.84.1.

251. Relative rights are such as are incident to persons con-

sidered as members of society and connected to each other by
various ties and relations, as Husband and Wife, Parent and Child,

Guardian and Ward, Master and Servant.

—

-lb. 841.

(1^ Husband and Wife. By English Law the husband is allow-

ed a civil remedy for the abduction of the wife ; for an assault com-

mitted upon her, and for criminal conversation with her.

—

lb. 846.

(2) Parent and Children. For seduction of his child, and for

the loss of service of the daughter, a parent is allowed a civil

remedy.

—

lb.

(3) Precisely on the same footing with the right of action

for seduction stands that brought by a parent for a personal

injury to his child, or by a master for the battery of his servant,

or in procuring the servant to depart from the Masters's service,

or by harbouring and keeping the servant.

—

lb. 849.



CHAPTER ir.

MEASURE OF DAMAGES.

In aations of (Contracts.

252. In ail action for IweaCli of contract, the intention or nlO'

tive of tHe party charged cannot be inquired into, and indeed will

be irrelevant to the issue. In such an action the main questions

for determination will be, What was the contract ? Was it broken

by the defendant ? If the terms of the contract be ascertained,

and its breach be proved, the- only other inquiry will be as to the

amovMt of damages to he atOarded ; and, in estimating these

damages, the motive or intention of the defendant will be imma-

terial.—-B. 0. 630.

253. Where a vendor covenants that he has good right to

convey, immediately on the execution of the conveyance, if he

has not such right, his covenant is broken, and an action may
instantly be commenced by the covenantee, without waiting for

a disturbance of his possession ; for an eviction does not consti-

tute the breach of the covenant in question, but is consequential

damage airising therefrom.

—

Ih. 631.

254. Where an agreement, good in law, stipulates for the pay-

ment on a day named of a specific and ascertained sum by one of

the parties to it, the prima facie measure of damages will be the

precise sum thus stipulated to be paid. Where, in other words,

an action is brought for the recovery of a fixed pecuniary de-

mand, founded upon contract, and the plaintiffs' claim is establish-

ed, unreduced by any set off or by proof of a partial failure of

consideration, the true measure of damages, as determined by

the act of the parties, will be that sum which the defendant has

undertaken or contracted to pay.—76. 631—2.

265. A being indebted to B. in the sum of 500Z. for goods

sold, gave B. a bill of 600/. drawn by himself to get discounted,
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Tipon these terms : that B. should retain to liis own use the sum of

lOOL and the discoimt, and should pay over the balance to A.

Here the measure ofdamages in an action by A.'s assignees against

B. was held to be the amount of the bill minus the lOOL and
discount.

—

B. G. 634.

Where, however, parties agree that a specific sum shall be

payable by way of penalty for breach of contract, our Courts will

apply equitable principles in the assessment of damages ; not,

indeed, allowing them to exceed the sum thus stipulated, but

requiring evidence to be given for the purpose of fixing their

precise amount, and enabling the jury to award it accordingly.

lb. 635.

256. The distinction between penalty and liquidated damages
in this

—

Where parties enter into a contract containing various clauses

and stipulations, and also that " if either of the parties should

neglect or refuse to fulfil the agreement, such party should pay

to the other the sum of 1000 Rupees" this last clause was held

penalty.—Ih. 634.

Liquidated damage is where the parties have agreed that in

case one party shall do a stipulated act or omit to do it, the othei-

party shall receive a certain sum as the jiTst, appropriate and con-

venential amount of the damages sustained by such act or omis-

sion. In case of this sort, Courts of Equity will not interfere to

grant relief but will deem the parties entitled to fix their own
measures of damages, provided they do not assume the character

of gross extravagance, or of wanton and unreasonable dispropor-

tion to the nature and extent of the injury.

—

S. M. § 350.

So in a case the defendants bound themselves to deliver Jag-

gery to plaintiff by a given day, in consideration of an advance-

of 800 Rs. and on failure were to pay a penalty of 50 per cent

on the advance. This was held to be in fact liquidated damages.

—S.I). 1861 p. 134.

Where the contracting parties have not by mutual stipulations

precisely indicated the amount of damages to bo recoverable by

either, in the event of a breach of contract, such damages will hav&

to be assessed according to the general rules oflaw:—" that, where-

a person makes a contract and breaks it, he must pay the whole

damage sustained";—''that, where a party sustains a loss by
11
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reason of breach of contract, he is, so far as money can do it, to

he placed in the same situation with respect to damages as if the

contract had been performed."

—

B. C. 637.

Thns, A., having recovered a judgment for 281Z. 3s. 6d. against

B., agreed with C. to forbear to sue out execution upon the judg-

ment untn a future day, in consideration whereof C. undertook

that he would on or before that day erect a substantial dwelling-

house, and cause a lease of the same to be granted to A., such

lease when granted to be in satisfaction of the judgment. In an

action by A. against C. for breach of this undertaking, the

measure of damages was held to be the value of that (viz. the

lease of the house in question) which the defendant had promised

to give, in consideration of the plaintiff's forbearance.

—

Ih.

Contracts for the sale of chattels or personal property may be

broken either by the vendor's neglect to deliver the goods con-

tracted for ; or by the vendee refusing to accept them, or to pay

their stiptilated price ; or by the article delivered proving different

from what it was represented to be at the time of sale.

—

lb. 638.

In such case, if there be no element of fraud, no attempt at

overreaching in the case, the very terms of the given contract

will, in general suggest the proper measure of damages to be ap-

plied on its breach. Thus, in an action at suit of the vendee for

non-delivery of goods, stock, or shares (purchased but not paid
for) pursuant to contract, the general rule is, that the measure of
damages is the difference between the contract price and the
market price of the subject-matter of the contract at the time of
the breach ; so that, if the price of the goods, stock, or shares

contracted for, has not varied, the purchaser will be entitled to

nominal damages only for their non-delivery.

—

Ih. 638 9.

Further, where the purchaser of goods resells them before the
time fixed for their dehvery, he will be restricted by the above
specified measure of damages, viz. the difference between the con-
tract price and the market price at the date of the breach of con-
tract ; and he will not be entitled to recover the amount of the

claim, if any, enforceable by his sub-vendee for breach of contract

against himself ; because, immediately on receiving notice of

the defendant's breach of contract, the plaintiff ought to have
supplied himself with the article in question, in order to be able

to deliver it to his buyer.—B. G. 639.
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In an action at; suit of the vendor of mercliandise against the

vendee for not accepting it, the measure of damages will similar-

ly be determined by reference to the contract price and the market
price at the time of refusing to accept the goods. A. contracted

for the purchase of wheat, " to be delivered at Birmingham as

soon as vessels could be obtained for the carriage thereof ;" sub-

sequently the market having- fallen, A. gave notice to the seller

that he would not accept the wheat, then being on its transit to

Birmingham, if it were delivered. In action against A. for not

accepting the wheat, the proper measure of damages was held to

be the difference between the contract price and the market price

on the day when the wheat was tendered to A. for acceptance at

Birmingham, and was refused.

—

lb. 640—1. <

In certain cases proof of special facts on behalf of the plain-

tiff might vary the rule to be applied for assessment of his dam-
ages. "If" says i?rZe' J., on a recent occasion, " goods are not

delivered or accepted accprding to contract, time and trouble as

well as expense mai/ be required either in getting other similar

goods or finding another purchaser, and the damages ought to

indemnify both for such time, trouble, and expense, and for the

difference between the market price and the price contracted

for." Most cases of contract, vary from each other, and what-

ever general rules there may be as to awarding damages, they

must be m.odified by the particular cases to which they come to

be applied.

—

lb. 640.

Again,—in an action for breach of a contract to replace stock

lent, the measure of damages is held to be the price of the stock on

the day when it ought to have been replaced, or its price on the

day of the trial, at the plaintiff's option. The true measure of

damages in all these cases is that which will completely indemnify

the plaintiff for the breach of the engagement. If the defendant

neglect to replace the stock at the day appointed, and the stock

afterwards rise in value, the plaintiff can only be indemnified by

giving him the price of it at the time of the trial. And it is no

answer, to say that the defendant may be prejudiced by the plain-

tiff's delaying to bring his action ; for it is his own fault that he does

not perform his engagement at the time ; or he may replace it at

any time afterwards, so as to avail himself of a rising market. So,

in an action for not re-delivering mining shares, lent to the defend-

ant upon a contract to return them on a given day, the true mea-

sure of damages will, if they have not been replaced, be the

market price of the shares at the time of the trial.

—

B. C. 640— 1.
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The measure of damages in cases for the price of goods sold

depend simply upon the evidence adduced.

—

lb. 642.

Where an action was brought for the agreed price of a specific

chattel sold with a ivarranty, or of work which was to be perform-

ed according to contract, it has been held competent for the de-

fendant to shew bow much less the subject-matter of the action

is worth by reason of the breach of contract, and to the extent

that be obtains, or is capable of obtaining, an abatement of price

on that account he must be considered as having received satis-

faction or the breach of the contract declared upon, so as to be

precluded from recovering in another action to that extent ; but

no more.

—

lb. 642.

What, it may be asked, in the case of the breach of a covenant

to repair, is the true measure of damages ? Is it the amount

which would be required to put the premises into repair ? Is it

the amount of injury done to the revergion by the premises be-

ing out of repair ? Or, to speak more specifically, is it the loss

which the landlord would sustain if he sold his reversion in the

market ? The latter of these methods ofdeterminiiig the damages

would seem to be the most satisfactory and most true.

—

lb. 644.

In the case of a wrongful dismissal, the servant or party dis-

missed may recover such damages as the jury think the loss of the

situation has occasioned. If the plaintifi" has obtained, or is likely

to obtain, another situation, the damage ought, on that ground, to

be proportionately less, or even nominal, regard being had to the

real loss sustained. Considerable latitude seems, however, in cases

of the kind before us, to be permitted to the jury.

—

B. G. G45.

Contracts for the sale of real estate are held to be made sub-

ject to the condition that the vendor has a good title ; so that, when
a person contracts to sell real property, there is an implied under-

standing, that, if (without fraud on his part) he fails to make out

a good title, the only damages recoverable will be the expenses

which the vendee may be put to in investigating the title, l^omi-

nal damages only are, in such case, recoverable by the vendee

for the loss of his bargain.

—

lb.

257. A person who had contracted for the purchase of an estate,

but had not himself obtained a conveyence of it, sold it by auction,

with a stipulation to make a good title by a day named. This he

was unable to do, inasmuch as his vendor refused to convey,
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and it was held, that the purchaser by auction might, beyond
his expenses, recovered damages for the loss which he had sus-

tained by not having the contract carried into effect.

—

lb. 646.

258. Where a party has been let into possession of land un-

der a contract of purchase which he then refuses to complete,

und no conveyance is executed, the vendor cannot recover from

him the whole amount of the purchase money, but only the

damages actually sustained by his breach of contract.

—

lb. 647.

259. It is necessary, in every case, to detei'mine whether or not

the damage, laid in the declaration, is sufficiently connectedwiththe

alleged injury to justify its recovery by action. "If", says Dr.

Story, " an agent who is bound to render an account and pay over

monies to his principal at a particular time, should omit so to do,

where"by the principal should be unable to pay his debts or to ful-

fil his other contracts, and should stop payment and fail in busi-

ness, or be injured in his general credit thereby, the agent would

not be liable for such injury ; for it is but a remote or accidental

consequence of the negligence. So, if an agent, having funds in

his hands, should improperly neglect to ship goods by a particu-

lar ship according to the orders of his principal, and the ship

should duly arrive, and, if the goods had been on board, the prin-

cipal might, by future reshipments and speculations, have made
great profits thereon, the agent will not be bound to pay for the

loss of such possible profits, for it is a mere contingent damage
or an accidental roischief." And the same reasoning would apply

to a case where, by the neglect of an agent to remit money, the

principal has been prevented from engaging in a profitable specu-

lation in some other business by his want of the funds.

—

B. G.

€47—8.

260. It has been held, that, in an action for breach of war-

ranty of a horse, the loss of a bargain for resale of the horse is

not recoverable as special damage. Wor, in such an action, can

the costs of improvidently defending an action, brought against

the plaintiff by his sub-vendee for breach of warranty, be recover-

ed. No person has a right to inflame his own account against

another by incurring additional expense in the unrighteous re-

sistance to an action which he cannot defend.

—

lb. 652.

261. The general rule as to remoteness of damages has been

stated that, under ordinary circumstances, loss recoverable for

breach of contract must be such as would naturally, i. e., in a
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great majority of similar cases, flow from the breacli alleged ;

—

that, ifthere were special circumstances in the case, which wouM
have made the loss complained of a reasonable and natural con-

sequence of the breach, it must be shown that such special cir-

cumstances were communicated to or known by the defendants.

—lb. 653.

In actions of tort.

262. The damages recoverable in an action'ex delicto are in

general regarded by law as purely compensatory, although a wider

latitude is allowed to the jury who may take into consideration,

the intention of the offending part}^, review all the circumstances

of the case, and apportion the damages accordingly, thus to some

extent causing the verdict to operate as a medium for punishment

as well as compensation.—B. G. 630 & 850.

263. In trespass, for cutting into the plaintiff's close and carry-

ing away his soil, the plaintiff is entitled, by way of compensa-

tion, to what the land was worth to him. In trover, the damages

are ordinarily to be measured by the value of the thing convert-

ed ; though where the plaintiffs sued in trover for a bill of ex-

change for 1600Z., deposited by them with the defendant, and it

appeared that the defendant had been guilty of a conversion of

the bill, and had afterwards raised 800Z. by discounting it, the

plaintiffs were held entitled to a verdict for 1600Z. ; for the de-

fendant " converted the whole bill, and the plaintiffs are entitled

to recover the value of the whole at the time of the conversion."

—Ih. 860.

264. In an action against the sheriff for an escape, the dam-

ages should be assessed by reference to " the value of the custody

of the debtor at the moment of the escape," although, if the plain-

tiff has done anything to aggravate the loss occasioned by the

sheriff's neglect, or has prevented him from retaking the debtor

the amount recoverable would be materially affected by such con-

duct. So, in an action against an attorney for negligence,

damages should be awarded commensurate with the loss sustain-

ed.—16. 851.

265. It is, indeed, easy to suggest a state of facts giving rise

to an action fex delicto, which would at once present the true mea-

sure of damages to be awarded to the complainant, and in which

no ground for aggravated damages beyond such measure would
exist. Thus, in case by a reversioner for injury to his reversion-
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ary freehold interest in land, tte measure of damages would be

ascertained by considering to what extent the land was lessened

in value by the wrongful act of the defendant. In an action by

a tenant against his landlord for selling goods tinder a lawful dis-

tress but withoiit having them properly appraised, the measure of

damages would be the real value of the goods sold, minus the

rent due. And, generally, where an injury is done to land or

goods, the compensation to be awarded should be proportioned

to the amount of the plaintiff's interest therein

—

B. G. 851—2.

266. In an action against the sheriff for wrongfully seizing

the plaintiff's goods it was remarked by Alderson, B. that juries

have not much compassion for trespassers, and are not bound to

"weigh in golden scales" how much injury a party has sustained

by a trespass. And, in actions for criminal conversation, for se-

duction, or for malicious injuries, juries have been allowed to give

what are called vlndictivo damages, and to take all the circum-

stances into their consideration,—a remark which seems appli-

cable also to any case in which the process of a Court of ju.stiee

has been abused, and a gross outrage has been committed under

the forms of law

—

Ih. 853,

267. Whether damages be regarded as " a compensation and

satisfaction for some injury sustained" or as in their nature penal,

so that they may, in certain cases, be given to punish or to deter,

and not merely to compensate, the inquuy, how far a jury in as-

sessino- damages for a tort may properly take into account the

motive and iatention which actuated the wrongdoer, is one of

much interest and importance.

—

lb. 853—4.

268. It is clear, that, if a trespass be done to my land, or if

my goods are illegally withheld from me, or if I sustain personal

injury by reason of the negligence and want of due caution of

another, I may maintain against him an action of trespass, trover,

or on the case, to support which no evidence will be required of

any malicious motive oi^wrongful intention on the part of the de-

fendant.—16. 854.

269. In trespass the defendant pleaded that he had land ad-

joining plaintifif's close, and upon it a hedge of thorns ; that he

cut the thorns, and that they, ipso invito fell upon the plaintiff's

land, whereupon the defendant removed them thence as soon as

possible. Upon demurer to this ple^, judgment was given for the
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plaintiiF ; for, in a civil action of this nature, " the intent is im-

material if the act done be injurious to another."

—

lb. 854.

270. In very many rights of action founded upon tort, not in-

volving malice or deceit, the intention wherewith an act was done-

and which gives to such act a colour and a meaning, is, like any-

other fact, to be determined by the jury. Let us suppose, for in-

stance, that an action of trover or detinue is broug-ht for a bill of

exchange, and the defence be, that the bill was handed over to the
'

defendant as a gift, the intention with which it was transferred to

him would necessarily become at the trial the main, if not the

sole, subject of inquiry ; for a bill of exchange being a chattle,

the gift would become complete "by delivery, coupled with the

intention to give.'' "To pass the property in a chattle," says

Alderson B., " there must be both a gift and delivery ; so that,

where A had possession of certain silver plate belonging to B.,

and B. said to A., "I will give you all the plate that is mine,"

l)ut no actual delivery of the plate ever took place, the words vised

were held to admit of their literal signification merely, and to be

indicative of a bare intention to give at some future time.

—

B. G.

856—7.

271. Damages are either general or special. 'General' damages

are such as the law implies or presumes to have accrued from the

wrong complained of. ' Special' damages are such as really took

place, and are not implied by law : they are either superadded to

general damages arising from an act injurious in itself, or are such

as arise from an act indifferent and not actionable in itself, but in-

jurious only in its consequences. It does not appear necessai'y

to state the formal description of damages in the declaration, be-

cause presumptions of law are not in general to be pleaded or aver-

red as facts, and substantial damages may in some cases,—as in

an action against a banker for not duly honouring a cheque or an

acceptance of his customer, or for slander of a person in the way
of his trade,—^be recovered, although special damage be neither

alleged nor proved.

—

lb. 857—8.

272. When, however, the law does not, as of course, imply that

the plaintiff sustained damage by the act complained of, it is essen-

tial to the validity of the declaration that the resulting damage

should be shown with particularity. And when the dajnages

sustained have not necessarily accrued from the act complained

of, and const^quently are not implied by law, then in order to pro-
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vent the surprise on the defendant which might otherwise ensue

on the trial, the plaintiff must in general state the particular

damage which he has suffered, or he will not be permitted to give

evidence of it.

—

B. G. 858.

Maintenance to Hindus.

273. In awarding maintenance, the circumstances of the par-

ties and the income of the family must be looked to. No separate

maintenance can be allowed where the property manifestly is in-

adequate (Rs. 19-8 per annum) (V. D. p. 30.) or where the party

sued has merely a floating and uncertain income (8. D. p. 272 of

1859). Nor can the Defendant's salary be. taken into account in

awarding it. (lb. 5 of 1859).

274. Mothers' maintenance.—A mother is entitled to look to

her son for maintenance notwithstanding that she has quitted her

son's protection without adequate cause.

—

-lb. No. 13 of 1817.

275. Wives' maintenance.—To a wife maintenance will be

denied when she quits of her own accord, her husband's protection

upon his contracting a second marriage. (16. No. 2 o/1823). An
unchaste wife is not entitled to any maintenance (76. No. 9 of

1829. See also I. H. G. D. p. 372), A Wife is not entitled to

demand maintenance from her husband, unless she has been

compelled to quit his house by his continued illusage or other

sufficient cause (F. D. p. 30). The husbands marrying a 2nd

wife is not a justifying cause (I. H. G. B. p. S75). A Hindu wife

cannot during the life time of her husband, claim separate main-

tenance from any other member of his family.

—

S. D.p. 60 of 1860.

276. Widows' maintenance.—The right of a widow to mainten-

ance is not affected by her refusal to reside in her husband's family

(F. D. p. 29.) But where the widow assigns no reasonable

grounds for her refusal to do so, a distinction of award of mainte-

nance will be observed from that which she would have been en-

titled to in case of" maltreatment, &c. (S. D. p. 59 of 1861).

Where there is no paternal property she must reside with the

surviving members of her husband's family and remain under

their protection (V. J), f- 29). In such case the husband's bro-

the;r is not liable to give maintenance {lb. p. 30).. Courts cannot

award a share of family property to be made over to a widow for

her maintenance (16. 31). The husband's family is bound to

provide for a minor widow. Her support by her parents is purely

voluntary, and they may refuse at any time to maintain. In a
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divided Hindu family maintenance can only be claimed by a

widow from tliat brancli to wHcli she belongs (S. D. p. 91 of

1861 ). A Widows' claim upon her husbands' family for mainte-

nance is absolute and is not liable to be forfeited by failure to

produce, on demand, jewels entrusted to her, though she may

have bound herself by a written agreement to submit to such

forfeiture (16. 196). A man cannot assign all he has to his widow

for maintenance to the prejudice of his heirs.

—

lb. 271 of 1853.

Maintenance to Son.—A son cannot claim independent main-

tenance under ordinary circumstances. In the case of Parsaram.

Deo. V. Chaytania Anunga, the Court of S. U. in allowing separate

maintenance to the son, the plaintiff, observed that " it is mani-

festly incumbent upon the Courts by all proper means to up-

hold heads of families in the exercise of their parental authority

and to discontinuance of all attempts on the part of children or

others, to free themselves from the control of those who, by the

Laws of nature, as well as by. the usage of the country, are en-

titled to their obedience. Large separate allowance to the in-

ferior member of a family, who for no cause or for an inadequate

cause choose to abandon the family roof, would operate not only

to encourage domestic feuds, but also to embarass, and ultimately

empoverish the head of the family. In cases therefore, where

there appears no solid ground for the separation, the principles

of equity require that the separate allowance should be reduced

to the lowest scale. It should scarcely exceed what is barely

necessary for the support of the party claiming it, (food and

raiment.)"—S. D. Vol. I. p. 277 and p. 38 of 1861.

277. Illegitimate son of Sudra by concubine, not being a

female slave, is entitled to maintenance.

—

I. H. 0. D. jp. 293.

278. Arrears of Tnaintenance.-—^No rule of Hindu Law pre-

cludes the recovery of arrears of maintenance.

—

K. G. D. p. 36 of

1864.

279. Liability.—A Mahomedan is not bound to maintain his

widowed stepmother. Nor is a Hindu dancing girl to her

brothers' widow.—S. B. No. 2 o/ 1821 and p. 175 o/1858.

Interest.

280. Interest is always payable when there has been a con-

tract to that effect, express or implied, from circumstances, the

usage of trade, or the mode of dealing between the parties and

also upon a Bond, Bill, or Promissory Note.—S. M. § 442,
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281. Act XXXn of 1839 provides tliat upon all debts, or

sums certain, payable at a certain time or otherwise, the Court
may if it shall think fit, allow interest not exceeding the current

rate from the time when such debts or sums certain, were pay-

able if such debts be payable upon written instrument at a certain

time ; or if payable otherwise than from the time when demand
of payment shall have been made in writing, so as such demand
shall give notice to the debtor that interest will be claimed from

the date of such demand until the term of payment
;
provided

that interest shall be payable in all cases in which it is now pay-

able by law.

—

lb. 443.

282. Act XXVIII of 1855 repeals the Usuary Law and em-

powers the Judges to award interest at the rate (if any) agreed

upon by the parties, and where no rate was fixed, at such rate a*

the court shall deem fit.

—

Ih. 444.

283. Section X of the recent Act XXIII of 1861, also em-

powers the Court to order interest in the decree, at such rate as

it may think proper to be paid on the principal sum, adjudged from

date of suit to the date of decree in addition to any interest ad-

judged on such principal sum for any period prior to the date of

suit ; vnth further interest on the aggregate sum so adjudged and

on the costs of suit from the date of the decree to the date of

payment.

284. Where bonds or deeds contain a rate, the Court will not

award a higher rate than that stipulated in the bond even after

the time fixed for payment (^Decree of Givil Court A. 8. No. 419

of 1857). For if it is the intention of the parties to obtain such

interest, it is always in their power to insert in the Contract an

express stipulation to that efiect.

—

B. G. 335.

But the S. U. have held that the interest at 6 per cent was

fixed on the transaction pending only the time agreed on for the

fulfilment of the contract but when the contract was broken Plain-

tifi" became entitled to the ordinary rate of interest in the country.

S. D. 1861 jp. 134. See also M. 0. B. p. 205 of 1864—5.

285. Disallowance of interest Stipulated in a document on the

ground that no demand was made, is contrary to the judicial

practice and precedent (Jf. (?. 147). The delay of a gainer of

Suit is no bar to his recovering interest. The same principle

applies to suits for land, house and other productive adjudged,

together with the rent, profit, &c. (-?&) The maxim is "the
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debtor must seek the creditor." A party is not liable for interest

merely because lie made a claim in consequence of wMcli the

party liable to pay principal amount, delayed such payment (V. D.

p. 21). Interest was allowed on arrears of rent and of mainte-

nance, and is also payable on Bonds which embrace interest upon

former transaction, and even when it contains no express provi-

sion for payment of interest, or omitted to be claimed by plaintiff

through inadvertence, the stamp on plaint being sufficient to cover

interest and principal.

286. A party at whose instance money is withheld from a per-

son entitled to it, is answerable for interest on that account (S. Z>.

No. 8 of 1825). It is in the discretion of the court trying a claim,

to allow or refuse interest ; and its judgment in this respect cannot

be interfered with in higher court.

—

lb. 1860 p. 228.

Mode of appropriation ofpayment.

287. Where a debtor is indebted in several ways to the same

Creditor, and he pays a sum of money towards the debt, he may

at the time of payment make application of that sum to any par-

ticular one of the several debts, owing by him, either by express

words or by conduct indicative of his iutention ; but if he neglect

to make it, the Creditor may make the application within any

reasonable time, and if principal and interest are both due a

general payxaent, in the absence of any specific arrangement as

to its application, shall be ascribed first to the interest.

—

S. M. §

445.

288. When there is an account Current between the parties,

such as Banking account, the law in the absence of any specific

arrangement between them presumes, that they intended to apply

the first item on the credit side to the first item on the debit side,

and so on.

—

lb. § 446.

289. According to law of England, where neither Creditor

nor Debtor makes any appropriation of a payment, the law will

apply it to the earlier debt.

—

lb. § 447.

290. It was held that where the debtor made no appropriation

of the payment made to any particular debt, the Creditor had a

right to appropriate it to a debt barred by the statute of Umitation.

—lb. 448.

291. Where there are distinct demands, one against a firm,

and the other against one of the partners, if the money paid be the
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money of partners, and be not specifically appropriated by the

payer, it cannot be applied to the debt owing by the individual

partner.

—

lb. § 4i49.

292. The consequence of a Creditor refusing payment when
tendered, will be, that the payment of the sum tendered into Court

will be a good defence against any action which he may bring for

recovery of the amount ; unless the Creditor can prove a prior or

subsequent demand and refusal, such a tender wUl also prevent

interest from afterwards running against the debtor.

—

lb. § 460.



CHAPTER y.

Custom and Usage.

293. Customs, may be either general or particular. Con-

spicuous amongst general customs stands tlie lex mercatoria, or

law mercliant, a branch of law deduced from the practice and

customs of merchants, aided and regulated by a long series of

judicial decisions, as also by the express enactments of the legis-

lature ; which has, especially of late years, exercised much vigi-

lance in aiding fair commercial enterprise on the one hand, and
in checking undue speculation on the other.

—

B. G. 10. It is not

competent to parties simply by consent among themselves to alter

the rules of succession as respects property to which they are

subject.

—

S. D. p. 46 of 1862. It was held by Privy Council in

the case of C. Abraham, &c. Versus F. Abraham that cases of

succession to the estate of a deceased of pure Hindu blood who
had married'a European wife professing with his family, the

Christian religion was to be decided to the usages of the class

to which_the deceased attached himself and the family to which
he belonged. Upon the conversion of a Hindu to Christianity,

the Hindu Law ceases to have,any continuing obligatory force

upon the Convert, who may renounce the old law by which he

was bound, as he renounced his old rehgion, or if he thinks fit he

may abide by the old law notwithstanding he has renounced the

old religion. Act XXI of 1850 does not apply where the parties

have ceased to be Hindus in religion. (Madras Jurist, p. 18).

294. A particular or local custom may be defined to be an

usage which " has obtained the force of law, and is, in truth, the

binding law^ljwithin a particular district, or at a particular place, of

tie persons and things which it concerns.'' A custom, therefore,

in so far as it extends, supersedes the general law.

—

lb. 1 1

.

296. A custom, says Sir W. Blaokstone, in order that it

may be legal and binding, must " have been used so long that the
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memory of man ranneth not to the contrary ; so that, if any one

can shew the beginning of it, it is no good custom. For which

reason, no custom can prevail against an express act of Parlia-

ment, since the statute itself is a proof of a time when such a
custom did not exist."

—

lb. 12.

296. A custom must have been continued ; because " any inter-

ruption would cause a temporary ceasing : the revival gives it a
new beginning, which will be within time of memory, and, there-

upon, the custom will be void. But this must be understood with
regard to an interruption of the right ; for an interruption of the
possession only for ten or twenty years will not destroy the cus-
tom. As, if the inhabitants of a parish have a customary right of
watering their cattle at a certain pool, the custom is not destroyed
though they do not use it for ten years, it only becomes more dif-

ficult to prove
; but if the right be anyhow discontinued for a day

the custom is quite at an end."—5. C. 13.

297. A valid custom mnst have heen peaceable, and acquiesced
in, not subject to contention and dispute ; for, as such a custom
derives its force and authority from common consent, the fact of
its having been immemorially disputed, either at law or other-

wise, would be a proof that such consent was wanting.

—

lb. 14.

298. A custom must be reasmiable, or, rather, it must not be
unreasonable. "A custom," therefore, "maybe good, though
the particular reason of it cannot be assigned, for it sufficeth if

no good legal reason can be assigned against it. Thus, a custom

in a parish that no man shall put his beast into the common till

the 3rd of October would be good ; and yet it- would be hard to

shew the reason why that day in particular is fixed upon, rather

than the day before or after. But a custom that no cattle shall be

put in till the lord of the manor has first put in his, is unreason-

able, and, therefore, bad : for, peradventure, the lord will never

put in his, and then the tenants will lose all their profits."

—

lb.

299. A custom ought to be certain. And, therefore, a custom

that lands shall descend to the most worthy of the owner's blood,

is void; for how shall this worthbe determined ? But a custom, that

lands shall descend to the next male of the blood exclusive of fe-

males, is certain, and, therefore, good. So a custom to pay two

pence an acre in lieu of tithes is good ; but to pay sometimes two

pence, and sometimes three pence, as the occupier of the land

pleases, is bad, for its uncertainty.

—

lb. 15— 16.
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300. A custom, though established by consent, must, when es-

tablished, be compulsory, and not left to the option of every man,

whether he will use it or no ; therefore, a custom that all the inha-

bitants of a particular district shall be rated toward the mainten-

ance of a bridge will be good ; but, a custom that every man is to

contribute thereto at his own pleasure, is idle and absurd, and in-

deed no custom at all.

—

lb. 18.

301. Customs must be consistent with each other—one custom

cannot be set up in opposition to another ; for, if both are really

customs, then they are of equal antiquity, and must have been es-

tablished by mutual consent, which to say of contradictory cus-

toms is absurd.

—

B. G. 18.

«

302. With reference to the Interpretation of customs, it will

be sufficient to mention the general rule, which is, that customs

especially where they derogate from the general rights of pro-

perty, must be construed strictly. They are not to be " enlarged

beyond the usage."

—

lb, 19.

303. Beside local customs properly so called, there are, in dif-

ferent parts of the country, certain Usages existing, which, unless

excluded expressly or impliedly by agreement between parties, re-

gulate, to some extent, the relation oflandlord and tenant, or affect

the reciprocal rights of incoming and outgoing tenants, and are

usually known as ' customs of the country.' Now, a custom be-

longing to this class need not be shewn to have existed immemo-

rially, but will be established on proof of a usage, recognised and

acted upon in the particular district, applicable to farms of a like

description with that in regard to which its existence is specifical-

ly asserted.

—

lb. But a custom which has never been judicially

recognized cannot prevail against distinct authority (I. ff. C. B.

p. 420.)

Usage of Canara.

304. Native Christians.—In Canara the rules of right in pro-

perty for native Christians, are Hindu Law, with some exceptions

(iS. -D. p. 195 of 1859.) The right of management of property of

Roman Catholic Churches is vested in the community, and not in

the priests.

—

Decree of Civil Court of Mangalore A. S. No. 200 of

I860.—Confirmed by High Court S. A. S. No. 768 of 1861

.

305. Landlord & Tenant.—A Moolgueny tenant is authorized

without the permission of the landlord, to cut down trees from the
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land for the use of cultivation and building houle, &c. (Ih. No.

367 & 349 of 1859\ and an outgoing tenant is always entitled to

remuneration for improvements made by him.

—

(S. D. p. 45 of

1860.

AlUa Santhan Hides.

306. Another peculiar usage prevails in Canara, (as in Mala-
bar) which is well known by the name of AUia Santhan;

the rules of which are to be found in Chapter XIII of Mr.
Strange's Manual of Hindu Law, and Bootalpandy, of which the

following is a translation regarding the system of succession,

collected from the famous Decree passed by Mr. Anderson in A.
S. No. 82 of 1843.

" The eldest child of the eldest sister, be it male or female, is to be the

Ezman (manager), and is to hold the property as such ; but it cannot be
divided among the family. The remaining Members are to act under the

authority of such female or male Ezman. If a disagreement takes place

between the sisters, the elder sister is to provide the youngest sister with a
separate house and its necessary apparatus, retaining the general Ezman-
ship and the performance of ceremonies. But no division of property (Ni-

shoodies) can. be made. To the dignities of chief families held by the Ez-

man of the senior branch, the members of his own Santhan will in his de-

mise be entitled to succeed. Those of the junior branch shall have no right.

If all the members of the senior branch be extinct, then those of the

junior will have a, right. The husband is not permitted to confer upon

his Wife any gifts but the marriage present ; if he give one piece more the

family may resume it. The father may give whatever self-acquired proper-

ty he likes, but no ancestral property, to his children. This his private pro-

perty may be inherited by his children. In failure of collateral descendants

a. female of the same Bulli must be adopted. Males cannot be adopted.

From failm-e of heirs Alba Santhan Estate, cannot be sold, nor transferred

to the Wife's Children. He must adopt a female who is to inherit the pro-

perty. If a family becomes extinct without such an adoption, the elders of

the caste should assemble and adopt another couple of people from the same

lineage, whose offspring then succeeds to the property."

" No mention is made in the above Extract of any provision being made

in the case of Males of a family not agreeing. It is clear that the females,

as being the Channel through which succession runs, are looked upon as

vested with the property. There can be little doubt that one object in the

establishment of the A Ilia Santhan system, was to prevent the division of

property. In South Malabar where all the females reside in their family

house the system is complete. The Pundit in reply to queries put

to him, has stated that by the analogy of Hindu law he con-

siders the males entitled to an equal share as the females ; but this

is not the case—an equal division amongst sisters in an Allia Santhana

"family corresponds by analogy with an equal division amongst brothers

in another Hindu family. It is clear that if males were entitled to a

lu
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shai'e in the family property the portion allotted to them must of neces-

sity, at their death, go out of the family and that is against the theory

of all Hindu Law and more especially of the A Ilia. Santhan law as laid

down in the Bhootal Pandi. Had the females resided in the family house

as in Malabar, the system of non-division might with justice have been

rigidly adhered to by the Courts of law ; but as it is the custom in Cauara,

for women, when married, to live with their children in their husbands'

, houses, different branches of a family naturally spring up, and justice

often requires that a, division of a family property should take place.

But if a division is to be made, it must be made exclusively according

to the rights of the females who may be, or may have been, the heads

of the different branches amongst whom it is to be divided. The Male

members have only the right to live and be maintained on the portion

of the property which may be allotted to the share of their female an-

cestor. In extreme cases however, (as in the present,) when there is a

quarrel between a male member and the female head of his branch and

there is no chance of their living amicably together on the same estate,

there appears no objection to allowing him in lieu of maintenance a
portion of the estate during his life, upon the conditions of his not being

authorized either to mortgage or sell it."

The foreging decree was over-ruled and it was held that division

of family property cannot he enforced by one of the members.

—

I. E. G. D. p. 380.

307. The following are some of the rulings regarding AUia
santhan

—

Adoption—By a female having male issue is invalid.

—

8. D.p,

138 of 1859.

Alienation hy females—Of the family property without the con-

sent, and in opposition to the acts of the male Ezman, is invalid,

and cannot be confirmed {Civil Court Decree A. 8. No. 7 of 1845),
and Mr. Chatfield observed (15. No. 295 of 1859) that " the above
is a decided and correct ruling and ought to be rigidly observed
in order to prevent its runniug into ruinous laxity and contradic-

tion." See also Appeal Decree Nos. 103 of 1862 and 865 and 371
of 1861. Special Appeal Nos. 733 and 734 of 1861.

Inheritance—The right of inheritance goes to the lineal de-

scendants of the acquirer of property and not to the heirs of his
previous remote ancestors though there is no female issue in the
former branch (A. 8. No. 173 of 1858). Undivided sister is pre-

ferable to divided brother.—388 of 1861.

Land acquired by any member of the family
fgoverned by the

law of Marumakkatayam in Malabar] becomes the joint property
of all the members.—& D.p. 226 of 1859 & 183 o/ 1860, un-
less he disposed of the same during his life time. The acquirer
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may hold alienate at once, and incumber his self-acqnisitions. A
Karna/van in possession of family funds is presumed to have

made all acquisitions with them and for the benefit of the cor-

porate body. But such presumption is not irrebutable, and his

alienation or charge of such acquisitions made during his life time

may be vaUd.—(II. B. C, B. p. 162.)

A member cannot make bequest of family property out of the

lineal descent.

—

B/iding p. 165

The acts of a mother are binding on the daughters, unless the

transaction was fraudulent and effected with the desire to injure

the children (Civil Court Decrees Nos. 160 o/1846, and55 of 1858).

Private division of family property to male members was upheld

in A. 8. Nos. 264 of 1835, 91 of 1836, 315 of 18S8, 160 of 1864,

and 536 of 1857. The Ezman can let out family land on Moolgueny.

—A. 8. Nos. 269 of 1850, 144 of 1859, and 265 of 1861.



CHAPTER VI.

Estoppel.

308. Estoppel is where a party is prevented, or estopped from

pleading contrary to his own previous deed, or statement, or to

some judgment to which he was a party.

—

K. § 33.

309. There are three kinds of estoppel. 1 st, By matter of re-

cord ; 2d, By deed ; and 3rd by matter of general notoriety

—

lb. 34.

1) By matter of record. The law presumes that a record of a

Court of Law has been drawn up with care and precision, and, in

order that there may be an end of litigation, it presumes conclu-

sively that the record is true, and allows no one to prove the con-

trary, (except on fraud, B. 0.272); and in the case of matters de-

cided by a judgment to which the person was neither a party nor

privy. So, where the record shows that the proceedings were

properly conducted, the contrary cannot be pleaded by a party

thereto ; nor will evidence be admitted to shew that a deposition

has been incorrectly recorded.

—

K. § 34.

The effects ofjudgment of a Court of justice will be noticed in

another place ; and we have here only to observe that where a

judgment is conclusive against a party, he is estopped from rais-

ing the same issue again in a fresh action.

—

lb. 35.

2) Estoppel by deed.—The English Law considers the execu-

tion of a deed under seal, such a solenm and deliberate act, that

a man is estopped from pleading or proving any thing in contra-

diction of his own deed. But this does not apply to any fact

which may be inferred or gathered from the deed by argument

and which is not particularly mentioned (K^, §' 37). A deed

may be impeached for fraud or illegality.

—

B. G. 288.

3) Estoppel by matter " in pais" seem to have been originally

acts which might be generally known ia the " pais" (country or

neighbourhood), and which might be easily ascertained without

much inquiry.

—

K. § 38.
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310. This class of estoppels has of late, been much''exf;ended,

so as to include acts which are not of a notorious character. Star-

kie lays down the general rule that " where a person assents

to an act, and derives, and enjoys a title under it, he cannot

impeach it. " So in a suit to recover arrears of rent, the tenant

in enjoyment is estopped from questioning the landlord's title

under which he holds the land.

—

K. § 39.

311. Further where one by his words or conduct wilfully

causes another to believe the existence of a certain state of things,

and induces him to act on that belief, so as to alter his own pre-

vious position, the former is concluded from averring against

the latter a different state of things as existing at the same time.

—Ih. § 40.

312. The term " wilfully" here used means that the person

mating the declaration "intended it to be acted on."

—

B. G.

842. (m).

313. If a man induces a tradesman to supply a woman with

goods by a representation that she is his wife, he will be conclud-

ed by that representation, and will not afterwards be admitted

to show that she was not his wife.

—

K. § 41,

314. Any estoppel by matter of record, or by deed, must be

pleaded, and if it be not mentioned in the pleadings, the Court will

not be absolutely bound by it ; it will only be a matter for its fur-

ther consideration. So in the case of a previousjudgment in the

same matter and between the same parties, if it be x-eUed on in

the pleadings it will act as an estoppel on all enquiry into the

merits, but if the previous judgment has not been noticed in the

pleadings the whole case is open to inquiry and \ the judgment
will only be a matter for consideration.

—

lb. 42.

315. This, however, does not apply to estoppel by matters in

" pais" wiuch need not, and often cannot properly be introduced

in the pleadings ; and the Courts are bound by such estoppels

though not pleaded.

—

lb. 43.

31 6. Lastly it is a rule of Law that no one shall be allowed

to take advantage of his own wrong, guilt or fraud : and upon this

ground a party is estopped from enforcing by means of a Civil

Suit any immoral or illegal contract.

—

K. § 44.

317. The doctrine of estoppel has been guarded with great

strictness, not because the party enforciug it necessarily wishes
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to exclude tlie trutL, for it is rather to be supposed that that is

true which the opposite parby has already recited under his hand

and seal, but because the estoppel may exclude the truth. It is

therefore a recognised rule that estoppels must be certain to every

intent ; which seems to amount to this,—that it must meet and

remove by anticipation every possible answer of the adversary.

—

B. G. 195.

Where A sued B for moneys alleged to be due under certain

documents and B pleaded that the demands had been included in

a settlement of accounts, embodied in a docum.ent which he set

forth in his answer, and the suit was dismissed on the ground

that being included in the settlement, the demand no longer ex-

isted as cause of action. It was held that A's representative was

not estopped from disputing the document in a subsequent action

brought by him against the representative of B. (I. S. C- D- f-

312.) See also page 174 of 1864-5. The strict technical doctrine

of English law as to estoppels in the case of deeds under seal does

not apply to the written instruments ordinarily in use among the

natives of India and a Defendant can show that only part of con-

sideration was received. (See also page 26.—U). And page 240

of I Vol. ; as regards Razeed cases.

318. The following are the instances in which the late Suder

Court have held the law of estoppel.

—

1) A party who, when sued, confesses the debt and suffers

judgment, is estopped from afterwards pleading that the Credi-

tor had in bad faith never advanced the sum, as promised at the

time of such confession.

—

S. D. p. 201 of 1858.

2) A party who in a suit pleaded that he is a divided mem-
ber of a Hindu family, is estopped from afterwards raising a con-

trary plea.— lb. f. 75 o/ 1859.

3) Where a Plaintiff deliberately avers in his plaint that he

iS in possession, he is estopped by his own act from afterwards

applying to be but in possession.

—

Tb. p. 260 of 1859.

4) Where the Defendant had previously admitted, in an in-

vestigation before a Revenue Authority, that he held the land on

mortgage from the Plaintiff, he was held to be bound by such ad-

inission, and estopped from disputing Plaintiff's title, in a Suit

to redeem the land.—16. p. 23 of 1860. I. H. C. B. p. 245.

5) Where i party's Pleader had, in a former suit between the
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same parties, admitted tl\at his client had no claim upon the pro-

perty in dispute, his client was held to be concluded by such ad-

mission.

—

lb. p. 31.

6) A party who has referred to a division, as a transaction

in which he was concerned, and one that has been in part carried

out, is precluded from afterwards disputing the fact of such divi-

sion or his liabilities under it.

—

S. D. p. 54 of 1860.

7) If a party at any time admit that certain persons are en-

titled to a share in the family property as adopted members, he

cannot afterwards dispute the fact of their adoption.—16,

8) Where a party had signed a document purporting to be a

list of all the lands belonging to a pagoda, he was held to be

precluded from afterwards pleading that certain land in his occu-

pation, which was not iacluded ia such list, was the property of

the pagoda.

—

lb. p. 84 of 1860.

9) Where the Plaintiff, a Hindu- Widow, admitted that she

had consented to certain arrangements for division of the family

property and keeping up some branches of the family by adop-

tions, and had lived six or seven years with one of the Defendants

as her adopted son, it was held that she was estopped by these

acts from disputing the fact either of the division or adoptions.

lb. p. 91.

10) Where a petition containing a relinquishment of Plain-

tiffs' claim, had not been formally presented by her pleader,

owing to his learning that she withheld her consent thereto, it

was held that the act was not complete and that she could not be

bound by the petition, though in some manner it had been re-

ceived into the records of the Court.

—

lb. p. 116.

11) Where the defendant had, in several depositions given

before the Revenue Authorities, recognized Plaintiff as the duly

adopted son of a coparcener, it was held that he was bound by

these admissions, and could not adduce oral testimony against

the adoption, or its validity if made.

—

lb. p. 142.

12) Where the plaintiff had executed and delivered to the

defendant a written discharge in full from all demands, he was

held to be estopped from afterwards alleging that she had to

account to him for money due under another instrument.

—

lb. p.

188 of 1860.

13) Where a Collector, when about to sell a Zemindary in
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execution of a decree, recommended tlie owner, a Hindu female

wittout heirs, to come to terms with her creditor and in pursu-

ance of the agreement thereupon entered into the estate at her

death vested in the creditor, the Collector was held to have thus

acted as the Agent of the Government, and to be estopped there-

by from afterwards alleging in a Suit bi'ought by him as the re-

presentative of the Crown, to recover the Zemindary as an escheat,

that the owner was incompetent under Hindu Law to alienate the

Zemindary without his consent.

—

S. B. p. 216.

14) The admission by one of the defendants of the plaintiff's

claim to certain land, by signing the registry of the plaintiff's

deed, although virtually estopping the said defendant from dis-

puting its validity does not prejudice the rights of other

defendants in whose favor he had disposed of his rights two years

prior to his signature of the registry.

—

Ih. j5. 241.

16) Where a coparcener had agreed to certain term for parti-

tion ofthe family property, had executed a deed, and taken posses-

sion of his share, he was held to be estopped from afterwards dis-

puting the terms of such partition.

—

lb. p. 248.

For further particular, see Smith's L. Case.—Page 666 and

H. G.B.F. 31 of 1864.



CHAPTER YII.

Limitation Rules-

319. The object of the Statutes of Limitation is, " to preserve

the peace of the kingdom, and to prevent those innumerable

perjuries which might ensue if a man were allowed to bring an

action for an injury committed at any distance of time.

—

B.C. 205.

320. Civil Courts are prohibited from taking cognizance of any

suits which are barred by limitation rules. [Gl. 4, Sec. XVIII, Reg.

II 0/1802, & Sec. I, Act VIII o/1869). Courts are also authorized

to reject plaints, if upon its face or after questioning the Plaintiff,

it appears that the right of action is barred by the lapse of time.

See also S. B., _p. 358 of 1862-3. (lb. § 82). It is not necessary that

the opposite party should allege the fact. (Morley's Digest, p. 247, §

141). The Appellate Courts are also bound to take notice of

limitation rules, even in case of any plea on the subject had not

beenbrought forward in the Original Court. (lb. § 142.) Mr. Justice

Holloway has however ruled that such plea should be pleaded in

the Original Court : (17. E. C. B., p. 238.) Vakeels should therefore

very carefully examine this point, and ascertain whether the

claim is barred.

321 . One uniform period of 12 years is the limitation prescrib-

ed in Clause 4, Section XVIII, Regulation II of 1802. The new
Limitation Statute Act, 'So. XIV of 1859, prescribes periods of

One, Three, Six, Twelve, Thirty, and Sixty years, as limitations

to suits, the periods varying according to the nature of the claim

as follows.

—

Lvmitation of one year.—For suits to enforce any right of pre-

emption, suits for penalties or forfeitures for breach of any Law
or Regulation ; for damages for injury to person, property, reputa-

tion, infringement of copyright or any exclusive privilege, for re-

covery of wages of servants, artizans or laborers, the amount of

Tavern bills, or bills for board or lodging, summary suits under

Regulation V of 1822. Suits to set aside sale of any property in

14
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execution of a Decree of any Civil Court not establislied by Royal

Charter, or sale of property for arrears of Government Revemie

or other demand recoverable in like maiAer. Suits by Putneedar

or proprietor of any other intermediate tenure saleable for current

arrears of rent, suits to set aside sale of any Putnee Talook or

such other tenure sold' for current arrears of rent ; suits to set

aside attachment, lease or transfer of any land or interest in land

by the Revenue Authorities, or to recover money paid under

protest to them, and suits to set aside or alter summary decisions

and orders of the Civil Courts not established by Royal Charter.

{Gl. 2 to 6, Sec. I.) S. M.,jp. 182.

Limitation of three years.—Suits to recover property com-

prised in an order made under CI. 2, Sec. I, Act XVI of 1S38,

or Act IV of 1 840. Suits for hire of animals, vehicles, boats or

household furnitiore, value of articles sold by retail, rent of build-

ings or land, for recovery of money lent or interest, or for breach

of any contract, unless there is a written engagement to pay the

money lent or interest, or the contract is in -writing and signed

by the party to be bou^d thereby or by his Agent. Suits for

recovery of money lent, interest, or breach of contract where there

is a written contract which has not been registered. (CI. 7 to 10,

Sec. I). Ih., p. 132.

lAmitation of twelve years.—Suits in cases governed by the

English law iipon all debts and obligations of record and spe-

cialities, and for recovery of any legacy, for recovery of immove-

able property or any interest therein, for shares in joint family

property and for maintenance when such maintenance is a charge

on any Estate, and suits by proprietor ofland to resume or assess

Lakheraj or rent-free land, provided such land has been held

rent-free from the time of the permanent settlement. (CI. 11 to 14,

Sec. I.) lb. This provision also extends to bonds containing

hypothecation ofimmoveable property. (II S. G. B.,p. 51 and 307.)

But such bonds are not less than a mortgage, and must be regis-

tered under Reg. XVII of 1802. If not so registered, 3 years

will only be allowed. lb., p. 108.

Limitation of thirty and sixty years.—To suits against a depo-

sitory, pawnee, or mortgagee, of any property moveable or im-

moveable, for the recovery of the same, a period of thirty years if

the property be moveable, and sixty years if it be immoveable.

(CI. 15, Sec. I). lb.

Limitation of six years,—This period is allowed to all
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suits for which no other limitation is expressly provided by the

Act. (CI. 16, Sec. I.) 8. M., p. 132, and 11. H. C. B.,p.21.

322. No length of time will har suits against trustees or their

representatives during their life-time, for breach of trust, but suits

to make good, losses occasioned by a breach of trust, out of the

general estate of a deceased trustee, will not be maintained unless

brought within the proper period of limitation according to the

last preceding Section, to be computed from the decease of such

trustee. A co-trustee will not, however, be prevented from bring-

ing a suit to enforce a claim for contribution against the estate of

a deceased trustee within six years after such right of contribution

shall have arisen. (Sec. II.) It.

SECTION I.

Cause of Action.

323. In considering the practical application of the Limitation

rules, it is necessary, in the first place, to ascertain precisely in

each case what is the Original Cause of Action from the date of

which the period of limitation is to be computed.

—

M. O. 25.

324. In suits for recovery of property purchased from depo-

sitories, pawnees or mortgagees, the cause of action shall be

deemed to have arisen at the date of purchase. Suits to avoid

encumbrances or under-tenures in an estate sold for arrears of

revenue or in a putnee Talook or other tenures similarly sold,

limitation begins from the time such sale became conclusive.

Suits between merchants for balance of accounts current, the

period of limitation shall be computed from the close of the year,

in the accounts ofwhich, there is the last item admitted or proved

indicating the continuance of mutual dealings. In cases where a

person is by fraud or by concealment of a document left ignorant

of a right of action which he may be entitled to, the limitation

shall be computed from the time when the fraud first became

known to the person affected by it, or when he first had the means

of producing or compelling the production of the concealed docu-

ment. In cases of fraud, the cause of action shall be deemed to

have arisen when the wronged pai-ty first had knowledge of it.

In case where a person is legally incompetent to sue when the

right of action accrues to him, the period of limitation reckons

from the time such disability ceases ; but if the lirait-ation period
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allowed exceed three years, he must bring the action within three

years after his disability shall hare ceased. No time will, how-

ever, be allowed to a person for a subsequent disability or for the

legal disability of any one claiming through him, if, when the

right of action first accrued, he was not legally disabled. (Sec. 5

toll.) 8. M., p. 133.

325. Where a person is dispossessed of immoveable property

otherwise than by due course of law, he may recover possession

notwithstanding any title that may be set up, provided that the

suit be commenced within six months ; but this will not bar the

person from whom possession shall have been recovered, or any

other person^ from instituting a suit for establishing his title to

such property within the time limited by this Act. (Sec. XV). lb.

326. This Statute, however, is not to interfere with equitable

jurisdiction of the Supreme Courts, and not to extend to public

property, nor to suits for the recovery of public claims^ nor will it

apply to suits that were pending at the time the Act was passed,

nor to suits that may have been instituted within two years from

the date on which the Act was passed, so that it was intended that

the provisions of the Act should not actually come into operation

till after the 5th May 186L (Sees. XVT, XVII, and XVIII).

But Act XI of 1861 provides that all suits now pending or which

shall be instituted before the I st January 1 862 shall be tried and

determined as if Act XIV of 1 859 had not been passed, and that

Sections XIX to XXIII, which prescribe the limitation for the

execution of judgments of the Supreme Courts and of Courts

not established by Royal Charter, as well as for execution of a

summary award of Civil Court or Revenue Authority, shall

not take effect or have any operation before the said 1st day of

January 1862.—16. 134.

327. In regard to contracts, the limitation period is not com-

puted from the time the contract was made, but from the date on

which a breach of the contract took place whereby a right of

action thereon would accrue to plaintiff.

—

S. M.,p. 133.

328. Where a contract is to be fulfilled on any future occasion,

or when any contingent event takes place, the period is to bo

computed from the ai'rival Qf the specified period, or from the

time when the event occurred.

—

lb.

329. In the case of a bond payable by instalments, and con-

taining provision " and upon failure to pay a single instalment, the
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whole principal sum secured should immediately become due

and recoverable with interest," it was held that the cause of action

arose on failure to pay the first instalment. Allowing a further

time for payment after default, was quite an optional forbearance

and indulgence on the part of the plaintiff. (J. H. O.'JS., jp. 209.)

330. When a m^an is wrongfally ousted from the possession of

that which he previously possessed, the cause of action arises at

the moment when the privation of right occurs. When a man is

deprived of his right by an order of Magistrate, the time runs from

the date of such order ^nd not from the date of its being af&rmed.

When property is wrongfally' attached and sold in execution of a

decree, the time runs from the sale, and not from the attachment.

When a man is wrongfully excluded from the enjoyment of that

which he has not possessed, the cause of action ai'ises at the time

when he first becomes entitled to demand such enjoyment.

Where a son or other relative claims as heir to his ancestor,, the

time runs from the death of the ancestor. When persons make
a partition of joint estate^ including outstanding debts, and one

of them, afterwards realizes an outstanding debt, the cause of

action runs from the realization. A bond to secure the payment
of an old debt constitutes a fresh cause of action. Upon a note

payable at sight, the time runs from the day when it is present-

«d for payment. Upon a note payable by instalments, from the

several dates when the instalments fall due. In the case of a

conditional debt from the fnlfilment of the condition. In the

case of a guarantee, from the happening of the event against

which the guarantee was given, that is, from the time when
principal makes default. In the case of a mortgage redeemable

at a stated period, the cause of action m.ust be dated from the ex-

piration of that period. Upon a warranty as to the quality

of goods sold, from the time the goods turn out to be other-

wise, than they are warranted. In the case of a surety seeking

to recover from his defaulting principal, the time runs from the

date of his payment of the debt or of each instalment, if he has
paid it by instalments. In the case of goods sold, if no specific

* credit be agreed upon, the time begins to run from the day of the

sale, but if specific credit be agreed upon, it runs from the expira-

tion of the credit. Where Hindoos are entitled to require the per-

formance of certain ceremonies by the members of their family,

each refusal to perform the ceremonies constitues aseparate ground

of action. When the prescribed period has begun to run as against

any man, those who derive title under him whether by purchase,
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gift, or inheritance, are subject to its operation, precisely as lie couM
have been, if lie had lived and had continued entitled. If the

owner of the estate A, has claims as such owner to a portion of

land which is held as part of the adjoining estate B, but a part of

prescribed jferiod has run against such claim at the time when the

estate A comes into his possession by purchase of any kind, he

has only the remaining period for the prosecution of his claim.

—

M. G: 25 to 27.

331. In execution of decrees, the time is to be calculated from-

the expiring of the appeal period if such decrees were appealable,

and if not appealable, from the date ofjudgment.

—

G. 0. S. JJ., Isi

July 1858.

332. The cause of action will run from the time when a Plain-

tiff by writing " contemplates the necessity of enforcing his claim

by action."— V. D. 27.

833. If a claim was preferred within the prescribed time, it

cannot be refused on the ground that it was not brought within a

reasonable period.—S. D., p. 152 of I860.

334. Ifaparty bring a suit for land the Defendant's possession

becomes from that time adverse, and if the suit be withdrawn, the

limitation rule will run from the date of the plaint.—16., p. 169.

A plaint which was presented within 3 years, but returned for

amendment without specifying a time for such amendment, and

re-produced and filed some days beyond the 3 years, the cause of

action should be computed from the date of original presentation.

—I. E. G. B., p. 4:27.

The fact ofa plaint having been registered on the file does not

debar the Court to reject it as barred.—16., 11 Vol., p. 51.

335. Where there was actually a trust and after a lapse of

time its extent only was denied, and no injury was sustained till

then, it was held that the cause of action arose at the time of such

denial.—16., J).
219 o/1858.

336. The Tahsildar's order cannot be taken as a cause of action, i

(Mis. P. No. 529 of 1869) ; nor can the order of a Collector—

•

S. D., p. 66 of 1859.

337. In a suit, the precise period at which the cause of action

had its origin not being ascertained with certainty, the matter at

issue was deterniined exclusively upon its merit.—16., No. 1 of

1823, and M. G. 28.
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538. If undue means liave been resorted to for obtaining a

decree, it is the duty of the party injured at the time, and not 1

5

yeai'S afterwards to bring the subject to the notice of competent

authority.—;S. D., No. 12 o/1823.

339. Between landlord and tenant the cause of action arises

when the tenant ceases to pay rent.

—

V. D. 2 7.

340. Where Plaintiffs admitted that the Defendant had been

in adverse possession for 2 5 years, their claim to the land was held

to be barred, though the lease originally granted to them by the

Collector was still in their hands.

—

V. JJ. 27.*

SECTION II.

First exception to the Limitation Rules-

Demand and Acknowledgment.

341. The effect of the Statute of Limitations is not to ex-

tinguish the claim or debt, but to bar the remedy, and therefore a

demand and acknowledgment made at any time within the period

prescribed by the Statute, will give a fresh starting point from

which the operation of the Statute is to be reckoned in respect

to such debt ; thus supposing A gave B the loan of a sum of

money on interest on the 1st February 1858, the claim will, accord-

ing to Clause 9, Section 1 of the new Act XIV of 1859, be barred

by the operation of the Statute after the 1st February 1861, which

will embrace a period of three years, but if at any time within this

period, say on the 1st January or even on the 30th or 31st Janu-

ary 1861, A demanded the sum and B admitted the justice of the

demand or promised in writing to pay the debt, the Statute will

begin to run from that date for a further period of three yfears.

—

S.M.,p. 134.

342. It was held in S. A. No. 24 of 1851, that when a claini

is once barred, no subsequent admission can revive it, but this

was overruled in S. A No. 32 of 1853, and in the case of Gibbons

V. M'Casland it was said by Lord Bllenborough that, "if a man

acknowledge the existence of a debt barred by the Statute, the

law has been supposed to raise a new promise to pay it, and thus

the remedy is revived ; but no such effect can be given to an ac-

knowledgment, where the cause of action arises from the doing

* All suits instituted since January 1862 are to be governed under new

limitation rules. (Act XIV of 1859.) IL H. C. B., p. 42 and 268.
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or omitting to do gome act at a particular moment in breacli of a

contract."

—

S. M.,p. 13C.

343. An absolute admission of some debt, or a general ' pro-

mise to pay, not specifying any amount, will suffice to take tbe

case out of the Statute ; but altbougb there be an unequivocal and

distinct acknowledgment, yet, if it is accompanied by a refusal to

pay, tbe Statute will not be barred.

—

lb.

344. An admission to prevent tbe operation of the law for tie

limitation of suits, must be such, as to induce the creditor to re-

frain from instituting legal proceedings by holding out a hope

to him that his claim will be amicably adjusted. But the simple

offer of a specific sum by way of compromise does not involve an

admission of the justice of the Plaintiff's demand, so as to suspend

the operation of the rule of limitation ; for, such offers are fre-

quently made merely with a view to escape litigation. Although

part payment is not sufficient to give a new period of limitation

without a written acknowledgment of the debt, within Sec. 4,

Act XIV of 1859, that Section does not require that the writing

should express in terms a direct admission that the debt or part

thereof is due. It is left to the Court to decide in each case

whether the writing reasonably construed contains a sufficient

admission that the debt or part of it is due. (II. H. C. E.., p 807.

See also'page 19.j Where a suit is brought upon two bonds, one

dated within, and one previous, to the period of limitation, and

the second contains an acknowledgment of the money due on

the first, and a promise to pay the same, the suit is not afi'ected by

the rule of limitation. If the admission be explicit, the form and

the manner of making it ai-e unimportant, and it is valid for the

purposes of this law, though it be made in the course of miscel-

laneous proceedings. Where a man who is a co-sharer in a joint

family dies, leaving a widow who is his heir, the period does not

run against her, while she continues to receive maintenance from

those in possession, on account of her right to her husband's

share. But the real nature and intention of payment by the

party in possession must be examined, for nothing can be inferred

from mere presents or acts of bounty, specially between persons

connected by blood.

—

M. G. 28 and 29.

345. The acquiescence of a party in an arrangement for the

liquidating a debt incurred 13 years before prevents the operation

of the law, and preserves to the creditor his right of action.

—

S. v., p. 93 of 1858.
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SECTION III.

Second Exception-

Where jproceedings have been had.

346. A complainant can show tliat lie directly preferred his

claim within the prescribed period for the matters in dispute to a

Court of competent jurisdiction to ti-y the demand, in which case

he must assign satisfactory reasons to the Court for not having

proceeded in such former suit. The claim must have been pre-

ferred in the ordinary course of law. It is not enough that the

plaintiff has made a summary or miscellaneous application to a

Civil Court connected with the matters in dispute. (M. G. 29
;

11. S. 0. B., p. 22.) Complaint made to Revenue officer cannot

constitute an exception to limitation. {Ruling, jj. 82.) In calcu-

lating the period of limitation, no allowance is made for the time

during which an obligation for permission to sue as a pauper is

pending in Court, for such application is merely preliminary to

the institution of a suit, and the circumstance that the petition to

sue as a pauper, and the petition of plaint have been written to-

gether, so as to form but one document, makes no difference, for,

it can have no effect as a plaint until the applicant has been

authorized to present one. Where there has already been a suit

before a competent tribunal for the matter in dispute, which suit

has ended in a non-suit or in dismissal, with permission to sue

again, the period of limitation is computed from the accruing of

the origiual cause of action, the time while the first suit was

pending in the Court being deducted. The period of limitation

is reckoned down to the day when the plaint is duly lodged by

the complainant in a Court of competent jurisdiction, not to the

day when it is filed. The period during which a suit is pending,

which is finally struck off for default, does not prevent lapse of

time under the Law of Limitation. Where the permission given

is not a permission to sue again generally, but to sue after a cer-

tain event such as the decision of a different suit, the deduction

should extend up to the time when the event happened, because

the order of the Court in effect restrains the pai-ty from proceed-

ing in the meantime. The widow of a deceased Moosulman
having taken possession of her husband's property was sued bv

his heirs for that property within twelve years after the date of

his death. She claimed to retain the property for the payment
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of her Husband's debts including the dower debt due to herself.

The Court decreed in favor of the plaintiffs, and referred the

defendant to a separate suit to establish her dower debt. Soon

after the final decision of this suit, but upwards of twelve years

after her husband's death, the widow sued his heirs for the dower

debt. It was decided that her claim was not barred by the Law
of Limitation. There was no one whom she could sue while she

herself retained the property. A declaration in a decree that

some person who may or may not be before the Court may sue,

hereafter, for the whole or some part of the subject-matter of the

suit, cannot control existing legal disabilities. It does not con-

stitute a right, nor can it form a cause of action to pre-

vent the operation of the rule of limitation. Proceedings

must have been taken to enforce the same right. The pendency
of proceedings will not exempt a claim from the operation of
the Law of Limitation, if such proceedings have their orio-ia

wholly in mistake or fraud, and would not have been permitted

but for the Court's ignorance of truth. A suit, not beino' a
pauper suit, will, be exempted from the operation of the rule if

proceedings which form an essential preliminary to the particular

suit have been instituted within the prescribed time.

—

M. G., p.

30 and 31.

347. It was, however, ruled by the Sudr Udalut that the mere
institution of a civil suit, subsequently withdrawn, does not give a
fresh starting point, nor does it prevent the operation of limita-

tion. (Ruling, 294 ; I. H. G. B., p. 320.) The pendency of

another suit between other parties is no answer.

—

Index of Ben-
gal Decisions, f. 196, Sees. 1 60 and 1 65.

SECTION IV.

Third Exception.

DisabQiiy.

848. The third exception is when the complainant can prove

that, from minority or other good and sufficient cause, he had
been precluded from obtaining redress. The rule of limitation

4oes not operate during minority. Where a right, against which
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the period of limitation has already begun to run, devolves on a

minor, the time which intervenes between the devolution of the

right and the attainment of legal ability is deducted in comput-

ing the period of limitation. Order of the Court of Wards for

removal of guardian of a minor held to be a good primd-facie

evidence of the age of the party. If the evidence as to the age

of the party alleging minority be such as to lead to no certain

conclusion, the presumption is in favor of minority. The neglect

of a mother -mil not debar the operation of law. {S. B., p. 84 of

1862.) The fact that there has been a guardian and that he

has neglected to sue, does not prevent the ward from suing

after he obtains majority. But a right of suit once barred by

time cannot be revived in consideration of the minority of

any person, npon whom, but for such bar, it would have devolv-

ed. Madness has the same privilege as minority. Married

women who can sue alone are entitled to no immunity. Where

a person is absent in a foreign country, when the right of action

arises, the rule does not begin to operate against him till he re-

turns. But if he voluntarily goes abroad after the right has accru-

ed to him, he is not excused. {II. 3. G. B.,p. 113.^ The residence

of a female complainant at a distance of many hundred miles

from the lands in dispute has been held to be no excuse for her

delaying to sue within 12 years, there being circumstances to

show that she must have had early notice that her rights had

been usurped by some one. (M. G:, 31 and 32.) Imprisonment

will remove the bar of limitation ; but absence as above shewn is

no excuse. (V. I)., 26.) Minority of a party will protect his share,

but not the share of adult co-partner. (Tb.) If, in case of joint

plaintiffs, the claim of one plaintiff is barred, the other may main-

tain the suit for the whole.

—

Ruling, p. 117.

349. In a case, the cause of action arose in 1795 in plaintiff's

father who died in 1802—3, plaintiff was then a minor, and the

cause had not become unactionable at the time of his death. It

was held that the minority of plaintiff preserved the right of

action beyond the limitation. (F. I)., 27.) A suit to recover pro-

perty wrongfully alienated by plaintiff's mother, during his

minority, must be brought within the time allowed by the law for

limitation of suit reckoned from the date of plaintiff's comiag of

age, (S. D., p. 252 of 1860), i. e., from the completion of 16th

jQZi\—Ib. No. 7 of 1814

350. A person who neglects to sue for rights which had been
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withheld for 17 years after his attaining majority, is barred.

—

S. B., No. 10 of 1822.

351. Where a part of the time expired in father's life-time, the

remainderdatesfromthemajority of theson.

—

lb. No. 13 o/1858.*

SECTION V.

Limitation Rides a/pplicahle to Mortgage..

352. In regard to mortgages j>riTOa-/ac!e, the right of redemp-

tion is not affected by the Statute {Svdr Decision 23, 1860), but
the new limitation Statute Act XIV of 1859 has determined the

period oflimitation even as to mortgages, and allows 30 years for

moveable, and 60 for immoveable property.— S. M., p. 136-

353. In a suit by a mortgager for redemption, the statute runs

mot from date of mortgage, but from time for redemption limited

in the mortgage bond.

—

lb.

354. The law of limitation only takes eflFect in the case of a

mortgagee from the date on which mortgager tendered payment
of the money borrowed and the mortgagee refused to receive the

same or deliver possession of the land. {Svdr Dec- 39, 18Q0). lb.

355. Limitation will likewise apply to mortgagees not in pos-

session, so as to bar his claim to the amount of the mortgage bond,

unless such claim is preferred within the limited period.

—

lb.

356. Limitation will also apply to 'usufructuary mortgages,

from the time when the same was paid off by income, and mort-

gager demands the land, and is put off with excuses. (lb. A. S-

No. 255 0/I86G, Beltama, &c., versus Soobraiya, &c.) Applica-

tion to redeem a land from mortgage which is said liquidated in

1809 was rejected. {CJiatfield, 8th October 1861, 296 of 1862,

Shivana versua Poottaya, September 1862.)

357. Where the oocupaney of defendant was found to have

been originally permissi^ve, and there was nothing to show that

afterwards changed its character and became adverse, the limita-

tion could not apply.f

—

S. D.,p. 127 of 1860.

* A suit cannot be brought on behalf of a Hindu minor to secure his

ahare in undivided family-property unless there is evidence of such malver-

sation as will endanger the minor's interest if his share be not separately

aeonred.—7. H. C. R., p. 105.

+ A mortgagee has the right of foreclosures, all the previous decisions of

the late S. XI. to the contrary overruled. (11. IT. C- B-, P- 289.)
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SECTION VI.

Limitation Rides regoirding Sindoo Family.

358. The ancestral property of a joint Hindoo family is divi-

sible in due course of law, and this right is not barred except

where the shares have been actually severed and sepai-ately

occupied, or where the sharer who chxims a division has received

frona. his co-sharers, or from one of them, a fixed allowance by
way of maintenance as a compensation for his share, or where

he lias been absolutely ex<;luded from the possession of the land

and from participation in its profits. In such cases, if the period

of limitation had elapsed since such transactions took place, the

right to a division is barred. Separate engagemeats with the

Government for rent do not bar the right. Where a co-heir in

possession of the joint property, remitted, out of its profits, money
and goods to a co-heir who was absent, and had never taken

possession, this was considered to amount to a recognition of the

title of the latter and to make the title of the former a friendly

and not an adverse possession, and consequently a possession not

affected as between the co-heirs by the Law of Limitation. But
the mere fact of payments or gifts having been made will not

bar the opera;tion of the rule, if it be not shown that the plaintiff

has been in receipt of any portion of the profits of the estate.

The question, therefore, will be upon what ground and with what
intention the payments or gifts have been made.

—

M. G., 34 ^ 35.

•359. The following are the rulings about the division of Hin-

doo family .

—

1 ) When division is denied, the fact may be ascertained by
reference to separate possession of house, or separate transaction

of affairs. {Index to Bengal Decision, 392, ^ § 290 of Strange's

Manual ofHindoo Laiv.) But the Court of Sudr Udalut have ruled

that presumption of law is that the m.embers are undivided ; the

onus of proving division is on the party pleading it. To establish

division, circumstances must be shewn of a nature incompatible

with any other condition of the family but that of division.

Living apart and having separate transactions are not conclu-

sive.—^S". D.,p. 51, and 230 o/I855.

2) Registry of an estate in separate portion in names of 3

brothers not conclusive.

—

Ih. p. 56 of 1 858.
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3) Mere execution of a deed of division not acted upon will

not alter tlie condition of an undivided Hindoo family.—lb. p. 30

0/1861 and 92 0/1857.

4) Execution of a deed of division without possession under

it, is inoperative.

—

-S. D., p. 125, o/1853.

5) Decree for division unexecuted does not constitute di-

vision.

—

Ih.p. 157 of 1855.

6) When a party dies pending a suit, he is to be held un-

divided.—Jb. No. 11 of 1827.

7) Desd executed by father for division of his property after

his death, possession under it not having been given by him in his

life-time, is invalid.

—

lb. p. 521, Vol. I.

360) In a suit for division of family property, by a cousin,

the Original Court decreed for plaintiff on the ground that the

relationship was proved, and that there was conclusive evidence

that no division of family property had taken place. The Appel-

late Court, however, reversed the decree, and dismissed the claim

as barred. Plaintiff's father having died 25 years before the in-

stitution of the suit, there being no proof of plaintiff ever having

been in enjoyment of the property sued for, and the non-division

of plaintiff's father and other members of the family proving

nothing to establish the claim of plaintiff. The plaintiff con-

tended in special appeal that his joint enjoyment of the land sued

for, and joint performance of religious ceremonies of the family

were proved ; but the Sudder Udalut upheld the decree of the

Appellate Court on the grounds that at the time of plaintiff's

father he was not residing as a joint member of the family, and

that it was proved that plaintiff never lived with his cousins, and

it has not been found that any one act has been passed between

them shewing that they were co-partners.

—

Ruling, p. 1 1 7.*

* The following are the latest rulings of the High Court on Hindu Law.

Adoption.—Of wife's brother is valid. So is also of an only son. (I. H.

C. R; p. 54.) But not of a natural brother. (16. p. 426a.) Nor of sister's

sou. (16. 420.) Nor of an orphan. {II. lb. 129.)

A widow can adopt a son without the consent of her husband. (lb. p.

206.) A widower also may take adoption. {Special A. S. No. 360 of 1864.)

The natni'al rights of a person adopted remain unaffected when the adop-

tion is invalid. (L lb. p. 363.)

Undivided family.—^Members of an undivided family may enter into tin

agreement with their ccparceners in respect of expenditure of family



CHAPTER VIII.

Presumption and Burden of Proof

.

361. It is a point of great importance to decide in each case

at the outset, in your own mind, and clearly to point out to the

hearer, as occasion may serve, on which side the presumption lies,

and to which belongs the (onus probandi) burden ofproof. For,

though it may often be expedient to bring forward more proofs

than can be fairly dematided of you, it is always desirable, when
this is the case, that it should be known, and that the strength of

the cause should be estimated accordingly.

—

W. B. 72.

362. According to the most correct use of the term, a " pre-

sumption" in favor of any supposition, means, not (as has been

erroneously imagined) a preponderance of probability in its favor,

but such a pre-occupation of the ground as implies that it must

stand good till some sufficient reason is adduced against it ; in

short, that the burden ofproof lies on the side of hisja. who would

dispute it.

—

lb.

363. Thus, it is a well-known principle of the Law, that every

man (including a prisoner brought up for trial) is to he pre-

sumed innocent till his guilt is established. This does not, of

property and re-payment of self-acquired funds. (16. p. 309.) Undivided

member is entitled to separate enjoyment of his self-acquired lands, whio^,

upon his death, if it was not previously disposed of, devolves upon his co-

parceners, hia widow being only entitled to maintenance. (lb. p. 412.)

The member of an undivided Hindu family may alien hia share of the

family property. (lb. p. 471.)

The ordiuaiy gains of science are divisible when such science has been

imparted at the family expenses, and acquired while receiving family main-

tenance. (11. lb. p. 56.)

Manasa Puttra.—Where a Hindu made a gift to a person whom he said

he has taken as his Manasa Puttra, he could not set it aside on the ground

that he erred in supposing that the donee could perform his funeral right.

(I. lb. p. 393.) A conditional gift is valid in Hindu Law. (Tb. p. 403.)
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course, mean that we are to take for granted he is innocent ; for

if that were the case, he would be entitled to immediate libera-

tion : nor does it mean that it is antecedently more likely than

not that he is innocent ; or that the majority of these brought to

trial are so. It evidently means only that the " burden of proof
lies with the acciisers ;—that he is not to be called on to prove

his innocence, or to be dealt with as a criminal till he has done
so

; but that they are to bring their charges against him, which,
if he can repel, he stands ac.|uitted.

—

lb.

364. Thus, again, there is a "presumption" in favor ofthe right

of any individuals to the property of which they are in actualpos-

session. This does not mean that they are, or are not, likely to be

the rightful owners ; but merely, that no man is to be- disturbed in

his possessions till some claim against him shall be established.

Ho is not to be called on to prove his right ; but the claimant, to

disprove it; on whom consequently the "burden of proof" lies.

—W. E. 72.

365. Amoderate portion of common sense will enable anyone to

perceive, and toshow on which side the presumption lies, when once

his attention is called to this question ; though for want of attention

it is often overlooked : and on the determination of this question

the whole character ofa discussion will often verymuch depend. A
body oftroops niay be perfettly adequate to the defence of a for-

tress against any attack that may be made on it ; and yet, if igno-

rant of the advantage they possess, they sally forth into the open

field to encounter the enemy, they may suffer a repulse. At an}--

i-ate, even if strong enough to act on the offensive, they ought still

to keep possession of their fortress. In like manner, if you have

the "presumption" on your side, and can but refate all the argu-

ments brought against you, you have, for the present at least,

gained a victory : but if you abandon this position, by suffering

this presumption to be forgotten, which is, in fact,leaving out one-

half, perhaps your strongest arguments, you may appeaj- to be

making a feeble attack instead of a triumphant defence.

—

lb. '

;>66. Siich an obvious case, as one of those just stated, will

serve to illustrate this principle. Let any one imagine a pei'-

fectly unsupported accusationof some offence to bebrought against

himself; and then let him imagine himself, instead ofreplying (as,

of course, he would do) by a simple denial, and a defiance of his

accuser to prove the charge,—setting himself to establish a nega-

tive,—1 aking on himself the burden of proving his own innocence.
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by collecting aU the cirovunBtaiices indicative of it'that he can mus-

ter : and the result would be, in many cases, that^this evidence

would fall far short of establishing a certainty, and might even

have the effect of raising a suspicion against him ; he having, in

fact, kept out of sight the important circumstance that these pro-

babilities in one scale, though of no great weight perhaps in them-

selves, are to be weighed against absolutely nothing in the other

scale.—M". B. 73.

367. Presumptions are divided into ir-rehuttable and rebuttable.

Irrebuttable presumptions are such as the law will not allow to

be questioned, or proved untrue. Rebuttable presumptions are

such as may be rebutted or shewn in any particular case to be

untrue. The following are some of the ir-rebuttable presump-

tions.—K § 47.

1) A child under seven years of age cannot commit a felony.

—N. § 680.

2) A sane man of years of discretion is conclusively presumed

to contemplate the natural and probable consequence of his own
acts.-B. § 681.

3) That every man knows the law. Ignorance of the law is

no excuse.

—

lb. § 684.

4) There is always a presumption on length of time on

which stands the force of title by prescription, the reception of

deeds, wills, writings, &c., after 30 years without proof. The

maxim is " the Laws assist those who are vigilant, not those

who sleep over their rights."

—

lb. § 686.

6) Where a party had purchased a land from the head of a

Hindu family, and had been in possession for nine years, the co-

partners of the vendor were presumed to have consented to the

sale, and were held to be precluded from pleading that their

consent was not given.

—

8. J)., p. 258 of 1860. This was over-

ruled subsequently, (Vide Mad/ras Law Journal, p. 1B6), where

a sale effected by one brother 11 years before was set aside as

against other co-parceners.

6) A tenant is presumed to be a tenant at will where the

lease is silent.

—

Ih. p. 162 of 1858.

7) So a bond is presumed not pa,id from its remaining unpaid

in obligee's hand.—U. jp. 22 of 1858.

16
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8) That a matter already decided by a Court of final autho-

rity has been correctly decided, cannot be questioned in another

suit between the same parties.

—

K. § 62.

Sebuttahle Presumptions.

368. There is always a presumption in favour of any act of an

official nature, that it has been rightly done. Whenever there is

general evidence of acts having been regularly and legally done,

the proof of those circumstances which probably attend them, is

dispensed with. In such case the onus of proving the contrary

or irregularity rests on him who disputes it.

—

N. § 697.

369. Where the judgment of a Court of competent jurisdiction

is brought under review on appeal, that decision is not to be over-

turned unless the Court is perfectly satisfied that it is wrong.

Prima facie, it is to be considered a right decision, and is not to

be deprived of its effect unless it is to' be clearly proved to the

satisfaction of the Judge that that decision is wrong ; but he

must consider the whole circumstances together, and if he still

feels satisfied, upon the whole of the case, that the decision is

wrong, he ought undoubtedly to overturn it ; it is only to be con-

sidered as priind facie right. The onus prohandi lies on the oppo-

site party to show that it is wrong, and if he satisfies the con-

science of the Judge that it is wrong, it ought to be reversed,

—

B. L. M., p. 850.

The following is a list of Rebuttable presumptions :

—

1) A Hindu family will be presumed to be undivided until

the contrary be proved.

—

S. B., p. 1, of 1861.

2) Property acquired by a co-partner, while in management

of ancestral property, will be presumed to have been acquired by

means of the family possession in his hands, and the burden of

self-acquisition lies upon him.

—

lb. p. 8 of 1860.

3) That a person is innocent of crime or wrong.

—

N. § 717.

4) That an unlawful act was done with an unlawful intent.

5) That a person intends the ordinary consequence of his

voluntary act.

6) That a person takes ordinary care of his own concerns.

7) That evidence wilfully suppressed would be adverse, if

produced.*

* See also Spl. A. S-TTo. 31 of 1859, pages 122 and 123 ; and A. S. Nos.

346 and 1862 ; Mangalove Civil Court, January 1863.
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8) That higher evidence would be adverse from inferior being

produced.

9) That money paid by one to another was due to the latter.

10) That a thing delivered by one to another belonged to the

latter.

11) That an obligation delivered up to the debtor has been

paid.

12) That former rent, or instalments, have been paid when a

receipt for latter is produced.

13) That things which a person possesses are owned by him.

14) That a person is the owner of property from exercising

acts ofownership over it, or from common reputation of his owner-

ship.

15) That a person in possession of an order on himself or

the payment of money, or the delivery of a thing, has paid the

money, delivered the thing accordingly.

16) That a person acting ia a public office was regularly

appointed to it.

. 17) That ofBcial duty has been regularly performed.

18) That the ordinary course of business has been followed.

19) That a promissory note or bill of exchange was given or

endorsed for a sufficient consideration.

20) That an endorsement of a negotiable promissory note or

bill of exchange was made at the time and place of making the

note or bill.

2 1 ) That a writrag is truly dated.

22) That a letter duly directed and mailed was received in

the regular course of the mail.

23) Identity of person from identity of name.

24) That a missing member of Hindu family is dead after the

absence of 12 years ; and a Mahomedan after 90 years from his

birth.—F. § 707.

25) That an obligation to pay money more than twenty years

past has been extinguished.
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26) That acquiescence followed from a belief that the thing

acquiesced on was conformable to the right or fact.

27) That things have happened according to the ordinary

course of nature and the ordinary habits of life.

28) That persons acting as co-partners have entered into a

contract of co-partnership.

29) That a man and woman, deporting themselves as hus-

band and wife, have entered into a lawful contract of marriage.

80) That a wife, acting with her husband in the conunission

of a felony, other than murder, acted by coercion, and without

guilty intent.

31) That a child born in lawful wedlock, there being no

divorce from bed and board, is legitimate.

32) That a thing once proved to exist continues as long as is

usual with things of that nature.

33) That the law has been obeyed.

34) That a document or writing, more than thirty years old,

is genuine when the same has been since generally acted upon as

genuine, by persons having an interest in the question, and its

custody has been satisfactorily explained.

370. It is necessary, however, to be cautious, as already notic-

ed, that we do not let this presumption to be considered conclusive.

It is not unusual for a false case to be met by a false defence ; as

where a claim, for money supported by suborned witnesses is met

by a forged receipt. Yet here the fabrication of the false evi-

dence by the defendant ought clearly not to entitle the plaintiff

to a verdict, as in point of fact the defendant owes him nothing.

—K § 711 ; B. L. M., p. 638.

371. It is to be observed that a presumption may be rebutted

by an opposite presumption, so as to shift the burden of proof to

the other side. Suppose you had advised the removal of some

existing restriction : you might be, in the first instance, called on

to take the burden of proofand allege your reasons for the change,

on the ground that there is a presumption against every change.

But you might fairly reply, " True, but there is another presump-

tion which rebuts the former ; every restriction is in itself an

evil ; and therefore there is a presumption in favor of its removal,

xmless it can be shown necessary for prevention of some greater
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evil : I am not boimd to allege any specific inconvenience ; if tke

restriction is unnecessary, that is reason enough for its abolition :

its defenders, therefore, are fairly called on to prove its necessity."

—W. B. 80.

372. When there appears conflicting presumption, the rules

are, that, 1. Special presumption takes precedence of general ones.

2. Presumptions derived from the course of nature are stronger

than casual ones. 3- Presumptions are favored which give vali-

dity to acts. An act may avail rather than not avaU. 4. The
presumption of inaocence is favored ia law.

—

N. § 835 to 838,

and K. § 83 to 85.

Burden of Proof.

373. The general rule is that the onus prohandi, or burden of

proof, lies on the party who in substance asserts the affirmative

of the issue.—F. § 588. (Vide also II H. G. B.,p.l7l.)

374. The following rule will be easier to use. The burthen

of proof will lie on him who will fail if no evidence were given on

either side, or if the allegation <to be proved were omitted from

the pleadings. (K. § 30.^ If there be a rebuttable presumption in

favor of one party, it will throw the burden of proof on the op-

posite party. Where any fact lies peculiarly within the know-
ledge of one of the parties, that party must prove it. (Ih. § 32.)

Where a party's title up to a certain period is admitted, the

burden of proof will He on him who avers his purchase title.

—

S. D., p. 26, of 1858.

375. Where a party admitted that land in his possession, and
of which he.claimed to be the owner, was once the property of

another, who contended that it was held on mortgage, it was held

that the burthen of proof lay on the party in possession. (lb. p. 22

of 1859). A pleader suing for his fees must prove that they are

due, and cannot be aided by his client's failure to prove that they

have been paid.

—

S. D., p. 43, of 1859.

376. A plea of limitation must be established by the party

advancing it. {M. G., 88.) But it has lately been determined by

S. U. that " whatever the nature of the defence, it is for the

plaintiff to clear the way for his suit by showing that it is not

barred by the Statute of Limitation. The Court are convinced

that this latter ruling is in conformity with the spirit of the

statute, which is to guard parties from the risk of having to

defend themselves against antiquated claims, which, if substan-
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tial, the law presumes would be earlier urged, and to meet wtich

after lengthened intervals would be subjecting the holders of

property to unfair disadvantage. The Court consider that the

letter of the law amply bears them out in this estimate of its

spirit and intent. To cast the defendant, therefore, upon estab-

lishment of his title, would be to deprive him of the protection

which the law has thrown around him."

—

8. D., p. 165, of 1861,

aud 8. A. Nos. 656 of 1860, and 112 of 1861. Where the

defendant failed to prove the sale, no decision can be given

rather on the weakness of his title than on the strength of that

of the plaintiff. The latter has not established the lease on

which he rests his claim and the fact of the Wurg is in itself

insufficient in law to prove his title. Vide S. D., pp. 1 7 and 64 of

1862, and also A. 8. No. 385 of 1858; 8hum Bhut v. Lwxoomama.

377. Where a party by his own act deprives his opponent

of the means of proving his case, the Court will presume every-

thing against the party who acts thus.

—

M. 0., 88.

378. Whenever the proof of the negative is essential to

support a party's claim, he must prove that negative. Thus, if

A claims as heir to his brother B, he must not only prove his

brother's death, but also that he left no issue.

—

N. § 591.

379. So where a party alleges that a duty has not been

performed, he must prove it ; he cannot shift the burden of

proof by pleading affirmatively that his adversary has been guilty

of culpable omission.

—

lb. § 590.

380. So when death has to be proved, the proof cannot be

shifted by pleading that the party is not alive. {N. § 690.) The

onus probandi of exemption from rent lies on the defendant. (lb.

§ 591.) Where plaintiff sued for arrears of rent and the defend-

ant pleaded dispossession of the lands and payment of the full

amount due by him, it was held that such plea being special,

the onus probandi rested with the defendant. [lb.) Where a

claim is preferred on general and unquestionable grounds, such

as inheritance, and the defendant pleads on special ground, the

burden of proof is on the defendant.

—

N. § 591.

381. In action on contract, if the promise is not absolute, but

contains any qualification, the plaintiff must prove that the defend-

ant does not come within the qualification. For instance, a car-

rier has undertaken to cari-y goods safely, fire and robbery except-
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ed ; or wliere a horse has been warranted sound, except as to a

kick on its legs.

—

Tb. § 593.

382 . When a party seeks to avoid responsibility for an act, on

account of some exceptive circumstance, he must prove it. As for

instance, in an action against a police oificer for arrest and false

imprisonment, or in any case where the defendant justifies under

the authority of the law, he must prove his authority.-

—

lb. § 595.

383. So a party seeking to avoid his contract on the ground

that it was obtained from him by duress or fraud, must prove it.

Where it is alleged that property which belonged to a member
of undivided Hindu family was separate property, the burden
of proof as to division lies upon those who assert its separate

' character. The burden of proof rests on him who alleges the

self-acquisition.

—

lb. § 590.

384. Mulagueny right.—It has been ruled on many occasions

that all tenants' right are Chalgueny or temporary, until they can

shew by indisputable evidence that they are Mulagueny or per-

manent. The rule is understood and wiU save much needless

litigation, as every tenant will in future carefully protect his

title or refrain from advancing a false one on frivolous pretence.

—

Decree of the Civil Court of Mangalore A. S. No. 516 of 1861.*

S. D., p. 162 of 1859. Civil GouH A. S. No. 349 of 1862. Bevala

V. Salwpa, January 1863. A. S. No. 354 and 355 of 1861.

K. Bunga Boiv v. Puthama and another. When Mulagueny is

rejected, the Chalgueny to be presumed and the Moolagar to be

allowed rent. October 1861, A. S. No. 507, 524 of 1862, Nagama
November 1862.

* An improper disposal of the property was not to be presumed against

a purphaser from a Hindu widow, unless it appeared that, to the purchaser's

knowledge, she was converting the estate for an unlawful purpose.

(Z. H. C. B., p. 384.)



CHAPTER IX.

Knles for Constructions-

The following are the rules for construction of statutes, deeds,

and other written instruments.

Of Statute^.

385. The intention of the Legislature is always to he gathered

if possible—1. From the words used by the Legislature. 2. From
reference to contemporary exposition ; that is to say, decisions

which may have been made upon the subject at or near about

the time of passing of the Act. The maxim is " contemporaneous

explanation is the best and most powerful in law."

—

N. § 744.

386. In determining on the meaning of the statutes, we are

told to consider— 1. What was the law before the passing of the

statutes. 2. What was the mischief which the new Act was in-

tended to remedy or repress. 3. What was the remedy applied.

4. What is the true reason of the remedy.

—

Ih. 745.

887. The iutention of the Legislature is to be gathered from a

consideration of the whole statutes ; for no one can rightly un-

derstand a part until he has again and again read through the

whole.—16. § 746.

388. The primary or " golden" rule, as it has been called, for

. the interpretation of statutes, is to give all the words of a statute

their plain ordinary meaning; unless absurdity or injustice would
be the result of so doing.

—

lb. 747.

389. An affirmative statute giving a new right does not of it-

self and of necessity destroy a previously existing right. (B. L. M.
508). Thus the Regulation VII of 1817 aflFords a remedy to the

community in general which m^ight suffer from mismanagement of

charitable endowments and trusts. But it cannot be held as tak-

ing away the natural and common right of the donor to insist on

the due performance of his objects and intentions by the donee

under trust.—S. D., p. 39 of 1858.
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390. The preamble of a .stattite is the key (B. L. M. S^Oj, and

may be looked at, to ascertain the subject-matter of the enact-

ment. Neither the title nor the side-notes form any part of the

Act ; nor can they be looked at for the purpose of constructing

the Act.—N. § 767.

391. Clauses are separate, and substantive or dependent. Pro-

visos are always depeAdent. Clauses may support, explain, or

restrain each other, and provisos may narrow previous clauses.—

lb. 768.

392. The following are the chief maxims for construction

which are equally (and indeed more) applicable to all documents

as to statutes.

1) Wlien the provisions of a later statute are opposed to

those of an earlier, the earlier statute is considered as repealed.

—B. L. M. 26.

2) A Legislature enactment ought to be prospective, not re-

trospective, in its operation on the principle of obvious conve-

nience and justice. (16. 33). Thus the Act XXI of 1850, which

declares " that no person shall forfeit his rights of property by
reason of changing his religion," could not avail a Hindoo who
changed his religion before the passing of the Act ; and was, of

course, liable under Hindu Law to the forefeiture of his inhe-

ritance.—-S. D., p. 250 of 1858.

3) Construction should be liberal on account ofthe ignorance

of the unprofessional, so that the object may be attained rather

than destroyed. Poisonous is that construction which corrupts

the words of the text. It is the province of the Judge to declare,

not make the law. It is not the duty of the Judge to speculate

upon what may be the best in his opinion for the advantage of the

community.

—

N. § 748.

4) A man ought not to rest upon the letter only, but rely upon

the sense ; the one is the rind, the other the kernel.

—

lb.

5) A passage will be best interpreted by reference to that

which precedes and follows.

—

B. L. M. 513.

6) The meaning of a word may be ascertained by reference to

the meaning ofwords associated with it.

—

lb. 528.

7) The words of an instrument shall be taken most strongly

against the party employing them.

—

Ih. 529.

17
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8) In the absence of ambiguity no exposition stall be made

wbicb is opposed to tbe express words of the instrnment.

—

lb.

9) That is sufficiently certain wbicli can be made certain.

—

lb.

555.

10) Surplusage does not vitiate that -wbicli in other respects is

good and valid.—16. 559.

11) Mere false description does not make an instrument in-

operative.

—

lb. 662.

1 2) General words may be aptly restrained according to the

subject-matter or person to which they relate.

—

lb. 575.

1 3) The express mention of one thing implies the exclusion

of another.

—

lb. 581.

14) The expression of what is tacitly implied is inoperative.

—lb. 596.

1 5) Words to which reference is made in an instrument have

the same eifect and operation as if they were inserted in the clause

referring to them.

—

lb. 599.

16) Relative words refer to the next antecedent, unless by

such a construction the meaning of the sentence would be im-

paired.-

—

lb. 608.

1 7) The best and surest mode of expounding an instrument is

by referring to the time when, and circumstances under which,

it was made.

—

lb.

18) He who considers merely the letter of an instrument goes

but skin-deep into its meaning.

—

Ih. 611.

19) If technical terms are used (in a Treaty) they must be

taken in their technical sense ; as, the word "Heirs" must receive

its ordinary technical construction of heirs general and not to heirs

male.—F. § 752.

The word "Descendants" would include children and grand-

children, but it will not include brother or widow. (I. S. G. B.,

jp. 400, 101. n.)

20) "Words may be transposed or read parenthetically, hut

they cannot be imported for the purpose ofmaking sense.

—

N. § 753.

21) Affirmative words do not take away a privilege (such as

the right of appeal) which belongs to every subject by common

law ; it must be expressly negatived.

—

lb. 760.
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22) Construction must be made on the entire instrument, and

that one paxt of it do help to expound another, and that every

word (if it may he) may take effect, and none be rejected, and all

the parts do agree together, and there be no discordance therein.

—lb. 769.

23) To cavil about the words in subversion of the plain intent

of the parties is a malice against justice and the nurse of iajus-

tice.

—

lb.

24) A man ought not to rest on letter only, but he ought to

rely upon the sense which is the fruit, whereas the letter is but

the shell.—16.

25) The office of a good expositor is to make construction

on all the parts together of an instrument, and not of one part

only by itself

—

lb.

26) Bad Orthography or Grammar does not vitiate a grant.

Singular number cannot be applied instead of-the plural, nor the

plural instead of the singular.-—16.

27) Construction must be made in suppression of the mischief

and in advancement of the remedy.

—

lb.

28) The great principle ofinterpretation ofall instrument seems

to be that effect is to be given to the intention of the framers,

rather than that the instrument shall be void.

—

lb. Thus : ifby one

construction of a document it would be illegal, by another not, the

latter shall prevaiL

—

lb. So if by one reading it would operate as

a forfeiture by another not, the latter shall prevaiL A party cannot

indeed without very strongest evidence be supposed to intend

to contravene the rules of law, or to create the forfeiture.—(15. L.

M. 486. w.) If certain parties join in a deed, some of whom are

capable and others not, the deed shall not be altogether void, but

shall bind those who are capable. So where a bond may be con-

strued either as joint or several, it shall be taken to be joint or

several, according to the intention of the parties- So where there

is on the face of a Will a particular intention of the testator,

which cannot be carried out, and also a general intention which

can, the latter shall have effect.

—

N. § 770.

Where divers persons join in a deed, some of whom are able to

make such deed and others are not, this shall be said to be his

deed alone that he is able.

—

B. L. M. 485.
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Where a deed cannot operate in the precise manner or to the

full extent intended by the parties, it shall nevertheless be made

as far as possible to eifectuate their intention.—26.

The Court will endeavour to affix such a meaniug to words

of obscure and doubtful import occurring in a deed, as may best

carry out the plain and manifest intention of the parties, as collect-

ed from the four corners of the instrument.

—

lb.

The Courts will not introduce iato a deed words which are not

to be found there, nor strike out of a deed words which are there,

in order to make the sense different.

—

Ih. 486.

Ambiguity.

393. Ambiguities are of two kinds. The one appearing upon

the iastrument itself, and the ambiguity by the inherent vice or

defect of the language used ; it is patent to all the world, and

therefore it is called Patient Ambiguitij, as where in a Will an

estate is left to—

.

394. The second kind, however, would not be apparent to any

indifferent reader unacquainted with the facts ; and though the

language used is anambiguous, it may fit several conditions of

fact equally well. Here, the ambiguity is concealed : its source

is extrinsic to the document, and it is called a Latent Anabiguity.

Tor instance, if a testator having two estates named " Blackacre"

leaves his estate Blackacre to " A. B." or leaves his estate " White-

acre" to his Cousin William " he in fact haviag two cousias

named William."—JV. § 632.

395. Latent ambiguity may be supplied by evidence ; for an

ambiguity which arises by proof of an extrinsic fact may in the

same manjaer be removed, but parol evidence is never admitted to

explain a patent ambiguity. Thus in the case, put of a Will, be-

queathing an estate to—, the blank can never be supplied by parol

evidence : for, intention is not to be gathered from slippery remi-

niscences, independent of the expressions used, but from the ex-

pressions themselves.

—

lb. 633.

Of Covenant.

396. It is not necessary, in order to charge a party with a co-

venant, that there should be express words of Covenants or Agree-

ments, but is enough if the intention of the parties to create a

covenant be appai-ent. Where, therefore, words of recital or

reference manifest a clear intention that the parties shall do cer-
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taia acts, the Courts -will from these words infer a covenant to do

such acts, and will sustain action of covenant for their non-per-

formance as effectually as if the instrument had contained express

covenants to perform them.

—

B. L. M. 487.

397. 'Although, where the words of a covenant are clear and

free from doubt, efiect must be given to them
;
yet, if " a covenant

may have two meanings, each ofwhich is equally probable in each

of the words, or' capable of expressing the same thing, and the

question is in which of two senses it is to be understood, that

meaning which it is most probablp the parties contemplated is

the one that is to be adopted."

—

B. G. 489.

398. The construction of covenants is the same in equity as at

law, but it is m.ost certain the performance may differ in the one

Court from what it is in the other. At law a covenant must be

strictly and literally performed accordiag to the true intent and

meaning of the parties, so far as circumstances will admit ; but

if, by unavoidable accident,—if by fraud, by surprise or ig-no-

rance, not wilful, parties may have been prevented from executing

it literally, a Court of Equity will interfere, and will give relief.

—lb.

399. So in the case of Nursinga Rye v. Vasoo Naik, it was

the express term of a mortgage that the naortgagee should hold

possession until " he should be himself desirous of receiving from

the mortgager the amount advanced on the mortgage." The Court

of Sudder Udalut held (S. B., p. 39 of 1861) that such terms are

opposed to th^ principle of equity, and ordered the land to be

restored to the mortgager on payment of the mortgage m.oney.

—See also Becree passed by me in the case of Hareygod Mimjoo

Shetty and H. Subraya.

400. A Court of Equity also looks to the general intent of a
deed and will give it such a construction as supports that general

intent, although a particular expression in the deed may be incon-

sistent with it. (B. L.M.5l4^.) A case was decided in the Mangalore

Civil Court, in which a M.6ktea,ry was given by a Musulman
daughter to her father. Indeed, the object ofthis deed was simply to

manageher property on her behalf; but the father taking advantage

of an expression therein made, " I give you all my right without

any reserve," sold the property to a third person. But the Civil

Judge (Mr. Chatfield) very properly cancelled the sale and award-

ed the land to the daughter. The correctness of this construe-
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tion was also supported by the opinion given by Cauzee Oolkoo-

zatli o£ Sudr Udalnt.

—

Decree of Civil Gourt in A. S. No. 221 of

18S1.

Of Gontrads hetween Landlord and Tenants.

401. It is a general rule, tbat if a doubt arises as totbe con-

struction of a lease between tke lessor and lessee, the lease must

be construed more beneficially for the latter.

—

B. L. M. 530.

402. Where there is any reasonble degree of doubts as to the

meaning of an exception in a lease, the vrords of exception being

the words of the lessor, are to be taken most favourably for the

lessee and against the lessor.

—

lb. 531.

403. In a summary case, the terms ofthe lease were that " Cash,

Straw, Vegetables, and Betle leaves are to be delivered within a

given period," and the concluding clause ran that " if the rent

were not so paid, the lease were to be forfeited." " This conclud-

ing clause," observed Mr. Chatfield, "leaves a doubt as to the

intention of the proprietor, and the Court considers the, tenant

entitled to the benefit of the doubt, however slight it may be."

—16. (If. P. No. 811 of 1859.)

404. A stipulation in a lease that on the tenant's failing to

pay the rent, the landlord should be at liberty to resume the

land in lieu of rent, was held to refer only to future rent and

not to arrears.—S'. D., p. 21 of 1858.

405. A permanent lease will not become null and void upon

the tenant's falling into arrears of his rent, unless there be an

express condition to that effect.

—

lb. 275 o/1859. - Vide also I. M.

€. B., p. 15.

406. But in the absence of any express terms in the lease,

showing to be permanent, it is to be presumed to be a lease for

a year and terminable after that period at the will of the land-

iord.—15. 161 0/1858.

407. A landlord, under the Regulation, cannot arbitrarily

eject a tenant who is fulfilling the condition of his lease.

—

Tb. 22

of 1859.

Of Contracts.

408. A contract must be read according to what is written

by the parties, for it is a well-known principle of law that a

written contract cannot be altered by parol. If A and B make a

contract in writing, evidence is not admissible to show that A
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meant something different from wliat is stated in tlic contract

itself, and that B at th^ time assented to it. If that sort of evi-

dence were admitted, every written document wonld be at the

mercy of witnesses who might be called to swear anything.

—

B. L. M. 642.

409. For this reason parol evidence is never admissible to

show that the agreement was in reality different from that i\'hich

it jinrpopts to be. Such instrument is always to be constrned ac-

cording to the strict, plain common meaning of the word,'; them-

selves, and evidence for the purpose of explaining it according to

the surmised or alleged intention of the parties to the instrument,

is utterly inadmissible.-^J3. i. M. 553.

Of Gommsreial Transaction.

410. In commercial transactions, extrinsic evidence of custom

and usage is admissible to any incidents to vrritten contracts in

matters with respect to which they are silent. " Usage is the

best intei-preter of things."

—

B. L. M. 590.

411. The same rule applies to contracts in other transactions

of life, specially to those between landlord and tenant.

—

]b.

412. Every demise between landlord and tenant, in respect of

matters to which the parties are silent, may be fairly open to ex-

planation by the general usage and custom of the country-, or of

the district where the land lies ; for all persons, under puch cir-

cumstances, are supposed to be cognizant of the custom, and to

contract with a tacit reference to it.

—

lb.

413. However such evidence of custom or usage is jidmissible

to annex incidents to a written contract, but it can, in no case, be

given in contravention thereof.

—

lb.

Of Wills.

The Hindu Law of Madras admits of testamentary disposition

of property, whether ancestral or self-acquired. The test.amentary

power is co-extensive with his independent right of alienation,

inter vivos. Such wills would not be invalidated merely by its

omitting to provide for his widow. (I H. G. B., p. 326.)

English wills may have to be adjudicated on in Mofussil Courts,

or advised on by Mofussil Pleaders ; and hence it may be useful

to give the general rules of the law which prevail for the con-

struction of English wills. Some of these rules are of a technical

character ; others are not applicable to other than English wills :
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but as a body these rales convey sound principles of construction

for written instruments in general."

—

N. 636 {E.)

Rules.

1) That a vrill of real estate, wlieresoever made, and in what-

ever language written, is construed according to the law of Eng-
land, in which the property is situate, but a will of personality is

governed by the lex domicilii.

2) That technical words are not necessary to give effect to any

.species of disposition in a will.

3) That the construction of a will is the same at law and in

equity, the jurisdiction of each being governed by the nature of

the subject ; though the consequences may differ, as in the in-

•stance of a contingent remainder, which is destructible in the one

case and not in the other.

4) That a will speaks, for some purposes from the period of

execution, and for others from the death of the testator, but never

operates until the latter period.

5) That the heir is not to be disinherited without an express

devise, or necessary implication ; such implication importing, not

natural necessity, but so strong a probability, that an intention to

the contrary cannot be supposed.

6) That merely negative words are not sufficient to exclude

the title of the heir or next of kin. There must be an actual gift

to some other definite object.

7) That all the parts of a will are to be construed in relation

to each other, and so as, if possible, to form one consistent whole ;

but, where several parts are absolutely irreconcilable, the latter

must prevail.

8) That extrinsic evidence is not admissible to alter, detract

from, or add to, the terms of a will, (though it may be used to

rebut a resulting trust attachiag to a legal title created by it, or

to remove a latent ambiguity).

9) Nor to vary the meaning of words ; and, therefore, in order

to attach a strained and extraordinary sense to a particular word,

an instrument executed by the testator, in which the same word

occurs in that sense, is not admissible ; but the

10) Courts will look at the circumstances under which the
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devisor makes Lis will as tlie state of his property, of hia family,

land the like.

11) That, in general, implication is admissible only in the

absence of, and not to control, an express disposition.

12) That an express and positive devise cannot be controlled

by the reason assigned, or by subsequent ambiguous words, or by

inference and argument from other parts of the mil ; and ac-

cordingly, such a devise is not affected by a subsequent inac-

curate recital of, or reference to, its contents ; though recourse

may be had to such reference to assist the construction, in case

of ambiguity or doubt,

18) That the inconvenience or absurdity of a devise is no

ground for varying the construction, where the terms of it are

unambiguous ; nor is the fact that the testator did not foresee

all the consequences of his disposition, a reason for varying it

:

but, where the intention is obscured by conflicting expressions,

it is to be sought rather in a rational and consistent, than an

irrational and inconsistent purpose.

14) That the rules of construction cannot be strained to bring

a devise within the rules of law ; but it seems that, where the will

admits of two constructions, that is to be preferred which will ren-

der it valid : and therefore the Court, in one instance, adhered to

the literal language of the testator, though it was highly pro-

bable that he had written a word by mistake, for one which would
have rendered the devise void.

15) That favor or disfavor to the object ought not to influence

the construction.

1 6) That words, in general, are to be taken in their ordinary

and grammatical sense, unless a clear intention to use them in

another can be collected, and that other can be ascertained ; and

they are, in all cases, to receive a construction which will give to

every expression some effect, rather than one that will render any

of the expressions inoperative ; and oftwo modes of construction,

that is to be preferred which will prevent a total intestacy.

1 7) That, when a testator uses technical words, he is presumed

to employ them in their legal sense, unless the context clearly

indicates the contrary.

1 8) That words, occurring more than one in a will, shall be

presumed to be used always in the same sense, unless a contrary
18
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intention appear by the context, or unless the words be applied

to a dififerent subject. And, on the same principle, where a testa-

tor uses an additional word or phrase, he must be presumed to

have an additional meaning.

19) That words and limitations may be transposed, supplied,

or rejected, where warranted by the immediate context, or the

general scheme of the will ; but not merely on a conjectui-al

hypothesis of the testator's intention, however reasonable, in

opposition to the plain and obvious sense of the langpiage of the

instrument.

20) That words which it is obvious are miswritten (as dying

ivif.h issue, for dying witlwut issue), may be corrected.

21) That the construction is not to be varied by events subse-

quent to the execution ; but the Courts, in determining the mean-

ing of particular expressions, will look to possible circumstances,

in which they miglit have been called upon to affix a signification

to them.

22) That several independent devises, not grammatically con-

nected, or united by the expression of a common purpose, must

be construed separately and without relation to each other

;

although it may be conjectured, from similarity of relationship,

or other such circumstances, that the testator had the same in-

tention in regard to both. There must be an apparent design to

connect them.

23) That where a testator's intention cannot operate to' its

full extent, it shall take effect as far as possible.

24) That a testator is rather to be presumed to calculate on the

dispositions in his will taking effect, than the contrary ; and ac-

cordingly, a provision for the death of devisees will not be con-

sidered as intended, to provide exclusively for lapse, if it admits of
any other construction.

—

N. § 636. (E).



CHAPTER X.

Law of Evidence-

415. At the present day the English Law of Evidence is the

guide in the Courts of the Mofussil, with such exceptions as

circumstances necessitate, which will be noticed in due course.

(N. § 23, E. § 4.) In India, the Judges are Judges both of Law

and Equity, and they may exercise equitable jurisdiction.—

J^. § 18, 94, 650, & 648 (a).

416. In conducting the judicial investigation, a Judge should

be open to no information in his cases, before they come to him.

legitimately in open Court. Hints conveyed by Court servants

should be imperatively rebuked. Ninety-nine times out of a hun-

dred the crafty insinuator has his xDwn ends to gain by the prac-

tice. Anonymous petitions, petitions received through the chan-

nel of the public post, and private petitions, should be returned un-

opened : or opened and read by the public oiiicer in Court. Friends

of the Judge or of the parties should be checked if they ventured

to discuss the merits of an untried case. The mind of the Judge

should be kept like a sheet of blank paper to receive only the im-

pressions produced by the evidence.—N. § 845 (y), and C. 0. 8. U.,

2\st Oct. 1825.

417. Judicial investigation must be of the purest possible qua-

lity, viz., (JV. § 40), First. The evidence shall be delivered under
the sanction of an oath or that which is equivalent to it, solemn

affirmation. Secondly. The party to be affected by such evi-

dence must have an opportunity of cross-examination.

418. It is not essential that cross-examination should actually

have taken place. It is sufficient if the party to be affected by it

has had the opportunity of cross-examining the deponent.

—

Ih.

419. The general rule is, that the evidence shall be confined to

the point in issue. (K. § 6.) It is not necessary to prove, 1.

What the Court is bound to take judicial notice of ; 2. What is

admitted by the opposite Pleading ; 3. What the opposite Pleader
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may admit in Court or beforehand by agreement for the purpose

of trial.—J^. § 598.

Collateral Evidence.

420. No evidence is admissible as to collateral acts or irrele-

vaitt circumstances on the ground of general convenience.

—

lb. 68.

421. Collateral evidence is that which is too remote to throw

light upon the issue, viz., 1. A custom in one parish or village is

no evidence of a similar custom in the one adjoining. 2. The fact

that the defendant represented herself to several tradesmen as an

unmarried woman, is not evidence to prove that she so represented

herself to the plaintiff, 3. So, too, on an indictment for stealing the

property of A, and also receiving the property knowing it to have

been stolen, evidence of possession by prisoner of other property

stolen from other persons at other times, is not admissible to prove

either the stealing or the receiving. 4. So in an action for not sup-

plying the plaintiff with good beer, the defendant could not show
that he had supplied other parties with good beer. (JV. § 602.)

5. So again with respect to the character of a witness ; where a,

witness is asked as to his character, his answer, even if a denial,

is binding, and evidence cannot be called to contradict it. But

to this ruling there is one exception, as stated in § 36.

422. But when collateral facts may tend to throw light on a

point in issue, they may be proved by evidence. (S". § 12.) Whether

such a fact is material, or is so completely collateral as to be en-

tirely beside the issue, is a question which it is the province of the

Judge to decide ; and this is often a question of great nicety.

Where a Pleader offers in evidence a fact which is apparently

collateral, it is freqaently admitted, on his pledge or undertaking,

that he will subsequently show its relevancy. Because the Judge

does not know the details ofproof by vvhich the Pleader seeks to

establish his case ; whereas the skilful Pleader proceeds on some
pre-determined plan of action; and thus it may happen that the

bearing of a fact may not strike the Judge at the moment of its

introduction, notwithstanding its relevancy may become after-

wards apparent, in connection with facts subsequently proved.

Hence credit is given to the Pleader ; but he must be cautious

not to abuse his trust, and if he fails to redeem his pledge the

evidence already received ought to be struck out of the record

;

at any rate, it should not bo allowed any influence when the Judge
is considering the weight of evidence.

—

N. § 605.
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423. Evidence as to the general character or reputation of a

witness for speaking the truth is receivable because the question

can never be immaterial to the issue.

—

K, § 8.

424. Evidence of the general reputation of parties is generally

receivable only where the question of character is in issue. In

certain civil actions for damages, as for libel, &c,, the character

of the plaintiff may be considered in determining the amount of

damages ; and in prosecutions for rape or seduction, the previous

character of the female for chastity is often a relevant enquiry,

though it appear to raise a collateral issne, for it may affect the

probability of the offence having been committed. It is a general

rule that in an enquiry as to character, evidence of particular

facts is inadmissible ; so on a charge of rape it may not be prov-

ed that the female has had connection with other men ; though

it was allowed in Robin's case.

—

K. § 9.

425. A prisoner, on his trial for any crime or misdemeanour,

may always call witnesses to his general character ; but where

the object of the prosecution is not the punishment of crime but

merely the enforcement of some penalty, as for keeping false

weights, selling liquor without a license, and such trifling offences

as involve no question of character, evidence of character of the

prisoner is rejected as irrelevant. Where there is any room to

doubt the prisoner's guilt, evidence to his good character will be
of service ; but not generally where his guilt is clear.

—

lb. 10.

426. The prosecutor is not generally permitted to prove the

prisoner to be of a bad character, unless the prisoner has cited

witnesses to establish his good character,—Ji. 11.

427. An enquiry should bear some referemje to the nature of

the charge. On a charge of stealing, it would be irrelevant and

absurd to enquire into the prisoner's loyalty or humanity ; on a

charge of high treason, it would be equally absurd to enquire into

his honesty and punctuality in private dealings.

—

lb. 12.

428. In all questions of character, the evidence must be confin-

ed to the general reputation of the person, as that he is commonly
reported honest, &c. ; the witnesses should not speak of their own
experience of the person's conduct, and, above all, particular facts

are not to be mentioned, as such evidence is inadmissible.

—

lb. 13.

429. Collateral fax3ts are also admissible in evidence to prove

guilty knowledge, malice, or intent; (lb. 16), thus

—
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1) Where the prisoner is charged with maliciously shooting at

A, evidence of the prisoner having shot at the prosecutor a quar-

ter of an hour before the shooting with which he is charged was

receivable.

—

N. § 608.

2) To stow the intent on a charge of murder of a fisherman,

evidence was received that the prisoner shot at other fishermen

on previous occasions.

—

K. § 16.

3) So on a charge ofsending a threatening letter, other letters

of similar character sent by the prisoner are admissible.—iV. § 608,

4) So on an action for libel, other libels may be proved to

show the animus of the defendant.

5) On the same principle, former menaces, old grudges, former

enmities or threatening, &c., may be proved against the prisoner

on a charge ofmurder, {!&.); or on the other side itmay be proved

that he had shown kindness to the injured person.

—

K. § 1 7.

6) In case of conspiracy, the acts and declarations of other

conspirators are admissible.

—

lb. 18.

Privileged Coniniunication.

430. The law further interferes to prevent the reception of

privileged communication upon the ground ofpublic policy.

—

N. § 69.

431. A communication may be said privileged when made
bond fide by any party in the performance of some public or pri-

vate duty, whether legal or moral ; or in the conduct of his own
affairs and with a fair and reasonable hope of protecting his own
interest in a matter where it is concerned.

—

B. C. 753.

432. Communications made between husband ajid wife dur-

ing their marriage shall be deemed privileged, and shall not be

disclosed without the consent of the persons making the same,

unless such communication shall relate to a matter in dispute in

a suit pending between such husband and wife. But the com-

munication must have been made during their marriage; and

therefore the protection would not extend to any communication

made before marriage. The privilege would continue in force

after the marriage had been dissolved by death or divorce.

—

K. § 295.

433. Communication between client and legal adviser, with

reference to his professional employment on behalf of the client.



cannot be disclosed unless the party shall have offered himself as

a witness.

—

E. § 299.

434. The privilege is not extended to confidential communica-

tions made to Clcrgymem, Medical men, Clerks, Agents, or friends,

nor to letters between parties, nor to letters written by or to a

party with a view to their being submitted to a legal adviser. Nor
to the following cases ; where the communication was made to the

legal adviser before he was so employed (though it is not neces-

sary that any fee should have been given), or after his employment

had ceased ; or where he was consulted only as a friend, or where

the communication had no reference to the professional employ-
ment of the legal adviser, or was unnecessary, as where a client

observed to his Attorney that he would give a large sum to have
the prisoner hanged ; or where, by attesting an instrument exe-

cuted by his client, the legal adviser becomes liable to be called

on to provp its execution. But it seems that in this last case the

legal adviser cannot be required to state any circumstances at-

tending the previous concoction, or preparation, or subsequent

destruction of the instrument, which may have come to his know-
ledge from his confidential position as a professional man.—
Tb. § 301.

435. So an Attorney or Vakeel may give evidence of any fact,

such as the existence of an entry or of any erasure in a document,

which may have come to his knowledge, not by the communica,-

tion of his client, but by his own observation during the trial. He
may also be compelled to disclose the name of his client, and to

identify him or his hand'writing ; or, for the purpose of admit-

ting secondary evidence, to state whether a document, which he

may have obtained from his client, is in his possession or not. So

also he must disclose all communications which he may have made
to, or received from, the opposite party on behalf of his client.

—

lb. 302.

436. The privilege is extended to Interpreters, Agents, and

other persons, through whom the communications between the

client and his legal adviser must necessarily pass ; also to the

Clerks or local Agents employed by the legal adviser.

—

K. § 303.

437. The privilege once existing does not terminate with the

close of the connection between the client and his adviser, but re-

mains even after the death of the client, unless removed,by him

or by his personal representative. This, however, does not apply
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to cases occurring after the death of the client in which, the dis-

pute lies between two parties, each of whom claims to be the re-

presentative of the original client.—.K'. 304.

438. Judges are not compellable to tesbify as to matters in

which they have been judicially engaged ; so also Arbitrators or

Jurors cannot be examined as to the grounds of their award,

unless indeed where fraud is alleged.

—

Ih, 305.

439. State secrets are also, on the ground of public policy,- not

to be disclosed. Official transactions between the heads of the

departments of Government and their subordinate officers are in

general treated as secrets of State. {N. § 355.) So also letters

addressed to Government officially are not producible without the

consent of Government. This objection may be taken on behalf

of Government by a Collector. (Ih. 356.) This policy also pro-

hibits the admission of secondary evidence of the contents of oflB-

cial communications between official persons.^

—

Ih. 307.

440. A witness need not produce his own title deeds to land,

and it seems that trustees and mortgagees cannot be compelled to

produce the title deeds of those who have entrusted them, or of

the mortgagers, nor to give secondary evidence of the contents of

such documents.

—

Ih. 303.

441. Lastly, the law does not generally exclude, on the ground

of its indecency, any evidence which may be necessary for the pur-

poses of criminal or civil justice ; but it will not permit such evi-

dence to be unnecessarily and wantonly produced ; as in cases

where wagers have been made as to the sex of any person, or as

to whether a woman has had a child ; and, on the same ground of

indecency, when the legitimacy of a child is in dispute the

parents may not be asked whether they have had connection.

—

II. 309.

442. As regards an ordinary Agent, his communications with

his principal may be disclosed.

—

N. § 348.

Quality of Evidence.

443. The general rule is that " the best evidence which the

case admits of shall in every instance be produced." (N. § 39.)

Here it is very important to distinguish clearly between evidence

which is inadmissible and that which is incredible.

—

K. § 125.

444. Inadmissible evidence is that which the law will not

admit, or, in other words, will not allow to be produced, and if
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accidently taken, will be struck out of the record and treated as a

nullity.—1&. 126.

445. On the other hand, evidence may be admissible and yet

incredible ; in which case the Court will not refuse to listen to it,

though it be unworthy of belief, or credit.

—

lb. 127.

446. The expression " best evidence" does not mean the most

convincing, nor the most credible ; for of several eye-witnesses to

a fact, a party may produce whichever he pleases, and the Court

will not refuse to listen to them on the ground that a more credi-

ble witness might have been cited. The absence of a more credi-

ble witness might affect the credit of the evidence produced, but

not its admissibility.

—

Ih. 129.

447. A copy of a deed cannot be received until the absence

of the original is satisfactorily accounted for.

—

N. § 39.

448. "When a transaction may be proved by evidence of one

who was present and took part in it, it is not sufficient to leave

it to be inferred from collateral circumstances.

—

K. § 131.

449. Generally speaking, no evidence shall be received which

shows on its face that it only derives its force from some other

which is Withheld.—75. 132.

450. The depositions are not evidence when deponents are

alive and can be produced.

451. A written document affords the best evidence of its own
contents, and the contents must be taken from the paper, which

will speak for itself, not from a copy or the treacherous rhemory

of men speaking for it.

—

N. § 622.

452. Where a bond is in its terms absolute, parol evidence

cannot be admitted to show that it was intended to be conditional

or to operate merely as an indemnity.

—

lb.

453. Where a contract has been reduced to writing, the instru-

ment is regarded as a record of final intention and agreement of the

contracting parties, and the terms of their contract shall be taken
from the record which they have themselves appointed, not from
parol testimony of what the parties said or intended.

—

lb. 622.
19
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Kind oj Evidence.

454. Evidence is divided into direct and i/ndirect. Direct evi-

dence is again divided into inmnediate, and mediate or hearsay.

455. When a witness declares "I saw A kill B with a sword,"
or " I heard such and such a statement made by the plaintiff or

defendant, or the prisoner," this is direct evidence.

—

lb. 109.

Mediate or Hearsay Evidence.

456. This class of evidence is generally not receivable ; for

such testimony is neither delivered on oath, nor is the originator

subject to cross-examination.

—

IB. 64.

467. When A, sworn in Court, details something which he did

not see with his own eyes immediately, but which he heard from

B mediately, he is not giving expression to the evidence of his own
bodily senses, but is the medium merely of communicating that

which some third unsworn person, B, has said he saw. He is

briaging evidence to birth, obstreticant manw, as it has been called,

with the hand of a midwife ; and is a mere channel or conduit

pipe for communicating the information of a party not before the

Court. A, may most truthfully and correctly report what has been

related to him ; but it is nevertheless apparent that the real truth

of the original statement cannot, under such circumstances, be

tested. B, the oi-iginator of the report, is not subjected either to an

oath or to cross-examination. Non constat but that he may have

spoken idly or jocularly, and that he would be unwilling to repeat

on oath what he had not hesitated to narrate in ordinary conver-

sation : non constat that he might not have wilfully fabricated a

story, or been the dupe of some one still farther hid behind the

scenes ; or that, though perfectly veracious as to intention, he

might not have been the victim of his own faulty impressions or

unretentive memory ; and so have utterly broken down, if only

exposed to the test of cross-examination. Therefore the law de-

termines that such evidence shall not be receivable ; that if it is

important to the party calling A, to establish the facts which A,

has heard from B, B, himself shall be produced, make his own
statement in Court, be subjected to the two tests of oath and cross-

examination, and that scarcely less terrible detector of inaccurate

or fallacious evidence, the observation to which a Judge, expe-

rienced in forensic practice and skilled in the knowledge of

human nature, subjects the demeanour, the deportment, the manner
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of every witness who comes Ibefore him. And though it may oc-

casionally happen that the evidence of B is not procurable by

the party without any fault of his own, and in the absence of any

hindrance by his antagonist, it is better that the individual should

suffer inconvenience, and even loss, than that the general rule

should be broken in his favor, the dajigers to which §uch a break-

ing in upon the general rule would open the door being manifest

and important.

—

N. § 65.

458. There are, however, certain cases in which hearsay evi-

dence is ia its nature original, viz. :

—

1) Where public reputation or opinion is to be proved.

—

lb.

114.

2) Where it relates to impressions produced upon an aggre-

gate of minds.

—

lb. 115.

3) Where expressions have been used by an individual.

—

lb.

117.

4) Where it is material to prove the terms on which husband

and wife lived before action for crim. con.—lb.

5) Where expressions of bodUy health, pain, and sensations

have been used.

—

N. § 113.

6) Where complaints have been made of injury in cases of

rape.

—

lb. 119.

7) When declarations form part of the facts of a transaction.

—n. 120.

8) In cases in which sayings, acts, &c., of conspirators are con-

cerned.—15. 121—123.

459. Mediate or hearsay evidence is also admissible in the

following cases

:

1) Admissions made against interest by a party to a suit.

2) Confessions.

3) Matters of public or general interest.

4) Pedigree, relationship, or affinity.

5) Ancient possession.
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6) Declarations or entries made against interest by tliLrd par-

ties.

7) Declarations or entries made in the course of business.

8) Dying declarations.

460. It may be stated generally that, except in the abovemen-

tioned cases, hearsay evidence is not receivable.

—

N. § 1 28.

1 . Admission.

461. The first rule is that where an admission is offered in

evidence, the whole of it must be submitted to the Judge.

—

Ih.

203.

462. Admissions made against his own interest by a party to

a suit, his partner or agent, or by any through whom he may claim,

are receivable as evidence against that party. Such admissions

may appear in the pleadings, or they may have been made orally

or in writing on other occasions.

—

K. § 151.

463. But the admission of a partner or agent will not be ad-

missible in evidence unless the fact of partnership or agency be

first proved by independent evidence, for which purpose it is not

sufiBcient that the person who made the admission admits the part-

nership or agency.—ST. § 158.

464. It is also essential that the declaration of an agent

should be within the scope of his authority. A special agent for a

particular purpose or occasion cannot bind his principal as to

matters in general, or not arising out of that for which his agency

was constituted.

—

N. § 223.

465. So the declaration of a partner to be binding on his co-

partner must be one made concerning their joint business. But
the misrepresentation of a fact in such joint business, made by one

partner to a third party, will be evidence against the other mem-
bers of the firm, though not parties to the misrepresentation.

—

lb.

466. Of course, if such statement has been made in fraud of

the co-partners, and in collusion with the opponent, it is not bind-

ing, and the evidence will not be receivable.

—

Ih. 224.

467. The admission of a person identified in interest with the

party to the record is receivable against the latter.—15. 218.

468. But the admission of a guardian is not evidence : because

they are usually nominal parties, and, as it were, officers of the
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Court, for the purpose of representing those unable to sue in

person.

—

lb. 219.

469. Admissions hj privies, as they are called, are equally re-

ceiTable with admission of the parties themselves to whom they
are privies.

—

II. 220.

470. Privies are of three classes, viz. :

—

1st.

—

In Mood—as heirs and ancestors, &o.

2nd.

—

In estate—as donor and donee, lessor and lessee, execu-

tors and testators, and administrators and the intestates.

3rd.

—

Privies in law—are those upon whom the law casts a pri-

vity, as where land escheats to a third party in failure of heirs.

—

J6. 221.

In these cases the declarations of privies are in their respective

grades binding upon their representatives.

—

Ih. 222.

471. The admissions of a wife will bind her husband only

where she had authority from him to make them.

—

N. § 226.

472. The answer made by one defendant is not evidence

against the other.

—

K. § 151.

473. It is, of course, necessary that an admission should have

been made against the interest of the party who made it, otherwise

it will not be admissible in evidence. And an admission obtained

by constraint, fraud, or misrepresentation, or made under a

mistake as to facts, would be equally inadmissible ; and accord-

ingly an admission obtained in a lower Court from a party who
appeared personally, -and was unduly pressed by the Judge, was
treated as null.

—

N. § 161.

474. Neither are admissions made during confidential over-

tures for pacification, arbitration, or settlement of disputes receiv-

able ; in short, no admissions which are made with a view to what

is called the "purchase of peace," for a party may often be will-

ing to concede a point on such occasions, even against his own
convictions, which he would by no means admit, but for the hope

of thus avoiding further controversy.

—

li. 285.

475. A letter headed with the words " without prejudice" and

containing an admission, cannot be on evidence either for, or

against, the party writing it.

—

K. § 162.
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476. Admission of Vakeels on tlie record bind their clients in

all matters relating to the progress and trial of the cause ; but

such admissions should be distinct and formal ; not those of mere

conversation.

—

N. § 227.

477. A Yakeel has not, by the mere relationship between him-

self and his client, a general power to bind his client by agree-

ment to a compromise ; which is a sale of the subject-matter of

the suit from one party to the other.

—

IB. 228.

478. An admission and consent of a Vakeel made with due

authority will bind his client though not present at the time of

making it.

—

IG.

479. How far a party may be bound by admission of his

Pleader will be for the consideration ofthe Judge, who, ofcourse, is

bound to take care that he does not burthen the record by calling

for proof of facts which are really not in dispute between the

parties.—JV^. § 229.

480. A party may be bound by his own conduct during the

progress of the cause. The commonest form of this perhaps is

that of payment by the defendant of a certain sum i nto Court, to

which extent he thereby admits his liability. The suppression

of the documents is an implied admission that their contents are

unfavorable to the suppressor.

—

li. 230 and 231.

481. All verbal admissions are to be received with great cau-

tion, for such statements are subject to much imperfection and mis-

take. The party may have been misinformed, or he may not have

clearly expressed his meaning, or the witness may have misunder-

stood him. It frequently happens also that the witness, by unin-

tentionally altering a few of the expressions really used, gives an

effect to the statement completely at variance with what the party

actually said. But where the admission is deliberately made, and

precisely identified, the evidence it affords is often of the most

satisfactory nature.—16. 233.

482. The following are rulings of the late Sudder Udalut on

admission ;

—

1) An admission of a Hindu father is binding on his sons.

—

V. D.,23. 1.

2) But the admission of a Kaniavaii is not binding on the

family. (U. 8. D., p. 17 of 1855.) This suit was for equity of re-
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demption. The Muffcy attached credit to the mortgage bond of

1803, on the strength of defendant's Exhibit 14 which was a copy

of an appeal petition filed by plaintiff's Karnavan and the Karna-

van of the defendant jointly in 1824, and wherein it was represent-

ed that the land in issue had been mortgaged to the latter in the

yeaj" 1803. On appeal, the Snb-Judge declared himself nnable to

allow vaKdity to the said Exhibit 14, which, he observed, contained

a mere assertion made by certain parties in preferring an appeal,

but which had never been adjudicated on. The Court of S. U.

also were of opinion that it would not be safe to act upon the

statement therein appearing, which might have been an unfounded

one, advanced for the purposes of the litigation then pending.

3) Conditional promise to pay,made to evade importunity, and

to recover vouchers withheld, is not binding.

—

V. B., p. 1.

4) Confii-mation, after majority of an admission made during

the minority, is binding.

—

lb.

5) A party is bound by any admission made before a Revenue
Officer, though the deposition may not have been given upon oath.

—S. D., p. 27 0/1860.

6) A Razeenamah presented to a Punchayet, not convened in

accordance with any express regulation, cannot bind the parties

to it, but it will operate as an admission respecting the facts re-

cited in it.—IB. 26, p. 168.

7) When a bond is fraudulent, effect cannot be given even

against him who admits it.

—

8. D., p. 88 of 1862.

2. Confessions.

483. Where there is any reason to suppose that the confession

has been made in consequence of any promise, or threat, proceed-

ing from any person in authority, proof must be given to the con-

trary before the confession can be received in evidence. In such

cases not only Public officers. Surgeons, Jailors, and Peons, but

even Masters and Mistresses are taken to be persons in authority,

provided, in the case of a Mistress, that she manages the house.

So, where a Mistress said to her servant-maid, who was charged

with murder ;
" If you are guilty, do confess ; it will perhaps save

your neck ;" the confession so obtained was not admitted.

—

K. § 165.
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484. Where a person in anthority has told the prisoner that it

would be better for him to confess, or worse for him if he did not

confess, a confession consequently made, would not be admissible.

(IB. 166.) But a promise or threat referring only to the forgive-

ness of God, or to the reward or punishment which the prisoner

might expect in another world, would not invalidate a confession.

—K. § 166.

485. If a prisoner, on his apprehension, is told that he is ap-

prehended on a particular charge, and is improperly induced by a

promise or threat proceeding from some person in authority to

confess to that charge, and if he then confess another offence of

which he was not suspected, his confession of that other offence

with which he was not charged will be admissible when he comes

to be tried for it. But not so if the prisoner had not been informed

of the particular charge against him.

—

li. 167.

486. A confession made on an inducement held out by a per-

son vdthont authority, but in the presence ofa party who has autho

rity, and who gives no caution, and expresses no dissent, is inad-

missible in evidence. But in any other case a threat or promise

made by a person having no authority or control over the prisoner,

nor any power to enforce the threat, or to fulfil the promise, would

not render the confession consequently made inadmissible.^

Ih. 168.

487. In some cases the effect of the promise or threat has been

held to have ceased before the confession was made, on which
ground the confession has been admitted ; as where, after the pro-

mise or threat the prisoner has been warned by a Magistrate, or

other person in authority, that whatever he says might be used

against him at the trial. So where the inducement to confess was
the promise of the prisoner's mistress that she would not send for

the constable, the inducement was held to have ceased after the

constable came and took the prisoner away, and a confession after-

wards made to the constable was admitted—Ih. 169.

488. Where a confession has been obtained by artifice or decep-

tion, but without the use of promises or threats, it is admissible.

So confessions have been admitted in each of the following cases
;

as where the prisoner was led to believe that some of his accom-
plices were already in custody ; and where a constable, assurino-

the prisoner's guilt, asked her how she came to poison her iincle
;
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and where tlie confession was contained in a letter which an offi-

cer of the jail had deceitfully promised to post. So also where

it was said that the prisoner had been made drunk in order to

m^ake him. confess ; his having been drunk when he con-

fessed was held not to render the confession inadmissible, though

it would be a matter affecting the weight which ought to be

given to it—K § 170.

489. Although a confession, obtained by means of promises or

threats, cannot be received, yet, if in consequence of that confes-

sion, certain facts, tending to establish the guilt of the prisoner,

are made known, evidence of those facts may be received. So

where the prisoner, under the improper influence of a promise, or

threat proceeding from a person in authority, has confessed, and

pointed out where he had concealed stolen property, so much of

the confession as shows that the prisoner was acquainted with

the place where the property was concealed is receivable to

prove his knowledge of that fact ; though no other part of the

confession may be received.

—

lb. § 172.

490. A confession made under the influence of a threat or

promise is excluded on the supposition that it may be false, but so

much of it as relates to an ascertained fact is evidently true, and

is therefore admitted. But it is absolutely necessary that there

should be some corroborative fact to render any portion of such

a confession admissible. So where a prisoner, after having con-

fessed under the influence of a promise, pointed out a person to

whom he alleged that he. had given stolen property, and that

person denied the fact, no part of the confession was admitted,

and it was afterwards held that evidence of the prisoner having

taken the officer to the house and pointed out the person was

equally inadmissible.

—

lb. § 173.

491. Except in cases of conspiracy, the confession of one pri-

soner is no evidence against another ; and the confession of a

principal is no evidence against an accessory. But it seems that

a principal felon may give evidence as a witness against an

accessory where the accessory is iadicted separately ; and that

an accomplice is a competent witness for a prisoner with whom
he has committed a crime, if he is not joined in the same indict-

ment.—J^. § 175.

492. The practice of the Toujdaree Adawlut, and of the

Mofussil Courts, is to require corroboration of the confession by

independent evidence.

—

lb. §. 180.

20
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493. A person may confess a crime under a mistake as to-

fact as where a fatter thouglit he had killed his child by beating-

her not being aware that she had taken poison, which was the

actual cause of death. Or he may be mistaken as to the law,

as where a man pleads guilty to a charge of robbery, while, in

reality, he is guilty only of theft, being ignorant that violence or

intimidation is in law a necessary ingredient in the crime of

robbery.—Ifc. § 182.

494. K'ot to mention the ordinary cases in which hope or fear

may lead an innocent 'person to make a false confession of guilt,

we will pass on to some of the less obvious motiTes which may

lead to the same result. Some persons have falsely confessed a

minor offence in the hope of preventing enquiry into a more

serious crime, which they have actually committed. Others are

said to have confessed capital crimes from mere weariness of life
;

females are said to have falsely confessed illicit intercourse in

order to secure their private ends, such as divorce from their

husbands, or freedom from molestation. Some have confessed

for the love of being talked about ; and soldiers on foreign ser-

vice have falsely confessed to crimes committed in England, in

order that they might be sent home to be tried.

—

Ih.

495. Confessions should, therefore, be received with much
caution. Mr. Mayne, in his valuable work on Criminal Law, at

page 204, quotes the opinion of Mr. Morehead " that the Su-

bordinate Criminal Judge should invariably inform prisoners

under trial that whatever they may state before him wiU be

used as evidence against them ;" and the practice, though per-

haps generally superfluous, would probably be beneficial in

dealing with very ignorant prisoners.

—

lb. § 185.

496. By the Code of Criminal Procedure, ActXXV of 1861,

Sections 148 and 149, no confession or admission of guilt made to,

or whilst the prisoner is in the custody of, a Police officer, shall

be used as evidence against a person accused of any offence,

unless it be made in the immediate presence of a Magistrate.

497. In receiving hearsay evidence of oral confessions made

out of Court, we must be ou our guard against the misrepresenta-

tion of the reporting witness, which misrepresentation may be in-

tentional or not. The witness must not only be honest but in-

telligent, and careful both in hearing and reporting the words

used; and the evidence of an ordinary witness to an oral confession
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is generally of little weight in India ; for ifthey exactly concur in

their statement of the words' used by the prisoner, it is almost

certainly the result of tuition, and if their statements differ mate-
rially, the confession is not proved.' The same remark will apply

equally to the case of a reported admission in a .civil suit.

—

Ih.

j§ 186.

498. Evidence is sometimes offered to show that the prisoner

was silent, or gave an evasive answer, when charged with the

crime. The weight due to such a circumstance will depend very

much on the manner ia which the accusation was made ; whether
it was understood to be made in sport or in earnest ; whether it

was made soon after the discovery of the crime, by a person in

authority 5 in short, whether, under all the circumstances of the

case, the accused would naturally thitnk it necessary to repel the

aocnsation. Even where the charge has been made formally by
a person in au-thority, a cautious man, though innocent, may
think it best to reserve his defence for the trial rather than say

any thing hastily beforehand ; and further, many of the motives

which have induced men to make false confessions might equally

induce them to feign guilt by silence under accusation. Hence
fiuch evidence is seldom, of much value.

—

11. § 187.

3.. Matters e/ Publio and General Interest.

499. It is- necessary to bear in mind the distinction between

the terms "public" and "general." PmSZic is used of that which

is common to all ; as a highway. General of that which concerns

many indeed, but not the entire body of the public : as a right of

common, in which only the inhabitants of one or more parishes

participate. In respect to the former class, evidence ofreputation

from any one is receivable ; in respect to the latter, evidence of

those actually unconnected with the particular locality would not

be admissible.

—

W. § 131.

500. A boTjjidary between villages -, the limits of a village or

town ; a right to collect tolls ; a right to trade to the exclusion of

others ; a right to pasturage of waste lands ; liability to repair

roads, or plant trees ; rights to water-.coorses, tanks, ghauts for

washing ; rights of common and the like, will be found the most

ordinary in MofassU practice.

—

Ih. § 133.

501. Old documents, leases, maps, and the like, and, in this

country, copper grants or sasanums of pagodas, are as receivable

as the oral declarations of deceased individuals ; verdicts and
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judgments in suits wherein the same right was in dispute, though

not between the same parties.

—

lb. § 136.

502. But a judgment must have been delivered by a Court of

competent jurisdiction, and secondly it must be final, and not a

mere interlocutory judgment.

—

lb. § 137.

503. The qualifications under which hearsay evidence is re-

ceivable in the matters under consideration, are

—

1) That the declaration must have been made before the dis-

pute itself was afoot, for this aiTords one of the best safeguards

for its veracity. If such declarations, made after the point was
in dispute, were admitted, it is manifest that we should offer a

premium to their fabrication.

—

lb. § 140.

2) That the evidence must be confined to general facts : evi-

dence of particular acts cannot be given. For instance, suppose

the dispute were about a right ofway from one village to another.

A witness might say that he had heard old deceased persons say

that the way had always been used as a public path : but he would

not be allowed to say that A. B., deceased, had told him that he

had individually used the way : for non constat but that he was

a trespasser.

—

lb. § 143.

4. Pedigree.

504. Matters of pedigree include questions of descent, rela-

tionship, and connexion by marriagp. The difficulty of proving

such facts by the direct evidence of persons who can speak from

their own knowledge calls for the admission of hearsay ; and

the facts are generally sufl&ciently public to be so established

safely.—K § 196.

505. Hearsay evidence of declarations of deceased persons

may be received in such matters to prove that parents lived to-

gether as husband and wife, and acknowledged each other as

such, and recognized their children as legitimate ; and not only

may such oral hearsay be received, but dociimentary evidence

which would otherwise be rejected as hearsay may also be ad-

mitted in matters of pedigree ; thus " entries made by deceased

members of a family in books such as Family Bibles, Alma-

nacs, Prayer-Books, correspondence between relatives, reci-

tals in deeds, descriptions in wiUs, genealogical trees hung up

in family mansions, inscriptions on tombstones, rings, monuments,

or coiSn plates, chai-ts of pedigrees made or adopted by deceased
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members of tte. family, &c., have severally been held receivable

in evidence for this purpose.—16. § 197.

506. It is ^sentially necessary, for the reception of hearsay

in matters of pedigree, that the original author of the statement

should have had the means of knowledge, i. e., he must be a com-

petent witness supposing he could have been produced (JV. § 162,)

and the declaration should have been before the question in

issue was disputed- It is further requisite that the person who
made the declaration should be since dead ; and it was formerly

held to be necessary that he should have been a member of the

family ; but by Section XLVII, Act II of 1855, " the declarations

of illegitimate members of the family, and also of persons who,
though not related by blood or marriage to the family, were inti-

mately acquainted with its members and state, shall be admis-

sible in evidence after the death of the declarant in the same
manner and to the same extent as those of deceased members of

the family."—16. § 198.

607. Hearsay evidence must be confined strictly to matters

of lineal descent, relationship, or affinity, and it is not admis-

sible to prove collateral matters such as the plaoe of birth. If,

however, such a point serve to identify the relations, as where
a person is called after a particular place, it has been thought
reasonable that the circumstance should be proved in the same
manner as matters strictly of pedigree.

—

lb. § 200.

5. Ancient Possession.

508. A document 30 years old, and purporting to have been

executed at the time of the transaction to which it relates, is

admitted, without calling the attesting witnesses, in proof of

ancient possession
;
provided that it comes from proper custody ;

and provided that to prove ancient possession the document is

supported by proof of some act implying ownership, such as

repairs of a house, receipt of rent, &c., having been done by vir-

tue of the document. It is a presumption of law, which

cannot be rebutted by the opposing party, that after the lapse of

30 years all the attesting witnesses are dead. But if there be

any erasure or interlineation, or any other ground to suspect the

document, it is prudent to prove it by any of the attesting wit-

nesses who may be still living, or by evidence of the handwrit-

ing. It is sufficient that the document be produced from a

place where it was likely to have been found, and it is no ob-
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jection that a more proper place may exist. Lastly, the docu-

ment must have formed part of a transaction, and not be a mere

narrative of past events.

—

lb. § 202.

6. Deelarations or Entries made against Interest.

509. If a party, who has peculiar knowledge of the fact by

his written entry, or even declaration concerning it, discharges

another upon whom he would otherwise have a claim, or charges

himself, such entry is admissible evidence of the fact after the

death of the party.

—

K. § 205.

510. So entries made by stewards, receivers, and other agents,

charging themselves with the receipt of money, have been

admitted after their death as good evidence of the facts entered.

—16. § 206.

511. .Section XXXIX, Act II of 1855, provides that entries

or statements made against interest shall be admissible though

the person who made them be not dead, " if he is incapable of

giving evidence by reason of his subsequent loss of understand-

ing, or is at the time of the trial, or hearing, hond fide and per-

manently beyond the reach of the process of the Court, or cannot,

after diligent search, be found."

—

lb. § 207.

612. The interest must have been pecuniary or proprietary,

and not merely that arising from friendship, curiosity, or a love

of information : and the person who made the entry or statement

must have had the means of knowing the truth of the fact to

which the entry or statement referred.—JS. § 208.

513. Entries against interest need not have been made at the

time of the event to which they refer, and they are receivable in

evidence even when m^de in a private book. Further, they are

admissible to prove, not only the simple fact of receipt or pay-

naent of money, but also such other circumstances as the time,

place, and manner of payment or receipt.

—

lb. § 209.

514. It seems that that side of an account only which con-

tains the entry against interest, and not the opposite side, is re-

ceivable ; but that the mere fact of the balance finally proving to

be in favor of the person who made the entry would not render

an entry against his interest inadmissible.

—

lb. § 210.

515. It seems that oral declarations against interest are as ad-

missible as written entries. But, in the case of written entries,

the entries must be proved to have been written or signed by the
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person who ie said to have made them ; which may be done by

proving the handwritiag.—16. § 211.

516. Cases may occur ili which an entry, apparently at first

sight against interest, is not really so. So a person holding a

Btale bond, on which the period for the limitation of snits has

expired, may seek to revive his claim by falsely charging himself

by endorsement with the receipt of part payment. Snch an

endorsement would, under those circumstances, be only apparently

against interest, but in point of fact the other way. Hence it

has been thought necessary in such cases in the first instance to

ofier evidence that the endorsement was made before the expira-

tion of the period of limitation.

—

Ih. § 212.

7. Declarations or Entries made in the course of Business.

517. Declarations or entries made in the ordinary course of

business or duty, by persons who had knowledge of the facts, are

admissible in evidence after the death of those persons, if they

have been naade at the time of the facts to which they relate.

—

lb. § 213.

518. Entries in the ordinary course of business were formerly

admissible in evidence only after the death of the person who had

made them ; but they are now admissible, under Section XXXIX,
Act II of 1 855, ia case of the person being insane, out of reach,

or unfound ; and Section XL of the same Act provides that such

an entry shall, if made at or about the time of the transaction to

which it relates, be received in evidence for the limited purpose of

identifying by name, description, number, or otherwise, any Bank

Notes, or other securities for the payment of money, or other pro-

perty, and the payer in, or receiver of them, though the person

who made the entry, or he on whose information it was made, be

alive, and capable of being produced as a witness.—76. § 215.

519. An entry in the usual course of business is admissible

only if the person who made it, or signed it, had a personal know-

ledge of the fact to which it related. It is not sufficient if he

derived his knowledge from the iaformation of another person.

—

Ih. § 216.

520. It seems that some evidence ought to be given to show

that the entry was made in the usual routine of business or duty
;

for the admissibility of the entry mainly depends on its having

been made in the usual course of business by a person whose duty

or regular practice it was to make such an entry.—16. § 21 7.
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521. The entry is admissible only so far as it was the duty of

the person to make it, and, therefoi'e, it is not adm.issible to prove

any collateral facts such as it was not his duty to enter. So where

an officer had made a return of the arrest of a persoa in the usual

course of his duty, mentioning in his return the place where the

person had been arrested, and it afterwards became material to

enquire as to the place of arrest, the return was not admitted to

show the place, because it was held to have been no part of the

duty of the officer to mention the place in his return. And for

the same reason, though it is well-known that the Jews always

circumcise their children on the eighth day as enjoined by their

law, yet an entry made by a priest of his having performed the

rite on a certain day was not admitted to prove the age of the

child.—16. 218.

522. Finally, the entry must have been made at or about the

time ofthe facts referred to ; for such an entry made after the lapse

of some time would be totally unti'ustworthy. But it seems that

an oral declaration made in the ordinary course of duty or busi-

ness would be as admissible as a written entry.

—

lb. § 219.

523. The practice in regard to entries made in the ordinary

course of business is extended by Section L, Act II of 1855, to the

proof of the despatch of a letter by the production of a book into

which letters are in the course of business copied, and afterwards

despatched, supported by the testimony of a witness stating his

belief, founded on reasonable grounds, that the letter was accord-

ing to the usual practice, and to the best of his knowledge des-

patched. On such evidence the Court may presume that the

letter was despatched, and it would seem to be no objection that

the witness had no personal knowledge of the fact of the despatch

of that particular letter.

—

lb. § 220.

624. So also Section LI provides that " any book proved to

have been kept for making the despatch and receipt of letters con-

taining an entry of the despatch of a letter, and an acknowledg-

ment of the receipt of such letter, shall, on proof that such entry

was made in the usual course of business, be prima facie evidence

of the receipt of such letter."—16. § 221.

525. Entries in the usual course of business, under the con-

ditions which we have now considered, form independent proof

of the facts to which they relate. But it seems that under Sec-

tion XLIII, Act II of 1855, any " books proved to have been re-
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gularly kept in the coui-se of business, or in any public office, sball

be admissible as corroborative, but not as independent proofof the

facts stated therein," for which purpose it does not appear requi-

site that the person who made the entry should be dead, nor that

he should have been personally acquainted with the fact referred

to, nor indeed that he should not be a party to the proceedings.

Sec. XLIY further provides that " the following documents may
be admitted as corroborative evidence : Certificates of shares and
of registration thereof, bills of lading, invoices, account sales, re-

ceipts usually given on the payment, deposit, or delivery ofmoney,
goods, securities, or other things, provided they be proved to have
been given in the ordinary course of business."-

—

lb. § 222.

8. Dying Declaration.

526. Where a man is in extremis, i. e., dying, the awful posi-

tion in which he is placed is held by the law to be a sufficient

guarantee for his veracity ; and, therefore, the tests of oath and

cross-examination are dispensed with under such circumstances.

The maxim of the law is " A man will not meet his Maker with a

he in his mouth."—JV. § 165.

627. Hearsay is admitted in evidence chiefly on account ofthe

general difficulty of procuring good evidence of the commission

of murder or homicide, which crimes are generally perpetrated in

secret.—K § 226.

528. It is necessary that the person who made the dying de-

claration should have been of such a mature and sound under-

standing that if he had lived he might have been judicially exa-

mined upon oath ; and accordingly the declaration of very

young children, and of others who are not of such sound under-

standing as to have any idea of a future state, or any notion of

the obligation of an oath, are not receivable.—16. § 227.

629. It is essentially necessary that the person who made the

dying declaration should have thought himself to be in danger of

approaching death, though he entertained, at the time of making

it, hope of recovery.

—

lb. § 228.

530. But it is not necessary that the declarant should have

expressed m words his sense of his approachiag death. His

sense of danger may be inferred from his conduct, and from all

the circumstances of the case.

—

lb. § 229.

531. The statement of the deceased must be such as would be

admissible if he were alive and examined as a witness ; conse-
21
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quently, a declaration on matters of opinion as distinguislied

from facts will not be receivable.

—

lb. § 232.

532. The following remarks are here necessary. 1. Dying

declarations are only receivable in crimiaal cases. 2. The charge

mnst be one of homicide. The only points they are receivable

to prove are the cause and circumstances of death. Thus the

circumstances of robbery attended by death could not be thus

proved. 4. It matters not in what form the dying declaration

is taken. 5. The interval between the time of the declaration

and death is immaterial. 6. The statement of a dying man in

favor of a prisoner is as receivable as one against him. 7. Dying

declarations are as open to be contradicted by proof as any other

evidence.

—

N. § 169.

533. In weighing the credit due to a dying declaration, it will

be as well to consider the following points : 1. Whether the de-

claration has probably been coi-rectly reported by the witnesses.

2. "Whether tbe deceased had probably a clear idea of that which

had taken place, or whether, in the confusion and excitement of

the affray, he may have been mistaken. 3. Whether he harbour-

ed any animosity or ill-will towards the accused. And 4, whether

the accused had any opportunity of cross-examining the decla-

rant.—K § 235.

Indirect or Circumstantial Hvidence.

534. If a point in issue is proved by the testimony of eye-

witnesses, such evidence is called Direct, Immediate, or Posi-

tive. But, wliere the point in issue cannot be proved by eye-

witnesses, it may perhaps be inferred with more or less pro-

bability from certain cu'cumstances which usually precede, ac-

company, or follow such a fact. So if I see the ground wet, I

may infer or presume that it has rained : if I see foot-marks on

it, I may infer or presume that some person has passed that

way ; and if I see a man hiding himself, I may infer (though

with less certainty) that he has done wrong. Now evidence of

such circtimstances, from which a fact in issue is to be inferred,

or presumed, is called circumstantial, indirect, or presumptive.

(iT § 87.) The necessity for resorting to circumstantial evi-

dence is two -fold. First. In the absence of direct evidence.

Second. To check direct evidence.

—

N. § 294.

535. The law docs not consider circumstantial evidence to be

inferior in quality to direct evidence. {K. § 88.) Thus a plaintiff'
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may cause witnesses to prove payment of rent to take liis case

out of tlie Regulation of limitation, and the witnesses may
swear positively that they saw the defendant upon a given day,

pay the plaintiffrent in money or kind. How simple a matter it is

for a witness to swear falsely, " I saw such an act. I heard such

a statement :" whereas a connected and consistent chain of cir-

cumstantial evidence can with difELculty be forged ; and the con-

currence of many minute facts is often of far more cogency than

the oral testimony of a host of personal witnesses. There may be

circumstantial evidence of defendant dealing with the property

as his own in the presence of the plaintiff; deeds executed res-

pecting it by the defendant to which the plaintiff has actually

afiixed his signature as a witness and the like,—1&. § 295.

536. It is said that " in England the presumption is that a

witness is the witness of truth, because the people there are much
regarded for truth, and falsehood is considered highly disgrace-

ful, and direct evidence of eye-witnesses is generally thought safer

than circunastantial ; but that in this country the presumption is

that a witness is the witness of falsehood ; and the relative value

of direct evidence is very much lower because perjury and false-

hood are lightly regarded." (K. § 89 and N. § 776.) Of course,

if direct evidence is credible it is superior to any other class and

more satisfactory to the Judge's miad.

—

Ih.

537. It is a general rule that circumstantial evidence shall

never be resorted to, when direct evidence of the same fact is pro-

curable and kept back. Thus, in a case of murder there will be an

eye-witness of murder whose evidence was forthcoming, it would

not be open to the prosecution to keep back that witness, and en-

deavour to establish the guilt of the accused by a chain of cir-

cumstantial evidence.

—

lb. 298.

538. A second rule is, that the proof of the circumstances

themselves must be direct. That is, the circumstances cannot be

proved by hearsay. Thus, if the circumstance offered in evidence

is the correspondence of the prisoner's shoes with certain marks

in mud or snow, the party who has made the comparison and

measurement must himself be called; not a third party, who
heard from the measurer, of the correspondence. A third rule

is that circumstantial evidence to amount to proof must exclude
'

every hypothesis except that of the guilt or liability of the

accused. If its effect is consistent with any other hypothesis,

a doubt is introduced, and the accused should have the benefit of

it.—1&. 299.
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Competenoy of Witness.

539. By Section XIV, Act II of 1856, cMldren under 7 years,

and persons of Tinsoimd mind, are only declared incompetent .to

testify. (E". §250.) Interest or relationship is no gronnd of in-

competency. A party to a suit may be compellable to give evi-

dence eitber on his own behalf or on behalf of the other party. A
prosecutor is competent witness, even though he is entitled to

reward.—K § 252.

540. A husband and wife are also competent to give evidence

against each other (except privileged communication.) A wife

may be witness against her husband where she has been ineffec-

tually poisoned by him, or has suffered violence at his hands, or

has been forcibly married to him.

—

lb. 253.

541. Conviction of any offence is no ground of incompetency.

{Act XIX of 1837.) But convicted accomplices (not approvers)

cannot be witnesses against any ofthe co-defendants, (N. § 783) ;

and the same principle was adhered to by Mr. Chatfield in case

No. 47 on the calendar for 1861, wherein he pointed out to the

Principal Sudder Ameen the illegality of admission of such con-

victed accomplices.

Mode of procivriiig the attendance of Witnesses*

642. The Procedure Act VIII of 1869, Sections 154 to 171,

and Act X of 1855, Sections II to VI and VIII, lay down the

law regarding the attendance of witnesses, and Sections 176 to

178 of Act VIII provide for the examination of persons resident at

some place distant more than a hundred miles from the Court ; and

also of the persons exempted by reasons of rank or sex from per-

sonal appearance in Court.

543. The attendance of witnesses residing in foreign Euro-

pean or native States is procured by a summons addressed to the

Resident, (N. § 330) ; and as for those residing in French terri-

tory, to Monsieur le Judge de Paix, Lieu de Police a Pondichery.

—G. 0. S. U., llth May 1831.

544. Commissions to examine witnesses in Ceylon must be

sent to that Government addressed to the Secretary to Govern-

ment.—A^. § 331.

545. The circular order of Sudder Udalut of 12th July 1830

(A) relates to the examination of native women of the Nair caste.

* See Appendix I, title " Process.''
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546. In a criminal case, an oil woman claimed the privilege

of this circular ordei-, but Mr. Chatfield refused to extend it to

her, because it was intended to apply only to Nair women.

547. Disgrace arising from attending a Court as a witness is

no ground of exemption, (N. § 333) ; and the same principle was
adopted by our Court and also by the Sudder Court, regarding

the attendance of Moodbidry Chowter.

548. The Government have declared that " the authority to

summon parties to a suit under Act X of 1856 may not be abused

in the case especially of natives of distinguished rank. There is

no appeal fropi an order passed by the presiding Judge on such a

point ; but those misusing the power would be liable to severe

reprimand and even grave punishment."

—

C. Letter S. U., 2,hth

October 1857.

649. When the evidence of a Collector or any of his European

subordinates may be required by a party, Courts are to satisfy

themselves that the fact to be established by such officer's testi-

mony is material, and that sufficient evidence thereon is not ob-

tainable without his appearance.

—

G. 0. S. U., 22nd January

1858.

650. Civil and Criminal Courts may directly summon public

servants without applying to their superiors.

—

G. 0. 8. U., 10th

Noveniber 1859.

551. Witnesses are protected from arrest on their way to the

Court, at Court, and on their way bade.—N. § 360.

552. The above protection extends only to civil suits. A
witness may be arrested at any time on a charge ofcrime. Home

itself affords no protection in such a case.

—

lb. 362.

553. Bail may arrest the party for whom he is security at any

time ; for this is said not to be a taking, but re-talting.

—

lb. 363.

554. As regards punishment of witnesses or other persons who

may be guilty of contempt of Court, and of offences agaiust public

justice, the readers are referred to Chapters X and XI of the

"Indian Penal Code;" of which the following is an abstract

table

:
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TABLE OP CONTEMPTS OF THE LAWFUL AUTHORI-
TIES OP PUBLIC SERVANTS, AND OP OFFENCES
AGAINST PUBLIC JUSTICE, AND PUNISHMENT

FOR THE SAME.

o ta

-3 a

Offence.
By what Court

tribunal.

173.

175.

178.

179.

180.

Absconding to avoid

service of summons or

other proceeding from
a public servant.

Ifsummons ornotice

require attendance in

person, &c., in a Court
of Justice.

Preventingthe service

or the affixing of any
summons or notice, or

the I'emoval of it when
it has been affixed, or

preventing a procla-

mation.

If summons, &c., re-

quire attendance in

person, &c., in a Court
of Justice.

Intentionally omit-

ting to produce a docu-

ment to a public ser-

vant by a person le-

gally bound to pro-

duce or deliver such
document.

Simple imprison-
ment for 1 month, or

fine of 500 Rupees, or
both.

Simple imprison-
ment for 6 months, or

fine of 1,000 Rupees,
or both.

Simple imprison-
ment for 1 month, or
fine of 500 Rupees, or
both.

Simple imprison-

ment for 6 months,
orfineof l,000Rupee3,
or both.

Simple imprison-

ment for 1 month, or

fine of 500 Rupees, or

both.

Refusing^ oath when
duly required to take
oath by a public ser-

vant.

Being legally bound
to state the truth, a.nd

refusing to answer
questions.

Refusing to sign a

statement made to a
public servant when i fine of 500 Rupees, or

legally requh'cd to do
| both.

so. I

Simple imprison-

ment for 6 months, or

fine of 1,000 Rupees, or

both.

Ditto

Simple imprison-

ment for 3 months, or

Magistrate of the

Disti-ict, or Subordi-

nate Magistrate of the

1st Class.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Court in which the
offisnce is committed,
subject to the provi-

sions of Chapter X of

theCriminalProcedure
Code; or if not com-
mitted in a Court, the
Magistrate of the Dis-

trict, or Sub-Magis-
trate of the 1st Class.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
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tw O

-2 «

ra

'

193.

194.

195.

196.

W9.

-200.

205.

206.

Offence.

Giving or fabricat-

ing false evidence in

a judicial proceeding.

Giving or fabricat-

ing false evidence
with intent to canse
any person to be con-
victed of a capital

offence.

Giving or fabricat-

ing false evidence
with intent to prooore
conviction of an of-

fence punishable with
transportation, or im-
prisonment for more
than 7 years.

Using in a judicial

proceeding evidence
known to be false or

febricated.

False statement
made in any declara-

tion which is by law
received as evidence.

Using as true any
such declaration

known to be false.

False personation
for the purpose ofany
act or proceeding in

a suit or criminal
prosecution, or for be-
coming bail or secu-

rity.

Fraudulent removal
or concealment, &c.,

of property to prevent
its seizure as a for-

feiture, or in satisfac-

tion of a fine under
sentence, or in execu-

tion of a decree.

Punishment.

Imprisonment of
either description for

7 years, and fine.

Transportation for

life, or rigorous im-
prisonment for 10
years, and fine.

By what Court
tribunal.

Court of Session.

Ditto.

Ditto

Ditto

The same as for

giving false evidence.

Ditto

Imprisonment of
either description for

3 years, or fine, or

both.

Imprisonment of

either description for

2 years, or fine, or

both.

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Magistrate of the
District, or Subordi-
nate Magistrate of

the 1st Class.
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for the offence charged, such Magistrate shall thereupon proceed

according to law."

556. Sec. XIX of the same Act provides, "When in any case

pending before any Court there shall appear to the Court suffi-

cient ground for sending for iavestigation to the Magistrate

a charge descrihed in Sections 463, 471, 476 or 476 of the Indian

Penal Code, which may be preferred in respect to any deed or

paper offered in evidence in the case, the Court may send the

person accused ia custody to the Magistrate, or take sufficient

bail for his appearance before the Magistrate. The Court shall

send to the Magistrate the evidence and document relevant to the

charge, and shall bind over any person to appear and give evi-

dence before such Magistrate. The Magistrate shall receive such

charge and proceed with it under the rules for the time being in

force."

557.* And Section XXI provides, "When any such offence as

is described in Sections 175, 178, 179, 180 or 228 of the Indian

Penal Code is committed in the view or presence of any Court, it

shall be competent to such Court to cause the offender, whether he

be a European British subject or not, to be detained in custody ; and

at any time before the rising of the Court on the same day to take

cognizance of the offence, and to adjudge the offender to punish-

ment by fine not exceeding 200 Rupees, or by imprisonment in the

Civil Jail for a periodnot exceeding one month, unless such fine be

sooner paid. In every such case, the Court shall record the facts

constituting the contempt, with any statement the offender may
make, as well as the finding and sentence. If the Court, in any

case, shall consider that a person accused of any offence above

referred to should be imprisoned, or that a fine exceeding

200 Rupees should be imposed upon him, such Court, after record-

ing the facts constituting the contempt, and the statement of the

accused person as before provided, shall forward the case to the

Magistrate, or, if the accused person be a European British sub-

ject, to a Justice of the Peace, and shall cause bail to be taken

for the appearance of such accused person before such Magistrate

or Justice of the Peace, or if sufficient bail be not tendered, shall

cause the accused person to be forwarded under custody to such

Magistrate or Justice of the Peace.

* See also Criminal Procedure Code, Section 163.

22
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Written Instruments*

558. Written instminents are divided into—I. Public, and U.

Private. Public instruments again are divided iato—1st, Not-

Judicial ; 2nd, Judicial.

—

N. § 440—1.

559. Tbe first plass consists of Acts of Parliament, Acts ofthe

Legislature, Regulations, Proclamations, Government Gazettes,

Advertisements, public books, maps, foreign laws, &c.

—

lb. § 442,

445, 447 to 449.

560. With regard to old maps, and all ancient instruments of

a public as well as of private character, it is, however, essential,

before such documents can be admitted in proof, that they should

be shown to have come out of the proper custody. By proper

custody is not meant exclusively the most proper custody, but

such custody as the document might reasonably be expected to

come from, so as to prevent any suspicion of its having been

tampered with or fabricated.

—

lb. § 453.

561. Judicial documents are divided into—1st, judgments

;

which includes all interlocutory as weU as final judgments, judi-

cial orders, &c. ; 2nd, depoMtions, examinations, &c., taken during

the course of the proceeduigs or trial of a cause, &c. ; 3rd, writs,

summonses, process incidental to the trial ofa cause, &c.

—

lb. § 457.

Judgments.

562. We may consider these—1st, as to their mode of proof;

2nd, as to their efiect ; 3rd, as to the mode in which they may be

rebutted.—16. § 458.

563. As to their made of proof.—^A judgment is proved by the

production of a certified copy on stamp paper. But no stamp is

necessary for a judgment where the amount in issue is under 50

Rupees according to the new Stamp Act, or for a judgment of

the Supreme Court.

—

lb. § 459.

564. lEffeet of Judgmmts.—The production of a judgment is

proof of its existence and of its legal consequences against all the

world. Thus, in an action by a surety against his principal, to

recover money which the surety has been compelled to pay on
his guarantee, if the surety puts in evidence the judgment of the

Court in the suit in which he was compelled to pay, that is proof

of the amount of damages which he has sustained.

—

lb. § 465.

565. Judgments ^re of two kin^s; 1st, In rem; 2nd, Inter par-

ties, {lb. 469.) A judgment i» rem has been defined "an adjudica-

tion pronounced upon a status or condition of some particular sub-

* An order given by a Collector not under Regulation V of 1822, or under
XI of 1816, as a Magistrate, is no evidence.

—

S. I>.,p. 26 o/1862.
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ject-matter by a Court having competent authority for that pur-

pose." {lb. 470.) The condemnation of a ship as a prize, of con-

traband goods by competent Revenue Authorities, sentence

of divorce, probate of a will, and judgments of adoption, bastar-

dity, adultery, (N. § 84), and, I conceive, expiation {Mis. Petition,

Nos. 356 and 767 of 1859), are instances of judgments w rem.

Such judgments are held to be conclusive against all the world,

partly because, iu most of such oases, any person whose interests

are likely to be affected may become a party to the suit ; and
partly because by the judgment itself the condition of the subject-

matter is fixed once for all, and cannot afterwards be altered ; also

for the sake of checkiag litigation.

—

K. § 362.*

566. It must, however, appear on the face of the proceedings

in rem, that the fact was put directly in issue and was actually

decided by the Court. Otherwise the judgment will not be conclu-

sive, and the fact may be disproved in a subsequent suit.

—

lb. § 363.

567. Judgments upon the subject of a public nature, such as

customs, prescription, tolls, boundaries between parishes, counties

or manors, rights of ferry, liabilities to repair roads or sea walls,

and the like, will not only be conclusive against parties, but will

be admissible though not conclusive against strangers as evi-

dence of reputation.

—

lb. § 364.

568. Judgments inter parties.—These are not receivable in

evidence against any who are strangers to them. For the party

against whom such a judgment is offered could justly say, " I

ought not to be bound by this decision, because I had no oppor-

tunity of stating my defence, of cross-examiuation, or of appeal."

If, on the other hand, it were offered by a party who was a stranger

' to it, the party whom he sought to bind by it could fairly say,

" This is inequitable : there is no mutuality in this proceeding, for

my antagonist seeks to bind me by a judgment which, were I to

seek to offer it against him, could clearly not affect him, for he

* It has lately been ruled by the Hon'ble Mr. Justice HoUoway,

(II. H. 0. S., 276) that " the rule which makes ajudgment conclusive against

parties, and those who claim under them, is subject to certain exceptions

which are the offspring of the positive law, and the reasons for the excep-

tion may be generally stated to be that the nature of the proceedings by

which there is fictitious, though not unjust extensions of parties, renders it

proper to use the judgment against those not formally parties. The rule

as 1;0 judgment m rem in some peculiar cases results from the nature of

the proceedings, and, before attempting to apply the rule in this country^

consideration should be given to the question whether there are Courts so

proceeding as to warrant the application of the doctrine of decrees in rem."
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himself was no party to it ;" and so far as lie is concerned, he eotdd

in such a case object that it was merely res inter alios jvdicta.—
N. § 476—7.

669. This want of mutuality, as it is called, is of grave import-

ance, and should always be present to the Pleader's mind in consi-

dering whether he has a valid objection to a judgment offered

against his client.

—

lb. § 478.

670. Judgments inter ^parties are generally understood as ap-

plying to actions on private contracts, or private torts or wrongs
;

and here the rule certainly prevails that they are conclusive only

against the parties to them, not even admissible against strangers

to them.— n>. § 480.

571. By parties is understood all those who are named on

the record ; and their privies, those who claim through, or under,

the original parties.

—

lb. § 481;

672. Another good test for determining whether a judgment
in a former suit is a bar in the second, is to consider whether the

same evidence would sustain both.

—

lb. § 482.

573. The fact which the judgment is adduced to prove must

have been w, issue in the former as well as in the latter action. It

need not have been the sole fact in issue : nor does it matter whe-
ther the parties filled the same relative positions of plaintiff and
defendant in both actions.

—

lb. § 483.

674. The fact must also be one which must necessarily have

been enquired into, i. e., without an investigation as to which the

judgment could not have been pronounced.

—

lb. § 484. {Vide

II. H. C.B., 131.)

675. The judgment must have been pronounced decidedly

upon the point as to which it is offered as a proof in the second

action. It is not sufficient to gather inferentially, from a perusal of

the judgment, that the point must have been investigated or decid-

ed upon ; but the judgment must itself absolutely show this.

—

lb.

§485.

676. The judgment must have been given upon the merits-

The case must not have gone off upon some technical or prelimi-

nary point ; such, for instance, as a discontinuance of the action,

non-suit, or the like.

—

lb. § 486.

577. A judgment, when it is intended to be used as a bar con-

clusive against the opponent, ought to be pleaded, in which case

issue must be taken upon it ; and if it be found in favor of the
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party producing it,'subject to the above specified condition, the

litigation is terminated ; but if the party relying on the judgment

has neglected to plead it, he may still produce it at the trial as

part of his evidence : and in that case, the Judge will attach to it

whatever weight he thinks it entitled to.

—

Ih. § 487.

578. A judgment in a criminal matter is not admissible in

evidence in a civil action and^Me versa.—lb. § 488.

579. A judgment is not binding if the Court be interested in

the subject in dispute ; for " no man can be judge in his own
cause."—IJ. § 490.

'

580. Foreign Judgments.—These are conclusive under the

same circumstances as those of a domestic tribunal. But if, on

the face of the judgment, there is a patent error, the judgment
is impeachable on that ground. Irregularity will not be pre-

sumed ; it is incumbent on the party impeaching the judgment to

prove the irregularity.

—

lb. § 491 to 493.

How a Judgment may be vmpeached or rebutted.

581 . Any judgment may be impeached on the ground offraud

or collusion. But it is not a fraudulent defence which will suffice ;

it must be a fraud in the procuring of the judgment, such as col-

lusion or the Kke (between the parties), or fraud in the Court

itseK.—16. § 495.

582. It may be shown that the alleged judgment never had

any existence, or was void ab initio. For instance, that it is a for-

gery ; or that the Court pronouncing it had no jurisdiction. The

effect of a judgment may be rebutted by showing that the judg-

ment has been reversed.—16. 496 to 498.

Deposition and Examination, 8fa.

583. The term examiination is technically used of the party :

the term deposition of a witness. Depositions are not evidence

where the witness is aUve and can be produced at the trial.

—

lb.

§ 499 to 501.

584. If, however, a deponent be dead, or so infirm as to be un-

able to attend, or without collusion at such distance from the Court

as would render his attendance inexpedient, deposition taken by a

commission may be read. A deposition in a former suit can only

be used if the subsequent suit is between the same parties. Ifthe

deposition be an oral one, it may be proved by the production of

the Judge's notes or by the oath of some one who was present and

heard it delivered. Extra-judicial depositions are not receivable, as

where a person has made a voluntary afl&davit. Before a deposition
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is admitted in evidence, tlie existence of the former proceeding

must be establislied. {N. § 502 to 506.) A deposition might be

used to contradict and corroborate a witness. The death,

absence, or sickness of a witness must be satisfactorily proved at

the trial before his deposition can be used. In cases of search, the

search must have been diligent and recent.—1&. § 518 to 520.

585. Pleadings, if required to be proved, should be produced
m the form of a certified copy : and some evidence should be
ofiered of the identity of the party.— lb. § 535.

Private Iwstrwments.

586. All private vn-itings tendered in evidence must be one of

two classes : either made by a third person, or by the party agaiast

whom they are offered, or his privies. We shall consider private

writings—1st, As to their nature and effect ; 2nd, As to the mode
of their proof.—J5. § 540—1.

Effect of Private Writings.

587. Written declarations and entries by third persons are

generally not receivable, because they are res inter alios acta, not

under sanction of an oath, nor tested by cross-examination. The
exceptions to this are entries against interest in the course of busi-

ness, &c.

—

Ih. § 542.

588. Private writing made by the party himself or his privy

are ordinarily contracts or writings in connection with them. Con-

tracts are reduced to writing for the express purpose of being

afterwards referable to as the record of the agreement entered

into. Some contracts are under seal ; others are not. The former

are held to be of a more solemn character, on the supposition

that they are generally entered into with a greater degree of de-

liberation than the latter, and they certainly by law require a

more solemn revocation.

—

lb. § 543.

689. The Hindoo law very clearly lays down the expediency of

committing contracts to writing. According to Menu, "Men, after

the Space ofsismonths, forget; therefore,the Creator invented writ-

ing." So a Hiudoo written vriU excludes an oral disposition of

property where the two are conflicting ; and it is expedient that

when men have reduced their final settled wishes to writing, the

writing itself should be taken to be the depository of their inten-

tions.

—

lb. § 644.

690. Where the writing of a party is used against him, its

effect is that of an admission,

—

lb. § 545.
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' 591. Where a party has made an admission nnder seal, it

mtist he pleaded if it is sought to conclude him by it : that is, if

the antagonist has the opportunity ofpleading it.

—

lb. § 546.

Proof of Private Writings*

592. Whenever an instrument cam be produced by a party, it

should be so. {lb. 648.) By Section 39, Act VIII of 1859, the

plaintiff in a suit is reqiiii-ed to produce, at the same time as the

plaint, amy written document on which he relies, together with a
copy thereof (or, in case of a book, a copy of the entry on which
he relies), which copy will be filed while the original will gene-

rally be returned, umless the plaintiff prefer to file it. Any do-

cument not produced in Court by the plaintiff, when the plaint

is presented, shall not be received in evidence on his behalf at

the hearing of the suit without the sanction of the Court.

—

K. § 384.

593. Under Section 40, if the plaintiff require the production

of any written document in the possession or power of the defend-

ant, he may, at the time of presenting the plaint, deliver to the

Court a description of the document ; and in summoning the

defendant under Section 43, the Court will require him to pro-

duce that document, together with such as he may rely upon his

defence.—16. § 385.

594. Under Section 107, any party to a suit desiring the pro-

duction, by any other party to the suit, of any document, writing,

or other thing in his possession or power, is to deliver to the

Court two notices calling on the party to produce the same
;

one of such notices to be filed in Court, while the other is served

on the party or his Pleader by the proper officer.

—

lb. § 386.

595. By Section 128, the parties or their Pleaders are requir-

ed to " bring with them, and have in readiness at the first hear-

ing of the suit, to be produced when called upon by the Court, all

* By Act XVI of 1864, Section 13, oertaiu instruments (wliioli purport or

operate to create, declare, transfer, or extinguisli any right, title, or interest

of the value of one hundred Enpees or upwards, in any immoveable property)

were declared not to be received in evidence unless registered according to

the provisions of the Act.

Under the above Act, there are two ways ofregistration—first, by accept-

ance by Registrar, and registration upon such acceptance; secondly, by

registration under an order of Court obtained in a suit instituted under

Sec. XV. of the Act. To the second mode. Sees. 36 and 37 do not apply. No

time fixed for registration.—See Madras Times, 11th May 1866.
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their dociunentary evidence of every description wMcli may not

already tave been filed in Conrt, and all docranents, writings, or

other thiags wMcli may haye been specified in. any notice which

may have been served on them respectively within a reasonable

time before the hearing of the suit ; and no documentary evidence

of any kind, which the parties or any of them may desire to pro-

duce, shall be received by the Court at any subsequent stage of

the proceedings, unless good cause be shown to its satisfaction

for the non-production thereof at the first hearing.

—

lb. § 387.

596. The writing m.ust be proved to be that of the party pur-

porting to have written it. Where there is a signature, the signa-

. ture should be proved. Where there is a seal, the execution of

the instrument must be proved. The execution means, not the

signature alone, but the delivery of the instrument with intent that

it should take effect absolutely.—N. § 549.*

597. Wheretheinstrumentis attested, thatis, has the signature

of a witness, as well as of the party, generally speakiag, the attest-

ing witness should be called and prove his ovm and the parties'

signature, and that he saw the party sign the same. When there

are several attesting witnesses, it is not neeessary to call them

all, but one at least ought to be called.

—

lb. § 450—1.

598. If the document is suspected or impugned, as where it

is alleged to be a forgery, in prudence all the attesting witnesses

should be called. Their absence affords strong ground for hos-

tile comment by the opposite Pleader, and suspicion bythe Judge.

—lb. § 552,

599. By Act 11 of 1856, SectionXXXVH, it is provided that

an attested document may be proved as if unattested unless it be

a document to the validity of which attestation is requisite. Such,

for instance, is the will of a British subject, which requires the

attestation of two witnesses.

—

lb. § 553.

600. Section XXXVIII of the same Act provides that the ad-

mission of a party of his own execution shall, as against himself,

obviate the necessity of calling an attesting witness. And this

admission may be either by the pleadings, or by the party in the

wi^ess box, or by his Pleader in the Court on his behalf during
the trial.—lb. § 565.

* Proof of handwriting ofthe deceased attesting witnesses to a document

is held sufficient to make the document admissible iu -evidence without

proof of execution or ofthe handwriting of the party executing, it.—H, Court

Decree, 0. S. N. 231 of 1865, reported in Madras Times, 11th May 1866.
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601. Where there is no attesting witness, or he is not called,

the wrifcitig of the partj', if not admitted by himself, must be prov-

ed aliunde by independent testimony. First, it may be that of one

who was present, and who, though not attesting, saw him affix his

signature or writs the body, if not signed ; secondly, it may beby
a person who, although he did not see the identical writing, yet

hp^s a knowledge of the parties' handwriting or signature, from

having seen him actually write, with more or less frequency
; or

though he has never actually seen him write, has corresponded

with the party, and acted upon letters received from him. It will

be apparent that there is between the first and last of these des-

criptions of testimony to the fact of handwriting a wide margin

for accuracy or inaccuracy of knowledge or belief ; which must

vary with the particular circumstances of each case ; to elicit

this should be the object of cross-examination ; and the degree

of dependence to be placed upon the witness will, of course, also

vary in proportion.

—

lb. § 556.

602. A witness might speak to the probable period about

which an ancient writing was written, and an expert has been per-

mitted to state his belief that a document was in a feigned hand

;

but in neither of these cases was the belief or opinion the product

of direct comparison, but in the one of antiquarian knowledge
;

in the other of general experience of the character of genuine

handwriting : which possesses a freedom and boldness distin-

guishable from feigned character by scientific eyes.

—

lb. § 558.

603. On an enquiry whether a signature, writing, or seal is

genuine, any undisputed signature, writing, or seal of the party,

whose signature, writing, or seal is under dispute, may be compar-

ed with the disputed one ; though such signature, writing, or seal

be on an instrument whieh is not evidence in the cause.

—

lb. § 562.

604. Persons who cannot read and write may be attesting wit-

nesses to a legal instrument. Where an attesting witness denies

his signature, or refuses to testify, his attestation may be proved

by independent testimony. A document thirty years old, coming

from the proper custody, does not require the evidence of an

attesting witness to prove it, (though he may be present) independ-

ently of Section 37 of Act II of 1855.—15. § 563 to 5.

605. If an attesting witness has become blind or insane, or is

dead or has been kept out of the way, proof of any of these facts
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wonld afford good grotmdfor tke Court to admit the doonment by
proof aliunde. In any suet case, evidence may be given of the sig-

nature of the attesting witness, which is sufficient without proving
the ezeoution of the document by the party, as the witness is pre-

sumed not to have signed his attestation without all having been
correctly done : or proof may be offered of the signature of the

party under Act II of 1855, Section XXXVII.—16. § 566.

606. Sickness is rather a ground for postponing a trial, unless

the sickness is of a permanent character. A blind witness should

be called,because,though he cannot recognizehis signature, he may
recollect circumstances connected with the execution.

—

lb. § 567.

607. When a document is in the hands of the opposite party,

timely notice must be given to him to produce it : but where, from

the nature of the proceeding, the party in possession of the docu-

ment necessarily has notice that he is charged with the possession,

notice is dispensed with.

—

Ih. § 568.

608. On proof that a party has received notice, if he refuse to

produce the document, the party calling for it is entitled to give

secondary evidence of its contents. Where a document is produc-

ed, it is still incumbent on the party calling for it to prove it,

unless the party producing it admits the execution. If an assignee

of the document produce it, it must still be proved.

—

lb. § 570—1.

609. But if the party producing the document claim an

interest under it, this is tantamount to an admission by him of the

genuineness of the document, and supercedes the necessity of fur-

ther proof. When the document is not produced, pursuant to

notice, a copy or counterpart may be given ; or if no copy,

verbal evidence of the contents may be given : that is to say,

secondary evidence of the original.

—

lb. § 572—3.

610. At the same time, if a copy exists, and is producible,

its non-production, and the substitution of oral evidence of the

contents of the original, would be open to strong remarks.

—

lb.

611. When an original document is beyond the reach of the

Court, Act II of 1855, Section XXXVI, provides that the Court

may make an order for the reception of secondary evidence ; but

proof must be given that the document is beyond the jurisdic-

tion. When a document is destroyed or lost, secondary evi-

dence of it is admissible upon proof of its destruction or loss.

But thera must have been a bond fide and diligent search for

the missing document. What is such search, must depend
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upon tlie particulai- circntnstances of each case. A copy of a

copy is never to be received. When the party called on to

produce a document refuses to comply, and his adversary has

then gone into secondary evidence of its contents, he oa.nnot

afterwards produce the original for the purpose of rebutting

such testimony. He shall not bo permitted to stand by and
take his chance of what his adversary may be able to prove
against him.—16. § 578 fo 82.

612. A party who has given notice to produce, is not bound
to pursue the matter further ; and the opposite party cannot
insist upon the document being produced, simply because he
has had such notice ; nor will it thereby become evidence for

himself: but if the party who has given the notice call for the

document, which is produced in consequence, and inspect it, and
thereupon declines to put it in evidence, he thereby makes it

evidence.

—

Tb. § 583.

Parol Evidence.

613. Parol evidence is offered with relation to written instru-

ments in one or other of these three aspects. 1st. In opposition

to written evidence ; 2nd. In aid of written evidence ; and 3rd,

as independent evidence of a fact of which there may exist

written evidence. When parol evidence is offered in opposition

to written evidence, its object is, 1st, to supercede ; 2nd, to con-

tradict or to vary ; or 3rd, to subvert, to add to, or to substract

from written evidence.

—

lb. § 627.

614. But such evidence is never admissible

—

1st.—Where it seeks to supercede, viz., where the policy of the

law has required the evidence of a particular fact to be in writ-

ing, as, for instance. Wills, Acceptance of Inland Bill ofExchange,

ratification of promises made during infancy ; or where the par-

ties have eventually agreed that there shall be a written record of

their intentions.

—

lb. § 628—9.

2nd.—^Where it seeks to contradict, vary, &o., viz., where, upon

the face of a document, a party appears to be bound as principal,

he cannot shew orally that it was agreed he should be merely a

surety. So where a man signs as principal, he cannot, in an

action against him by a third party, shew that he signed only as

aarent.

—

lb.
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615. It. often happen, howevers, that the document is so worded

that its meaning is ambiguous, or that though there may be no

ambio-uity on the face of the document, yet that extrinsic circum-

stances render the application of the document to one of two given

states of facts a matter of doubt and ambiguity. There are twp

kinds of ambiguity which have been ah-eady noticed.

616. It is a good test of the character of an alleged ambiguity,

to put the document into the hands of a person unacquainted

"Vvith the facts ; if such a one, on perusal, points out the ambi-

guity, it is Patent. If he discovers not the ambiguity, but cir-

cumstances of which he has no knowledge render the applicability

of the document uncertain, the ambiguity is Latent. Parol

evidence is never admitted to explain a patent ambiguity, but

may be received for Latent.—lb. § 632.

617. A document is not patently ambiguous because it is

unintelligible to an uninstructed person ; nor can foreign lan-

guages, terms of art or commerce, writing in cj'pher, obsolete

terms, and the like, create an ambiguity. Here the evidence

of persons skilled to decipher or to explain is always admissible.

—lb. § 634,

618. So ag'am we must discriminate betw'een inadcuracy of ex^

pression and ambiguity. If, for instance, a testator having one

leasehold house in a given place, and no other house, were to de-

vise his freehold house there to A B, the description, though in-

accurate, would occasion no ambiguity. If, however, a testator

were to devise an estate to John Baker of Dale, the son of

Thomas, and there were two persons to whom the entire descrip-

tion accurately applied, this description, though accurate, would

be ambiguous.

—

lb. § 635.

3rd. Where parol evidence is offered to subvert a written in-

strument, that is to say, to show that it really never had any legal

existence, such evidence is admissible to show that- on account

of some fact proved, the entire instrument is worthless, thus

—

1st. That the instrument is founded on fraud. 2nd. That it was
made in furtherance ofsome object forbidden by the law, or.jipon

some immoral consideration. 3rd. That it was obtained by duress.

4th. That the party was affected by any other legal disability from

entering into the contract, as infancy, marriage, insanity, idiocy,

intoxication. 5th. That there was never any, or that there has

been a total failure of consideration. 6th. That the deed has been
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delivered as an escrow or mere scroll, to hold until a given event

shall have arisen. 7th, and lastly that it has been subsequently

totally waived or discharged. There can be no question that the

evidence is admissible for the purpose of showing that an agree-

ment, though unconditional on its face, had in fact never any
legal operation.—76. § 637 to 662. See also I. E. C. B. 312 and

II. Ibid. p. 1 74. Smith's L. C. 6th Eel, 2nd Vol., f. 669.

The Court of Equity will entertain jurisdiction to reform all

contracts, where a fraudulent suppression, omission, or insertion of

a material stipulation exists, notwithstanding to some extent it

breaks in upon the uniformity upon the rule, as to the

exclusion of parol evidence to vary or control contracts.

—

Stor.

E. J. § 154—5.

619. "Where a written contract omits mention of considera-

tion, but there has, in fact, been a consideration, its existence

may be proved by parol evidence.

—

N. § 647.

620. Where parol evidence is offered in aid of a written in-

strument, it is always admissible to give effect to a written in-

strument by establishing its authenticity, or to apply any in-

strument to its subject-matter, and to explain words in the

ancient charters and mercantile terms.

—

lb. § 656—660.

621. Where there is a well-known prevalent custom with

respect to a thing, and a contract made about that thing is entirely

silent as to such custom, it is to be presumed that the parties

contracted with reference to such well-known custom, and the

inference from the silence is, that they intended their contract to

be read subject to such custom. Hence, parol evidence of such

custom is receivable in aid of the instrument.-

—

lb. § 664.

622. But no evidence of custom can be given when the in-

strument is not silent ; for it is, of course, open to the parties to

exclude the operation of the custom by express agreement.

—

Ih.

623. Parol evidence is also admissible to rebut a presump-

tion ; thus the law presumes that a legacy to a creditor is in

satisfaction of a debt ; and that a portion advanced to a child

is an ademption of a legacy to her. In both these cases, parol

evidence may be given to rebut the presumption.

—

Ih. § QQ7.

624. In certain cases where the writing is only a collateral

memorial of a fact, parol evidence is admissible as original and
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independent testimony ; tlins the fact of a marriage may bo

proved by a witness who was present at the ceremony, as well

as by the registry ; and payment of money may be proved orally,

notwithstanding the existence of a receipt. Where a document
which might have been pleaded as an estoppel has not so

been, parol evidence is admissible to contradict the instru-

ment.—76. § 6G9—670.

625. Parol evidence may always be given of inscriptions on
walls, tombstones, mutual tablets, sasanums let into buildings,

and the like, which from their nature are incapable of removal.

—

lb. 67.



CHAPTER XL

Illegal Contract.

625. A contract entered into by the parties will be void on

the grounds of illegality.

627. A contract may be illegal quoad tbe consideration or

quoad the promise. A consideration bad in part is bad altogether.

But the promise may be to do several distinct and independent

acts, of which some are legal and some are illegal ; if so, the pro-

mise will be valid in regard to the former, void as to the latter

of such acts.

—

B. G. 360.

1. Immoral Gontract.

628. Contract for second marriage by a man while the first

wife is alive.—Contract to illicit co -habitation.—Contract for rent

of lodgings let for the purpose of prostitution, if the lodgings

were actually used for immoral purposes ; and contracts for price

of libellous or immoral pictures or publication, are void.

—

S. M.

§ 297 to 302.

2. Contracts opposed to public policy

.

629. When a contract is said to be void as opposed to public

policy, reference is made to that principle of law in accordance

with which no subject can lawfully do that which has a tendency

to be injurious to the public or against the public good.

—

B. G.

365.

630. The following contracts are opposed to public policy

—

1) Contract in restraint of trade is void. (S. M. § 304). But

a contract in restraint of trade will be good where the restraint is

" only partial, provided it be reasonable in its extent and founded

on legal consideration. Thus if A, a cutler, pays B, who is of the
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same profession, the sum of £100 in consideration of a contract

made witt him by B, whereby B agrees not to sell cutlery ma-

nufactured by him -within the limits of a certain town, but may

Bell them out of those limits, the contract will be good and bind-

ing on B.—S. M. § 305.

2) Contracts which hare for their object the creating or

securing of a monopoly.

—

lb. § 307.

3) Contract prejudicial to the revenue of the country.

—

lb.

§ 308.

4) Contract to restrain marriage or for marriage brokage.

—

16. § 309.

5) Conti'act tb prevent or impede the due course of public

justice.

—

lb. § 311.

6) Contract to secure certain ofB.cial services.

—

S. D. p. 159

of 1859.

7) Contract for suppressing evidence, or stifling or compound-

ing a criminal prosecution, or proceedings for felony and the like.

—S. M. § 312.

631. In a case, the defendant was sued on a-bond for £700

which was execated at a time when the defendant and others

stood indicted for wilful and corrupt perjury, and had severally

pleaded not guilty to the charge. When the trial was about to

come on, it was agreed between the prosecutor (the plaintiff)

and the parties indicted, that the plaintiff should give to the

prosecutor his note for £350 as a consideration for his not

appearing to give evidence at the trial, it being further agreed

that the bond sued upon should be executed by the defendant,

and his co-obliger to the plaintiff, to indemnify him in respect

of the note on which he had become liable to the prosecutor.

The points considered in that suit were— 1st, Whether, on the

facts alleged, the consideration for giving the bond was illegal.

2nd. Whether a bond given for an illegal consideration is void

at common law ah initio. 3rd. Whether, supposing the bond to

be void, the facts disclosed in the plea to show that it was so

could by law be averred and specially pleaded. On the

first point, the Court held the promissory note was void.

On the second point, the bond was declaj-ed void ab initio, because

this was a contract to tempt a man to transgress the law, to do

that which is injurious to the community. As to the third point,
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although it is no-vT objected that a deed cannot be defeated by

anything less than a deed, and a record by a record, yet the

deed in question being grounded upon a vicious consideration,

it strikes at the contract itself in such a manner as shows that

in truth the bond never had any legal entity ; and the rule that

a deed must be defeated by deed of equal strength does not

apply.—S. C. 288 to 290.

632. A party who suffers an injury involving private damages

"may, however, enter into a compromise as regards his damages

;

and an agreement to pay money to induce a party not to appeal,

is not illegal.—S. M. § 60 (K.)

633. Contracts for maiatenance of suit, i. e., where one who
has no lawful interest in a suit assists parties with m.oney or

otherwise to promote litigation and all champerty contracts, t. e.,

purchasing the right of action of another, are void ; but where

a party believes on reasonable grounds he has an interest, it will

not amount to maintenance of a suit.

—

lb. § 313, 314.

634. Contract to fight, causing the breach of peace, or to in-

duce a public officer to neglect his duty to evade the provisions

of public statute, is void.

—

lb. § 315—317.

3. Fraudulent Contract.

635. All contracts tained with fraud are void ah initio both

at law and in equity, unless the party affected thereby chooses to

accept and ratify it.

—

8. M. § 318. It has also been held that

a vendor legally conveying all his title cannot be sued for the

purchase-money, although the title proves defective.

—

I. H. G. B.,

390. See also Smith, L. G. 5th Ed., Vol. II., f. 457.

636. Fraud is of various kinds, but there can be no difficulty

in saying that whenever any one has by wilful misrepresentation

induced another to pe^rt with his rights on the belief that such re-

presentation was true, this isin the plainest and most obvious sense

a fraud which a Court of Justice will not tolerate.

—

B. G. 341.

637. There is, however, a distinction between moral and legal

fraud. Moral frauds could not be made available either as ground

of action or by way of defence before the Court of law. Thu.?,

a vendor is entitled to sell for the best price he can get, and is

not liable at law for a simple commendation of his own goods

however worthless they may be, provided he has not made any

false statement as to their quality or condition, nor asserted any
24
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tiling respecting them which may amount to a -warranty in legal

contemplation.—li. 342—3.

638. No action mil lie for a misrepresentation uiiless the

party making it knows it to be untrue, and makes it wibh a

fraudulent intention to induce another to act on the faith of it,

and to alter his position to his damages.

—

lb. 845.

639. In order to constitute fraud, three circumstances must

combine. It must appear, firsi, that the representation was con-

trary to the fact. Secondly, that the party making it knew it to

be contrary to the fact ; and thirdly and chiefly, that it was the

false representation which gave rise to the contracting of the

other party.

—

li. 848.

640. The mere fraudulent attempt at overreaching is not suffi-

cient to constitute fraud, but it must be an attempt so far success-

ful as to have operated as an inducement to the other party to

contract.

—

lb.

641. Great care is often requisite in discriminating accurately

between three classes of cases. 1. Where fraud is involved.

2. Where warranty has been given. 3. Where a representation

or statement has been made erroneous indeed, but neither fraudu-

lent nor incorporated with the contract.

—

lb.

642. There is also a distinction between—1st, Breach of war-

ranty from fraud j 2nd, a mere representation from a warranty.

1) Ifa man sell a horse, and expressly warrant him to be sound,

the contract is broken if'the horse prove otherwise. The purcha-

ser in such case relies upon the contract ; and it is immaterial to

him whether the vendor did or did not know of the unsoundness

of the horse. In either case he is entitled to recover all the

damages which he has sustained by reason of the breach of that

contract. A warranty extends to all faults known and unknown
to the seller.

—

lb. 353.

Where the vendor says to the purchaser, " I do not know
whether the horse is or is not sound, and thei'efore will not war-

rant him ; all I can say is that I have long owned him, and know
of no unsoundness ;" here manifestly is no warranty, and, if the

vendor spoke the truth, no fraud.

—

lb.

If, however, the vendor can show that the horse was unsound,

that vendor knew it to be so at the time of the sale, and that, in

conse(jaence of the false representations made by him, the'pur-
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ctaser was defrauded, the vendor would be liable, not for the

breach of contract of warranty, for he made no such contract,

but for making representations which he hnew to be false. In

such cases, the guilty knowledge of the vendor would constitute

an essential ingredient in the fraud, and in an action against

him should be both alleged and proved.

—

Ih.

The above example is an express warranty. There is also a

distinction between fraud and the breach of an implied warranty.

Thus, ifA orders B, a tradesman, to make an article well known
in the trade, and of which the use is understood, B, on supplying

it, must be presumed to mean and undertake that it shall be

reasonably fit for the particular purpose for which he knew that

it was intended. In this case, the party who impliedly warrants

will be bound by his warranty, and liable for breach of it without

proof of fraud or of the scienter.

—

Ih. 354.

2) The distinction between warranty and representation is

this. A representation intended by the vendor as a warranty,

and acted on as such by the vendor, amounts in law to a

warranty, though made during the treaty for sale and some

days before the sale was finally agreed upon.

—

lb.

When, however, negotiations have actually terminated in a

written contract, the parties thereby tacitly affirm that such

writing contains the whole contract between them, and no new
terms are allowed to be added to it by extenious evidence.

—

Ih.

Where the contract between the parties has not been reduced

into writing, the test for determining whether a statement made

by one of them does or does not amount to a warrantly will be,

Was it made pending the contract ? Was it intended, and rea-

sonably and land fide accepted as a warranty ?

—

lb. 356.

What is said before the sale amounts to a representation only,

and not to a warranty, and a defendant could not be liable for a

mere representation, although contrary to the fact unless it were

fraudulently made.

—

Ih.

A- mere expression of opinion or of intention will not be deemed

tantamount to a warranty : and further, in order to be operative

as such, the representation relied upon must be shown to have

been made pending thecontract.—Ih.

643. Generally speaking, a misrepresentation as to fact, the

truth of which a party or his agent has an opportunity of aacer-
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taining, or tlie concealment of a matter which an individual pos-

sessed of ordinary sense, vigilance, or skill might discover, cannot

constitute fraud.

—

S. M. § 320.

644. The misrepresentation or concealment of a material fact

which is the consideration for the contract, and which is

peculiarly within the knowledge of the party who misrepresents

or conceals the same, will constitute fraud,—16. § 321.

645. Any transaction which a party may be induced to enter

into on the faith of several representations made by another,

will be void if any one of those representations be frandnlently

made.—IZ). § 322.

646. A fraudulent contract can be void in so far as it affects

the rights of third parties, but cannot be pleaded by the parties to

the contract to avoid their own liability thereto, " for no man
shall be allowed totake advantage of his own wrong."

—

lb. § 323.

647. A person whose title to a Bill of Exchange is defeasible

on the ground of fraud, may still confer a title to such bill on an

innocent third party, who may in his turn confer a title thereto

even on one who has notice of the original fraud, provided he

was no party thereto.

—

lb. § 324.

648. A bill or note will be void in toto even where the con-

sideration thereof is but partly illegal ; this will not however

deprive a plaintiff of his right to recover without using the bill

or note, the remaining portion of the consideration which is

legal.—li. § 325.

649. Any material alteration in a written contract by one of

the contracting parties, or by a stranger, or an alteration by one

of the contracting parties even in a part which is immaterial, will

avoid it in toto, provided the alteration in either case is made
without the consent of the other contracting party.

—

lb. § 326.

Any unauthorized and material alteration of a bill of exchange

or promissory note will, unlesssatisfactorilyaccounted for, avoid the

instrument, whether such alteration be made by the holder himself

or by a stranger ; for " no man shall be permitted to take the chance

of committing a fraud without running any risk of losing by the

event when it is detected." And ^^ a party who has the custody of

an instrument made for his benefit is bound to preserve it in its ori-

ginal state." If he omits to do so, and thus loses his remedy, he
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lias no right to complain, since an alteration cannot be made in

the instrument except through fraud or laches on his part.

—

B. G-

499.

4. Contracts opposed to Statutes.

650. What is done in contravention of provisions of an act

cannot he made the subject-matter of an action. Where a con-

tract which a plaintiif seeks to enforce is expressly, or by im-

plication, forbidden by the statute or common law, no Court

will lend its assistance to give it effect.

—

lb. § 359.

651. Agreement by way of gambling or wagering is null and

void by Act XXI of 1848. (S. M. § 328.) A peculiar case camo

before me (0. S. No. 340 of 1863) founded upon a contract by

which the defendant bound himselfbut failed to shew Hindu Law
within one month to the effect that the manner in which the

plaintiff performed oopanayana ceremony to an aspen tree was
illegal. Plaintiffs sought to recover damage as agreed to by the

defendant, who asserted that the contract is opposed to law as it is

a wagering one. I held the contract not illegal, for we are told

that all wagers were not necessarily void at common law, but

only those which, by injuring a third person, disturb the peace

of society, or which militate against the morality or sound policy

of the kingdom. In such cases, the question is, whether the

wagers are one capable or incapable of solution. If former, the

contract is good, (Smith L. C. 5th Ed, 242—3.) Agreement for

lotteries not authorized by Government is void by Regulation V
of 1844. But an agreement which is called in this country " Goory

contract" whereby a number of persons propose to subscribe a

monthly sum, and each of the subscribers in their turn, as deter-

mined iy lot, taking the entire subscription for one month, is not

a lottery.—5f. M. § 329 (B).—I. E. G. B., 448.

5. Contracts without consideration.

652. The maxim of law is " No action arises from a bare agree-

m.ent." A gratuitous undertaking may indeed form the subject

of a moral obUgation, and may be binding in honor, but it does

not create a legal responsibility. So when a man simply promises

to pay another 50 rupees, no action will lie to recover the money
promised, because there was no consideration for the promise.

—

N. § 646.

653. Consideration may be either a good or a valuable. The
former is such as that of blood, or of natural love and affection, as
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-vvhen aman grants an estate to a near relative, being influenced by-

motives of generosity, prudence, and natural duty. Deeds made

upon tMs consideration are looked upon by the law as merely vo-

luniary, and altbougb good as between the parties, are frequently

set aside in favor of creditors and hond fide purchasers. On the

other hand, a valuable consideration is such as money, marriage,

or the like ; and this is esteemed by the law as an eqidvalent

given for the grant, and makes the conveyance good as against a

subsequent purchaser.

—

B. L. M., 671.

654. Benefits, however small, loss or inconvenience suffered or

labor undertaken however trifling, will be deemed sufficient con-

sideration. The Court will not enquire into the adequacy of con-

sideration, but will leave the parties to make the bargain for

themselves.—S. M. § 338—9. B. G. 371. Biding, p. 181.

655. The following few general principles may serve to show

what would amount to a valid consideration to support a promise.

—S. M. § 341.

1) Forbearance to institute proceedings where there is well

founded claim, will be suiflcient consideration for the promise ofthe

debtor or even a third person to pay a debt. 2. The fact of entrust-

ing a person with property is a consideration sufficient to bind

him to his promise to discharge the trust faithfully. 3. The

assignment of a debt is a consideration sufficient to bind the

assignee's promise, although the debt may be of an unascertained

amount. 4. A consideration which has for its object the pre-

vention of litigation and settlement of disputes between parties

is sufficient to support a promise ; thus, a razeenamah wherein

one of the parties promises to pay the other a certain sum of

money should the suit be withdrawn, will be valid, (independ-

ently of its being a contract of record) because the ending of

litigation thereby is a good cottsideration for the promise made.

5. A mere promise to do something at a future period, even

without performance of that promise, is a sufficient considera-

tion. 6. A mere moral obligation to do a tiling will not be

sufficient to support a promise ; thus, a pecuniary benefit volun-

tarily conferred by one person upon, and accepted by another,

is not a sufficient consideration to support an action, on a sub-

sequent express promise by the latter to reimburse the former.

7. A consideration which is partially illegal will avoid the entire

contract, but if one out of several considerations for a promise be

merely frivolous or insufficient without being illegal, this will
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not avoid tlie contract in toto, provided the other considerations

be adequate.

666. Considerations may be also past and executed at tbe

time the promise is made ; it may be concurrent, i. e., made or

given contemporaneously with the promise, or it may be contiau-

ing, as in the relation between landlord and tenant, the relation

being a sufficient consideration for the promise of the tenant

to manage the farm in a husband-like manner, or it may be

executory, as where A promises to do something in consideration

of a promise from B to do some other act, on a future day

specified by him.—S. M. § 342.

657. A man may, without consideration, enter into an express

covenant under hand and seal ; and as Blackstone tells us, if

a man enters into a voluntary bond, " he shall not be allowed

to aver the want of a consideration, in order to evade the pay-

ment ; for every bond, from the solemnity of the instrument,

carries with it an internal evidence of a good consideration;
"

so that Courts of Justice will support it, in the absence of

fraud, as against the obligor himself, though not, in general,

"to the prejudice of creditors or strangers to the contract."

—

B. G. 297.

658. The rule in respect to the onus prohandi on an issue

taken upon a plea of ' no consideration' to an action on a bill,

has thus been stated by Lord Abinger, G. B., " where there is no

fraud, nor any suspicion of fraud, but the simple fact is that the

defendant received no consideration for his acceptance, the

plaintiff is not called upon to prove that he gave value for the

bill ;" but if the bill be connected with some fraud, and a sus-

picion of fraud , be raised from its being shown that something

has been done with it of an illegal nature—as that it has been

clandestinely taken away, or has been lost or stolen,^—the holder

will be required to shew that he gave value for it. If, indeed,

in an action by indorsee against acceptor of a bill, the ground of

defence be that the bill was obtained illegally from the defend-

ant, and endorsed to the plaintiff without consideration, the

defendant will be bound in his plea to aver both the illegality

and want of consideration; and if at the trial he proves the

illegality, such proof will, according to the rule above stated,

throw upon the plaintifif the onus of shewing that he gave con-

sideration for the bill.

—

lb. 497.
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6. Penalty Contract.

659. Althougli tlie express terms of a contract constitute tte

law by wMch the rights of the contracting parties mnst be

regulated, it is not competent for them to attach to their engage-

ments qualities not recognized hy Laiv as inherent in them, any

more than it is competent to a man capriciously to attach con-

ditions to land, which are opposed to the doctrines or spirit of

Law. (-S. G. 443.) Thus an agreement by a married woman that

she will not avail herself of her coverture as a ground of defence

to an action on a personal obligation which she has incurred

would not be valid or effective in support of the plaintiff's claim,

and by way of answer to a plea of coverture.

—

B, L. M. 621.

660. Contracts to which a penalty is attached are not abso-

lutely illegal but of an intermediate nature, and effect will be

given to them only upon equitable principles. Wherever a

penalty is inserted merely to secure the performance or enjoy-

ment of a collateral object, the latter is considered as the prin-

cipal intent of the instrument ; and the penalty is deemed only

as accessory, and therefore, as intended only to secure the due

performance thereof or the damage really incurred by non-per-

formance.—S. M. § 347—8.

661. Where it can be ascertained that compensation can be

made for a breach of contract containing a penal clause. Courts

of Equity will interfere and relieve the party upon payment of

principal and interest, but where compensation cannot be made

the Courts will not interfere.

—

lb. § 349.

662. The true foundation of the relief in equity in all these

cases is, that as the penalty is designed as a mere security, if the

party obtains his money or his damages, he gets all that he ex-

pected, and all that in justice he is entitled to ; supposing A
rented a house of B, and the contract between them were to the

effect that B should keep the house in proper repair, and that

unless he did so he would be liable to a penalty of £10 ; if then

B failed to get the house repaired and A had recourse to a Court

of Equity to enforce the penalty, the Court will decree so much

of the penalty as would cover the expenstes for repairs and no

more. (S. M. § 351.) So if a man, in consideration of an imme-

diate loan of £50, binds himself in a penalty of £100 to repay

the £50 within a year, and makes default, the Com-t will require

him to pay the £50 with interest only.

—

B. C. 264.
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663. In reason, in conscience, in natural equity, there is no

ground to say, because a man has stipulated for a penalty, in case

of his omission to do a particular act, (the real object of the parties

being the performance of the act,) that, if he omits to do the act,

he shall suffer an enormous loss, wholly disproportionate to the

injury to the other party. If it be said that it is his own folly to

have made such a stipulation, it may equally well be said that

the folly of one man cannot authorize gross oppression on the

other side. And law, as a science, would be unworthy of the name,

if it did not to some extent provide the means of preventing the

mischiefs of improvidence, rashness, blind confidence, and credu-

lity on one side ; and of skill, avarice, cunning, and a gross

violation of the principles of morals and conscience on the other.

There are many cases in which Courts of Equity interfere upon

mixed grounds of this sort. There is no more intrinsic sanctity

in stipulations by contract than ia other solemn acts of parties,

which are constantly interfered with by Courts of Equity upon

the broad ground of public poUcy, or the pure principles of

natural justice. Where a penalty or forfeiture is designed merely

as a security to enforce the principal obligation, it is as' much

ao-aiast conscience to allow any party to pervert it to a different

and oppressive purpose, as it would be to allow him to substi-

tute another for the principal obligation. The whole system of

equity jurisprudence proceeds upon the ground, that a party,

having a legal right, shall not be permitted to avail himself of it

for the purposes of injustice, or fraud, or oppression, or harsh

and vindictive injuiy.

—

Star. E. J. § 1316.

664 Conditions are divided into four classes : 1. Those which

are possible at the time of their creation, but afterwards become

impossible either by the act of God, or by the act of the party.

2. Those which are impossible at the time of their creation. 3.

Those which are against law, or public policy, or are mala in se,

or mala prohibita. 4. Those which are repugnant to the grant or

gift, by which they are created, or to which they are annexed.

The general rule of the common law in regard to conditions is,

that, if they are impossible at the time of their creation, or after-

wards become impossible by the act of God, or of the law, or of

the party, who is entitled to the benefit of them, (as, for example,

the feoffor of an estate, or the obligee of a bond,) or if they are

contrary to law, or if they are repugnant to the nature of the

estate or grant, they are void. But, if they are possible at the
25
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time, and become subsequently impossible by tbe act ofthe party

wbo is to perform tbem, then he is treated as in delicto, and

the condition is valid and obligatory upon him.

—

lb. § 1304.

665. If a mortgager gives a bond with a penalty as well as a

mortgage for the security of the debt, although the creditor suing

on the bond can recover no more than the penalty, yet ifhe sues

on the mortgage, a Court of Equity vrill allow him interest though

it should exceed the penalty, because the bond is merely a collate-

ral security.

—

S. M. § 353.

666. In mortgages, the particular terms or wordings of the

conveyance is unimportant. Where the original intentions of the

parties in transferring an estate is that the property so transferred

should be held as security for money or any other incumbrance,

whetherthis intention is apparentfromthe same document oftrans-

fer or any other, it will in equity be considered as a mortgage and

therefore redeemable upon falfilment of the condition stipulated,

and even parol evidence is admissible in such cases as those of

fraud, accident, mistake, &c., to show that a conveyance was in-

tended as a mere mortgage.

—

Ih. § 354.

667. The following are the rulings of the Sudder Udalut

regarding the conditions of mortgages

—

1) A person who has lent money on the security of land can

only recover the principal sum and interest, though by a condi-

tion in the bond the land itself may have been legally forfeited.

—8. 1).,p. 142—191 of 1859.

2) A condition in a bond that if money borrowed be not paid

within a given time the borrower's house shall become the pro-

perty of the lender, is in the nature of penalty and cannot be

enforced in equity.—76. 59. A mortgage deed conditioned that

if the principal amount were not re-paid by a certain day, the

mortgage should only be redeemed by payment of one mura of

rice for each rupee of m^ortgage money was held unreasonable

and unenforceable in equity.

—

I. S. G. B., p. 81.

3) Generally, a mortgaged land will not be forfeited though

the mortgager fails to pay the debt on the day appointed.

—

S. D,,

pp. 150 and 176 of 1859.

4) A mortgagee will be compelled to deliver possession of the

land upon being paid, though after date the mortgage money and

interest, notwithstanding that the terms of the bond may import
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a conditional sale
;
(IZ). 251) because in a mortgage tlie money lent

does not represent the value of the land.

—

Ih. p. 26 of 1860.

5) But where there is an express condition in a mortgage

bond, that in the event of the mortgager desiring to sell the land

the mortgagee should have the right of pre-emption, such condi-

tion is valid.—16. p. 21 of 1858.

6) Where it was stipulated in the bond that, in the event of

the mortgage debt not being paid by a certain day, the mort-

gagee should have the option of advancing a further sum and

purchasing the title, the owner's right to redeem it ceased at

such date.—16. 151 and 249 of 1858.

7) The Courts will give effect to a deed of conditional sale,

i. e., a deed whereby land is transferred and money borrowed

thereon, on condition that if the land is not redeemed within a cer-

tain time, it becomes absolutely the property of the mortgagee.

—S. M. § 355.

8) If a mortgager voluntarily carry into effect the stipulation

for foreclosure, the Courts will respect the arrangement.

—

8. D.,

:p. 262 of 1858.

9) A mortgage must be discharged in its original integrity ;

but if the mortgagee himself throws impediment to do so, it is

open to parties to such a mortgage deed to pursue their respective

rights only. Suppose, for iustance, six brothers jointly mort-

gaged a land to A, but subsequently two of them sold a portion

of it to the said mortgagee. Here the four persons who were

not joined in the sale may claim their share of the mortgaged

property.

—

Ruling, f. 150.

10) A bond, the amount of which was stipulated to be paid

at the time of cancelling the first mortgage, is not a mortgage

bond.—S. D.,p. 77 0/ 1857.

11) But if such bond be one which is called in this district

" Gonchoo Bond," and to be liquidated in the same manner as

the original mortgage, on the responsibility of land, such bond is,

of course, an addition to the first mortgage.—Decree of Manga-

lore Civil Court, A. S. No. 340 of 1859.

12) Where it was expressly set out in the bond that the

land shoxdd not be redeemable for 15 years, it cannot be redeem-

ed within that period without the consent of both parties.

—

S. D., p. 28 of 1859.
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13) Where a bond contained stipulation that out of its amount a

part should he remitted provided the defendant paid the balance

due in three annual instalments, and the defendant agreed to pay

the sum conditionally remitted in the event of his failing to fulfil

these conditions, the Sudder Udalut held that such conditions

cannot legally be viewed in the light of a penalty.

—

S. D., p. 32

0/1861. See also I. E. 0. B., 208.

7. Contracts hetween parties lahourmg under legal disabilities.

668. We may consider this subject into—1, Non-mercantile

;

and 2, Mercantile persons.

669. Disabilities to contract by Non-mercantile persons are—

•

1, Lunacy ; 2, Infancy ; 3, Marriage ; 4, Intoxication ; 5, Duress
;

6, Aliens.

1. Lunatics.

670. Lunatic is one vrho hath had understanding, but by dis-

ease, grief, or other accident hath lost the use of his reason. A
lunatic ia incapable of contracting where the obligation arises from

an express assent, because he is incapable of assenting. {8. M. § 88

I" 89.) They are however liable for the price of necessaries, i. e.,

things suited to their state and degree, and actually supplied to

and enjoyed by them. (lb. § 90.) When a contract is entered into

by a person who is apparently of sound mind, and not known

to be the contrary, and the contract is executed, and the subject-

matter thereof enjoyed and cannot be restored, such contracts

cannot be set aside by the alleged lunatic or his relatives. (lb. § 91.)

A lunatic will be bound by a contract if entered into at lucid

intervals.

—

lb. § 92.

671. The law presumes every one to be of sound mind till the

contrary is proved, and therefore the onus probandi rests with the

party pleading lunacy ; but once this is established, the onus of

proving that a contract was entered into during a lucid interval

rests with the party who would set up such a plea. {8. M. § 93.)

Imbecility of mind will not be a sufficient plea to invalidate a

contract unless it amounts to an absolute privation of the reason-

ipg faculties.

—

lb. § 97.

2. Infants or Minors.*

672. Under the English law, a person does not attain majo-

rity till 21 ; under Hindoo law, at the age of 16, both males

and females. But in respect of minors under the Court of Wards,

* See Act IX of 1861.
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at the age of 18. Among Mahomedans, majority is attained at

puberty.—16. 99 to 102.

673. Contracts entered into by minors are generally consider-

ed void ; but such contracts are distinguished as under

—

1) Ahsohdely hinding.—Where the contract is a matter of bene-

fit to an infant, as for necessaries, either for ready money or for

credit. (16. § 105.) Necessaries are those without which an indi-

vidual cannot reasonably be supposed to exist ; such as meat,

drink, apparel, necessary physic, lodgings. Education and instruc-

tion (in art or trade,) intellectual or moral and religious, are also

necessaries. In short, all such articles as suitable to the said infant's

age, state, and degree, are necessaries.

—

lb. § 106. B. G. 691.

2) Ahsolutelij void.—If the contract is for mere articles of

luxury, or of purely ornamental, such as charitable assistance to

others, it is void. An infant cannot bind himself in an oblisra-

tion or other writing with a penalty for the payment of any of

the necessaries ; and such obligation shall not be binding. A
cognovit given by an infant authorizing an attorney to appear

for him and confess an action brought against him for necessaries

furnished to him by the plaintiff with an undertaking not to bring

a writ of error, &c., was held to be invalid, and was ordered to be

taken off the file and cancelled upon three grounds ; 1, that an

infant cannot appoint an attorney ; 2, that he cannot state an ac-

count so as to bind himself; and 3, that he cannot do any act to

prejudice his rights. So a contract by an infant binding himself

to serve during a certain time for wages, but enabling the master

to stop the work whenever he chose and to return the wages during

stoppage, was held to be iaequitable and wholly void.-—5. G.

587—8.

3) Voidable.—Contracts are those entered into by an infant,

and good until dissented to, or which may be ratified or set aside

at the infant's option on hisattaiaiag his full age. (S. M. § 109.)

If ratified, the ratification must be in writing and signed by the

party who ratifies, except as regards natives to whom this prin-

ciple wiU not apply. The ratification must be made voluntarily,

and not obtained by circumvention, nor extorted by threats.

Again, the ratification must be made under a full knowledge that

he is not bound to ratify a contract made by him during mino-

rity.-16. § 110.

674. An infant on attaining his full age will be considered
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by law to liave ratified a contract made during infancy, unless a

disagreement or waiver in respect to such contract takes place

witkLa a reasonable time after lie attains his fall age ; tbns, if an

infant held shares in a Railway Company and after attainmg his

fall age paid the dividends, attended meetings held by the Com-

pany, &c., he would thereby have ratified his contract as a share-

holder, and will be bound by it.

—

lb. § 111.

675. Aji infant who represents himself to be of fall age and

thus induces an adult to enter into a contract with him, cannot

be made answerable in case, and where the cause of action is

founded on contract, it cannot be shaped into a declaration of

tort as against an infant ; thus, if A, an infant, hired a horse of

B, a livery stable-keeper, and while riding out he met with an

accident whereby the horse was much injured, A cannot be held

liable for the injury in an action on tort, the original transaction

being one based on contract.

—

S. M. § 112.

676. As a general rule, infancy is a personal privilege given

as a shield not as a sword, and it never shall be turned into an

ofiensive weapon of fraud or injustice. It was declared by the

Court of Sudder Udalut that it is the duty of the Court to take

care that when minors come of age they do not defraud others

by endeavouring to cancel arrangements which have been made
in good faith during their minority.—1&. § 113 (F.) -B. G. 587.

677. The principle that a contract must be mutually binding

will not apply to contracts entered into with infants; for,

although the contract of an infant be voidable, it shall bind the

other party with whom the contract is made ; thus, if C, a girl

under age, and D, an adult, mutually make a promise of marriage

to one another, D will be bound by the promise and can be sued

for breach thereof, whereas C, being an infant, will not be bound
by her promise, and cannot be sued if the refusal was on her side.

—S. M. § 113.

678. Where a contract is entered into jointly by two or more
parties one of whom is an infant, an action on such a contract

should be brought against the adults only, the infant being

exempted from liability.

—

lb. § 114.

679. Although, as a general principle, a contract made with an

infant will not bind him, still ifthe terms of the contract have been

fulfilled and money paid thereon by the infant, the plea of infancy

will not entitle him to recover back the money.—16. § 115.
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680. At common law, money lent to an infant for necessaries

and applied by him to that purpose cannot be recovered from
him ; but equity will afford remedy and hold the infant liable in

such a case.

—

lb. § 116.

681. Under the Hindoo law, contracts are sometimes entered

into in behalf of an infant by others, and such contracts, if made
bond fide, will bind the infant after he attains full age. (lb. § 117.^

Thus, an infant will be bound by a division of property if it is in

itself legal ; and although a minor cannot himself claim a division,

his guardian can do so for him where it is found that the interest

of his word is at stake ; and such division once made will bind

the infant even after he has attained majority.

—

lb. § 120.

682. An infant will be bound also by any bond executed, or

mortgage of property, &c., made by the managing member of a

family, provided the transaction was bond fide and for the benefit

of the famUy.—26. § 121.

3. Married Women.

683. Except under certain special circumstances, all contracts

entered into by a married woman are absolutely void. (76. § 124.)

Contracts as they relate to married women must, however, be

viewed ; 1, As to contracts made before marriage ; 2, As to con-

tracts m.ade during coverture. (16. § 126.) Where a contract is

made by a woman before marriage, and she marries whilst the

terms of the contract remain unfalfiUed, the husband will be liable

jointly with her ; and a suit based upon such a contract must be

brought both against the husband as well as the wife.

—

lb. § 127.

684. Contracts entered into by a woman after marriage must
be considered—1. As regards their effect upon herself 2. As
regards their effect upon her husband. Contracts which profess

to bind a married woman will bind her only to the extent to

which she has property to satisfy, and not beyond ; i. e. , her

person cannot be arrested.

—

lb. § 128—129.

685. Contracts entered into by a married woman as professing

to bind her husband, can bind him only so far as she had his

authority to contract ; or, in other words, when she contracted

as agent for him ; so that a party seeking to charge Tn'm in res-

pect to such a contract is bound to prove either an express

assent on his part, or circumstances from which -an assent may
be implied.—25. § 130.
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686. The circumstances under which a married woman has

an implied authority to bind her husband for necessaries may be

classified as under.

—

B. C, p. 601.

1) Where the husband and wife are living together, and the

husband provides the wife with necessaries, the husband is not

bound by contracts of the wife, even for necessaries, unless there

be reasonable evidence to show that the wife has made the con-

tract with Ms assent, viz., if he has seen her habitually wearing

expensive articles of dress without expressing disapprobation, or

if he has adopted and ratified her act. {B. G. 602.) But in regard

to orders given by the wife in those depai-tments of her husband's

households which she has under her control, it may be inferred

that the wife was agent for her husband unless or until the con-

trary appear. So for articles necessary for the wife, such as cloths.

But not so if the order is excessive in point of extent, or if, when

the husband has a small income, the wife gives extravagant

orders. The tradesman who supplies goods to a married woman
will, if the bill is one of an extravagant nature, such as the hus-

band would never have authorized, run the risk of losing his

money, because, from the extravagance of the order, the inference

of agency may be rejected. It is the bounden duty of trades-

men, when they find a wife giving extravagant orders, to give

notice to the husband immediately if they mean to hold him

liable.—IS. 603.

2) Wbere the husband and wife are living together, and the

husband will not supply his wife with necessaries, or the means

of obtaining them, she is at liberty to pledge her husband's

credit for what is strictly requisite for her own support.

—

Ih.

3) Where the husband and wife are living apart by mutual

consent, and the husband makes the wife a sufficient allowance

for her support, he is not liable to a tradesman for goods sup-

plied to her ; and whether the tradesman knew of such allowance

or not, is immaterial. The question is only, has the husband

given the wife sufficient for necessaries suitable to his degree.

—lb. 604.

4) If the husband has turned the wife out of doors, or by

Hs indecent conduct had precluded her from living with him,

and does not give her adequate means of subsistence according

to his degree in life and his fortune, the law makes her his agent

to order such things as are reasonable and necessary for herself.

—Ih. 605.
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5) If a man will not receive liis wife into Lis house, he turns

her out of doors ; and if he does so, he sends with her cr edit

for her reasonable expense.

—

lb.

6) When the wife voluntarily abandons and relinquishes her

family, by this conduct she renders herself incapable of enjoying

the before-mentioned privilege, and places herself without tha

pale of her husband's maintenance.

—

lb. 60S.

7) If the wife be living in open adultery, her husband is not

bound by any contract which she may make even for necessaries,

unless there be evidence of condonation on his part, or he forgive

her, and receive her back again.

—

lb.'*

8) By the marriage contract, the husband takes on himself the

duty of supplying his wife with necessaries, that is to say, the wife

is entitled to be supported according to the estate and condition of

her husband. Ifshe is compelled by his misconduct to procure the

necessary articles for herself, as, for instance, ifhe drives her from
his house or brings improper persons into it, so that no respectable

woman could live there, he gives her authority to pledge her cre-

dit for her necessary maintenance elsewhere, which means that

the Law gives that authority by force of relation of husband and.

wife. So that if a husband omit to furnish his wife with neces-

saries while living with him, she may procure them elsewhere,

otherwise she would perish.

—

lb. 607.

9) Ifthe husband becomes lunatic by the visitation of God, and
therefore unable to provide his wife with necessaries, he is in the

same situation as a husband omitting to furnish them.—1&. 608.

4. Intoxication.

687. The law is the same with regard to insanity, idiocy, and

intoxication. (iV. §645.) Although formerly the intoxication of

contracting parties was held to afford no ground for repudiating

liability upon a contract made by him whilst in that state, or, in

other words, no man should be allowed to stupify himself, this has

undergone much change lately, that is, a person who has contract-

ed even by deed, whilst so wholly intoxicated as to be deprived of

his reasons as not to know the consequence of his act, may success-

fully dispute his liabilityinrespect of such transaction.

—

B. G. 612.

688. "With regard, however, to simple contracts which it is

sought to avoid on the ground of intoxication, there is a distinc-

tion between express and implied contracts. Where the right of

action is grounded upon a specific distinct contract requiring tho

* See also I. H. 0. R., p. 372.
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assent of both parties and one of them is incapable of assenting, in

such a case there can be no binding contract ; but in many cases

the law does not require an actual agreement between the parties,

but implies a contract from the circumstances ; in fact, the law itself

makes the contract for the parties. Thus, in an action for money

had and received to the plaintiff's use, or money paid by him to the

defendant's use, the action may lie agaiust the defendant even

though he may have protested against such a contract. So a trades-

man who supplies a drunkenman with necessaries may recover the

price of them if the party keeps them when he becomes sober, al-

though account for goods bargained and sold would fail by reason

of defendant's intoxication at the time of contracting. It will far-

ther be remembered that actual fraud might plainly be evidenced

by the conduct of a person taking an obligation from one intoxi-

cated, and then known by the contractor to be so.

—

Ih. 613, and

N. § 645.

689. A state of partial intoxication merely less in degree than

that just indicated would seem, however, in the absence of fraud

and unfair dealing, to afford no defence whatever to an

action founded upon contract, nor is drunkenness an excuse for

crime.

—

li.

5. Duress*

690. The capacity to contract may be wholly destroyed by

duress which may be of one or other of two kinds—1, Duress per

minas, i. e., coercion imposed by fear of loss of life or limb. 2,

Duress of imprisonment or confinement of the person in any

wise, where a man actually loses his liberty. The keeping a man
against his will in a private house, putting him in the stocks,

arresting or forcibly detaining him in the street, is an im-

prisonment. If a man is under duress of imprisonment or com-

pulsion by an illegal restraint of liberty, and he executes a bond

or the like, he may allege his duress and avoid the extorted bond.

But if a man be lawfully imprisoned, and either to procure his

discharge or on any other fair account, executes a bond or a deed,

this is not by duress of imprisonment, and he is not at liberty to

avoid it. There can be no doubt that duress of the person whe-

ther evidenced by threats or imprisonment, will nullify a con-

tract executed under its pressure, and that money paid ia pur-

suance of such contract may be recovered back. It may, however,

be considered as doubtful whether duress of goods would suffice

to avoid a contract whether if the signature to an agreement

* S. D., p. 260 of 1859.

~ ~
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were procured by a threat of detention of a person's goods or of

injury to tliem, the agreement thus signed could be repudiated

by the party so coerced.

—

B. G. 614.

691. A man under duress of im.prisonment, or if the impri-

sonment being lawful he is subjected to undue and illegal force

and privation, and, in order to obtain his liberty, or to avoid such

'illegal hardship, he enters into a contract, he may allege this

duress in avoidance of the contract so entered into ; but an im-

prisonnient is not deemed sufficient duress to avoid a contract

obtained through the medium of its coercion, if the party was in

proper custody under the regular process of a Court of compe-

tent jurisdiction.—IV. § 643, B. L. M. 125.

692. Money paid under compulsion or fraudulent legal process,

or of wrongful pressure exercised upon the party .paying, it may,

in general, be recovered back, and an instrument may be avoided

which is executed under threats of personal violence, duress, or

illegal restraint of liberty.—B. L. M. 264, 8. D. 859, p. 142.

But money obtained by compulsion of law, hoiidfide, and with-

out taking an undue advantage of the situation of the party

paying it, is not recoverable. Money paid withfull knowledge ofthe

facts is not recoverable if there be nothing unconscientious in the

retaining of it. Money paid in ignorance of the facts is recover-

able, provided there have been no laches in the party paying it.

Laches, in the sense of a mere omission to take advantage of

means of knowledge within the reach of the person paying the

money, is not sufficient to disentitle him to recover it back.

—

Sm. L. G. 374.

6. Aliens.

693. Aliens are persons born out of the king's allegiance,

i. e., in a foreign state or country, not under the dominion of

Great Britain. Aliens are of two kinds ; alien friends, and alien

enemies. Contracts made with the former will be binding, but

will be void if it was one entered into with the latter.

—

S. M.

§ 170—172.

Iffercantile Persons.

1. Principal and Agent*

694. An agent is one who is entrusted by another, called the

* The paid managers of the affairs of a Pagoda have no power, as such, to

enonmber the Pagoda property, or to settle large outstanding demands

against it. Persons dealing with such managers are bound to enquire into

the extent of their authority.—JT. H. C. R., 298.
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principal, with the management of some business to be transact-

ed in the principal's name or on his account, and which business,

he (the agent) undertakes to perform and to render an account

•of it.—26. § 176.

695. Agency are of three 7i.i,nd$—1 , Special.—An express limited

authority given to the agent to do some particular act or to m.ake

some particular contract ; thus, if I commissioned a friend to

purchaso a specific thing forme and on my account. {B. G. 536.)

2. General.—A lai'ge authority to make all contracts or to do all

acts connected with a particular trade, business, or employment,

thus, where my servant orders goods of the neighbour-tradesman

for my use without any express instruction from me, but in the

tisual and admitted course of his duty. (lb. 537.) 3. Universal.—An
authority to do all acts without reference to the precise charac-

ter which the principal may personally do, and which he may,

without violating the law, do by deputy.

—

lb.

696. An agency may be created ; 1 , by express authority ; 2,

by implication, i. e., by some circumstance from which an agency

must necessarily, or may reasonably be inferred, or by the exist-

ence of a particular relation between the parties ; from which

the law will infer an authority to contract.

—

lb. § 1 77.

697. There exists an important difference between general and

particular agency. K a particular agent exceed his authority,

his principal is not bound by what he does ; whereas, if a general

agent exceed his authority, his principal is bound, provided what
he does is within the ordinary and iisual scope of the business which
he is deputed to transact.

—

B. C. 539.

698. A Station Master of a Railway Company could not bind

the Company by a contract by surgical attendance on an injured

passenger without express authority for that purpose.

—

lb. 640.

699. A coachman from whose carriage a passenger had fallen

and broken his arms, or by which another person had been run

over, could not bind his master by a contract with a Surgeon to

cure the injured person, and oblige his master to pay the bUl.

—

16. 541.

700. The authority of agent extends to matters incidental to

the subject-matter of agency, thus

—

1) An attorney having been once retained in an action, has

clearly cast upon him the duty oftaking the necessary steps during
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its progress, but is not obliged to consult his client or to seek

specific instruction from Mm. prior to eacli successive step in the

action. (16.) But an attorney will not be justified in pledging

his client's credit to a bailiiF or other oificer for fees ; which,

according to the usual course of practice, he ought, in the first

instance, to pay himself.

—

S. -31. § 203.

2) A master who sends his servant to buy goods and gives

him no money to pay, doubtless authorizes him to pledge his

credit ; and a person who employs his agent to purchase goods

on the usual terms of any jiarticular trade, gives the like autho-

rity, and so in other instances.

—

lb. § 204.

3) A master of a vessel, on the other hand, is impliedly vested

with a peculiar power, in urgent cases, to pledge the credit of

the owner for repairs done to her, or even to sell or hypothecate

the ship and cargo if necessitated to do so ; and such contracts

entered into by him will, by virtxie of his authority as agent for

the owners, be binding on them.

—

B. 0. 543.

701. An agency determines—1, By express revocation there-

of by the principal, or by the agent renouncing ' the agency

himself; 2, By termination of the business for which the agency

was created ; thus, if A engages B as his attorney to conduct a

law-suit, B's authority as agent for A will terminate so soon as

the law-suit is brought to a close ; 3, By lapse of the specific

period agreed upon, either by express agreement or by the usage

of trade, for the execution of the business undertaken by the

agent ; thus, in the case of a guardian and his ward, the former

will be considered as a duly authorized agent to conduct all

affairs in behalf of his ward till he attains his majority, after

which the power of the guardian to bind his ward by his acts

terminates.

—

S. M. § 178.

702. A difference obtains in regard to the rights of a princi-

pal against his agent in respect to whether the agent is a gra-

tuitous or paid agent ; the rule in. general being that which
governs the rights of a bailor against a remunerated bailee and
a gratuitous one.

—

Ih. § 184.

703. A remunerated agent having once eng-aged, can be

compelled to do what he undertook. An um-emunerated agent

cannot be compelled; but should he, after entering into an

engagement, commence with the task, he will be liable for mis-

feasance in respect thereof.

—

Jh. § 185.
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704. Again, less skill will be expected from an unremune-

rated than from a remunerated agent ; the former is, however,

bound to use such skill as he possesses and no more, and will be
held responsible for gross negligence only. So an omission to

use skill by an unremunerated agent, where he holds himself

out as possessing such skill by acting in a public or pro-

fessional character, will amount to gross negligence on his

part.—rS. § 186.

705. In general, an agent will be bound to carry out, if pos-

sible to the Yery letter, the instructions given him by his

principal, which may be either expressly or impliedly, but an

agent will not be bound to act as advised by his principal if

by so doing he would make himself the instrument of practising

a fraud on a third person.

—

lb. § 187.

706. An agent will further be liable for all payments actually

made to him, and for all losses inciirred by his own negligence ;

thus, if a banker pays £100 belonging to his customer on a

forged cheque, he will be obliged to suffer the loss himself and

cannot charge his customer.

—

lb. § 189.

707. An agent will not be liable for losses not arising from

negligence which is either actual or constructive, such as by fire,

the acts of God, or the Queen's enemies ; he is not liable also for

losses from robbery or other accidental damage happening with-

out his default.—IS. § 191.*

708. The acknowledgment of a claim by an agent will not

operate to take a case out of the Statute of Limitation as against

the principal.

—

lb. § 195.

709. An agent has a right to charge his principal for advan-

ces made by him in the regular course of business ; he cannot, how-

ever, charge his principal for advances made out of the regular

course of business, and he will not be entitled to re-payment if he

conducted himself so negligently as to have incurred expenses

which he might have avoided.—76. § 197.

710. Where an agent professes to deal for himself, but does, in

fact, deal for his principal who is unknown at the time, the party

with whom the contract is made has the choice of holding either

the agent, or the principal when discovered, responsible for the

contract.—16. § 208.

* See also Norton's Topic of Jarisprndenoe, p. 453—4.
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711. Where, however, the party does, by some act, show that

he had chosen to debit the principal, he cannot afterwardes resort to

the agent ; so also if he chose to look to the agent as the responsible

party, he cannot proceed against the principal.—16. § 209.

712. A third party may, by his negligence, lose his remedy

against the principal, and in many cases a deviation from the usages

of trade will tend to this ; thus, if a person sold certain articles to

an agent and was told by the principal to present his bill within

two days, but the vender failing to do so, the value of the articles

had been paid by the principal to his agent after two days, here

the vender having, by his negligence, allowed the day of payment

to go by without presenting his bill, loses his remedy against the

principal.—16. § 210.

713. Where an agent professes to deal as agent only in

behalf of his principal who is known, he will incur no personal lia-

bility to third parties. (16. § 214.) This principle is, however, sub-

ject to certain exceptions depending on the usage of trade and

the mutual understanding of the parties which result therefrom,

the rule in such cases being reducible to the question—To whom
was credit given ? Thus, in the case of masters of vessels who
contract for repairs or stores, or loans of money for such pur-

poses, credit is primarily given to the nxasters themselves ; so also

an agent who efi'ects a purchase for a foreign principal, the agent,

it must be presumed, was the party trusted, and therefore the

party with whom such agent contracted may hold him responsi-

ble for the principal if he chooses to do so.

—

lb. § 215.

714. If a contract is effected by an agent without naming his

principal, he is himselfprima facie responsible, unless the party

with whom he contracted chooses to look to the principal when
discovered.

—

lb. § 216.

715. So where an agent contracts in writing in his own name,

he will be held liable on such contract even though the other

contracting party knew at the time that he was only an agent in

the transaction.

—

lb. § 217.

71 6. Again, an agent may contract in behalf of his principal,

and yet render himself liable for the due fulfilment of the terms

under which the contract was made, notwithstanding the name

of the principal is disclosed at the time ; thus if A, who is in Cal-

cutta, was instructed by his principal in London to send him a

quantity of rice, and A entered into an agreement with B for
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tl:e purchase of the rice, promising to pay the value witliin 8

days, B can hold A liable for payment -within the stipulated

time, as the terms of the contract show that the agent and not

the principal was the person by whom, the payment was to be

made.—B. § 218.

717. "Where an agent enters into a>contract by falsely repre-

senting that he was authorized to do so by his principal, though

at the same time hs knew he had no such authority, he would be

liable to an action on the case, and perhaps an action will be

against him also on an implied contract by him that he had the

authority which he professed to have.

—

Ih. § 219.

718. An agent will likewise incur liability by entering into

a contract bond fidehelieving he was vested with authority to

do so, when, in fact, he had no such authority, and an action

would lie against him for damage resulting from the mis-state-

ment, which would amount to a legal fraud.

—

lb. § 220.

719. Where a person contracts in writing in the name of

another and signs the contract only as agent for that other, he

cannot be sued upon that contract as a party, unless it can be

shown that he was the real principal.—16. § 221.

720. Where a contract is entered into by an agent in behalf

of his principal, the latter may, whether his name be mentioned in

the contract or not, step forward and take advantage of the con-

tract so made, and hold the other contracting party responsible

for its due fulfilment.—li. § 222.

721. So, if goods are entrusted to an agent for sale, and they

are sold only subsequent to the death of the principal who dies

intestate, the party administering to the estat§ may sue the vender

for goods sold and delivered.

—

lb. § 223.

722. Where, however, an agent is permitted by his principal to

contract personally for him under seal, the principal will have no
right to interfere and sue in his own name.

—

lb. § 224.

723. And where a principal steps forward to take advantao-e

of a contract entered into by his agent in his behalf, he will be

bound by the terms under which the contract was effected be-

tween the agent and the third party ; so that if the third party

contracted on the understanding that he was to have a set-off

on account of a debt due by the agent to him, the principal will,

in taking advantage of the contract, be bound to allow the plea

of set-off,—16. § 225,
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724. Although a principal has a right to adopt a contract

made by his agent, yet he will not be entitled to sue a third

party on a hare ad of his agent's, such as would raise a duty

towards the principal on the part of the third party, and subject

that third party to damage for its non-performance, unless the

agent was 'previously authorized to do the act. Thus, a demand

of payment, to oust the debtor's, plea of tender, must be made

by an a.QQ'n.t previously authorized.—16. § 226.

725. Where an agent has been allowed to sell in his own
name, and payment is made to him in the usual course of busi-

ness according to the terms of the contract, the principal will bo

bound by it if he did not, previous to such payment, make a

demand that it should be paid to himself.

—

Ih. § 227.

726. But where the agent is a mere broker not having pos-

session of the goods, nor any documents of title thereto, a pay-

ment made to him will not bind the principal.

—

Ih. § 229.

727. So, where the vendee is aware that the vender of the

goods purchased by him was a factor, he will not, in an action

brought by the principal for value of such goods, bo entitled to

plead a set-off for a debt due to him by the factor.

—

lb. § 227.

728. A party who appears on the face of a contract as an

agent, but is in fact the principal, cannot, in general, sue thereon

in that capacity ; but if such a contract is in part executed and

accepted by the other contracting party, with a knowledge that

the party who was described as agent in the contract was the

real principal, the latter may, after that, sue in. his own name for

the completion of the contract.

—

lb. § 230.

729. An agent may sue a third party on any contract entered

into with him in which his principal is undisclosed ; but so soon

as the principal steps forward and adopts the contract himself,

the power of the agent to sue will end.

—

Ih. § 231.

730. An agent may again sue on a contract wherein he has a

special interest, whether he contracted professedly for himself or

not ; thus, an auctioneer who sells goods belonging to others

may sue for value thereof, as the special interest he has in it is

his commission, &c.

—

lb. § 232.

2. Partnership.

731. Partnership is a contract founded on consent between

two or more persons by which they agree to employ their capital,

27
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skill, and labor in trade or business, with a view to a oommunion

in profit and loss between them.

—

lb. § 233.

732. Partners are of three sorts—1, Active Partners ; 2, Dor-

mant Partners ; and 3, Ostensible Partners.

—

lb. § 234.

733. An active partner is the ordinary, common, and recog-

nized partner in the trade or business which forms the partner-

ehip contract.

—

lb. § 235.

734. A dormant partner is one who vests his money in the

partnership-business and receives the profits on his share, but has

nothing to do with the actual management of the house, or is at

all consulted about its affairs.

—

lb. § 236.

735. An ostensible partner is the direct converse of the dor-

mant partner ; he has apparently an interest in the partnership-

business, but really has none.

—

lb. § 237.

736. A partnership is presumed to commence from the date

of the agreement to become partners.

—

lb. § 238.

737. Partnership as a contract must be considered—1, As to

the rights and liabilities of the partners inter se

;

—2, As to their

rights and liabilities with reference to third person.

—

lb. § 239.

738. A partnership as between the partners themselves may be

created by a mutual participation of profit and loss ; but, with

reference to third persons, a share in the profits alone will suffice.

—lb. § 240.

739. A partner may give another person an interest in hia

share, but cannot make him a partner unless accepted by the

firm.—B. § 241.

740. So also the executor of a deceased partner cannot claim

to be entertained as a partner unless consented to by the firm, or

tinless there was a stipulation in the contract of partnership that

they shall do so.—B. § 242.

741. Each partner is the accredited agent of the rest, whether

they be Active, Dormant, or Ostensible, and has authority, as

such, to bind them either by simple contracts, or by negotiable

instruments circulated in behalf of the firm, to any person deal-

ing with them bond fide.
—lb. § 243.

742. Again, a partner can bind his co-partners by contracts

incidental or appropriate to the particular trade or business of

the firm, in matters within the scope of the partnership dealings.

—lb. § 244.
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743. A partner cannot bind the firm to which he belongs hy

deed, unless he has express authority hy deed for that purpose.

—

Ih. § 245.

744. As a general rule, where partnership name is pledged,

no matter whether the members are named or not, or whether

they be dormant or known parties, each individual member will

be answerable in solido for the whole amount of the partnership

debts, without reference to the proportion of his interest, as

between himself and his co-partners.

—

lb. § 246.

745. Partners may make any arrangements as between them-

selves with reference to the proportion of each one's share in the

profits and loss in the partnership concern, so that it is compe-

tent for them to stipulate and bind themselves by the stipulation,

that one or more of the members be exempted from all risks but

still share in the profits.

—

lb. § 247.

746. Each partner is impliedly empowered to draw, accept,

or endorse biUs and other negotiable instruments
;
provided such

be incidental to the particular trade or business of the firm, and
in accordance with its common course and usage.

—

lb. § 248.

747. The implied right of one partner to bind his co-partners

by negotiable instruments, is confined only to trading partner-

ships ; such firms as those of attorneys and others who are not

by custom or usage parties to negotiable instruments, nor need

be so for the purposes of their business, will not be bound by

them if negotiated by individual partners.

—

lb. § 249.

748. Partners are bound to observe the strictest fidelity in

respect to one another, and to bring all profits realized by each

into partnership-account, so that one partner is not allowed to

stipulate for any private advantage at the expense of the rest

;

if he does so, he will be prevented from enjoying it or be com-
pelled to hold it as trustee for the benefit of all the partners.

—

lb. § 250.

749. The position of partners in respect to actions , at law

against one another is somewhat similar to the position of a hus-

band and wife in the same respect. The contract of partnership

has been compared, not inaptly, by an eminent Judge, to that of

marriage, and one partner therefore cannot maintain an action

against his co-partners in respect of the partnership-account.

—

Ih. « 251.
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?50. The investigation and settlement of partnership-aocotints

and affairs are peculiarly the province of a Court of Equity ; the

only remedy for a partner to recover any claims he m.ay have

against the others in the partnership-business is, to apply to a

Court of Equity for final adjustment of accounts and dissolution

of the partnership ; but no partner will be allowed to enter an

action for any particular transaction between himself arid his co-

partners with reference to the partnership-business.

—

lb. § 252.

751. When the accoujits of a partnership have been finally

adjusted, and a balance struck, one partner will be entitled to

bring an action against his co-partners for such portion of the

balance as may be due to him.

—

lb. § 254.

752. The fact of a person being a partner in a firm will not,

however, deprive him of his remedy at law against one or more
of the co-partners for any private claims he may have against

them
; thus, a partner may sue his co-partner for money ad-

vanced to him before the partnership commenced, and in order

to its formation, or for work done for the firm before he became
a member of it. So if one partner gives a promissory note for

his own private debt in the name of the firm, and his co-partner

be compelled to pay that note, the latter will be entitled to re-

cover the amount from the former as money paid to his use.

—

lb. § 255.

753. A partner who may apply to a Court of Equity for dis-

solution of the partnership must show valid causes which call for

such a measure, and Courts of Equity will enforce a dissolution

if there be a flagrant violation of any covenant contaiaed in ai'ti-

cles of partnership.

—

lb. § 256.

754. The liability of a partner commences from the date of

his admission into the firm, so that, in general, he will not be
liable on a contract effected previous thereto.

—

lb. § 257.

755. But if he recognizes the existence of such a contract

after his admission into the partnership, and receives benefit

from it, he may become responsible by virtue of a new contract

to the same effect as the old one, which his conduct will be evi-

dence of his having entered into along with his partners.

—

Jb. § 258.

756. Where a bill is accepted in the name of a firm, for a
debt which was incurred partly before, and partly after one of
the partners joined the firm, the new partner will be liable for
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80 much of tlie debt for wliich the bill was accepted, as accrued

subsequently to that time.

—

lb. § 259.

757. The liability of a partner ceases on the dissolution of

the firm or on his retirement from it accompanied by due notice

thereof, or by proof of the creditor's knowledge thereof, except

in the case of a dormant partner, who need give notice only to

those who knew him to be a partner and none others.

—

Ih. § 260.

758. Whatever arrangements partners may make as to the

interests and liabilities of each individual member, they will not

be binding on third persons, unless they were aware of the exist-

ence of such an understanding between the partners, and con-

tracted with the firm on that footing.

—

lb. § 261.

769. A dormant partner will, when discovered, be equally

liable in respect to contracts of the firm with third persons, as

those who are held out to the world as partners.

—

S. M. § 262.

760. An ostensible or nominal partner will also be liable as a

partner on all transactions in which third parties engage with,

or give credit to, the firm, on the faith of his being a partner ; it

has even been said that a nominal partner will be liable,

although the third party at the time of dealing was not aware
that his name was used as a partner of the firm, but this seems
questionable.

—

lb. § 263.

761. A sale or pledge of property belonging to the partner-

ship, by one partner, although without authority of his co-

partners, will entitle the purchaser or pawnee to hold such
property as against the firm, provided there was no collusion or

fraud on the part of such purchaser or pawnee.

—

lb. § 264-.

762. Where one of several partners gives a guarantee, the

party seeking to hold the firm liable on such guarantee must
prove that it was given with the authority of the co-partners,

without which it cannot bind the firm, as it is not usual for

partners in the common course of business to give collateral

engagements of that sort.

—

lb. § 265.

763. So also a submission to arbitration by one of several

partners will not bind his co-partnerS. But a deed of release by
one partner will bind the firm. Goods obtained through fi-aud

by one partner, cannot be claimed by the firm, notwithstanding

there was no privity to the fraud on the part of the others.

—

lb.

§ 266—8.
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?64. Privity of fraud on the part of a third party who ideals

with one of the partners will deprive him of his claim as against

the firm ; and where the transaction is not bond fide, notice to

one partner is not impliedly notice to the firm. Money borrowed

by a partner on his private credit, and applied to partnership pur-

poses, will not be a partnership debt. A retiring partner will be

liable for contracts made by the firm while he continned to belong

to it ; but if, owing to his death, the partnership is dissolved, his

personal representative will not, however, be liable at law for

such contracts, the rule in such cases being, that personal claims

and liabilities survive ; but Courts of Equity will consider the

estate of the deceased partner liable for the partnership debts.

—

16. §269—271.

765. As the whole firm wiU be bound by the contract of a

single partner, so payment or satisfaction of a debt by one

partner is payment or satisfaction by them all, and where one

partner is released or discharged of a debt, though the debt be

joiilt and several, it will be a release or discharge as against his

co-partners ; but a covenant not to sue one partner cannot be

pleaded as a release in regard to the rest.

—

lb. § 272.

766. The whole partnership will be entitled to sue for price

of goods belonging to the firm sold by one of the partners in his

own name ; the buyer vsill, however, have a right to set off any

debt due to him by the single partner.

—

lb. § 273.

767. A partnership may be dissolved—1. By lapse of time

when the partnership is limited to a certain period. 2. By
mutual consent. 3. By a decree of the Court. 4. By death of

one of the partners. 5. By some fact whereby one of the partners

becomes disqualified to be considered as a partner ; as where he

becomes bankrupt, or an outlaw, or felon, or in the case of a

feme sole when she marries.

—

lb. § 274.



CHAPTER HI.

Law of Set-off-

768. Under Section 121 of the Code of Civil Procedure, a de-

fendant may plead a set-off against the claim of the plaintiff for

the amount of any debt due to him from the plaintiff; provided

that if the sum claimed by the defendant exceed the amount
cognizable by the Court, the defendant shall not be allowed to

set off the same unless he abandon the excess. The Statute of

Set-off was enacted to prevent the necessity of cross action.

769. A claim exceeding the amount cognizable by a Court

cannot, by merely giving credit for a set-off, be reduced so as to

bring it properly within the cognizance and jurisdiction of the

Court, for a set-off is properly a matter for cross action, and

cannot, without the defendant's consent, be deemed equivalent

to payment.

—

B. C. 61.

770. A case will not be cognizable by a Court in which the

claim exceeding the amount cognizable by a Court is reduced by
&plea of set-off within that amount ; for if it were so, the Court

might be called upon to investigate two several claims, each of

them far exceeding the limits of its statutary jurisdiction.

—

Ih.

771. If a claim is preferred in a Court for a sum of which it

has cognizance, and it appears that the debt originally due from

the defendant exceeded that amount, but has been reduced below

it by payment, &c., before action was brought, the defendant will

not, under such circumstances, be entitled to say that the case is

without jurisdiction of the Court.

—

lb.

772. The opportunity extended to a defendant to forego a

cross action in respect of the subject-matter of his plea of set-off,

is allowable only where there are mutual debts between plaintiff

and defendant due in the same right, or (if either party sue or be

sued as executor and administrator) when there are mutual debts

between the testator and intestate and either party. The right
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set-off exists, notwithstanding that such debts are deemed in

N to be of a different natui-e, unless in cases where either of

3m accrues by reason of a penalty contained in any bond or

ed.—75. 203.

773. A plaintiff may, however, preclude the necessity of a

3a of set-off by giving credit for such cross demands as his

ponent may otherwise have made the subject of a plea of this

ture. (16. 204.) For further particulars, see Smith's Leading

,se, p. 258 to 269 ; and II. H. C. E., p. 296.

THE END.
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RULES OF PRACTICE FOR THE COURTS IN

THE MADRAS PRESIDENCY.

ADMISSION.

Mere suspicion of collnsion with the plaintiff will not justify the Court

in refusing to give judgment (under Section 114 of the Code of Civil Pro-

cedure) against a defendant who has admitted the plaintiff's claim, provided

fraud be not actually proved.—S. Dec. 1852, p. 89.

Where execution of the bond sued on is admitted by the defendant, the

plaintiff need not be called upon to prove his claim, but the defendant may
show that he ought not to be bound by the terms of the bond.—lb. 1855,

p. 120.

AGENTS.

No person can be allowed to make applications or appearances as the

recognized Agent of a party, under Clauses 1 and 2, Section 17 of the Code,

unless the party himself be ordinarily residing out of the Cowrfs jurisdiction,

and the Agent hold a general Power of Attorney.—S. Proc, 21st April 1860.

An Agent, merely empowered by a party to conduct a particular case,

cannot be heard, or allowed to make any application to the Court, unless

the party be an officer or soldier.—CI. 1 and 2, Sec. 17, and Sees. 19 and

20, Act VIII of 1859.

If a defendant in a suit be proved to be deranged, his future heir, or the

person managing his affairs, may be permitted to appear and act on his

behalf.—S. Proc, 4th September 1855.

APPEALS FROM DECEEES.

No memorandum of appeal can be received under Section 335 of the

Code, unless it be accompanied, at the time of presentation, by an authenti-

cated copy of the decree appealed against.—lb. 18th July 1860.

Under Section 335 of the Code, the appellant is only required to pro-

duce, with his memorandum of appeal, a copy of the decree appealed against,

and need not produce copy of the judgment.—lb. 6th September 1860.

No application for the admission of a special appeal can be received

under Section 373 of the Code, unless it be accompanied, at the time of pre-
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sentaiion, by authenticated copies of the judgments and decrees of the Lower

Appellate Court, and Court of Fh-st Instance.—lb. 18th July I860.

The period limited for appealing will be reckoned from the date on which

the judgment was pronounced, provided that, if application for a copy of

the decree be made within the appeal time, a day will be added for every

day's delay in furnishing such copy which may not be attributable to the

party.—lb. 6th September 1860.

Where a party fails to put in a sufficient number of stamps with his

application for a certified .copy of any decree or order, any delay which

may occur in producing the remaining stamps, after notice to produce the

same, will be attributable to the party, in calculating the time limited for

appealing.—lb. 21st April 1860.

If, in the case of authenticated copies which may be given on plain paper,

the whole quantity of paper required be not produced with the application,

any delay which may occur in producing the rest, after notice, will be

attributed to the party in calculating the time limited for appealing.

In calculating the time for appealing under Section 333 of the Code,

the Courts are not to take the corresponding date in the calendar .month,

but to reckon the numier of days allowed by the Code.—lb. 6th Sep-

tember I860,.

When the period limited for appealing may expire between any two

Court days, the appeal will be considered to have been put in within time,

if presented on the Court day next succeeding the date so limited.

—

lb. 30th November 1831.

Where such time may expire during the adjournment of the civil side

of the Court, the memorandum of appeal will be considered to have been

put in within time, if presented on the day on which the Court is re-opened,

—lb.

The period occupied in disposing of an application for review will be

added to the time allowed for appealing, provided such application shall

have been put in before the expiration of the appeal time.—lb. 6th Sep-

tember 1860.

No extension of the time limited -for appealing can, under Section 333

of the Code, be granted beforeJumd for the purpose of preparing an appeal

:

any party desiring to present an appeal after the expiration of such limit-

ed time, is to put in the appeal, with a petition on the usual stamp, ex-

plaining the cause of delay, and praying the Court to receive his appeal,

—lb. 21st April 1860.

The costs are to be excluded from the caleulatiou, in determining

whether the decree of a lower Court is appealable or otherwise.—lb. 5th

November 1829 and 11th July 1845.

The costs adjudged by the lower Court are not to be considered as part

of the amount in issue in appeal, notwithstanding that a merely nominal

sum may have been decreed exclusive of costs.—lb. 5th December

1860.
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If a taemorandum of appeal bo returned under Section 336 of the Code

merely for correction, tlie same memorandum may be corrected and put in

again, and no fresh stamp will be necessary.—..lb. 1st October 1860.

If the memorandum of appeal be rejected under Section 336 of the Code,

it is of no further use ; but a fresh memorandum on a new stamp may be

presented, provided it be put in within the time allowed for appealing,

—lb.

An appellant will be entitled to be heard on any new objection introduced

into an amended memorandum of appeal, if it be put in before the expira-

tion of the time limited for appealing, but not otherwise.

Under Section 348 of the Code, no written answer can be received from
a respondent, and under Section 122 no written statement of the respond-

ent's case can be either received or called for by the Appellate Court.

^Ib. 19th March 1860.

Objections cannot be received in writing from respondents under Section

348 of the Code ; they must be urged orally at the hearing, and should

be noted down by the Judge, and set forth in the judgment among the

points for determination in the appeal.—lb.

A decision of a District Moonsiff awarding maintenance is subject to

appeal, as involving the eventual payment of a larger sum than twenty
rupees.—lb. 12th June 1840.

The alteration in the law made by Kegulation V of 1825 affects only

the " suits for land" spoken pf in Section XLIIl, Eegulation VI of 1816, and
not those for other real property, or for property simply savouring of the

realty. Decrees of District Moonsiffs in suits of the latter kind are there,

fore final where the amount or value does not exceed twenty rupees ; and

a suit to establish a right to certain shares in « tamarind tree is of this

description.—lb. 13th November 1860.

The revised decree in a remanded suit takes the place of the first decree

and any party dissatisfied therewith may appeal against it.—lb. 3rd

December 1844.

If an appeal be privately adjusted prior to judgment being pronounced

the deed of adjustment must be put in by the parties in the Court in which

such appeal is pending.—lb. 1st May 1861.

The Courts have no authority, under any law, to fine an appellant (or

a respondent, S. D., p. 146 of 1860) for preferring a litigious appeal.

S. D. 1861, p. 16.

The Appellate Court will be at liberty to call upon the lower Court
to explain, justify, or otherwise account for any part of its decree, or any
omission appearing therein, and to take the reply into consideration in

disposing of the appeal—S. Proo., 1st October 1860.

Where the respondent files no answer and takes no objection to the

original decree, the lower Court's decree cannot be altered to the preju-

dice of the appellant.—S. D. 1858, p IS.
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In an appeal preferred by one of the defendants, where the plaintiff merely

appears aa respondent, the decree of the lower Conrt cannot be reversed

to the prejudice of a defendant not a party to the appeal.—lb. p. 91.

The judgment of the lower Court as to costs cannot be reversed in

favor of a party who has not appealed.—lb. 1859, p. 268.

The sum decreed by the lower Court cannot be enhanced in appeal in

favor of a party who has not objected to the amount so decreed.—lb.' p. 227.

APPEALS FROM ORDERS.

No appeal from an order will be received unless it be accompanied, at

the time of presentation, by an authenticated copy of such order and of all

other orders relating to the same matter.—S. Proc, 3rd October 1854, No.

133.

Where the order appealed from, and the petition of appeal, are of dates

subsequent to the passing of the Code, it is not competent to the Court

(except in the oases referred to in Section 11, Act XXIII of 1861) to hear the

appeal in the presence of one of the parties, but all the forms of procedure

required by Sections 344, 345, and 346 of the Code, must be gone through,

—lb. 1st October 1860.

Unless there be some express provision of the Code under which an

appeal preferred by a party from the order of a lower Court can be re-

ceived, such appeal must be rejected.—lb. 13th July 1861.

No appeal lies from an order passed under Section 247 of the Code allow-

ing the investigation of a claim to property attached in execution of a

decree.

If an appeal be dismissed for default, of prosecution^ and the Appellate

Court, on application made under Section 347 of the Code, refuse to re-admit

the appeal, its order is final.—lb. 17th January 1860.

No appeal, unless it be expressly provided, will, under Section 364 of

the Code, lie against an order passed in execution of a decree, though such

order be repugnant to the terms of the decree, or to some law or regulation

in force at the time of its being passed ; but the irregularity may be pointed

out, and the officer cautioned against repeating it.—lb. 17th August
1860.

If a lower Court exceed its jurisdiction when passing an order in exe-

cution, from which no appeal lies, the Appellate Court is competent to point

out that the order cannot stand, but it cannot enter judicially into the

merits of the case.—lb. 24th April 1861.

An order passed by a District MoonsifiF, directing execution of decree

in favour of the heir of a deceased decree-holder, is not subject to appeal,

though such heir may not have obtained a certificate,—lb. 17th May 1861.

No special appeal lies from any order passed by a. lower Appellate

Court on appeal from an order of a Court of First Instance.—lb. 12th

April 1860.
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A Civil Judge is precluded from taking any oognizauoe of an appeal

from the order of a District MoonsiflF rejecting, under Section 378 of the Code,

an application to review Ms judgment ; such order being final.—lb. 21st

January 1861.

An order passed under Section 378 of the Code being final, any pro-

ceedings held in the.Appellate Court on the application of any of the parties

are void ah miUo, and the order of such Court cannot, therefore, be bind-

ing upon the lower Court.—lb. 10th April 1861.

APPEALS TO THE QUEEN IN COUNCIL.

No petition of appeal to Her Majesty from a decree of the Sudder
Court win be allowed, imless a sum of Rupees 4,000, as security for the

eventual costs of the respondent, and Rupees 400 (to be afterwards increased

if required) to meet the expense of preparing the record, be deposited within

such time as the Court shall grant for the purpose.

Where there may be grounds for questioning the sufficiency of the ordi-

nary amount of security, it will be open to the respondent to move that a

higher amountbe required; andthe Registrar will determine whatfurther sum,

if any, the appellant is to deposit ; provided that in no case shall a larger

amount be demanded than Rupees 10,000.

Should the appellant fail to provide such additional security, or such

further deposit as the Registrar may require, within six weeks from the date

of receiving notice to deposit the same, the appeal will be disallowed.

No appeal to Her Majesty will be allowed unless the estimated saleable

value of the property in dispute amount to Rupees 10,000 at least.

—

lb. 26th November 1859. »

If there be any doubt whether the value of the matter in dispute amounts

to 10,000 rupees, the lower Court will be required to enquire into and report

upon the subject.—lb.

An appeal to Her Majesty is admissible where, at the date of the judg-

ment, the sum recoverable under a decree of the Sudder Court, including

interest, amounts to Rupees 10,000 ; but it is discretionary with the

Sudder Court to allow or disallow an appeal in case where that amount can

only be reached by the addition of interest accruing subsequent to the

decree.—Judgment of the Privy Council, 15th June 1860.

In determining whether any appeal to Her Majesty has been presented

within time, the same allowance will be made for delay on the part of the

Court in furnishing copy of its judgment, or in disposing of any applioa.

tion for review, as is made in other cases.

In oases where the record may not have beeh transmitted to England,

a compromise may be admitted by the Sudder Court.—Moore's Reports, Vol.

I., p. 1.

Where the record in any appeal to Her Majesty may have been trans-

mitted to England, any deed ofcompromise or agreement put in by the par-
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ties is to be translated and forwarded to the Frivy Council, in order ttat

steps may be taken for striking the appeal off the file.

Where review of judgment may have been applied for, a copy of such

appUoation, as well as the order ofthe Court thereon, and of any new docu-

ments admitted and examined by the Court, may be transmitted to the Privy

Council with the record of the case.

The amount of security to be taken from a party placed or left in pos-

session of landed property, pending an appeal to the Queen in Council, is to

be equal to the difference between the annual produce and the yearly re-

venue payable to Government ; and such security is to be demanded at the

beginning of each succeeding year, so long as 'the appeal may be pending.

—S. Proc, 21st September 1826.

ATTACHMENT BEFORE JUDGMENT.

If money belonging to the defendant be in the custody of a public officer,

and be attached by order of a Court to secure fulfilment of its decree, any

assignment by the defendant of such money to another is void as against the

claim of the plaintiff.— S. Deo. 1860, p. 158.

BATTA ESTABLISHMENT.
Judicial processes (when not specially entrusted to an officer of the Court)

are to be executed either by Batta Ameens or by Batta Peons, according

to the nature of each process.—S. Proc, 16th August 1860.

Where service is to be made upon the party's Pleader, or upon a pubKo

servant at the Court station, the process should be delivered to a messenger

or other officer of the Court, and not to a Batta Peon.—lb. 8th October

1860.

No process is to be delivered to an Ameen or Peon for execution until

the prescribed charge has been paid.

The batta payable to Batta Peons is 4 annas per day, and 6 annas to

Ameens. A Batta Peon will be required to travel 15 miles a day, and

will be entitled to batta for the number of days occupied in proceeding to,

and returning from, the place of residence ofthe person to be served, and for

remaining one day at such place. When service is to be effected within 3

miles of the Court-house, a day's batta will aJone be payable.—High Court

Proc, 24th February 1864.

The Ameen should be directed to remain in charge of moveable pro-

perty attached in execution under Section 23S, only where it may be of a

nature difficult to remove, or at a great distance from the Court ; and in all

such cases measures should be taken to effect the immediate sale of the pro-

perty.—S. Proc, 8th December 1860.

Though an Ameen who has been deputed to attach property by actual

seizure be detained in charge of such property, no additional batta is to be

levied from the plaintiff.—lb. 8th October 1860.
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Where a warrant of arrest may be ordered by the Court to be execut-

ed by two peons in company, double batta will be charged for the same.

—lb. 16th August 1860.

If two or more such processes as are to be entrusted to Batta Peons
have to be served on members of the same family, living together, and
in the same Suit or in connected suits, the full batta will be payable

npon only one such pi-ooess, and the rest will be served without further

charge.—lb.

If two or more of these processes have to be served on persons living

in the same town or village, and in the same suits or in connected suits

the full batta will be payable upon one such process, and 2 annas
upon each of other processes.—lb. 16th August and 25th September
1860.

Where the names of several persons may be inserted in one process

single batta will be charged if they are members of the same family

living together ; otherwise full batta for one such person, and 2 annas for

each of the rest.—lb. 16th August 1860.

The batta payable by a defendant who has applied for discharge after

arrest under Section 273 of the Code, and is left in the custody of the
Batta Peon, will be at the rate of 4 annas per diemj a week's batta

to be deposited in advance, and to be renewed at the same intervals

until the inquiry is closed ; failing which, the defendant is to be committed
to prison.—lb. 8th October 1860.

Warrants for the execution of decrees passed by Village Moonsiffs are

to be executed by Batta Peons, and the charge is to be 2 annas per

diem.—lb. 25th January 1861.

The requisite batta for the service of notice of every appeal upon the

respondent, be paid into the Court, the decree of which is appealed against,

within seven days from the date on which the notice reaches such Court, and

on the expiration of the above period, if the batta have not been deposited,

the notice wiU be returned to the High Court, and the appeal struck off.

—

High Court Proc, loth December 1865.

CAMP FOLLOWERS.

The term " Camp follower" applies only to such persons as are attached

to a camp in some fixed capacity for the service of the camp, entitling

them to a place in the camp, and not to adventitious and unrecognized

followers.—S. Proc, 24th February 1858.

Sepoys' wives cannot be regaided as camp followers, so as to enjoy

the civil privileges appertaining to persons of that class, unless they can

produce a certificate granted by Section XXIII, Regulation VII of 1832.

—lb. 21th February 1859.
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CAUSE OF ACTION.

Before registering any plaint, the Conrt is to determine, tinder Sec-

tion 32 of the Code, whether tho subject-matter of such plaint constitutes

a cause of action.

If in similar cases it has been authoritatively ruled that no action

lies, the Court will reject the plaint.

A suit to share in a pension cannot, under Regulation IV of 1831, be

entertained unless the plaint be accompanied by an order of Govern-

ment directing the party to seek redress in the Conrt.—S. Dec. 1860,

p. 26.

A plaintifiF was held to have been irregular in instituting three sepa-

rate suits against the same co-parceners for his share of family pro-

perty, though other persons were joined as jdefendants iu each suit as

being respectively in possession of portions of the family property.

—

lb. p. 195.

If a theft be compounded, the agreement being, on the one side for-

bearing to prosecute, and on the other restitution of value of the pro-

perty taken, a suit to compel the offender to restore the value of tho

stolen property cannot be entertained.

A suit for damages does not lie for an act which is merely hurtful to

another's feelings.—S. D. 1859, p. 109.

A suit for damages does not lie for mere refusal to eat with another

" in line."—lb. p. 60.

A person cannot sue for a share of joint property independently of his

co-sharers.—lb. 1855, p. 35.

A person omitting to take legal steps for obtaining redress during the

life-time or incumbency of a Collector, by whose official acts he considers

himself to have been injured, has no remedy against his successor in office,

—lb. 1860, p. 65.

If the carrying of a flag in a procession be prbhibited by a Magistrate

on the .ground of danger to the public peace, no suit will lie to determine the

rights of the parties so long as such order is in force.—lb. 1858, p. 214.

Arrears of rent can be recovered by summary process under Eegulation

XXVII of 1802, if claimed within the year in which they may fall due

;

but only by a regular suit if claimed after that period.—S. Proc, IQth

April 1858. See also Act VIII of 1865.

A party aggrieved by thejudgment or order of a Collector under Sections

V and VI, Regulation IX of 1822,may either institute a regular suit on the

full stamp against him for damages, or present an appeal to the Civil Judge

on the stamp required for petitions ; and in either case the whole merits of

such judgment or order will come under the Court's consideration.—lb.

20th October 1853.

- Act XVIII of 1 850 does not prohibit the entertainment of a suit against
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B Collector for undue exaciions of revenue or loss sustained by parties by

bis official acts.—lb. 25th January 1851.

A suit may be brouglit to recover a fine imposed by a Magistrate act-

ing without jurisdiction.—S. D. 1857, p. 154.

In a suit against a Magistrate respecting an act done in his official

capacity, the Court must decide whether the act was legal or justifiable, and

will not be bound by any opinion or order recorded by the defendant's

official superiors.—S. Proo., 2ud September 1830.

The Manager of a Pagoda may maintain a suit to eject a party occupy-

ing land belonging to such Pagoda.—S. D. 1858, p. 81.

Where a servant of a Pagoda is dismissed without sufficient cause, he

may bring a suit against the Managers if the office held by such servant

be hereditary.—lb. 1855, p. 78.

A suit may be brought to set aside a decree if the plaintiff's interests

are affected thereby, though he may not have been a party to the snit in

wliioh such decree was passed.—lb. 1859, p. 26.

A party inconvenienced by the obstruction of a public way can main-

tain a suit against the person causing such obstruction.—lb. 1858,

p. 153.

Any party interested in the appropriation of land to a public purpose

is at liberty to sue to have the said purpose carried out, without being

joined by others similarly interested in the matter.—lb. 1856, p. 63.

A Collector's award of produce forms no bar to the institution of a

snit wherein the title to the land is put in issue.—lb, p. 69.

A suit is not irregular in consequence of its being brought by three out

of four partners, if the fourth be joined as a defendant.—lb. 1857,

p. 124.

Losses sustained in the commission of criminal offences are recover-

able from the offenders by a civil snit.—S. Letter, 9th September 1836.

The sentence of a Criminal Court on a charge of abduction of the

plaintiff's wife, does not bar the institution of a suit against the defendant

for any peouniaiy loss sustained by the husband in consequence of the

act so punished.

If a riot result in the plunder of property and destruction of houses, the

parties injured may bring a suit for damages against the rioters.—1. S.

Sel. D., p. 192.

Parties having a reversionai-y interest in property are entitled to bring

a suit for a declaration of their rights.—S. D. 1860, p. 130.

If a suit be compromised, any party who did not join in such com-

promise may bring a fresh suit respecting the same cause of action.

-

lb. p. 104.

h
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COLLECTOR.
Collectora sliould keep a file of all snita instituted before them nndei'

Regulation V of 1822, numbering them as in the Civil Courts, according

to the year in which they may be instituted.—S. Proo., 21st February

1853. See also Act VIII of 1865.

A Collector cannot decide a suit involving the proprietary right to lands,

his power under Regulation T of 1822 being confined to trying summarily

the question of temporary cultivation or occupancy.—lb. 13th March

1848.

A Collector acting under Regulation V of 1822 cannot give judgment

in cases where questions of Ilijidu law, right of succession, and construction

of wills, are necessarily brought under consideration.—lb. 11th December
1813.

The prohibition in Clause 2, Section II, Regulation V of 1822, against

the levy of costs or damages till after the thirty days allowed for appealing

from the decision, has reference only to cases of forcible dispossession.

—

lb. 10th December 1833.

Except as regards costs, execution of the decision of a Collector under

Clause 4, Section IV, Regulation V of 1822 cannot be stayed pending

appeal, because the power of a Collector to order the sale of property at-

tached for arrears of rent is positive and unrestricted.—lb.

Except as regards costs and damages, execution of the decision of a
Collector under Section XI, Regulation V of 1822, cannot be stayed pending

appeal, because the decision does not convey any proprietary title, but

merely determines the right of occupancy or possession.—lb.

In districts where there is a Subordinate Judge, appeals from decisions

of Collector under Clause 1, Section XVI, Regulation V of 1822, lie to

the Subordinate Court, and not to the Zillah Judge.—lb. 4th March
1844.

Appeals from the summary decisions of Collectors under Regulation V
of 1822 are to be registered as Regular Appeals, the Collector's decision

being treated as a decree in an original suit.—lb. lOth March 1853.

A. Collector cannot be made a respondent in an appeal against one of
his own judicial decisions under Regulation V of 1822.—lb. 5th November
1839.

If a Collector have occasion to address the Court relative to any matter
connected with a suit instituted against him for acta done in his ofiicial

capacity, he should move the Court through the Governmeut Vakeel.
S. Letter, 21st December 1835.

The omission or refusal of a Collector to obey the order or decree of a
Court will not, under Section XXV, Regulation XXVII of 1802, render him
liable to a fine, unless it take place in connection with a suit instituted
against such Collector in a private capacity.—lb. 20th February 1824.
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CONtMISSIOX.

Th(! scale of remuricjiition for Commissioiiei-s undor Section l82 of the

Code i3 left to the Court's discretion, and will depend upon the circum-

stances of each case, such as the nature of the accounts, whether simple or

complicated, the time required for their investigation, and the qualifications

of the Commissioner, a higher remuneration being necessarily payable if a

professional person be employed.—lb. 16th April 1860.

COPIES.

The parties to any civil oj' criminal proceeding will be entitled to

obtain, on application, copies of any judgment, decree, order, sentence, docu-

ment, deposition, or other record connected therewith, not being in its nature

extra-judicial.— lb. 21^t .March 1860.

No copies of extra-judicial correspondence, or of the minutes of the

Judges, will, under any circumstances, be given, whether the party applying

for the same be affected thereby or not.

Persons requiring copies of records connected with any civil suit or pro-

ceeding, to which they were no parties, may move the Court by petition to

furnish them with the same.—lb.

If it appear that the applicant is affected by the record in question, ov

that he requires it for use in any judicial proceeding, the copy may be ftir-

nished accordingly.—lb.

A party is entitled to authenticated copies of documents oonnect( d with

any proceedings to which he may have been ^ party, whether th( y may
be required for production in the higher Court or not.—lb. 28tli April

1860.

A party cannot be refused copy of any order on the ground that he

has not discharged a fine imposed upon him by the Court.—lb. 27th

September 1859.

Authenticated copies will be furnished on stamps only, except in the

case of criminal records, and decrees or orders of District MoonsifFs in

suits under fifty rupees.—lb. 21st March 1860.

Copies will be furnished on plain paper without authentication, if re-

quired for the use of the party's Pleader, or for any other private purpose,

—lb. 23rd October 1860.

The copies are to be so written as to contain about two hundred and

forty words in a page, and to be charged for according to that average.

—

lb. 21st March I860.

The charge for unauthenticated copies will be one anna and a half for

every page if in English, and one anna if in the vernacular ; and for authen-

ticated copies, two annas if in English, and one anna and a half if in the

vernacular.—lb.

No suitor or Pleader will be allowed to make copies of records, whether

personally or by hie Gomastah or private agent.
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All oopica avo to bo made under the immediate snpei'intandonce of the

Serishtadar, or other head Ministerial OfBoer, by anthorized copyists,

who are to be selected from among the passed candidates, where snch may
offer themselves.—lb.

No suitor or Pleader will be allowed to hold any communication with

the copyists.—Tb.

Copies of records applied for by parties are not to be made by the regular

establishment,- but by the copyists only, except in the case of criminal

sentences, 'which are to be made in the olfice without charge.—lb.

These rules will not be applicable to copies required by the Collector

in a suit to which the Government is a party, if the Collector be prepared

to have such copies made in Court by one of his own writers or Gomas-

tahs.—lb.

'No other particulars are to be appended to authenticated copies of

decrees and orders appealable to the Sudder Court, than (1) date on which

the copy was applied for, (3) date on which any additional stamps may
have been called for, (3) date on which such additional stamps may have

been furnished, (4) date on which any petition for review may have been

presented, (5) date on which the order on such petition may have been

passed, (6) date on which the copy was ready for delivery.—lb. 25th

January 1861.

Whenever application may be made for an authenticated copy of any

decree passed ou regular appeal in any suit of the nature of those cogniz-

able by Courts of Small Causes, and wherein the claim may not exceed

Rupees 500, a note to the following effect is to be appended to such copy :

" Under Section I, Act XLIII of 1860, no special appeal lies from this

decree."—lb. 3rd November 1860.

In all cases in which Pleaders are retained, authenticated copies of orders

passed are to be delivered to them, on their application, and not to their

clients.

Where a party is unable to obtain a copy of some record in another office

essential to his case, the Court should, ou the motion of such party, furnish

him with an order stating such record to be requisite, and, failing this

means, should summon the proper officer to produce such record, (unless the

same be sent for under the provisions of Section 138 of the Code.)

—

lb. 7th March 1842.

Where a special appeal is rejected, the judgments and decrees put in

with the application may be retm-ued to the party, without requii-ing any

copies to be left in their place.

A District Moonsiff is competent to grant copies of exhibits if appKoa-

tion be made for the same before the originals have been sent for deposit

in the Civil Court.—lb. 10th April 1861.

Any party to a suit before a District Moonsiff may obtain certified copies
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of the decrfie aid judgment on providing the paper and regulated copyist's

.hire.—lb. I7th Januaiy 1860.

Where a copy of a District MoousifF's decree may by law be made on

unstamped paper, any authenticated copy, granted either by the District

Moonsiff or by the Civil Judge, must be made on such paper.— lb. 25th

February 18G0.

If the value of the claim amounts to fifty rupees or more, a certified copy

under Article 2, Schedule B, Act XXXVI of 1860, can only be granted on

stamped paper.

COSTS.
In apportioning costs, the Court should be guided by the circumstances

of the suit, not by those of the parties ; and no pai-ty should be adjudged
to pay costs merely because he is richer and better able to bear them
than any other party.—S. D. No. 61 of 1841.

Money paid by parties to private agents, and expenses incurred in

preparing their pleadings, cannot be charged as costs in the suit.

—

S. Proc.i 12th AprU 1836 and 27th November 1837.

Costs may rightly be adjudged against the parties, exclusively, who
caused the litigation.—S- D. No. 11 of 1836.

A party who has been irregularly sued ought not to be adjudged to

bear any costs.—lb. 1851, p. 210.

The whole costs of the suit were adjudged to be paid by the plain-

tiff, where he had exaggerated the amount of the mortgage debt, and thus

necessitated hia claim being contested, though the' mortgage was admit-

ted.—lb. 1853, p. 97.

'

The defendants should not be saddled with the costs of a suit where

the plaintiff's claim is dismissed.—lb. 18G5, p. 73.

Costs should generally be charged to the parties in proportion to the

sums allowed or disallowed.—lb. 1850, p. 61 ; and 1857, p. 217.

As a general rule, when a decree is given for arrears of rent due to

proprietors or farmers, the Courts should award the full costs incurred,

—lb. 1857, p. 86.

If a suit be privately adjusted, the Pleaders' fees are to be apportioned

in accordance with the agreement of the parties, if any ; otherwise they

are to be calculateJbin the same manner as in suits remanded.—S. Proc,,

3ra March 1860.

Where each party is adjudged to bear his own costs, no statement of

costs need be appended to the decree.

Where any suit is remanded, a statement of the costs incurred in the

Appellate Court is to be appended to its order, that the same may be charged

to the losing party in the revised decree of the lower Court.

Every party to a suit may retain one or more Pleaders, and several

parties on the same side may retain one or more Pleaders in common.
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but the losing- party will under no oiroumstancea bo charged with the

fees of more than one Pleader for each party on the other side.—lb. 8th

April 1830.

Where parties on the same side retain each a separate Pleader, the

other party, if he loses, will be charged with the fees of each of such

Pleaders, if the interests of the fjarties retaining them were distinct, and

with the fees of one only if their interests were identical.—lb.

Pleaders' fees are to be calculated upon the same sum upon which the

stamp used for the memorandum of appeal was calculated.—lb. 5th

November 1829.

Difficulty experienced in estimating the rate of fees will be no ground

for disallowing fees altogether.—S. D. 1856, p. 93.

The Courts have no authority summarily to interfere in recovering for

a Pleader the amount due to him by his client under a private agreement

;

this should form the subject of a regular suit.—S. Proc, 18th November
1849.

If a pauper suit be privately adjusted, the plaintiiPs Pleader should not

be referred to a regular suit to recover his fees, but the Court should award
him reasonable compensation for his labour, and recover it by the usual

process.—S. D. 1852, p. 76.

If a suit be remanded, the Pleader's fees are to be calculated at one-

fourth of the fees in a regular suit decided on the merits.—S. Proc, 3r4

March 1860.

DEFECT OP PARTIES.

Where a person, who ought to have been joined as a defendant, has not

been sued, judgment should not on that account be given against the plain-

tiif, but sach person should be made a party by the Court:—S. D. 1858,

p. 45.

The Courts should not call upon a plaintiff to include as defendants

other claimants to the property sued for, the bringing in of fresh parties

being entirely an act of the Court.—S. Proc, 27th November I860.

The Code does not admit of any supplemental plaint. It will be suifi-

cient for the Court, where there is a defect of parties, to state in its order

(under Section 73 of the Code), the name and description of the person

to be made a party, and to direct that a notice be issuetr to him accordingly,

—lb. I7th August 1860.

Section 73 requires no more than that those persons should be joined

as defendants whose claims are necessary to be taken into consideration

before deciding on the plaintiff's title. It is the latter only which will form
the subject of the decree.—lb. 27th November 1860.

Where there is a defect of parties, it is competent to the Appellate Court

,

under Section 354 of the Code, to direct that any person having an interest

in the subject-matter of the suit, inseparable from that of either of the par."
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ties, be made a plaintiff or dufeudant ; aud to frame an issue accordingly and

refer the same for trial by tlie lower Court.—lb. 19th March 1860.

Where the Appellate Court, upon discovery of a defect of parties, par-

poses framing an issue and referring it to the lower Court for trial, it will

be sufficient, without the use of stamps, for the Court to note down at the

hearing the necessary particulars to enable it to frame the issue ; and the

lower Court will, under Section 73 of the Code, issue notice to the person

directed to bo made a party.—lb. I7th August 1861.
\

No steps will be taken by the Court to bring in the representative of

a deceased plaintiff or defendant, except on the application of the parties

;

and if no such application be made within three months, the Court may
pass an order that the suit shall abate—lb. 24fch August 1861.

DISTRICT MOOISrSIFFS.

District Moonsiffs are competent, under Section 5 of the Code, to re-

ceive and tiy suits for sums of money or other personal property under
ten rupees in value.—lb. 16th April 1860.

A District Moonsiff is competent to try ii, suit instituted agaiast the'

Collector, arising out of an act done in his oflScial capacity.—lb. ^

District Moonsiffs are competent to receive and try paiiper suits under

Section 297 of the Code, without reference by the Civil Judge, where the

value of the matter in dispute is within their jurisdiction.—lb. 19th

March 1860.

Suits brought for the dismissal of Curnums are not excepted from the

jurisdiction of District Moonsiffs.—S. D. 1851', p. 108.

ESTATES.

Under Act VIII of 1855, the Civil Judge is the proper officer to take
charge of the effects of European British subjects dying in the provinces.

—S. Proc, 13th February 1858.

On the death of a European British subject, not being a Military Officer

or Soidier, the Civil Judge is immediately to take charge of his effects

imless there be a will and an executor wiling to act.—lb. 12th May
1834

The Civil Judge is without delay to have a correct inventory made of

the whole of the effects, bringing upon the Court's accounts any cash belong-

ing to the estate, and to forward to the Administrator General a copy of

such inventoiy together with a copy of ihe will, if any, and any informa-

tion which the Civil Judge may have obtained as to the survivino- relations

of the deceased.—lb.

If plate, jewels, or other valuables be found among the deceased's effects

they are forthwith to be sent for safe custody to the Collector's treasury
and there kept till the day fixed for their sale by public auction or delivery
to the parties entitled thci-eto.—lb. and 20th Mav 1833.
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In tlje event of t.)ie effects being sold at public auction, no higher com-

ni ission tlian 5 per cent . is to be allowed to the auctioneer, and anch com-

mission is not to be paid till correct accounts have been rendered.—lb.

12th May 1834

In cases where the deceased may leave a will, the Civil Jadge is to

forward a copy of the will and of the inventory of tlie effects to the execu-

tors, if residing within the Madras Presidency.—lb.

If the Administrator Genei-al should decline to apply for letters of

administration in respect of the estate of any European British subject, the

Ci'^-il Judge must proceed under the provisions of Section XYI, Regulation

111 of 1802.—S. L. 18th May 1855.

Where a Eui'opean British subject, not being a Military person, dies at

a distance from the station of the Civil Judge, his effects are to be secured

by a European Revenue Officer, if present, otherwise by the District Moon-
sifl' or Sub-Magistrate, or by the Commanding Officer at Military stations

where there is no Civil Officer present.—Govt. Notification, 1838.

On the death of a Military Officer or Soldier, or any other Military per-

son, at a station where there is no Military Officer, the Civil Judge is to

i«cure the deceased's effects and forward them to the nearest Militai-y autho-

rity, reporting his proceedings without delay to the Military Secretary to

Government; but Civil Judges are not otherwise to interfere with the

estates of such persons.—lb. 19th March 1861.

Civil Judges, on taking charge of the estates of European Pensioners,

are to forward to the Adjutant General, for transmission to the Secretary of

State for India, any will which may have been left by them.—S. Proc, 22nd

January 1815.

M'henever a Civil Judge may have occasion to communicate to the Ad-

ministrator General the death of a European British subject leaving assets

below Rapees 500, he should at the same time furnisli information as to the

.

names of the claimants and the value of the property left.—lb. 30th

August 1855.

The Administrator General is not competent to call upon a Zillah Judge,

who has fulfilled the duty imposed upon him by Section LIV, Act Till of

1855, to act further, and ministerially, in the collection of sums due to the

estate of a deceased British subject.—lb. 13th February 1858.

The effects of Europeans other than British subjects are to be dealt

with according to the provisions of Section XVI, Regulation III of 1802.

—

lb. 12th May 183-1.

If an Eurasian die intestate, and his heir be unwilling to take charge of

the estate, the Civil Judge should proceed under Clauses 5 and 7, Section

XVI, Regulation III of 1802.—lb. 8th August 1860.

Where a widow declines to administer the' estate- of her deceased hus-

band, and a party applies to have the property sold in execution of a decree

against the deceased, such pi'operty may be brought to sale, and no report

to Government will be ncccs^eu-v.— S. Letter. 26th Februarv ISIS.
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An executor, after having actually entered upon his duties and tnken

possession of aJl the real and personal property of the deceased, cannot be re-

lieved from his office ; nor can the Coui'ts interfere, except on a regular com.

plaint against him for breach of trust or other offence.—S. Proc, 15th

January 1847.

The duty of nominating guardians to disqualified heirs, under Section

XX, Regulation V of 1804, devolves upon the Civil Judge and not upon the
Subordinate Judge.—lb. 10th I'ebrnary 1858.*

Section XX, Regulation T of 1804 allows of a guardian being appoint.

ed, where necessary, for the protection of minors who are joint heirs with
others, and does not restrict the measure to the case of such as may be sole

heirs.—lb. 2nd March 1858.

If a Collector decline recommending the Court of Wards to take charn'p

of the estate of a minor paying revenue to the amount of Rupees 1,000 direct

to Government, the Civil Judge may appoint a manager to the estate and
take steps for the guardianship and education of the minor.—lb. 10th
April 1861,

If the estate of any disqualified proprietor be not for any reason taken
charge of by the Court of Wards, the Civil Coui't may, under Section III

Regulation X of 1831, take the estate under its management.—lb. 30th

April 1853.

By the expression " set forth his title," in Section III, Act XXVII of 1860,

is meant nothing more than that the party applying for a certificate should

state the facts on which he rests his claim to represent the deceased.

—

lb. 4th September 1860.

The expression does not apply to the heir-at-law only : parties claiming

under a will may also obtain certificates, where a testamentary disposition

is valid in law.—lb.

Certificates cannot be granted to creditors, as they are not within the

line of heirs by Hindu law, and there is no enactment authorizing them to

take out Letters of Administration.—lb.

Except in a single instance provided for in Section II, judgment cannot

be given in any suit under Act XXVII of 1860, against a debtor to the

estate of a deceased person, without the production by the plaintifi' of the

prescribed certificate.—lb. 16th October 1860.

Should the plaintiff fail to obtain a certificate within a specified time to

be fixed for the purpose, the Court should proceed, under Section 148 of

the Code, to a decision of the suit on the record, which must necessarily be

by giving judgment for the defendant.—lb.

EXECUTION OF DECREES.

All decrees, whether passed before or after the Code came into operation,

must be executed under the provisions of the Code.—lb. 13th July 1860.

Where two plaintiffs sue for separate shares of the same property, and

* See.also Act IX of 1861.
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obtain a decree accordingly, each may, under Section 207 of the Code,

apply separately for execution of the decree in respect of his own share.

If a decree-holder die, the decree is transferred by operation of law to

his legal representative ; but it cannot be executed in favor of such repre-

sentative, until he has obtained a certificate from the District Court under

Act XXVII of I860.—lb. 17th May 1861.

If the person against whom it is sought to execute the decree plead that

he never was defendant in the suit, the Court must enquire into the plea

after notice to the decree-holder, and pass such order as may appear just

and proper. If the plea be substantiated, the judgment cannot be enforced

against him.—lb. 17th August 1860.

Judgment-debtors are at liberty to pay into Court, at any time, either

before or after execution is appUed for, the sums decreed against them.

A Civil Judge has no power to execute or take any steps towards the

execution of any decree, which, under the provisions of Section 362 of the

Code, ought to be executed by a District Moonsiff or other subordinate

Judicial officer, notwithstanding that such officer maybe absent and the pro-

perty decreed may be in course of alienation.—lb. 1st March 1861.

It is not in the province ofthe Courts to assist a suitor in the transaction

of his business in the CoDector's office : no correspondence with the Eevenue

Authorities, therefore, will be necessary respecting the issue of pnttahs to

persons to whom lands may have been decreed.—lb. 17th August 1860.

Salt-pans do not come under the designation of estates paying revenue

to Government, referred to in Section 225 of the Code; and decrees for the

separate possession of shares of salt-pans should, therefore, be executed by

the Courts, and not by the Collector of the District.—lb. 9th April 1861.

The boundaries, where specified in the decree, and not the exact quantity

by subsequent measurement, indicate the identity ofthe lands, of which pos-

session is to be given to the decree-holder.

Where a decree contains merely a declaration of right in the plaintiff,

subject to that of any superior claimant who may appear, positive possession

cannot be given to the plaintiff under the decree on the death of the party

in possession.—S. Dec. 1860, p. 130,

If the decree direct the defendant to fill up a well dug on premises ad-

judged to the plaintiff, and he refuse to do so, the Court executing the

decree may cause the well to be filled up, and recover from the defendant

the expenses incurred.—S. Letter, 5th January 1837.

Where execution of a decree for immovable property is resisted or

obstructed, it is not incumbent on the Court, upon a bare claim to property,

to register the case as a snit, under Section 229 of the Code, if it be not

satisfied that the claim is a ionA fide one.

None of the 'pa/riies to the suit can claim the investigation provided by

Section 230 of the Act.
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If it be found, on pi-oceeding to enforce a decree, that no such laud exists

Bs that deBcribed in the plaint, the parties must be referred to a fresh suit.

—S, Proc, 25th January 1848.

Where a decree required the defendant to pay a monthly sum out of his

salary as a peon to the plaintiff during his minority, and to give up his

situation to the plaintiff on his becoming of age, agreeably to stipulations

contained in a bond, it was ruled that the decree was altogether illegal and

could not be executed.—lb. 24th October 1859.

A decree may be executed against a defendant's sureties to the extent

to which they have rendered themselves liable, without any suit being in-

stituted against them for the purpose.—lb. 18th October 1841.

If execution be taken out, and the sum decreed be not immediately paid,

the judgment-creditor may at once proceed against the defendant's surety,

—lb. 12th June 1843.

Where a separate maintenance is decreed, and the defendant habitually

neglects to pay it, it is competent to the Court to demand security from the

defendant, or attach his property, to ensure the future payments being duly

made.—lb. 1st March 1861.

The minority of the parties entitled to an estate out of which mainte-

nance has been decreed, is no bar to the execution of the decree.—lb.

22nd March 1858.

A sepoy's pay is not liable to attachment, under Section 237 of the Code,

in execution of a decree for maintenance.—lb. 1st March 1861.

The money allowance paid to a Polygar, in lieu of land resumed by the

Government, cannot be attached in execution of a decree.—lb. 26th

August 1861.

Movable property found in the defendant's possession, and attached by

actual seizure under Section 233 of the Code, cannot be left in the charge

of a surety. But where such property may be at a distance from' the Court

and ofa description diificult to remove, the Ameen deputed to attach itmay
keep the same in his custody upon the spot, and on the receipt of his report

the Court may at once proceed under Section 243 to order the sale of the

property so attached.—lb. 19th Mai-ch 1860.

Where movable property has to be attached in execution, and it is of

a perishable nature, the usual process for attachment and sale should be

issued simultaneously under Section !i50 of the Code.—lb. 4th Decern-

ber 1860.

If property be attached by order of a District Moonsiff, any claim or

objection which the Collector may have to make in respect of such property

may be preferred thi^ugh one of the Pleaders practising in the Court of such

District Moonsiff.—lb. 16th April 1860.

The object of the concluding clause of Section 246 is not to keep the

attachment open for the claimant, but to Umit the period wiihin which he

may iring a svAt to establish his right to the property attached. The order
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disallowing the claim not being subject to appeal, the Court may, m itS

discretion, proceed to sell the property.—lb. 19th March 1860.

Until the Government vests Collectors generally, or any Collector par-

ticularly, with the power of selling revenucpaying land in execution of

decrees, the Courts are, under Section 248 of the Code, to effect such sales

by means of their own officers.

ISfo application for execution of a decree by attachment of any estate

paying revenue to Government can be received, unless it be accompanied

by an authenticated extract from the Revenue Eegister.

It is an authenticated extract of the Register, as it eMsts^ which is alon&

tequired under Section 213 of the Code, and it is not competent to the Re-

venue authorities to refuse to gratlt the same, notwithstanding that such

Register may not indicate the present owner of the land.—lb. loth

October 18S0.

There is no provision in the Code under Which a claim preferred to pro-

perty attached by one Court can be called up by the Civil Judge and re-

ferred to another Court for investig'ation.—lb. 1st September 1860,

Decrees of the Presidency Courts of Small Causes cannot be executed

by attachment of real property, but only by inlprisonment of the defendant,

or distress and sale of his goods and chattels.*

Though the pay of a sepoy cannot be attached in execution of a decree,

the decree-holder may pi'ooeed against his person and property. lb.

25th February 1858.

The maintenance decreed to a widow suing in formS, pauperis, cannot

be attached for the Stamp duty due to Government on that portion of her
claim which has been disallowed, but money awarded as the value ofjewels

may be so attached.—lb. 9th March 1837.

In all cases where land attached in execution of a decree is ordered to

be sold, notice of such sale is to bo sent to the Collector of the District.

—

lb. 15th February 1847.

In disposing of objections raised by the Revenue authorities to the sale

of lands in execution of decrees, the Courts are to be guided, not by the

peculiar usages of the district, but by the general regulations.—lb.

Sth August 1848.

If a suit be instituted to annul a sale of land in satisfaction of a decree

of Court, the proceeds of the sale, if not paid over when the suit is instituted,

are to be held in deposit until such suit is decided.—lb. 11th October 1827.

A purchaser at a public sale of land in execution of a decree acquires

tto rights but those possessed at the time of the sale by the judgment-debtor.

—3nd S. Sel. Dec, p. 74.
*

If the decree-holder be declared to te the purchaser, at a sale in execu-

tion of .1 decree, the sum which he is entitled to recover may be looked

But see Act XL of 1862.
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upon in the light of the prescribed deposit and purchase-money, so far as

it is sufficient for the purpose.

The Uazir cannot he allowed any commission ilpon property sold by

order of Court.—S. Proc, 29th February 1836.

Money realized by the sale of property is not to remain in the Nazir's

Custody, but to be remitted to the Revenue Treasilry, if for any reason it

cannot be at once paid orer to the party entitled thereto.—-lb. 8th

Februaj-y 1845.

If execution has been completed and possession given to the decree-

holder, any subsequent petition by a third person laying claim to the pro-

perty is too late, and no appeal will lie against the order rejecting it, but

lihe person may institute a regular suit to establish his right.

If a pai-ty who has taken the benefit of the Insolvent Act plead that

he is not liable to arrest in execution of a decree, he must produce a certi-

licate from the Insolvent Court —lb. 29th April 1860.

If a debtor be imprisoned on account of several decrees obtained against

him by the same creditor, subsistence money need not be deposited in eacli

case.

Where several plaintiffs may apply for the imprisonment of n judgment-

debtor, each plaintiff must provide the regulated monthly allowance for the

debtor's subsistence.—lb. 24th March 1812.

The subsistence money of a defendant committed to prison must be paid

by thejudgment-Creditor, notwithstanding that the defendant may be draw-

ing a pension.— lb. 9th May 1844.

The application of a party for his discharge, under Section 280 of the

Code, should be prepared to the address of the Court under whose orders

the person may be in confinement in execution of the decree ; and should be

received and forwarded if necessary to such Conrt, post-free, by the Judge

in charge of the Jail.— lb. 25th February 3860.

Decrees of the Court can be executed within the jurisdiction of the

Supreme Court only under the provisions of Act XXXIII of 1852 ; and the

rules laid down in Act XXIII of 11)40 should be observed in such cases.—lb.

14th Februai-y 1861.

The Courts are only bound to execute decrees of the Mysore authorities

if application is made to them under the conditions required by Section 284

etseq. of the Code.—lb. 21th November 1860.

The application under Section 288 of the Code must be made by the

decree-holder, either in person or by a Pleader, to the Court to which the

copy of the decree and certificate may have been transmitted for execution,

—lb. 16th April 1860.

Where an application is made to a Civil Court under Section 288 of the

Code for execution of a decree passed by a Moousiff of another District, the

same rule will apply as to whether the application shall be on plain or stamp-

ed paper, as if it were presented to the Mooueifl'.—lb.
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EXHIBITS.

Certified copies of exhibits are to be retained only in cases wtere the

originals are returned under Section 133 of the Code while the suit is still

pending, and are not required where the originals are returned under Sec-

tion 135 after the termination of the suit.

A District Moonsiff is competent, under Section 136 of the Code, to re-

turn an original exhibit to the party by whom it was produced, upon his

providing the expense of making an authenticated copy of the same for

deposit with the record of the suit.—lb. 5th February 1861.

A Eeceipt Book is to be kept in every Court for all exhibits returned to

parties, showing the number of the suit, the name and position of the party

who produced the exhibit, the date of its being returned, and the party's

signature.—lb. 2-lth January 1861.

Where all material papers in a suit are to be transmitted to the Appel-

late Court, and neither party gives notice under Section 343 of the Code

that he requires copies of the exhibits to be kept, no such copies need be

made for deposit in the lower Court.

If any party or Pleader wish to inspect an original exhibit with a view

to ascertain its probable age, or to discover erasures or interpolations therein,

he must do so in open Court at the hearing of the suit.—lb. 5th Septem-

ber 1859.

An English translation of any pleading or exhibit tendered by a party

may be received, but its accuracy must be ascertained before it can be

acted upon.—lb. 18th November 1844.

FEES.

If a suit be remanded, the Pleader's fees are to be calculated at one-

fourth of the fees in a regular suit decided on the merits.—lb. Srd March

1860.

If a suit be privately adjusted, the Pleader's fees are to be apportioned

in accordance with the agreement of the parties, if any ; otherwise they are

to be calculated in the same manner as in suits remanded.—lb

.

Pees claimed in excess of the regulated rates cannot be awarded by the

Courts, but a Pleader is at liberty to institute a regular suit against his

client for the recovery of any such excess on a private agreement.

An aoreement to pay a fee to a Pleader is not required by law to be

expressed in writing.

A Pleader who has put in his client's pleadings, is entitled, under the

Ee^ulatious, to half his fees, though the suit be withdrawn before the plead-

ings of the other party are complete.—S. D, 1859, p. 24.

It is contrary to public policy for the Courts to give effect to an assign-

ment made by a Pleader of his fees due to him from his client.

If a pauper-suit be privately adjusted, the plaintiff's Pleader should not

be referred to a regular suit to recover his fees, but the Court should award
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liim reasonable compensation for his labor, and recover it by the nsnal pro-

cess.—S. Dec. 1852, p. 76.

Where a judgment is given against a pauper with costs, and the sale of

his property does not realize sufficient to meet the whole costs, the Pleader's

fees should first be paid, then the dues of Grovemment. In summary oases,

one-fourth of the regular fees may be awarded.—S. L., 2nd August 1859.

In summary cases, quarter is allowed in the Sudder Court, where it would
appear that the application is groundless.—See Sudder letter to Civil Judge
of Maugalore, dated 2nd August 1859, and M. P. No. 697 of 1859, Sec. VII,

Act I of 1846.

Where a Pleader is employed merely to obtain execution of a decree, 1

Rupee shall be allowed as costs for that purpose in claims below Rupees

100, and 2 Rupees in claims above that amount.—H. C. Pro., 22nd Sept. 1363.

FOREIGN JUDGMENTS.
The Courts will not execute the judgment, as such, of any other Court,

not being a Civil Court within the British territories in India, or one estab-

lished by authority of the Governor-General in the territories of a Foreign

Prince or State.

A suit, however, may be brought in any Civil Court having jurisdiction,

for the recovery of a sum awarded by the judgment of a foreign Court : the

decree of the foreign Court being the cause of action.— S. Proc, 16th June

1857.

A foreign judgment must, in order to be received, finally determine the

points in dispute, and must be an adjudication upon the actual merits ; and

will be open to be impeached upon the ground that the foreign Court had

not jurisdiction, whether over the cause, over the subject-matter, or over the

parties ; or that the defendant never was summoned to answer, or had no

opportunity of making his defence ; or that the judgment was fraudulently

obtained, or has been satisfied.—lb.

Where there is no tenable objection on any of these grounds, the case

ought not to be again investigated on its merits, for whatever constituted a

defence in the foreign Court ought to have been pleaded there.

The decrees of the Courts in Ceylon cannot be executed under the pro-

visions of Section 284 et seq. of the Code, but must be treated as foreign

judgments.—lb. 6th December 1859.

GUARDIAN.

Where the father of a minor is an idiot or insane, his mother is his na-

tural guardian, and as such is competent to sue for the enforcement of his

rights.—Xb. 18th September 1843.

GOVERNMENT PLEADER.

Whenever the office of Government Pleader may become vacant, the Civil

Judge is, after commmiioating with the Collector, to select a successor, and

make his recommendation direct to the Government, enclosing the Collec-

tor's opinion if adverse to the selection made,—lb. 8th June 1838.
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A Collector has no power to fine the Government Pleader, who standa

in regai'd to the Collector precisely in the same relation that any other

Pleader does to his client ; and any penalty for negligence or misoondnct

can only be imposed by the Civil Judge.—S. L., 5th December 1822.

If a Pleader employed by the plaintiiT in a suit against the Government

be appointed Government Pleader, his services may nevertheless be retain-

ed by snch plaintiff; but if they be relinquished, he may appear for the

Government.—S. Proc, 3nd June 1826.

An appeal cannot be preferred by the Government Pleader in the name

of a PubUe Officer, without his express authority.—S- Deo. 1859, p. 203.

HEARIlsG.
No matters are to be admitted to a hearing but those of a strictly judi-

cial nature.

The preliminary examination of the parties or their Pleaders at the firet

hearing, for the purpose of ascertaining upon what matters the parties are

at issue, is to be entirely oral, and conducted by the Judge himself, without

permitting any cross-examination or argument of the parties.

A Pleader of the Sudder Court pleading in a lower Court is not entitled,

without express permission, to address the Court in EngHsh, if he be ac-

quainted with the language of the district and the opposing Pleader does

not understand English.—S. Proc, 21st April 1858.

Barristers and Attorneys, when pleading in any lower Court in which

the language of the Judge is English, may address the Court in that lan-

guage, the Judge making arrangements for the interpretation, if necessary,

of such address to the Pleader on the other side.—lb. 22nd July 1858.

Pleaders are not to be unreasonably checked in the freedom of language

they may employ on behalf of their clients.—lb, 4th November 1819.

Where a defendant appears in person or by Pleader, the fact that the

defendant is not prepared to put in a written st?iitement does not warrant

the trial of a suit ex-parte.—II. H. C. B., p. 311.

INAM.

In the case of plaints relating to Inams, or grants by the ruling power,

the Judge is to ascertain, by reference to the enactments of the legislature

and the rulings of the Sudder Court, whether the plaint is admissible or not,

before he brings it upon his register of suits.

A suit to recover possession of Inaj3i land cannot be entertained by the

Courts unless the plaintiff produce authority from the Government to in-

stitute the same.—S. Dec. 1859, p. 257.

A suit for participation in the profits of Manyam land cannot be enter-

tained by the Courts unless the plaintiff produce authority from the Go-

vernment to institute the same.—lb. 1859, p. 46.

The prohibition against the interference of the Courts with claims to

Inam lands extends to the produce of such lands, except where the Inamdar
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may have divested himself of his right to the produce.—S. Pi-oo., 20th

October 1858.

Claims to grants conferredby the British or former Native Governments,

for good services performed, or as charitable allowances, are, under Regu-

lation IV of 1831, not cognizable by the Courts.—lb. 12th July 1855.

Claims relating to grants attached to offices as wages for the performance

of public services, are, under Eegulatiou VI of 1831, not cognizable by the

Courts.—lb.

If land be attached by a Court, and it be declared by the Revenue Au-

thorities to be held on Inam or rent-free tenure, the attachment is to be,

without further enquiry, removed.—lb. 30th April 1853.

If it be shown that land, formerly held on Inana tenure, has been enfran-

chised in either of the ways referred to in Section XXIX of the Inam Rules,

there is nothing in the Regulations relating to Inams to prevent the Courts

from receiving any suit respecting such land.—lb. 14th August 1861.

Where the matter in dispute is not title to Inam land, but the right to

certain produce raised by permission of the luamdar, the suit is cognizable

by the Courts.—S. Deo. 1858, p. 268.

Suits for the recovery of rent due on Inam land, where the right to the

Inam is not in dispute, are admissible by the Courts, without the previous

permission of Government.—lb. 26th June 1856.

Suits relating to grants made for pious or beneficial purposes are cogni-

zable by the Courts under Section XIV, Regulation VII of 1817.—lb. 12th

July 1855.

An Agraharamdar, holding his village on a favorable quit-rent, may
institute a suit against the Collector for recovery of sums unduly exacted

without obtaining the previous permission of the Government.—lb. 27th

October 1839.

Claims for the rent of Inam land are cognizable by the Courts, but not

those for an allowance payable from the collections made from such lands,

—lb. 1856, p. 128.

The mortgage of Inam land not being illegal, an Inamdar may maintain

a suit to redeem such land from mortgage.—S. Proc, 22nd October 1859.

Suits for recovery of laud granted by a Jaghiredar are cognizable by the

Courts.—S. Deo. 1850, p. 65.

ISSUE.

A notice will be afBxed in the Court House on receipt of the finding of

the lower Court upon any issue referred to it for trial ; and any memoran-

dum of objections against such finding must be put in within fifteen days

from the date of such notice.

JUDGMENT AND DECREE.
If, after a Judge has left the Court, it be found that in any suit brought

d
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to a final hearing, no written judgment has been placed on record by him,

his successor must hear and decide the suit, notwithstanding that such Judge

may have pronounced judgment in the case and made a brief note of hia

decision— S. Proc, 11th June 1861.

Judgments written by a Civil Judge but not pronounced in open

Court cannot, in the event of his removal before pronouncing the same, be

published by his successor, but the cases must be re-investigated.—lb. 7th

August 1849.

If a Judge die and any cf his uncopied judgments be found imperfect

or illegible, fresh judgments are to be pronounced by his successor in office.

— S. L., 5th October 1835.

If decrees are left unsigned by a Judge who has died or quitted the sta-

tion, after pronouncing judgment in open Court and preparing written

judgments, such decrees may be signed for him by his successor.—lb. 5th

October 1835.

The judgment is to be divided into paragraphs, and the paragraphs
numbered.—S. Proc, 29th April 1850.

The judgment is to recite the claim and defence, the nature of the
exhibits, the oral evidence adduced, and the several particulars required by
Sections 185, 186, and 187 or 359 of the Code ; but is not to give any
details of the costs, nor to be sealed.—lb. 3rd December 1860.

The parties in appeals are not to be referred to in the judgment as

Appellants or Respondents, but as Plaintiffs or Defendants.—lb. 5th
December 1860.

Every judgment should be expressed in clear and precise language, and
describe in distinct and positive terms the nature of the dicision.—S. Dec.
1851, p. 165.

Where cross appeals are preferred from the same decree, one judgment
is to be given upon both appeals, embracing the several matters put in

issue in each of the appeals respectively.—S. Proc, 18th Januaiy 185S.

Revised judgments, in cases remanded, are to be complete in themselves,
and not to require reference to the first judgment to elucidate their meaning,
—lb- 2nd February 1853.

Under the terms of Section 359 of the Cods, every native Principal
Sudder Ameen, who is able to write intelligibly in English, is boimd to write

'

all his appeal judgments in that language.—lb. 16th Januaiy 1861.

Under Section 184, any native Judge, sufficiently conversant with English
to be able to write a clear and intelligible decision in tluat language,
may write Ms judgments ia English.—lb.

Suits in which Europeans are parties are to be decided according to
justice, and equity, and good conscience, and not necessarily according to
English law.—lb, 17th November 1837.
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A judgment must dispose off the plaintifFs claim according to his state-

ments in the plaint.— S. Dec. 1858, p. 22,
'

No question can be raised by the Court as to the plaintiff's title if it be
not disputed by the defendant.—lb. 1853, p. 127.

Judgment cannot be given against a, plaintiif for not producing docu-

ments in his possession, unless they are material to the issue, and notice

to produce has been served upon him.—lb. 1859, p. 3.

Where maintenance is awarded, the grounds (arising out of the conduct

of the defendant) upon which the award is made, are to be clearly specified,

—lb. 1851, p. 209.

If the defendant urge, during the progress of the suit, that he has satisfied

the plaintiff's claim, no evidence can be taken on the point, but judgment
may be given in his favor to the extent of any admission made by the

plaintiff.—lb. 1860, p. 135.

No part of property in the possession of a defendant can be adjudged to

parties not before the Court, though they may appear to have a right to the

same.—lb. 1851, p. 141.

It is contrary to judicial practice and precedent for a Court in its judg-

ment to declare an alternative for the option of the parties in a suit, as, for

instance, to adjudge that maintenance be paid by the defendant, or the

family property divided.— lb. p. 111.

It is contrary to the practice of the Courts to discuss a point, other than

a point of law, not raised in the pleadings.—lb. p. 125.

The judgments and decrees of the Courts are to be distinct documents.

—S. Proc, 3rd December 1860.

The decree is to state the matters required by Section 189 or 360, with-

out adverting to any of the reasons or considerations detailed in the judg-

ment, and is to contain a fuU statement of costs.—lb.

No separate entry is to be made of the date on which the decree may be

sealed and signed ; the only date appearing in the decree is to be that on

which judgment was pronounced, which ordinarily will be the day on which

the suit is finally heard.—lb.

Every decree should be drawn up within five days from the date of pro.

nouncing judgment, and the fair copy and translation of the judgment re-

quired for record in Court should also be completed within the same time.

—lb. 6th September 1860.

If property be attached before judgment, and application be afterwards

made for the sale of such property in execution of a decree, measures can

only be taken to set aside such decree by a regular suit, but application may
be made by petition under Section 90 of the Code to set aside the mere order

for execution.
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JUEISDICTION.

Every plaint, on its presentation, sliould be examined to ascertain, with

reference to Sections 1 and 2 of the Code, and Sections 3 and 4, Act XSIII

of 1861, whether the Court has jurisdiction in respect of the snbject-mattor

of the suit.

The Courts have no jurisdiction in respect of claims to vessels or other

property on the high seas, the sea-shore forming the limit of their jurisdic-

tion.—Xb. 25th July 1814.

The Coui'ts have nojurisdiotion in claims exceeding Eupees 500 for wages

due to seamen, such suits being cognizable only by the Supreme Courts on

the Admiralty side,—Section LVII, Act I of 1859.

Courts, other than Courts of Small Causes, cannot take cognizance of

suits to recover wages, not exceeding Eupees 500, due to seamen, unless re-

ferred to them by the Magistrate.—lb.

Where a debt is -payable by instalments, no Court can entertain a suit res-

pecting it unless it have jurisdiction over the whole amount remaining due.

—lb. 9th September 1830.

If the total amount claimed exceed the pecuniary limit of the Court's ju-

risdiction, the plaint cannot be received, notwithstanding that interest and

profits may alone constitute the excess.—S. Let., 30th August 1837.

If want of jurisdiction be discovered after the defendant has been sum-

moned and examined by the Court, the plaint cannot be returned, but the

plaintiff may be allowed, under Section 97 of the Code, to withdraw his

suit.

A Court of Eeqnests has no jurisdiction unless the defendant be "carry-

ing on some trade or business," mere residence in the Cantonment not being

sufficient.—S. Dec. 1854, p. 51.

If the jurisdiction of the Court be once acknowledged, it cannot afterwards

be objected to.—I. S. Sel. Dec, p. 34.

If it be found that the same cause of action has been already determined

by a Court of competent jurisdiction, the plaint niust be rejected at what-

ever stage of the examination the discovery may be made.—S. Proc, Ist

June 1852.

An action of debt upon a bond may be brought, either where the obli.

gation was entered into, or where the obliger may at the time be residing

S. Deo. 1859, p. 164.

If a person execute a bond binding himself to pay the money borrowed

at any port at which the vessel may touch, a suit may be instituted upon

the bond in the Court having local jurisdiction at any of such ports, -provid-

ed the defendant be at the time residing within the limits of its jm-isdic-

tion.—S. Proc, 26th August 1860.

A Court is not deprived in its jurisdiction in the matter of a bond by a
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rtipulation therein that the remedy shall be in a suit in some other Court.

—I. S. Sel. Deo., p. 24*

The Courts have jurisdiction in suits respecting private injuries, arising

out of nuisances in public thoroughfares.—S. Dec. 1857, p. 140.

Complaints of the mismanagement of religious or charitable endowments

may be preferred either to the Board of Revenue, or, in the form of a regu-

lar suit, to the Civil Courts.—lb. 1858, p. 39.

A Civil Court has jurisdiction in a suit to estabhsh a right to superin-

tend the car festival of a, Pagoda, if the office yield any emolument—lb.

1856, p. 198.

Claims to succeed to hereditary offices are cognizable by the Courts.

lb. 1850, p. 122.

KAZI.
A Town Kazi is not vested by law with the power of performing the

duties of his office to the exclusion of all other persons, but he may sue for

damages if privileges which he may consider to be exclusively his own be

interfered with.—S- Proc-, 5th January 1841.

A Town E4zi has no authority to enforce the attendance of a witness

before him ; but he may refuse to verify a document regarding the authen-

ticity of which, from the absence of a witness, he may entertain doubts.

lb.

A Town K&zi cannot compel an unwilling wife to return to or receive

her husband, but must refer the husband to a civil suit.—lb.

It is no part of a Kfei's duty to enforce the Stamp Act ; the responsi-

bility of fulfilling its requirements lies upon the parties executing deeds

brought to him for attestation.—lb. 14th December 1860.

LIMITATION.
Every plaint, on its presentation, is to be examined in order to ascertain,

with reference to Section 32 of the Code, whether, on the face of such plaint,

the suit is not barred by lapse of time.

If the defendant plead that the suit is barred by lapse of time, this ques-

tion must be determined by the Court before the main evidence in the case

can be gone into.—lb. 1st June 1852.

A suit will not be barred by the Law of Limitation if brought within the

prescribed period, reckoned from the date of an admission of the claim by

the defendant, though more than that period may have elapsed between the

date of the cause of action and that of the admission.—S. Dec. 1853, p. 32 ;

ahd 1858, p. 93.

Mere denial by the defendant of the plaintiff's right and title is not suffi-

cient to oust the jurisdiction of the Court.

—

II. H. C. B., p. 184.

Mere casual presence, or even residence for a temporary purpose without the

intention of remainiug, is not "dwelling."—lb. 304. See also I. H. C. B., p.

136. " Cause of action means the whole and every part, and not merely any
substantial part, nor the last act which gives the cause of action. (Vide Madras
Times, 13th June 1866.)
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An admission, to prevent the operation of the law for the limitation of

snits, must be snch as to induce the creditor to refrain from instituting

le"-al proceedings, by holding out a hope to him that his claim will be ami-

cably adjusted.—lb. 1860, p. 223.

The mere institution of a suit, subsequently withdrawn, does not give

a fresh starting point with respect to limitation.—lb. 1857, p. 169 ; and

1853, p. 56.

A right of action lost under the Law of Limitation during the life-time of

the party in whom it originally vested, cannot be revived by his heir after

his death.

Oral testimony cannot be admitted to prove the revival of a claim which

has been finally rejected by a Court of competent jui-isdiction as barred by

the Law of Limitation.—lb. p. 22.

Tn the case of a landlord and tenant, the Law of Limitation begins to run

from the time that the tenant ceases to pay rent.—lb. 1852, pp. 44 and 71.

Possession, not by the party sued, but by some other person who after-

wards relinquishes the land, will not operate against a plaintiffs claim,

under the Law of Limitation.—lb. 1851, p. 256.

In a claim for lands of which possession had been fraudulently obtained,

the limitation of time can only be counted against the claimant from the

date on which the fraud was discovered.

A suit to recover property wrongfully alienated by plaintiff's mother

during his minority must be brought within the time allowed by the law

for the limitation of suits, reckoned from the date of plaintiff's coming of

age.—lb. 1860, p. 252.

If a plaiatiffs claim to land in the possession, of another be disputed,

and he states by writing that he contemplates enforcing his claim by action,

the Law of Limitation will run against him from that time.—lb. 1859,

p. 10.

In the case of claims founded upon heirship or succession, the Law
of Limitation runs from the time when the succession falls to the claimant

and he is opposed in entering upon his asserted right.—1860, p. 136.

The minority of a party will protect his own share, but not the share

of an adult oo-parcener, from the operation of the Law of Limitation.—lb.

1854, p. 173.

A co-sharer is entitled at any time to claim his share, and the Law of

Limitation only runs against him from the period when his title is denied.

—

lb, 1855, p. 82 ; and 1858, p. 163.

The acquiescence of a party in an arrangement for the liquidation of a

debt prevents the operation of the law for the limitation of suits, and pre-

serves to the creditor his right of action.—lb. 1858, p. 93.

Where a debt is payable by instalments, the Law of Limitation runs from
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the datecnwMcli eacli instalmoiit Ml dne, and not from the date of the

first instalment.—lb. 1854, p. 225 ; and 1855, pp. 43, 133, and 237.

In snits on bonds or other instruments for the payment of money, the

limitation of time is not to be reckoned from the date of execution of the

instrument, but from the date on which the money became payable.

If where a mortgagee in possession has recovered the principal sum lent,

with interest, from the profits of the land, the owner demands possession,

but is put off with excuses, the Law of Limitation will run against the

owner's claim from the time of such excuses being made.—lb. 1859, p. 191.

MOTIONS.

No verbal motion is to be made at the time of putting in any petition,

except where it may be desired to obtain an immediate injunction or order

thereon, and the party or his Pleader is provided with such authenticated

documents as will enable the Court to judge of the emergency.

No verbal motion relating to any suit or petition in wliioh a Pleader may

be retained on the other side is to be made in Court, unless at least a day's

notice in writing has been given to such Pleader.

ORDERS.

In every civil proceeding, the parties or their Pleaders are to be required

to point to the express provisions of the Code upon which they rely ; and

the Courts are also to specify the particular Sections under which their

orders ai'e passed.— S. Proc, 21st April 1860.

Orders passed on petitions are invariably to contain a brief abstract of

the contents of the petition, and the grounds upon which the order is based,

—lb. 19th November 1849.

Every order passed by a, judicial authority should set forth minutely

the matter brought under hearing before him, and the grounds of his deci-

sion thereon ; and the subject of any prior proceedings or other documents

to which he may have occasion to refer, should be in like manner set forth,

BO that every order may be framed in such a manner that it shall be self-

explanatory.—lb. I7th February 1853.

Orders are generally to be written in the vernacular language of the

Judge ; but if such language be not Bnghsh, and the Judge be conversant

with Enghsh, he may write his orders in English.

Orders not written in the language of the Court need not be translated

into that language, unless an authenticated copy be appHed for, and the

party desire to have it in the language of the Court.—lb. 20th August 1853.

Orders issued by the superior Courts are merely to be conveyed iu pro-

ceedings, and not to be accompanied by any precept.

PAUPERS.

A person who voluntarily divests liimself of property, or refuses to take

possession of it, cannot be allowed to sue as a pauper.—lb. 13th March

1823.
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The possession of property by the husband is no bar to the admission

of a suit in /ormd pmiperis on the part of the wife.

The possession of property by the father is no bar to the admission of

a snit in formS, pa/wperis on the part of a son against his father.

The possession of property by a guardian is no bar to his being admitted

to institute a suit informd pauperis on behalf of his ward.

It is not necessary, on the death of a pauper-plaintiff, to direct that the

suit shall abate ; his heir may be allowed to cai'ry on the suit, provided he

first prove his pauperism.

If fresh defendants be brought into a suit instituted by a pauper-plain-

tiii", they are entitled to show cause against his being allowed to sue in

formd pauperis.

If a plaintiff, who was originally admitted to sue as a pauper, become

possessed of property while the suit is pending, he may be required to put

in the requisite stamps, and judgment may be given against him if he neg-

lect to do so.

Paupers can only obtain authenticated copies of decrees on the same

conditions as other suitors.—lb. 10th November 1860.

In pauper suits, as in others, the plaintiff must pay into Court the

expenses of his witnesses before the summons can be served.—lb. 15tb

April 1860.

If a pauper-plaintiff retain a Pleader, he must provide him with a vaka-

latnama on the usual stamp.'—S. Dec. 1852, p. 76.

PLAINTS.

The verification of the plaint, under Section 27 of the Code, need not be

made by the plaintiff in Court.—S. Proc, 2nd February 1860.

If the plaintiff be absent, the plaint need not invariably be verified by

his authorized agent, but may be verified by any one personally acquainted

with the facts of the case.

Persons competent to subscribe and verify plaints on behalf of plaintiffs

under Section 28 of the Code, are those who are able to depose to the facts

of the case and have a knowledge of the circumstances forming the ground

of action which the plaintiff does not possess ; as, for instance, shopmen
employed in the sale of the goods of their employers, and the like ; not

Mooktears, or other such agents.—lb. 19th March 1860.

The plaint in such cases may be brought already subscribed and verified
j

but will be liable to rejection, if there should be no cause for allowing any

person other than the plaintiff to perform those acts, or if the person by
whom they may have been performed should not \>e considered competent

for the purpose.—lb.

Whenever a plaint is rejected, a judicial order is to be recorded in the

diary of the Court, and the original plaint is also to be placed among the

records, but not to be numbered or entered in the Register.
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Whenever a plaint is returned, the grounds and date of return are to be

endorsed on the back of such plaint, and signed by the Judge, a copy of

such endorsement being placed on record.

Whenever the Court may allow a plaint to be amended under Sections

29, 31, or 32 of the Code, a time is to be fixed, and the plaint rejected ifnot

amended within such time.—lb. 17th August 1860.

Where two or more causes of action have been joined in the same plaint,

and a separate trial of each i3_ ordered under Section 9 of the Code, fresh

plaints are to be taken ; but if the original stamp be sufficient to cover the

whole claim, such additional plaints may be written on plain paper.— lb.

16th April 1860.

A plaintiff cannot be fined under the Code, though the Court may con-

sider his claim to be groundless and vexatious ; but he may be prosecuted

under Section 209 of the Penal Code.—lb. 1861, pp. 16 and 52.

PLEA.

Where the defendant pleaded that he had paid his Pleader the full fee,

it was held that he could not at the same time plead that he never agreed

to pay such fee ; and the plea of payment was held to be conclusive as to

the agreement to pay.—S. Dec. 1860, p. 189.

If a party plead that, though once in possession as mortgagee, he after-

wards purchasedthe land, he cannot, in the event of his failing to prove the

purchase, be allowed to fall back upon the plea that the mortgage bond had

been forfeited.—lb. p. 39.

Where the plaintifiF had in the Court of First Instance rested his claim

to inherit property upon an adoption, he was not allowed in appeal to urge

it upon the ground of his natural relationship to the deceased.—S. Proc.

1860, p. 171.

A plaintiff who had in tlie original suit based his claim to succeed to a

Zemindary, on his being son of the Pattaba Stri, or royal wife of the Zemin-

dar, was not permitted in appeal to rest liis claim on the fact of his being

the -Zemindar's eldest son.—lb. p. 136.

A new plea, inconsistent with the defendant's pleadings in the Court of

First Instance, cannot be admitted in appeal.—lb. p. 243.

Where the defendant had in the Court of First Instance not pleaded to

plaintiff's claim for future instalments on a bond, he was not allowed, in

appeal, to take the objection that no cause of action had yet arisen in

respect of those instalments.—lb. p. 157.

Where the defendant had in the original suit pleaded to the jurisdiction

of the Court solely on the ground that he was not resident within its limits,

he was not allowed to urge, as an additional plea in appeal, that he had

divested himself of all the real property he had possessed within thoso

imits.— lb. p. 139.

e
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No gronnd of defence, not urged in the Court of First Instance, can be

taken in appeal.—lb. 1858, p. 210.

Where the defence was that the suit was barred b^ a former decree,

and. the plaintiff in appeal disputed the jurisdiction of the Court passing

that decree, such objection was not allowed because it had not been raised

in the original suit.—1 Sel. S. Dec, p. 428.

PLEADEKS.

No Pleader, other than the Government Pleader, will be heard in any

suit or other proceeding, unless he produce a Yakalatnama duly authorizing

him. to appear on behalf of some party therein.

By the term " duly authorized" Pleader is meant a regularly admitted

practitioner ; a suit cannot be carried on through a Mooktear.—Snd. Deo.

1858, p. 80.

Where a person is a party in two or more connected cases, he must exe-

cute a Takalatnama in each case, notwithstanding that he may retain the

same Pleader in all.

Every V4kalatnama must be executed by the party himself, and must

be signed before, and authenticated by, some judicial functionary.

Where the party is exempted from personal attendance in the Courts, or

unable, from sickness or other cause, to attend, the execution of the Yaka-

latnama may be verified by the attesting witnesses in the presence of the

judicial fuuotionary.—S. Proc, 1st December 1858.

No TakS,latnama is to be authenticated, unless the Pleader's name be in-

serted therein previous to its execution.—lb.

No Vak^latnama will be filed, unless it be noted thereon, in the hand-

writing of the Pleader to whom it is executed, that it has been " accepted"

by him.

Where the party may afterwards retain additional Pleaders, he may either

execute a fresh VakMatnama, to be signed by all the Pleaders by whom it

is accepted, and to be substituted for the original VakSlatnama ; or he may
execute a separate Vak&latnama to the additional Pleaders.—lb. 24th July

1851.

.

Any Pleader authorized by a party to receive money on his behalf is to

produce a Takalatnama expressly giving him such authority.—lb. 26th

June 1855.

A Pleader retained by one party in a suit is not precluded from after-

wards accepting a Yakalatnama from the other party if the same cause or

interest again come under adjudication.—lb. 5th November 1859.

A Pleader retained in a suit cannot afterwards appear for the same client

in an appeal from an order passed in execution of the decree in such suit,

unless he put in a fresh Takalatnama.—lb. I7th August 1860.

If a Pleader be retained by the defendant, the suit cannot be heard and
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decided est parte during the abaence of such Pleader on leave.—Sud. Deo.

1851, p. 127.

Under special circnmBtances the party's Pleader -will be allowed to avail

himself of the assistance of any other Pleader, and such Pleader will, in the

discretion of the Court, be heard in addition to, but not in lieu of, the

Pleader retained by the party.

The Vakeels of a Zillah Court are entitled to practice in all Courts

subordinate to the Zillah Court.—H. C. Proc, 23rd November 1865.

A Pleader retained in any case has discharged his duty to his client on

the decree being made ; and is not bound to appear on any application for

review ofjudgment without further instructions. But if prepared to appear,

he may do so without a fresh vakS,latnama : provided that if any such

Pleader take any step in the review, it will be incumbent upon him to

appear at the hearing.

Any Pleader leaving the Court for a longer period than six weeks will

be required to arrange with his clients to appoint some other Pleader to

appear in his stead in any cases in which he is retained, and which are likely

to be brought on for hearing during his absence.

Pleaders will not be allowed access to the original records of suits, but

will be required to provide themselves with private copies under the rules

relating to copies.—S. Proc, 22nd June 1859.

No Pleader will be allowed to speak out of his turn, at the hearing of a

case, except for the purpose of taking a preliminary objection, correcting

a mis-statement of facts, putting a necessary question, or removing a mis-

conception respecting some argument or assertion put forth by himself.

All observations which a Pleader may desire to make at the hearing are

to be addressed to the Court, and never to the Pleader on the other side.

At the hearing of cases in which Pleaders are retained on both sides, the

Pleader for the plaintiff or appellant, as the case may be, will have the right

to begin ; the Pleader for the defendant or respondent wUl answer ; and the

plaintiff's or appellant's Pleader will be entitled to reply.

After the Pleaders on both sides have been heard, no Pleader is to offer

any remarks except in answer to questions put by the Court ; and after

judgment given, no Pleader will be allowed, under any circumstances, further

to touch upon the matter adjudicated.

A party who has retained a Pleader to appear for him cannot be heard
in person, unless he first withdraw the vakaiatnama.—lb. 15th March
1821.

A party is at liberty to dispense with the services of his Pleader when-
ever he thinks fit, without assigning any reason.—lb. 19th November 18i9.

All powers conferred on a Pleader cease npon the death of the person
executing the vakSlatnama.—lb. 22nd March 1808.
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An agreement to pay a fee to a Pleader is not required by law to be

expressed in writing.— S. Dec. 1860, p. 189.

The only mode open to a party to obtain redress for any injury he may
have sustained by the neglect of his Pleader is to institute a regular suit

for damages.—S. Let., 4th March 1850.

Pleaders are liable to be sued by their clients for gross neglect in the

discharge of their duty.—1 Sel. S- Dec, p. 150.

Complaints of clients against their Pleaders of wilfully delaying or

refusing to carry on their suits, or of having wilfuUy misled them by a dis-

honest opinion, may be represented by a petition to the Court, but damages

cannot be recovered except by a regular suit.—S. Proc, 16th November

1840.

A Civil Judge is competent, under Clause 1, Section X, Regulation XVI
of 1816, to remove a Pleader , from office without reference to the Sudder

Court.—lb. 12th March 1861.

Appeals presented to the Sudder Court by Pleaders dismissed by the

lower Courts are to be submitted through the Civil Judge, and orders will

be passed thereon by the Sudder Court in the character of a supervising

body, without any hearing in open Court.—lb. 9th June 1858.

PLEADERS' GOMASTAHS.
No person will be allowed to act as the Gomastah of any Pleader in the

Sudder Court, until his name has been entered, with the Registrar's permis-

sion, in a list of such persons to be kept in the of&ce.

Pleaders will be expected to employ as their Gomastahs persons of res-

pectability, and to adopt every means in their power to prevent them from
exacting money from the suitors.

No Pleader's Gomastah is, upon any pretext whatsoever, to enter any
other room than the Court, and no such Gomastah is to approach the

Pleader's table in Court, except when expressly called by a Pleader, or for

the purpose of handing papers to the Pleader.

Memoranda given by Pleaders to their Gomastahs are to be delivered

to the Serishtadar ; and he is to note on the same the information required

by the Pleaders, and return them to their Gomastahs.

PLEADINGS.

Pleadings, i. e., plaints, appeals, petitions, and all other written applica-

tions, will only be received in open Court, and from the party himself, or

his duly authorized Pleader or recognized Agent, or from his private Agent,

if the party be an officer or soldier.

No anonymous petition is to be brought on the file. No pleading will be

filed or noticed which is forwarded through the post, or communicated by
Telegraph. No pleading will be entertained which is couched in language

disrespectful to the Court, or to the Judge of any other Court, or to any

other public oiEcer, or which contains terms of reproach against the other
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party. No pleading will be registered which is written in an illegible hand

or in an unintelligible style. Verbal oorrectiona may at any time be made

in pleadings, with the permission of the Court.— S. Let., 28th July 1837.

POSTPONEMENT.

If a plaintifif leave his usual place of abode without instructing his Pleader,

and on the day fixed for the hearing the Pleader be unprepared to argue

the case, the Court may, under Section 114 of the Code, pass judgment

against the plaintiff by default, unless it see fit to adjourn the hearing under

Section 146.

If a Pleader be retained in due time, but be unprepared to argue the case

at the hearing in consequence of his name having been omitted when the

case was posted, the hearing will be postponed.

A Pleader putting in a vakalatnama in a case already posted, will not be

entitled to have the hearing postponed, on the ground that he has not had

time to master the case; but the Court may, if it see fit, postpone the

hearing.

Where there is another Pleader retained on the same side, inability of

one of the Pleaders to attend on the day of hearing will not be sufficient

ground for the postponement of any case already posted.

PRINCIPAL SUDDEE AMEENS.

A Principal Sudder Ameen has no power to receive or determine any

appeal from the decision of a Collector, or other European officer of Govern-

ment, but he may entertain a suit in which such officer is a party.— S. Proc,

14th December 1849.

PRINTING CHARGES.

Every Memorandum of a Regular Appeal presented to the Sudder Court

must be accompanied by the charge for printing at the rate of eight annas

for every roll of the appeal, and four annas for each roll ofthe judgment and

decree of the Court of First Instance.—lb. 21st April 1860.

Every application for the admission of a special appeal must be accom-

panied by the charge for printing, at the rate of eight annas for every roll

of the application, and four annas for each roll of the judgment and decrees

of the lower Appellate Court and Court of First Instance.—lb.

Every appeal from an order must be accompanied by the charge for

printing, at the rate of eight aimas for every roll of the appeal, and four annas

for each roll of the enclosures.
'

PROCESS.

Persons of rank are not to be summoned, unless their evidence is material

;

and when their attendance is indispensable, they are to be treated with the

respect and consideration due to their position in life.—lb. 1st March 1827,

and 9th October 1835.
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When the evidence of any person, in the service of Government, is mate-

rial to the issne of any suit, the Court should ascertain from the head of the

Department in which the witness is employed, the date on which he can be

allowed to attend, and should issue the summons accordingly.—lb. 25th

August 1823.

The practice of collecting from parties in suits, naming public servants

as witnesses, such stfms as may be equal to the pay of such servants during

their absence from duty, is prohibited.—lb. 2nd October 1860.

Subordinates in public offices cannot be summoned to produce official

papers : application should be made, under Sec. 138 of the Code, to the head

of the Department to which such papers appertain, requesting him to send

them for the Court's inspection. Application for revenue papers must in

all cases be made to the Collector of the District.—lb. 19th March 1860.

If a defendant be out of the way on account of business, or on any bond

fide ground, the suit against him should stop ; but if the plaintiff be able to

satisfy the Court that the defendant's absence is fraudulent, a special service

should be substituted for the one ordinarily provided.

The notice issued under Section 345 of the Code is to the respondent

only ; appellants are required to take notice of all orders of the Court fixing

dates for the hearing, or adjourned hearing of appeals, without being served

with any special notice.—lb. 20th September 1860.

Notice of the day fixed for the hearing of the appeal should, under Sec-

tion 345 of the Code, be affixed in the Appellate Court as soon as possible

after the appeal is registered, and while the appellant may be presumed to

be still in Court ; the date being fixed according to the state of ihe file, and

the hearing being afterwards adjourned, if necessary, to a subsequent date.

—lb.

The practice of serving notice upon the respondent one month before the

date of hearing is consistent with the intent of Section 345 of the Code,
as the appellant will have left the Court and cannot know when his case is

to come on.—lb. 24th December 1860.

Notices to respondents should always be issued immediately upon an
appeal being registered, and in cases where the Government has undertaken

the defence of the suit in the Court of First Instance, sufficient time should

be allowed to enable the Collector to obtain the instructions of the Board
of Eevenne and Government aa to appearing and defending the appeal.

—

lb. 7th December 1860.

In suits against the Government not less than three months should be
allowed between the date of the summons and that fixed for the hearing.

—

lb. 10th September 1861.

Where a peon is entrusted with the service of several processes in sepa-

rate suits, due allowance must be made in fixing the date for the appearance
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of parties residing in the most distant village, for the time which will be oc-

cupied by the peon in serving processes at intermediate villages.—lb, 7th

Februaiy 1861.

Where it may be necessary to serve a summons on a party residing in

any of the Straits Settlements, a period of not less than three months is to

be allowed for the appearance of such party.—lb. 6th April 1857.

Where a suit is instituted in a District Moonsiif's Court against the

Government, the summons should be served under Section 52 of the Code

on the Government Pleader of the Civil Court.—lb. 17th January 1860.

The serving officer is to be provided with a separate copy of the sum-
mons for each of the witnesses.—lb.

As a general rule, no attestation should be required, but it will be in the

discretion of the Court in any particular case to require it, as, for example,

where a second summons has to be issued, under Section 112, in consequence

of there being no satisfactory proof of the first having been duly served.

—

lb. 19th March 1860.

Where it is alleged that the defendant has refused to sign the acknow-

ledgment, the due service of the summons may be proved by the deposition

of the serving officer.—lb.

The evidence of the serving officer, if clear and positive, will generally

be sufficient proof of service to justify the Court in proceeding to hear the

suit ex parte under Secti6n 111 of the Code ; but where it may leave a doubt

on the mind of the Court whether the service was really eifected, the Court

may direct a second summons to be issued under the following Section.

—

lb.

In attaching moveable property before judgment, the Ameen should bo

directed to bring the property to Court and deliver it into the custody of the

Nazir or Head Gomastah, unless it be of a perishable nature, iu which case

it may be sold under Section 250, as in execution.—lb. 4th December
1860.

Females entitled to the privilege granted by Section 21 of the Code are

not liable to arrest so long as they remain in their private apartments.

Females exempted from personal appearance in Court are liable to arrest

for debt if they leave the precincts of their private apartments ; but pro-

cess should first be issued against their property.—lb. 14th September

1859.

A party in attendance on a Court on bail to answer a criminal charge

is not liable to arrest under civil process.

Parties and witnesses in any civil or criminal case pending before any

Court of Justice are exempt from arrest under civil process while in attend-

ance on, or going to, or returning from, such Court of Justice.

Judicial processes, other than warrants of arrest, requiring to be served

within the limits of the Supreme Court, are, in addition to the certified trans-
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ition in English, to be accompanied by copies of the process and translations

3r each parson npon whom service is to be effected.—lb. 5th Oct. 1850.

Where judicial process may be sent to the Sheriff of Madras for exeou-

ion, the sum of two rupees is to be levied from the party at whose in-

tance the process is issued for every summons, notice, or proclamation,

nd four rupees for every warrant of arrest or execution; and the sums so

3vied are to be credited to Government.—lb. 19th September 1853.

Warrants of arrest are not to be sent by post but entrusted to the officer

ato whose custody the person to be arrested is to be delivered by the

)eputy Sheriff.—lb. 14th June 1841.

Processes requiring to be executed within another jurisdiction under Sec-

ions 59 and 158 of the Code are to be forwarded by post at the expense of the

larties on whose motion they are issued ; but no such process is to be issued

ntil the party provides the requisite postage stamps both for its transmis-

ion and return, in addition to the regulated charge for serving the process,

-lb. 25th February 1860.

District Moonsiffs may transmit processes direct to any Civil Court for

ervice by that Court and also to any other Court, without the intervention

f any Civil Court.—lb. 17th August 1860.

Where, however, a District Moonsiff has to procure service of a process

n an of&cer or soldier, or on a person residing within the limits of the

irisdiction of the Supreme Court, he is to forward the process through the

livil Judge.—lb.

If any judicial process has to be executed within the limits of a Military

lantonment, it should be accompanied by a letter to the Commanding Officer

xplaining the nature of the process, and requesting him to have it enforced,

-lb. 29th October 1844.

Processes issuing from the Civil Courts of Calicut, Coimbatore, Cudda-

)re, Madura, Negapatam, Tanjore, TeUioherry, Tinnevelly, and Trichino-

oly, and requiring to be served on parties residing in Ceylon,' may be trans-

litted, (accompanied by English translations) direct to the District Judges

1 that Island, provided the parties be resident within the jurisdiction of

lolombo, Galle, Jaffna, Kandy, Kornegalle, or Trincomalee District Courts,

nd the same rule will apply to Commissions for the examination of wit-

esses.—Order of Government, 17th September 1858.
/

Processes, and Commissions for the examination of witnesses, requii-iug

be executed in any of the Straits Settlements, are to be transmitted to

he Governor of Prince of Wales' Island, Singapore, and Malacca, accom-

anied by a letter requesting that the same may be duly executed and

etuAied.-S. Let., 22nd July 1850.

Commissions for the examination of witnesses residing in foreign Euro-

can settlements, or in the territories of Native States, may, under the order

f Government dated 5th February 1830, be issued by Civil Judges to the
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Britiah Representativea in such settlements ov territories.— S. Proc, lEth

February 1830 j and 11th May 1831.

PAKCHAYATS.
An application under Section 327 of the Code to give effect to a prirato

award, should be made to the Court having jurisdiction with reference to

value, and should be brought on the file as a regular suit.

No person who is likely to be required to give evidence in a suit referred

to arbitration should be allowed to serve as one of the ai-bitrators.—lb.

19th February 1838.

Whenever a subordinate public servant is required to serve as an arbi-

trator, the head of his department is to be requested to mention the most

convenient day for his attendance, and the summonses to the several arbi-

trators are prepared accordingly.—S. Let., loth October 1824.

If a member of a Panchayat die before the award is given, the Pan-

cliayat is to be considered as de facto dissolved, and the agreement to abide

by its award to have become null and void.—S. Proc., 27th March 1828-

Upon the dissolution of a Panchayat by the death of one of its members,

the parties may either submit the matter in dispute to a new Panchayat or

institute a regular suit respecting it.—lb.

The surviving members of any Panchayat, so dissolved, may be ap-

pointed to a new Panchayat, if one be desired by the parties.—lb-

Where a Panchayat is dissolved on the death of one of its members, any

depositions taken before it, and duly authenticated, may be taken into con-

sideration by any Panchayat subsequently appointed on the application of

the parties.—lb.

If application be made to set aside an award on the ground of corrup-

tion or misconduct on the part of the arbitrators or umpire, the charge muSt

be specific in its terms.

Appeals against the proceedings of a Village Panchayat for partiality,

preferred under Section XI, Eegulation V of 1816, lie to the Subordinate

Judge or Principal Sudder Ameen, by whom a report of the case is to be

made to the Civil Judge.—lb. 4th March 1844.

A Civil Judge is competent to issue orders to correct errors in the pro-

ceedings of a Panchayat assembled by a District Moonsifl" under Regulation

XII of 1816.—lb. 28th February 1828.

Appeals from the decisions of District and Military Panchayats lie to

the Civil Judge.—lb. 4th March 1844.

A decree passed by a District Panchayat under Section XV, Eegulation V of

1822, passed without any farther evidence than what is contained in the pro-

ceedings before the Tahsildar, is irregular and invalid.—Civilian's Kemem-
brancer, § 83.

EAZEENAMAH.
Execution cannot be issued upon a Eazeenamah unless the terms of it

are embodied in a decree of the Court.—II. H. C. E., p 305.

/
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A Court cannot prevent parties from agreeing to any legal terms of

ompromise, or compel them' to proceed witli a suit when they desire pri-

ately to adjust.— S. Proc, 17th August 1833.

A suit may be adjusted by Eazeenamah between the plaintiff and some of

he defendants, and yet proceed as regards the other defendants.—lb. 10th

uly 1827.

With any arrangement the defendant may have made with the plaintiff

nd his other creditors subsequent to the institution of the suit, the Courts

ave no concern, their duty being simply to dispose of the present suit.

—

1. Dec, p. 24—5.

If a suit be privately adjusted by some of' the parties, the judgment of

he Court must be confined to a decision of the claim as it regards the

amainin'g defendants.—lb. 1851, p. 1.

No Eazeenamah can be received and filed unless it be produced in Court

y both parties to the suit or theii' Pleaders, and there declared to have been

xecuted with their free consent.—lb. No, 4 of 1838.

If a Bazeenamah be filed, it takes the place of a judicial award for the

ebt, and the question of the reality of the debt cannot be entered upon.

—

,. Proc, 10th April 1851..

A suit cannot be withdrawn after a decree has been passed, but the

ai-ties may enter into a Razeenamah notwithstanding such decree.—
1. Dec 185i, p. 69,

A Razeenamah can only be filed in the Court in which the suit to which

; relates is pending,— S, Proc, 2nd September 1846.

The litigant parties in a suit referred to a Panchayat under Regulation

;il of liJl6 are at liberty to settle the matter in dispute by Eazeenamah.

—

b. 28th February 1828.

Raaeenamahs, too indefinite in their terms to be. capable of execution, are

ot to be received.—lb. 12th June 1843.

No Bazeenamah can be received and filed in Court wliich contains

latter foi'ming a distinct or additional demand, and not in any way involved

1 the suit.—S. Let., 31st Mai-ch 1836.

A Razeenamah cannot be received and filed if it be entered into by any

erson not a party to the suit.—S, Dec. 1851, p. 167.

If a Razeenamah put in by the parties is, on the face of it, clearly unjast,

le Court may refuse to file it.—S. Proc, 12th November 1834.

A Bazeenamah cannot be filed if it contain stipulations as to payment of

le Government revenue, and possession fur a liuuted period, because it

ould involve conditions which the Court cuuid uui eulbi-cc—lb. 16th

fovember 1836.

A Bazeenamah entered into by one plaintiff, wkou the rltjlit of recovery

in another plaiutiff, is inoperative.—b. Dec. 1809, p. 193.
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A Hazeenamah filed in Court cannot bo set aside on tlje plea, i-aised by-

one of the parties, of error in judgment in agreeing to its terms.—lb. 27tli

August 1849.

A Hazeenamah can only be set aside upon positive proof of f^aud, and not

upon mere suspicion of fraud.—lb. No. 87 of 1844.

The parties to a Eazeenamah filed in Court, though mutually desirous

of altering its terms, cannot do so without first obtaining the permission of

the Court.—S. Proo., 2eth February 1849.

Where the parties are at variance as to the purport of a Eazeenamah, the

Court may summon and examine them, and decide what shall be considered

its trile meaning.—lb. 18th September 1848.

Where application is made for execution of a Razeenamah, and the Eazee-

namah does not clearly specify the property to be divided, or its value, or the

parties in whose possession the property is, evidence may be taken on these

points.—lb. 20th October 1834.

The Court cannot refuse to enforce a Eazeenamah duly executed and filed

in Court, notwithstanding that a suit may have been instituted to set it aside
;

but before enforcing it, the Court may require the party to furnish security

for the fulfilment of any decree that may be passed in the pending suit.

—

lb. 24th October 1860.

EECOEDS.
No party or Pleader Will be allowed to enter the Eecord room, or have

personal access to any document on the records of the Court : but such

documents may be inspected in open Court at the hearing of the case.

Pleaders should require their clients to furnish them with private copies

of all material parts of the records of suits in which they are retained.—lb.

5th September 1859.

EEGISTEATION OF DEEDS. *

A Eegistrar of deeds cannot refuse to register an instrument if in

proper form ; and he is not competent to enquire into the authenticity or

otherwise of documents brought to him for registration.—lb. 21st Febru-

ary 1848.

Depositions should not be taken from witnesses to documents brought

for registration ; it being sufficient if the witness, on having the deed shown

to him, can declare on oath or affirmation that he was present at the execu-

tion thereof, and that the signatures are genuine.—lb, 29th March 1858.

A registered deed of sale invalidates one not registered, except where the

purchaser colludes with the vendor and has notice of the previous unregis-

tered deed.—S. Dec. 1855, p. 233 ; and 1859, p. 143.

A registered deed is by law allowed priority over one not registered, only

if its authenticity be established to the satisfaction of the Court.—lb. 1860,

p. 70.

* Vide new Eegistration Act XVI of 1884.
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A registered deed of sale does not invalidate a previous ouregistel'ed

mortgage.—lb. 1851, p. 14S.

Registry by tbe CoUeotor cannot confer, nor can the want of registry

take away a title to landed property.—S- Proo., I7tli September 1832.

REVIEW.

A mere eiTor in tlie table of costs may be rectified by the chief minis-

terial officer, with the permission of the Court ; and forms no ground for

review ofjudgment.

Where the error is one the correction of which cannot affect the interest

of either party, the Court which passed the decree may of its own motion

review its judgment, without any application from the parties.—Ifa. 29th

March 1860.

Applications for review of judgment will not be received unless present-

ed by the party in person, or the Pleader, if any, previously heard in the

matter.

No Pleader will be heard on a petition of review where the party

appeared in person at the original hearing of the case.

Every application for review should be heard on the next Court day but

one after its presentation. If the applicant should then fail to Satisfy the

Court that there are sufficient grounds for a review, the application will be
'finally rejected. If the review desired appear to the Court to be necessary,

a notice is on the same day to be issued, at the applicant's expense, to the

other party, fixing a date on which he may appear and be heard in support

of the decree ; and a final order is to be passed on the date so fixed.—lb.

6th September 1860.

It is no ground for review of judgment in a regular appeal that the

Pleader was not fully prepared to meet the arguments of the other side at

the hearing, either as to the law or to the facts of the case.—lb. 18th
December 1858.

It is no ground for review of judgment that the decree is opposed to a
former ruling, if such ruling was under consideration when the decree was
passed.—lb.

A person who does not appear when the case is before the Court on
appeal, cannot be heard on petition for review of judgment, thouo'h his

interests be for the first time prejudicially affected by the decree of the
Court.—lb. 24th December 1859.

A petition for review of an order rejecting a special appeal cannot brin<'

under consideration grounds not originally urged.—S. Dec. 1858, p. 198.

Where an application for review of judgment may have been heard and
, rejected, all subsequent applications from the same party will be refused.

The Courts may receive and file petitions for review of their orders, and
may amend any evident error or omission therein, after notice to the other

party.
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A Judge haviug onoe passed an order on an application for execution of

a decree, has no authority to re-investigate the case under Section 376 of

the Code, and p£iss a second order directly opposed to the one first made.

—

S. Proc, 24th April 1861.

A Judge is merely authorized to correct errors or omissions arising from

inadvertence or an oversight : no order can be reversed by the Judge by

whom it was passed.—lb.

SECURITY.
There is no summary remedy against losses arising from the insufficiency

of security pronounced by the Nfeir or other officer of the Court to be good

and sufficient for the fulfilment of the decree : the only remedy is by a

regular suit.

SMALL CAUSES.
A special appeal lies under Section 27, Act XXIII of 1861, if the ag-

gregate amount sued for exceeds 500 Rupees, though the suit be brought

on two or more distinct bonds, each of which embraces a smaller sum than

Rupees 500.—lb. 31st August 1861.

STAMPS.
The valuation; of a suit will depend on the value of the plaintiff's claim

only, and not on what the plaintiff would become entitled to if the defend-

ant's documents should be invalidated.—S. Deo. 1858, p. 164.

Where a plaintiff becomes entitled to a larger share of the estate than at

first sued for in consequence of the death of a co-parcener while the suit is

pending, his plaint should not be rejected, but he should be allowed to

put in additional stamps.—lb. p. 103.

In suits to recover possession of trees, the stamp duty is to be calculated

on the value of the trees, and not upon one year's produce.—S. Proc, 24th

November 1850.

If delivery of immovable property be ordered, and the decree-holder

contest the right of a person other than the defendant, claiming to be in

independent possession of such property, his petition, under Section 229 ,of

the Code, need not be written on the stamp required for a plaint.—lb. 17th
January 1860. '

If a person dispossessed of immovable property dispute the right of

the decree-holder to be put in possession of such property, his application

to the Court under Section 230 of the Code may be on a stamp of the
value required for petitions.—lb.

The costs awarded by the lower Court are not to be included in thp
amount upon which the value of the stamp for the memorandum of appeal
is to be calculated.—lb. 15th February 1828.

In suits preferred direct to District Moonsiffs for reference to District

Panchayats under Section XIX, Regulation VII of 1816, institution fees

should be levied from the plaintiff, and the amount carried to the ci'edit

of Government ; but suits referred by Collectors under Section XV, Regula'-
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tion V of 1822, or Clause 7, Section V, Regulation XII of 1816, to a Dis-

trict Moonsiff, for decision by a District Panchayat, are not liable to any

institution fee.—lb. 3rd November 1857.

The penalty leviable under Section XIII of tlie Stamp Act upon un-

stamped or insufficiently stamped documents executed prior to the date on

which the Act came into operation, is to be calculated upon the stamp duty

which was required by the law in force at the date of the execnition of such

deeds.—lb. 27th May 1861. (But see Act X of 1860.)

A deed exeetited on unstamped or insufficiently stamped paper from any

other than the causes described in Clause 1, Section XIII of the Act, cannot

be received in evidence, even on payment of the penalty specified in Clause

2.—lb.

Bills of Exchange and Receipts for money executed before the Act came

into operation, are receivable in evidence without payment of penalty, if for

sums below Rs. 64 ; if above that amount, and unstamped or insufficiently

stamped, penalty must be paid on them under Section XIII.—lb. and 16th

July 1861.

As hooudics were not required under the old law to be stamped, no

penalty is necessary to render admissible in evidence any unstamped hoondee

drawn before the new Act came into operation.—lb. 20th March 1861.

Deeds on which penalty has been paid do not require to be ' impressed

with a stamp under the provisions of Clause 5, Section XIII of the Act,

before being received in evidence by the Court in which they are first ten-

dered ; such deeds need not therefore be sent to the Collector for this pur-

pose by the Court : but they may be so taken by the parties, if they see

cause for having them stamped after they have served the purpose for which

they wero first tendered in Court.—lb. 23rd May 1861.

Where penalty had been paid upon a bond executed prior to the passing

of the new Stamp Act, the Sudder Court held that the bond was on the same

footing as one duly stamped, and that it might be transferred by endorse-

ment without any stamp.—lb. 1st February 1861.

Bonds executed within the territories of the Rajah of Tahjore prior to their

assumption by the British Government not having been liable to stamp duty

under the old law, such bonds, though unstamped, are receivable in evidence

without payment or penalty.—lb. 15th April 1861.

Receipts given by the Courts for sums deposited by parties, or by parties

for sums disbursed by the Courts, are exempted from stamp duty by the

general exemption to Schedule A of the Stamp Act.—lb. 27th October

1860.

An acknowledgment given by a party to his Pleader, for money received

from the Court under a vakaiatnama, must bear a, stamp.—lb. 26th July

1861.

Where the instrument was a contract for delivery of goods, combined

with a receipt for a portion of the price, tho Sudder Court held that, as such
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contract, it was exempt under the second of the exemptions to Article 1

,

Schedule A ; but that, viewed as a receipt, it should bear a stamp.—lb. 5lli

August 1861.

The copies of documents referred to in Section 39 of the Code are not

those authenticated copies to which the Stamp Act relates. Being lodged

merely in the interval between the institution of the suit, and its hearing,

when the originals by Section 128 are to be produced, if not already filed,

they may be made on plain paper.—lb. 27th November 1860.

Where an exhibit is one required to be stamped, but bears no stamp

or an insufficient stamp, no copy of it can be received under Section 39 of

the Code until the penalty due on the original has been paid.—lb. 16th

April 1860.

All sums levied by District Moonsiffs, as deficient duty and penalty,

should be forwarded by them direct to the Collector, but the Collector may
appoint some other than himself to receive the money.—lb. 17th August

1860.

Eazeenamahs being chargeable as petitions, and petitions presented to

Districc Moonsiff's Courts, in relation to suits of an amount or value less

than fifty rupees, being exempt from stamp duty under the first general

exemption' to Article 5, Schedule B of the Stamp Act, Razeenamahs filed in

such suits are likewise exempt from stamp duty.—lb. 1st August 1861.

Judgments and decrees do not fall under the designation of judicial

proceedings ; and under the terms of Article 2, Schedule B, authenticated

copies of them, when the value of the claim does not amount to fifty rupees,

may be given on plain paper.—lb. 13th November 1860.

No exemption being made in the Stamp Act in favor of paupers, they

cannot produce any other than stamped copies of decrees in any Court of

Justice.—lb. 10th November 1860.

If a plan be put in by a party as part of, and in explanation of his

pleading, it must be either drawn on stamped paper or accompanied thereby.

—lb. :25 th February 1858.

If the suit be of an amount or value less than fifty rupees, the applica-

tion fJr execution of the decree may, under the general exemptions to Arti-

cle 3, Schedule B of the Stamp Act, be on plain paper, notwithstanding that

by the addition of interest and costs the appUcation embrace a larger sum
than fifty rupees.—lb. 27th October 1860.

If the value of the suit amount to fifty rupees, the application for exe-

cution of the decree must be on a stamp, though such application be for a
less sum than fifty rupees.—lb.

Where parties give security for the amount of decrees, the bond in suits

amounting to fifty rupees is to be on the stamp required for petitions, if the

secm'ity be furnished under special order of the Court, or on the same stamp
as other bonds, if it be executed between the parties, without the interven-
tion of the Court.—lb. 23rd October 1860.
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If the date fixed in a summons for the appearance of a defendant be for

the final disposal of a suit, and the snit be compromised before such date,

the plaintiff will be entitled, under Section 98 of the Code, to receive back

the full amount of stamp duty paid on the plaint.—lb. 16th April 1860.

If a plaint be returned as not falling within the Court's jurisdiction, and
the subject-matter thereof be afterwards privately adjusted, the stamp duty

cannot be refunded.—lb. 5th June 1860.
l

There is no provision for return of the stamp duty paid on an appeal by
the defendant in a suit instituted in formd pawperis, where the decree in

such a suit is reversed by the Appellate Court.—lb. Slsfc January 1861.

No provision is made in the new Stamp Act for the return of stamp
duty by the Sudder Court " in all oases where it may appearjust and proper."

—lb. 17th January 1861.

VILLAGE MOONSIFFS.

Village Moonsiffs, and District and Village Panohayats, have no juris-

diction in suits for damages.—lb. 19th March 1834.
V

The decrees of Village Moonsiflfs can only be enforced against the per-

sonal property, and not against the person of the debtor.—lb. 24th December

1829.

TJie decrees of Village Moonsiffs cannot be carried into execution by

any other authority than the District Moonsiff of the jurisdiction.—lb.

The intention of Section 23, Regulation IV of 1816, is to prevent exe-

cution of a Village MoonsifF's decree being suspended, to the detriment of

the plaintiff, beyond three months ; and not to compel execution within this

period, whether the plaintiff wish it or not. The decree may be executed at

any time within the period allowed by the Law of Limitation.—lb. 27th

March 1831.

The refusal of a Kurnum to sign the decree of a Village Moonsiff will

not vitiate such decree, but his contumacy should be reported to the Collec-

tor in order to his removal from ofBce—S. Let., 25th November 1846.

VILLAGE OFFICES.

A Kurnum, who has cause of action against a servant employed by

him, may seek redress in the established Courts,—S. Proc, 6th Jan. 1849.

A Kurnum of a village of which the revenue has been permanently set-

tled cannot be removed from his office, except by a decree of a Court of

Civil Judicature.—lb. 2nd September 1830.

The emoluments of hereditary Village offices, whether in settled or un-

settled districts, are, by Section II, Eegulatiou VI of 1831, declared in-

alienable, and not subject to process of Court.—lb. 30th August 1851.

Transfers of hereditary Village offices are, under Section IV, Eegula-

tion VI of 1831, null and void, unless made in accordance with the provisions

of Hindu Law and under the sanction of the Board of Revenue.—lb.
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The emoluments of a Knmum are inseparable from bis office, and are

i»ot liable to partition as family property.—lb.

The office of Knrnum in a settled district cannot be sold in execution

of a decree passed against the incumbent.—lb.

The office of Knrnnm in settled districts cannot legally be sold, and

therefore no action will lie to recover the same.—lb.

WITHDRAWAL.
If there be two or more plaintiffs, and one of them withdraw from

the snit under Section 97 of the Code, it may nevertheless be proceeded

with to judgment as regards the remaining plaintiffs.

WITNESSES.

The Courts cannot dispense with the examination of witnesses cited

and relied upon by the parties.—S. Deo. 1856, pp. 38 and 149,

WRITTEN STATEMENT.

No answer, i. e., written replication, can be received from a defendant

;

but a defendant may, at the first hearing, under Section 120 of the Code,

put in a written statement of his own case.—S. Pl-oc, 19th March 1860.

No further time can be allowed for putting in such statement; but

the Court may call for one at any time before final judgment.—lb.
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LIST OF LEGAL MAXIMS AND PROVERBS, PHRASES, &€.,

CLASSIITIED AND ARRANGED.

1.—ON GOD.

God alone is omniscient and infallible.

God arms the harmless.

God helps the poor, for the rich can help themselves.

God helps those who help themselves.

God is always at leisure to do good to those that ask it.

God knows who are the beat pilgrims.

God permits the wicked, bnt not for ever.

God stays long, bnt strikes at last.

He loseth nothing that keepeth God.

Hnman things never prosper where divine things are neglected.

If God be with ns, what will be against na ?

It is little of God's might to make a poor man a knight.

Man doth what he can, and God what He will.

Man proposes, God disposes.

Man punishes the action, but God the intention.

No ruler good, save God.

No speech good, but of God.

One God, no more ; but friends, good store.

Preserve thyself from the occasion, and God will preserve thee froij the

sin.

Providence is better than rent.

Spend, and God will send.

The best remedy of affliction is submitting to Providence.

The way to see Divine Ught is to put out thine own candle.

The wicked heart never fears God but when it thunders.

There is God's poor, and the devil's poor ; the first from Providence, and

the other from vice.

To a good spender God is a treasurer.

To err is hnman, to forgive divine.

We must not lie down and cry " God help ns."

What God made He never mars.

What we have in us of the image of God is the love of truth and justice.

When God pleases, it rains with every wind.

When God wills, all winds bring rain.
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When it pleaaeth not God, the Saint oan do little.

Who hath God, hath all ; who hath Him not, hath leas than nothing.

Who sows his com in the field trusts in God.

Whom God loves, his bitoh brings forth pigs.

Whom God loves, his house is savomy to him.

2.—ON KING.
The King is under no man, yet he is in subjection to God and to the law,

for the law makes the King.

The King never dies.

The King cam do no wrong.

The King cannot confer a favour on one subject which occasions injury

and loss to others.

Lapse of time does not bar the right of (King) the crown.

Where the title of the King and of its subjects concur, the King's title shall

be preferred.

The King is not bound by any Statute if he be not expressly named to be

so bonnd.

A man cannot abjure his native country nor the allegiance which he owes

to his Sovereign.

The King is not exempt from laws.

The benefit of a Prince ought to be lasting.

The decrees of Councils bind not our Kings.

The King thanks his loyal subjects, accepts their benevolence, and wills

it to be so.

The law is not to be violated by the King.

Neither time nor place affect the King.

The power of the King is to execute justice.

The King can make a Sergeant, but not a Lawyer.

The King may bestow offices, but cannot bestow wit to manage them.

The King's favor is no inheritance.

The King is the head and safety of the commonwealth.

The King is both legal and politic.

The King is the living law.

The King is greater than any single person, less than all.

The King is Monarch and Emperor in his own kingdom.

The King is a sacred person, and mixed with the priesthood.

The King can do everything but an injury.

The King has no equal in his own kingdom.

The King ought to judge only according to law.

The King is not able to deceive, nor be deceived.

The King can proceed to judgment in whatever Court he pleases.

The King protects the law, and the law protects the right.

3.—ON PUBLIC POLICY.

That regard may be had to the public welfare is the highest law.

With respect to private rights, necessity privileges a person acting under

its influence.

That rule of conduct is to be deemed binding which religion dictates,

Sunday is not a day for judicial proceedings or legal proceedings.
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4.-ON LEGISLATIVE POLICY.

When the provisions of a latter Statute are opposed to those of an earlier,

the earlier Statute is considered as repealed.

A Legislative enactment ought to be prospective, not retrospective, in its

•operation. *

The laws are adapted to those cases which most frequently occur.

5.—ON LOGIC.

Like reason doth make like law.

Reason is the soul of the law, and when the reason of any particular law

ceases, so does the law itself^

Where the Court cannot take judicial notice of a fact, it is the same as if

the fact had not existed.

A matter, the validity of which is at issue in legal proceedings, cannot be

set up as a bar thereto.

He is not to be heard who alleges things contrary to each other.

The greater contains the less.

That which was originally void, does not, by lapse of time, become valid.

An argument drawn from inconvenience is forcible in law.

The law does not allow of a captious and strained intendment ; for such

nice pretence of certainty confounds true and legal certainty.

An argument from the greater to the less is of no force negatively

;

affirmatively it is.

An argument from a like case avails in law.

The cause ceasing, the effect ceases.

He confirms a use wh'o removes an abuse.

The consequence of a consequence does not exist.

The company of wicked men makes me also wicked.

An appointment of one person is an exclusion of the other.

Opposed things ought not to be joined.

A church ought not to pay tithes to a church.

To whom nothing is sufficient, to him nothing is base.

He who can say yes, can say no.

In the same way in which any thing is constituted, in that way it is

destroyed.

An error which is not resisted is approved.

To refer errors to their principles is to refute them.

From few things the mind conceives many.

False in one thing, false in all.

Faith should be broken to him who breaketh faith,

A man may be capable and incapable at divers times.

It is the same thing to say nothing, and not to say sufficiently.

Kot to be and not to appear are the same.

That which is more remote does not draw to itself that which is nearer,

but on the contrary in every case.

Want of skill is reckoned as a fault.

In things conjunctive, each part ought to be true.

In things disjunctive, it suffices either part should be true,

5n similar cases, the remedy should be similar.
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In every thing a thing is bom which destroys that thing itself.

In the presence of the major, the power of the minor ceases.

Amongst equals one has not authority over another.

No one acts against himself.

No man, ont^of his own private reason, ought to be wiser than the laws.

No one person ought to gain by another person's loss.

No example is the same to all.

No medicine is the same to all.

A wrongful act shall not be allowed to conduce to the advantage of the

party committing it.

There may be an abuse of everything of which there is an use, virtue

alone excepted.

It avaUa little to know what ought to be done, if you do not know how it

is to be done.

Eyes see more than a single eye.

Things subsequent supersede things prior.

An indefinite proposition is equal to a general one.

A weak foundation ruins a work.

An act shall be valid, though the authority by which it was performed be

defective.

Things bad in the commencement, seldom achieve a good end.

Things which are of the smaller guilt are of the greater infamy.

The law which foreign powers have observed towards us, the same shall

we observe towards them.

When any thing is prohibited directly, it is prohibited also indirectly.

When any thing is prohibited, every thing which tends towards it is also

prohibited.

When two rights concur in one person, it is the same as if they were in

separate persons.

He who questions well, learns well.

He who distinguishes well, teaches well.

Whatever is against the rule of right, is an injury.

Whatever is done in excess, is prohibited in law.

He who destroys the middle, destroys the end.

He who has the jurisdiction of loosening, has the jurisdiction of binding.

He who does not blame, approves.

He who says all, excludes nothing.

He who errs when drunk, wUl have to pay when sober.

He who loves danger, will perish by it.

He who does anything for me, appears to do it by me.

He who is once bad, is presumed to be bad always in the same degree.

He who appeals to law without a fraudulent purpose is not guilty of delay.

He who keeps silence is considered to give consent, i. e., silence implies

consent.

He who pays slowly, pays too little.

That which is bad in its commencement, improves not by elapse of lime.

What is accepted cannot be rejected.
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What is done contrary to law, is considered as not done.

What should not be done, yet being done, shall be valid.

That whioli has no beginning, has no end.

An impediment being removed, the action revives.

He shall answer to aU, bnt no one shall make answer to him.

Personal services follow the person.

The partner of my partner is not my partner.

Remove the cause, the effect ceases.

Remove the foundation, the superstructure falls.

If the principal is taken away, its adjunct is also taken away.

What is like is not the same, for nothing similar is the same.

Things are worth what they will sell for.

Where there is an injury, there a loss follows.

Where the law compels a man to show cause, it is incumbent that the

cause be just and legal.

Where there is no authority to compel, there is no necessity to obey.

Where there is no principal, there cannot be an accessory.

Where there is no marriage, there is no dower.

That which is useful is not vitiated by that which is useless.

The piUar whose base has no foundation, can give no support to the dome
under which its head is placed.

6.—FUNDAMENTAL LEGAL PRINCIPLES.

There is no wrong without a remedy.

That which, is without remedy avails of itself if there be no fault in the

party seeking to enforce it.

In law, the immediate, not the remote, cause of any event is regarded.

The act of God is so treated by the law as to affect no one injuriously.

The law does not seek to compel a man to do that which he cannot possibly

perform.

Ignorance of fact excuses, ignorance of law does not excuse.

That to which a man assents, is not esteemed in_ law an injury.

No man shall take advantage of his own wrong.

Acts indicate the intention.

The act itself does not make a man guilty unless his intention were so.

It is a rule of law that a man shall not be twice vexed for one and the

same cause.

All Statutes made against fraud should be liberally and beneficially

expounded to suppress the fraud.

An injury imports a damage when a man is hindered of his right.

Courts of Common Law cannot be ousted of their jurisdiction by the mere

agreement of the parties.

Expressions used in particular cases are to be understood with relation to

the subject-matter then before the Court.

For avoiding maintenance, a chose in action may not be assigned.

Fraud vitiates everything.

He who shares the profits ought to bear the loss.

He who sows ought to reap.

Mere possession is sufficient title against a wrong-doer.
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No man shall be permitted to take the chance of committing a fraud with-

out losing by the event when it is detected.

The confidence induced by undertaldng any service for another is a suffi-

cient legal consideration to create a duty in the performance of it.

The plaintifif in ejectment must recover by the strength of his own title,

not the weakness of his antagonists.

Whenever one of two innocent persons must suffer by the act of a third,

he who has enabled such third person to occasion the loss must suffer

by it.

7.—RULES RELATING TO MAEEIAGB AND DESCENT.

It is the consent of the parties, not their concubinage, which constitutes a

valid marriage.

The common law takes Tiim only to be a son whom the marriage proves to

be so.

No one can be heir during the life of his ancestor.

It is not the right, but the seisen, which makes a person the stock from

which the inheritance must descend.

The right of an inheritance never lineally ascends.

The brother's possession of an estate in fee-simple makes the sister to be

heir.

The interest of a personal connection is sometimes regarded in law as that

of the individual himself.

8.—JUDICIAL OFFICE, COURT AND LAWS.

No man should be condemned unheard.

No man can be Judge in his own cause, for he cannot be at once a Jadg»

and suitor.

An act of the Court prejudices no man.

An act in law shall prejudice no man.

A legal fiction is always consistent with equity.

The law will not, in its executive capacity, work a wrong.

The practice of the Court is the law of the Court.

Common error sometimes passes current as law.

The law does not concern itself about trifles.

Abundance of law breaks no law.

Courts keep no Almanacs.

For sovereign power all laws are broken.

Good law always proceeds >from bad manners.

He that hath a fellow-ruler hath an over-ruler.

Human laws reach not thought,

III Kings make many good laws.

Laws catch flies, but let hornets go free.

Lidford Law,—first hang and draw, then hear the canao.

Many things lawful are not expedient.

Money and friendship bribe justice.

Much law, but little justice.

New lords, new laws.

Rewords and punishments are the basis of good government.

Self-preservation is the first law of nature.
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Such is the GoTemment, such are the people.

The absent party is always at fault.

The exposition is better than the text.

The law is not the same at morning and night.

The laws go as Kings please.

The more laws, the more offenders.

The worst of law is that one suit breeds twenty.

There is no general rule without some exception.

There is no rule without an exception.

To have the law iu one's own hand.

Where drums speak out, laws hold their tongues.

Where there are many laws, there are many enormities.

Excessive caution causes no hurt.

Accessory does not lead, but foUows its principal.

The principal does not follow the accessory.

The laws of England, in all cases, are in favour of liberty.

Nice pretences and distinctions of law are not laws.

An argument from authority is most powerful in law.

A judicial writ fails not through defect of form.

Common mistake becomes law.

Abbreviations are detriments.

The law never suffers anything contrary to truth.

There ought to be an end of law-suits.

The law pays no regard to trifling matters.

Onminor matters, the ohieftaing consult; on important subjects, all debate.

As to things not apparent, and those not existing, the rule is the same.

The laws sometime sleep, never die.

The law gives no more than is demanded.

Those things which are properly transacted in our Courts ought to be com-

mitted to a due execution.

The law blushes when children correct their parents.

The law arises from the fact.

Good laws arise from evil manners.

It is for the public good that there should be an end of litigation.

Experience by various acta makes law.

Things favorably considered in law are treasury, dower, life, liberty.

The law does not regard the fraction of a day.

In an action which addresses itself to good and -bad, the law looks more

to the good than to the bad.

In our law, one comma overturns a whole plea.

In no part of law should ignorance of fact and ignorance of law be placed

on the same footing, since the law may be, and ought to be, comprised

within certain limits.

Intention ought to be subservient to the laws, not the laws to the inten-

tion.

Useless labor, and without fruit, is not the effect of law.

The rules of law are these—to live uprightly, not to injure another, to

give every one his own.

The law pays regard to equity.

h
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Juatioe ought to he nntouglit, because nothing is more hateful than venal

justice ; full, for justice ought not to halt ; and quick, for delay ia a

certain denial.

Justice is double—punishing with severity, and preventing with verity.

By justice the throne is established.

Justice is to be denied to none.

Justice is neither to be denied nor delayed.

Justice knows neither father nor mother.

Justice regards truth alone.

Laws sometime follow equity.

The law of England is a law of mercy.

The law of England suffers not an absurdity.

The law will not suffer a private mischief than a public inconvenience.

The law always abhors delays.

Law is from the Eternal.

The law is the soul of the King ; and the King is the soul of the law.

Law is the dictate of reasons.

The law is the safest leader of the army of Judges.

Law is the highest reason which commands those things which are useful

and necessary, and forbids what is contrary thereto.

Law is sacred sanction, commanding what is honorable, and forbidding

what is contrary.

The law makes use of a fiction where equity subsists.

The law presumes one neighbour to know the action of another.

The law does not exactly define, but leaves to the judgment of an honest

man.

The law works harm to noone, does injury to no one.

The law does nothing vainly, commands nothing vainly.

The law forces not to impossibilities.

The law cares not about trifles.

The law is not defective in administering justice.

The law intends not anything impossible.

The law does not require that which is apparent to the Court to be verified.

The law is the more praised, and it is approved by reason.

The law looks forward, and not backward.

The law punishes a lie.

The law, purely penal, binds only as to penalty, not as to fault : the mixed
penal law compels both to fault and penalty.

The law dislikes delay.

The law will always give a remedy.

The law always intends what is agreeable to reason.

Delay is reproved in law.

Many things contrary to the rule of argument are introduced into the

common law for common utility.

The law forbids many things which it has silently condemned.

A multitude of ignorant men destroy a Court.

Necessity makes that lawful which otherwise is not lawful.

Necessity gives a privilege with reference to private rights.

Necessity overcomes law ; it derides the fetters of law.
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Nothing in law is more intolerable than to rale a similar case by a divers*

law.

The law consists not in being read, bnt in being nnderstood.

A reason cannot be given for all those laws which have been established'

by our ancestors, and, therefore, the reasons of those laws which

remain established ought not to be demanded ; otherwise many of them,.

which are determined, would be overthrown.

It is not what is spoken, but what is done, that the law will take notice of.

What right is, and what injury is, it is the business of the law to declare.

What is inconvenient or contrary to reason is not perraitted in law.

What is necessary is lawful.

Beason is the soul of law ; the reason of the law being changed, the law is

also changed.

Beason is a ray of the divine light.

Beason and authority are the two brightest lights of the world.

The reason of law is the soul of law.

We surrender the forms of law rather than allow injuries to remain

unpunished.

The public act of the majority is considered the act of all.

Miserable is the state of things when the law is vague and uncertain.

It is right that the law should admonish before it strikes.

9.—ON JUDGES.

It is the duty of a Judge, when requisite, to extend the limits of his

jurisdiction.

The bowd fide and honesty of purposes of a Judge cannot be questioned,

but his decisions may be impugned for error either of law or of fact.

Where a person does not act by command of one exercising judicial

authority, the law will not suppose that he acted from any wrongful

or improper motive, because it was his bounden duty to obey.

It is the office of the Judge to instruct the Jury in point of law ; of tho

Jury to decide matters of fact.
,

Accusing is proving where malice and force sit Judges.

An upright Judge has more regard to justice than to men.

Blessed is the peace-maker, not the conqueror.

Conscience is the chamber of justice.

From hearing comes wisdom ; from speaking, repentance.

He passes sentence before he hears evidence.

He that sharply chides is the most ready to pardon.

He that thinks his business below him wiU always be above his business.

He will do justice, right or wrong.

It is not for a man in authority to sleep a whole night.

It is the province of the Judge to declare, not to make the law.

Magistrates are to obey as well as execute laws.

Presumption first blinds a man, and then sets him a-running.

Bash presumption ia a ladder which will break the mounter's neck.

Beason governs the wise man, and cudgels the fool.

Suspicion is the virtue of cowards.

That trial is not good where afifection is the Judge,
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There are none so deaf as those who wont hear.

We ought to weigh well what we can only once decide.

Well goes the case where wisdom connsels.

Catching at words is unworthy of a Judge.

Hear the opposite side, i.e., no one should be condemned unheard.

It is the duty of a good Judge to take away the occasions of litigation.

It is the duty of a good Judge to commit judgment to execution without

delay.

It is the duty of a good Judge to prevent litigation, and it concerns the

public good that there be periods to legal strifes.

A good Judge decides according to justice and right, and prefers equity to

strict law.

Clergymen should not be placed in offices.

The Judges answer to the law, the Jury to the fact.

That which is to be resolved once for aU should be long deliberated.

The resolution should arise from the whole case.

An action of a Judge which relates not to his office is of no force.

Happy is he who can apprehend the causes of a thing.

Hasty justice is the step-mother of misfortune.

Let justice be done though the heavens should fall.

The end of a thing is to be attended to.

A fine puts an end to litigation.

Females are not admissible to public offices.

The ignorance of a Judge is the misfortune of the innocent.

A Judge ought always to have equity before his eyes.

A Judge ought always to regard equity.

A good Judge may do nothing from his own judgment or from a dictate

of private will ; but he will pronounce according to law and justice.

A Judge is the law speaking.

A Judge cannot be a witness in his own cause.

A Judge cannot punish any injmy done by himself.

A Judge restores not more than that which the plaintiff himself requires.

Judges are not bound to explain the reasons of their sentence.

We must judge by the laws, not by examples and precedents.

To a Judge exceeding his office there is no obedience.

It is punishment enough for a Judge that he has God as his avenger.

Judgments become frequently matured by deliberation, never by hurried

process.

It is the duty of a Judge to decide according to facts alleged and proved.

It is the duty of a Judge to finish the work of each day within that day.

It is the duty of a Judge to enquire as well into the time of things, as into

things themselves ; by enquiring into the time yon wiU be safe.

A person cannot be Judge in a cause wherein he is interested.

The Court has nothing to do with what is not before it.

It matters not what is known to the Judge, if it be not known in a judi-

cial form.

Judicial offices are not conceded before they become vacant.

The office of Magistrate ought not to be sold.
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All office ought to be injurious to no person.

The system of law is best which confides as little as possible to the dis-

cretion of a Judge ; that Jadge the best, who relies as little as possible

on his own opinion.

The practice of the Judge is the interpreter of the laws.

He acts prudently who obeys the command of the law.

He who decides anything, one party being unheard, though he should decide

right, does wrong.

Where you doubt, do nothing.

The solemnities of law are to be observed.

The greatest charity ^ to do justice to every person, and at any time

whenever it might be necessary.

It is safe to err on the gentler side.

Where damages are given, the losing party should be condemned in costs

to the victor.

Where it is a question of obligation, we ought to lean to a negative ; where

it is a question whether a debtor shall be liberated, to an affirmative

decision.

One person can scarcely supply the place of two.

An ill man in office is a misfortune to the public.

10.—ON LAWYERS.

A good lawyer, an evil neighbour.

A grand eloquence, little conscience.

A man is a lion in his own cause.

A mere scholar at Court is an ass among apes.

An ill plea should be well pleaded.

An old physician and a young lawyer.

An orator without judgment is a horse without a bridle.

Better believe it than go where it was done to prove it.

Brevity is a great praise of eloquence.

Brevity is the soul of wit.

Counsel is to be given by the wise, the remedy by the rich.

Courage consists not in hazarding without fear, but in being resolutely

minded in a just cause.

Discretion in speech is more than eloquence.

Pew words are best.

Good counsel has no price.

He is lion in a good cause.

He that has the worst cause makes the most noise.

He that makes a question where there is no doubt, must make an answer

where there is no reason.

In conversation, avoid the extremes of forwardness and reserve.

In conversation, dwell not too long on a weak side.

It is a bad cause that the lawyer thinks shame.

It is easier to strike than defend well.

It is easy to defend the innocent, but who is eloquent enough to defend

the guilty ?
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It is hard to please all parties.

Jests are seldom good the first time, but the second distasteful.

Lawyers' gowns are lined with the wilfulness of their clients.

Lawyers' houses are built on the heads of fools.

Learning is an ornament in prosperity, a refuge in adversity, and a provi-

sion in old age.

Orators are most vehement when they have the weakest cause, like men
who get on horseback when they cannot walk.

Quarrels could not last long were but prudence on one side.

Rebuke with soft words and hard arguments.

Soft words are hard arguments.

Some are wise, and some are otherwise.

Some go to law for the wagging of a straw.

Speak little and to the purpose, and you will pass for somebody.
The devil entangles youth with beauty, the miser with gold, the ambi-

tious with power, the learned with false doctrines.

The hypocrite pays tribute to God that he may impose on men.

The robes of Lawyers are lined with the obstinacy of clients.

The world would perish were all men learned.

'Tis in vain to speak reason where 'twill not be heard.

To a bad character good doctrine avails nothing.

Unkindness has no remedy at law.

We are apt to believe what we wish for.

Who are you for ? I am for him whom I get most by.

Wise men, though all laws were abolished, would lead the same lives.

Woe be to him whose advocate becomes his accuser.

Ton plead after sentence is given.

That which, if proved, would not be relevant, ought not to be alleged.

There are two instruments either to confirm or to impugn all things

—

reason and authority.

An exception is always to be put at last.

The power which never comes into act is in vain.

Every one is duller in his own business than in the business of another.

In discourse, it is to be seen not from what, but to what it is advanced.

Speak as the ordinary people, think as the learned.

A slip of the tongue ought not to be subjected to punishment.

Truth is powerful, and prevails.

Too much subtlety is blamed in law.

By too much altercation truth is lost.

A matter, the validity of which is at issue in legal proceedings, cannot b»
set up as a bar thereto.

We cannot dispute against a man denying principles.

A plea of the same thing, whose avoidance is sought, cannot be made.

Not without a great disturbance of lawyers.

The order of pleading being preserved, the law is preserved.

The origin of a thing ought to be enquired into.

Overhasty counsels are seldom prosperous.

That is the rule which concisely states the natural doctrine of the case.
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Demands, questions, and olaims ought to be simple.

Where there are many counsellors, there is safety.

A wise man does everything advisedly.

The wisdom of the law cannot be valned by money.

A decree of extreme necessity.

Speech ia the index of the mind.

Discourses are to be understood accordiag to their subject-matter and the

condition of the persons.

Simplicity is favorable to the laws, and too much subtlety in law is to

be reprobated.

Without a false interpretation ofwords, as those customary severities should

not be observed, that he who errs in a syllable loses his cause altogether.

Where a common remedy ceases, then recourse must be had to an extra-

ordinary one.

Precedents are more efScacious than arguments, and instruction is con-

veyed more fully by work than by words.

Truth, which is not sufficiently defended, is oppressed.

He who does not freely speak the truth, is the betrayer of truth.

The customary way is the safe way.

11.—ON CIYIL DISPUTES.

Agree, for the law ia costly. t

A lean agreement is better than a fat sentence.

An indifferent agreement is better than carrying cause at laws.

Better a good word, than a battle.

Better a lean peace, than a fat victory.

Better an egg ia peace, than an ox in war.

Brave actions never want a trumpet.

Constant complaints never get pity.

Disputations leave truth in the middle, and party at both ends.

Face to face the truth comes out.

Fall not out with a friend for a trifle.

Go not for every grief to the physician, for every quarrel to the lawyer,

nor for every thirst to the pot.

Good actions carry their warrant with them.

Good men want the laws only for their defence.

He that will not be counselled cannot be helped.

He that would thrive by law must see his enemy's counsel as well as his

own.

He who hath ian ill cause, let him sell it cheap.

He whose father ia a Judge goea safe to his trial.

He will go to law for the wagging of a straw.

Hide nothing from thy miniater, physician, and lawyer.

If the counsel is good, no matter who gave it.

In too much dispute, truth is lost.

Innocent actions carry their warrant with them.

It is a bad action that success cannot justify.

It is a bad (or ill) cause that none dares speak in.
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Keep aloof from quarrels ; be neither a witness nor a party.

Laws costly take a pint and agree.

Men are blind in their own cause.

Men that have much business must have much pardon.

Modesty ruins all that bring it to Court.

Possession is eleven points in the law, and they say there are but twelve.

That which proves too mnoh, proves nothing.

To expose one's self to great dangers for trivial advantage, is to fish with

a golden hook where more may be lost than gained.

The good of a defendant arises from a perfect case, his harm from some
defect.

A case omitted is deemed as lost.

Cause and origin is the material of business.

The immediate, not the remote cause, of an event is to be regarded.

A vague and uncertain cause is not a reasonable cause.

Causes of dower, life, liberty, and revenue, are among the things favoured

in law.
,

Circuity is to be avoided in legal proceedings.

No person sjionld appeal to the King in any suit, unless he cannot obtaiis

his right at home. If the law enacted be too severe, then the King may
be applied to for relief.

Nothing new should be introduced during a litigation.

He who renounces an action once, cannot any more repeat it.

A suit is a civil warfare, for as the plaintiffs are armed with actions, it is as
though they were girded with swords : so the defendants are fortified

with pleas, and are defended, as it were, by shields.

A suit which reKes upon a writing ought not to vary from the writing.

12.—ON CRIMINAL LAW.

A clear conscience laughs at false accusation.

A guilty conscience needs no accuser.

A thousand probabilities do not make one truth.

A wilful fault has no excuse and deserves no pardon.

Better ten guilty escape, than one innocent man suffer.

Charity excuseth not cheating.

Criminals are punished that others may be mended.

Denials make Httle faults great.

Every sin carries its own punishment.

He oonfesseth himself guilty who refuseth to come to trial.

He declares himself guilty whojustifies himself before accusation.

He that helpeth the evil, hurteth the good.

He that hinders not a mischief when it is in his power, is guilty of it.

He that finds a thing steals it if he endeavours not to restore it.

He that slays shall be slain.

He that spares the bad, injures the good-

He who conceals an useful truth is equally guilty with the propagator of
an injurious falsehood.

He who hath done ill once will do it again.
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It is cruelty tO' the innocent not to punish the guilty.

Law cannot persuade where it cannot puniah.

Many without punishment, none without sin^

Never ask pardon before you are accused.

No and yes often cause long disputes.

No law for lying.

No penny, no pardoa.

One mad action is not enough to prove a man mad.

Pardoning the bad is injuring the good.

Prevention is better than cure.

Bich men's spots are covered with money.

The accused is not guilty till he is convicted.

The greater the man, the greater the crime.

The guilty mind needs no accuser.

The Judge must be condemned when he absolves the guilty.

Who pardons the bad, injures the good.

No one ought to accuse himself unless in the presence of God.

The prosecutor failing to prove his case, the accused is acquitted.

The act itself does not make a man guilty unless his intentions were so.

The agents and abetters shall be subject to the same punishment.

A prison ought to be a place of custody, and not for the punishment of

persons.

Those sinning secretly are punished more severely than those sinning

openly.

No man deserves punishment for a thought.

Principals and accessories are subject to like punishment.

When vice increases, punishment ought also to increase.

Crimes are extinguished by death.

He is guiltless who knows, but cannot prevent.

They are considered ofiFences if a physician has neglected a cure, has per-

formed an operatiooi badly on any one, or has given him improper
medicine.

The punishment should be proportioned to the crime.

A gross fault is held equivalent to fraud.

One confessing willingly should be dealt with leniently.

A delinquent provoked by anger ought to be punished mildly.

It is no fault of him who does an act in obedience to existing laws.

That those, who through negligence set a house on fire, be beaten with

clubs or sticks.

Offences should be most severely punished which are most difficult to pro-

vide against.

It is not just or proper to condemn him who decries a bad man, for it is

useful and beneficial that the misdeeds of bad men should be exposed.

In capital causes, an offence might be excused or extenuated, which in

civil trespasses will not hold good.

Pimishment increases with increasing crime.

He who flies judgment confesses his guilt.

A mad man is punished by his madness alone.

Punishment should be inflicted where the ofience exists.
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He who in defence of his life commits violence, is pardoned for the act.

He who may immoderately nse his own right, is goilty of homicide.

Impunity affords a continual bait to the delinquent.

Impunity always invites to greater crimes.

In the most atrocious crimes slighter conjectures sufl&ce, and the Judge

may stretch a point.

In criminal cases, the proofs ought to be clearer than light.

In criminal actions, a general malice of intention, with an act of corres-

ponding degree, is sufficient.

In criminal acts, the will will be taken for the deed.

It would be a most inhuman thing to condemn, in the full amount, a man
who has already been stripped of all his fortune.

An injury offered to a Judge or person representing the King is considered

as offered to the King himself, especially if it be done in the exercise

of his office.

In criminal acts, the intent is to be taken into consideration, and not the

result.

In offences against the law, a ratification is equal to a command.

In criminal proceedings, regard is to be shown to immature years and

mental imbecility.

In criminal causes, a liberal construction is to be put.

A Judge is condemned when a guilty person escapes punishment.

A Judge cannot punish an injury done to himself.

The law held him as bad as a thief who was willing to conceal the theft and

privately to accept a composition without bringing the thief to justice.

It is a greater crime to kill one's self than another.

Mischief makes up for age.

He threatens the innocent who spares the guilty.

Death dissolves all things.

Where blood is spilled, the case is unpardonable.

Where the divinity is insulted, the case is unpardonable.

No one is punished for the crime of another.

No one is punished unless for some injury, deed, or default.

The higher classes ai-e more punished in money, but the lower in person.

To enact fresh remedies for offences newly risen.

No crime is greater than disobedience.

Obedience is the essence of law.

A latter fact will not be allowed to extend or amplify a past offence.

AH crimes done openly are lighter.

Tioleuce and injury are especially opposed to peace.

Where the opinions are equal, the defendant is acquitted.

The divine punishment for peijury is destruction ; the human punishment

is disgrace.

The capital punishment is remitted to those overcome by drunkenness or

lust.

Punishment is to be measured by the extent of the offence.

The heir ought not to be bound in a penalty for the crime committed by

the defunct.

Caution is better than cure.
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Every corporal punishment, although the very least, is greater than any

pecuniary punishment.

Let him who accuses be of clear fame, and not criminal.

Nothing said or done in the heat of passion is irrevocable, until perse-

verance shows that it was the deliberate purpose of the mind.

He who does not prevent what he can prevent, seems to commit the thing.

Whatever any one does in defence of his person, that he is considered to

have done legally.

That the punishment of a pregnant woman condemned be deferred until

she be deKvered.

The hope of impunity holds out a continual temptation to fcrime.

Strict law is strict punishment.

Where transgression is multiplied, the infliction of punishment should bo

increased.

Trial ought to be always held there where the Jury can have the best

knowledge.

Let a person be punished where he commits an offence.

That one who advises, another who aids, a third who harbours and conceals,

each of them is subject to a like punishment.

That the punishment may come to a few, that the dread of it may reach

to all.

In crimes, the will, and not the consequence, is looked to.

A woman married to a thief shall not be held by his actions, for she cannot

accuse her husband, nor discover the robbery or felony, since she has

no power over herself, but her husband has.

13.—ON EQUITY.

As equitable decisions gives to each one his dues.

Equity follows the law.

Equity acts by analogy to law.

Where there is equal equity, the law prevails.

He who seeks equity must first do equity.

Equality is equity.

Equity looks upon that as done which ought to be done.

Equity operates upon the conscience.

Equity is a correctness of law when too general in the part in which it

is defeated.

Equity never counteracts the law.

14.—ON PEOPERTY, EIGHT, AND LIBERTY.

He has the better title who was first in point of time.

Enjoy your own property in such a manner as not to injure that of another

person.

He who possesses land possesses also that which is above it.

Whatever is afiixed to the soil, belongs thereto.

Alienation is favoured by the law than accumulation.

The bestower of a gift has a right to regulate its disposal.

An assignee is clothed with the rights of his principal.
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Whosoever grants a tWng is supposed also tacitly to grant that without

which the grant itself would be of no effect.

The incident shall pass by the grant of the principal, but not the princi-

pal by the grant of the incident.

Although the grant of a future interest is invalid, yet a declaration prece-

dent may be made, which will take effect on the intervention of some

new act.

Water passes with the soil.

Water flows and enght to flow.

A iondfide possessor makes the profits which have been consumed his own.

No person can confirm before the right shall fall to him.

A creditor who permits the sale of the thing pledged, loses his security.

He who can iastitute can also abrogate,

A guardian can make the estate of an existing heir under his guardian-

ship better, sot worse.

Give the things which are your's, whilst they are your's ; after death, then

they are not your's.

A thing dividable may be far ever divided-

It is fraudulent to claim what you must restore,

T« every one his own house is the safest refuge.

Clandestine gifts are always suspicious.

That may be considered as a gift which is bestowed without any legal

compulsion.

A gift is perfected by possession of the receiver.

A donation is exact and straitened as to certain heirs, some being excluded

from the succession.

Dower from dower ought not to be sought.

The law favours dower ; it is the reward of chastity, therefore it is to be
preserved.

A right can never die.

Two persons cannot possess one thing in entirety.

He who has the dominion or advantage has the risk.

A man may give his purchases or acquired property to whom he pleases,

but he cannot transfer, in exclusion of his kindred, the law which his

parents have left to him.

It 'is of great concern to the public wealth that no one be permitted to

misuse even his own property.

Rivers and ports are public, therefore the right of fishing is common to all.

We may do what by law we are allowed to do.

What is our's, cannot, without an act of our's, be transferred to another.

In equal right or wrong, the condition of the person defending is prefer-

able.

In a cause where the rights on both sides are equal, the party in posses-

sion is deemed the strongest.

A right growing to a possessor accrues to the successor.

Liberty is an inestimable thing.

Long possession is the law ofpeace.

Long possession produces the right of possession, and takes away an action

from the true owner.
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ITse is the master of things, experience is the mistress of things.

A minor can make his own condition better, but by no means worse.

It is better to have no title, than to possess one void or tannted.

No person is obliged to sell his own property, even for the full value.

Nobody should interfere in -another's business in what does not relate to

himself.

No one sliould lose liia property without his own act or negligence.

No one could be turned out of his own dwelling house.

No man ought to be made rich out of another's injury.

No one can found any claim upon his own iniquity.

No man can be at once tenant andlandlord.

No one can do through another what he cannot do through himself.

No one can change his mind to the prejudice of another's right.

No one can transfer a greater right to another than he himself has.

They cannot be said to lose a thing who never held it as their own.

No one is deemed to be guilty of an offence who exerts his legal rights.

The charge of a -ward is never entrusted by law to a person of whom there

is any suspicion, that he could or would claim any right in his inherit-

ance.

The concealment of discovered treasure is fraudulent.

Every man may renounce a benefit which the law has conferred upon him.

The offspring foUows the dam ; the progeny belongs to the owner of the

dam ; the issue follows the mother.

Things which are done contrary to the custom and usage of our ancestors,

neither please nor appear right.

When the law gives a man any thing, it gives him that without which it

cannot exist.

"When the law gives any thing to any one, all incidents are tacitly given.

He who enters upon another man's land, for the purpose of hunting or

fowling, m^y be prohibited from entering by the owner.

He who has fraudulently transferred his possession is to be condemned

as if he were in possession, because his fraud is equivalent to possession.

He who succeeds to the right or possession of another is clothed with the

same rights as those attached to the assignor.

By the devise of a house, all chattels which are annexed to the house

wiU pass to the devisee.

That which is mine can be alienated or transferred to another only by an

act of mine amounting to alienation or forfeiture.

That which is the property of nobody belongs to our lord the kiag.

No man is injured by what he suffers through his own fault.

A thing is estimated according to its worth in money, but the value of

money is not estimated by reference to the thing.

Let us follow the footsteps of our fathers.

If your horse get my mare with foal, the foal is not your property but

mine.

What is planted in the soil goes with the soil.

Every man should bear his own loss rather than take away from the

benefits of another.
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Treasure does not belong to the king unless no one knows wlio hid it.

The land passes with all encumbrances.

Where there is a right, there is a remedy.

15.—LAW OF EVIDENCE.

The best evidence must be given that the nature of the thing will admit of.

The intent of a man is the soul of his writing.

He has confessed the action, having abandoned hig plea.

A plea negativing a fact is the last of all.

The identity of a thing is to be gathered from a multitude of ciroum.

stantial descriptions.

Drunkenness incites and brings to light all crimes.

Subsequent confirmation has a retrospective effect, and is equivalent to

a prior command.
The necessity of proving lies upon him who brings the charge.

Things introduced contrary to the reason of law ought not to be drawn

into a precedent.

That which appears not, is not, and appears not judicially before judgment.

An oath has in it three component parts—truth, justice, and jndgment

:

truth is requisite in the party swearing, justice and judgment in the

Judge administering the oath.

It is better to seek the sources than to follow the stream.

An interlocutory judgment may be recalled, but not a final one.

Clerical error ought not to hurt.

Children and fools tell truth.

Confession of fault makes half amended.

16.—ON LAW OF CONTRACT.

The form of agreement and the convention of parties overrule the law.

Any one may at his pleasure renounce the benefit of a stipulation or other

right introduced entirely in his own favor.

He who derives the advantage ought to sustain the burthen.

Where the right is equal, the claim of the party in actual possession shall

prevail.

No cause of action arises from a bare promise.

Let the purchaser be aware.

Money paid is to be applied according to the intention of the party paying

it ; and money received, according to that of the recipient.

He who does an act through the medium of another party is in law con-

sidered as doing it himself.

Let the principal be held responsible.

Nothing'is so consonant to natural equity as that every contract should be

dissolved by the same means which rendered it binding.

The law assists those who are vigilant, not those who sleep over their

rights.

A personal right of action dies with the person.

Usage is the best interpreter of things.
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Credence should be given to one skilled in hia peculiaa' profession.

Every presumption is made against a wrong-doer.

All acts are presumed to have been rightly and regularly done.

A transaction between two parties ought npt to operate to the disadvan-

tage of a third.

No man can be compelled to criminate himself.

Unwritten testimony cannot avail against written.

The intent is pi-esumed from the quality of the act.

A person confessing is deemed as adjudged, and in a manner is condemned

by his own sentence.

Local custom is to be respected.

Proof lies on him who asserts, not on him who denies.

False iu one particular is false in all.

He who flies judgment confesses his guilt.

Ignorance of those things which every one is taken to know offers no excuse.

Ignorance of fact excuses ; ignorance of law does not excuse.

Injudicial business, credit is only given to sworn witnesses.

In law, the proximate, not the remote, cause is looked to.

In equal fault the condition of the possessor is the more favorable.

Eight and fraud never dwell together.

The law compels no man to do impossibilities.

The law requires no proof of that which is apparent to the Court.

The law regards the order of nature.

The condition of the defendant is the better.

The condition of the possessor is the better.

He who is false in one instance is presumed false in another.

No one is to be heard alleging his own baseness.

A man shall not be twice troubled for one and the same cause.

Nobody about to die is presumed to lie.

No one is bound to accuse himself.

There is no guilt unless there be a guilty intention.

A donation is not to be presumed.

A new law lought to provide for new cases, not for past.

That which is odious or dishonest is never to be presumed by law.

No one can acquire a right, or make himself the credit of another, by acts

which depend solely on his own will.

From prior acts the posterior are presumed.

From the posterior we presume the prior.

He who has a rule in his side sifts the burden of proof into his adversary.

A presumption shall prevail till the contrary be proved.

Idle popular rumour is not to be listened to, nor ought popular clamour to

be trusted, either when it desires to acquit the guilty or condemn the
innocent.

The words of grants are to be taken most strongly against him who
advances the grant as his protection.

Impossibilities which appear probable are to be preferred to possibilities

which appear improbable.
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A penal action is not given against an heir unless such Iieir is benefited

from the wrong.

Where the competition of an act or contract depends upon the mutual
consent of the original parties, it may be rescinded by express

agreement ; but where it is put in the power of a third person, of a
contingency, then it is out of the reach to revoke it.

Delivery makes a deed speak.

No action arises from a fraud.

No action arises from a naked agreement.

No action arises from an illegal agreement.

No action arises from an immoral cause.

17.—RULES FOR CONSTRUCTIONS OF DEEDS, &c.

An afBrmative implies a negative.

An ambiguous reply is to be construed against him who makes it.

In doubtful cases, the presumption is always in favor of the king.

A positive decision is not in need of any interpreter.

No interpretation is to be made contrary to the express letter of the-

statute.

Blessed is the exposition when anything is saved from destruction.

Where words are ambiguous or doubtful, that construction which is more
liberal shall be followed.

A case unprovided for in a statute, and given to oblivion, must be disposed

of according to common law.

A general clause does not refer to things expressed.

An invalid clause or disposition is not rendered vaUd by a remote pre-

sumption, or a cause arising after the event.

Unusual clauses always excite suspicion.

An unlawful condition is deemed as one not annexed.

A beneficial condition which creates an estate ought to be construed
favorably according to the intention of the words, but an odious
condition which destroys an estate ought to be interpreted strictly,

according to the letter of the words.

The construction of law works no wrong.

Contemporary custom is the best interpreter.

A contemporaneous exposition is the best and most powerful in law.

The couphng of words shews that they are to be understood in the same
sense.

When the question is, " What was the purpose of stipulation ?" ambi<mous
words are to be construed against the person to whom the other is

obliged.

It is guessing, not interpretation, which altogether differs from the letter

That interpretation which is free from fault is to be received.

It is the province of him to construe who has the power to enact.

It is the pernicious example that credit should be given to a writing by
which a man constitutes another his"debtor.

The expressing of those things,which are silently implied, operates nothing.
On the right interpretation of a fact, the wisest may be mistaken.
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^lisdescription will not avoid a bequest.

Favors are to be enlarged, things hateful restrained.

A general saying is to be interpreted generally.

A general clause does not extend to those things which are before spe-
cially provided.

It is a poisonous gloss which corrupts the essence of the text.

He is to be adjudged impious and cruel who does not favor liberty.

Where obscurities of expression occur in an enactment, that interpretation
should be preferred which is most consonant to equity, especially where
it is in conformity with the general design of the legislature.

In doubtful phrases, the chief point is the purpose of the person usint'
them.

It is unlawful tojudge ofany part, unless the whole sentence be examined.
In things obvious, there is no room for conjecture.

The inclusion of one is the exclusion of another.

In contracts, the interpretation is to be liberal ; in wills, more liberal •
'

restitutions, most liberal.

In doubtful things, that which is more worthy is to be received.

In doubtful things, it is not presumed in favor of the will.

In a doubtful point, the construction which the words point out is the con
struction of the law.

In doubt, the gentler course is to be followed.

In doubt, that which is the safer course is to be adopted.

In a doubtful case, the negative is rather to be understood than the affir

mative.

The most benignant interpretation is to be made in restitutions.

To interpret and to reconcile the laws to laws is the best mode of inte
tation.

Such an interpretation is to be adopted that the thing may rather stand
than fall.

In ambiguous things, such an interpretation is to be made that what is

inconvenient and absurd is to be avoided.

In testaments, the will of the testator is very liberally expounded.

In testaments, the intention of the testator ought to be carefully collected.

It is a maxim in a.U laws that particular words derogate from general words
and that those expressions bear the most commanding sense which
point to specific objects.

In words, not the words, but the thing and the meaning, are to be enquired
after.

The special rights of the king are not affected by general words.

The construction of law does no injury.

The interpretation obtains the force of law.

It is a bad exposition which corrupts the text.

Evil is not presumed.

Lawful commands receive a strict interpretation ; but unlawful, a wide

and broad interpretation.

The testator's intention is to be regarded in his Will.

Nothing can be more in accordance with natural equity than to give effect to

the Will of a proprietor, who desires to transfer his property to anoth er.

j
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In cases of doubt, tlie more generous and more benign presumptions are to

be preferred.

A departure from the literal meaning of the words used is not justifiable

unless it be clear that the testator himself intended something there-

from.

The omission of those things which are silently understood is of no conse-

quence.

The bestmode of interpretation is so to i&terprefc that the laws may accord

with the laws.

Power should be strictly interpreted.

Those words which are spoken to one end, ought not to be perverted to

another.

Those things which are derogatory to the common law are to be strictly

interpreted.

When the law commands a thing to be done, it authorizes the perform-

ance of whatever may be necessary for executing its commands.

When the law is special, but its reason general, the law is to be understood

generally.

If a deed cannot operate according to the intention of the party, it shall

nevertheless operate in that form which by law wUl effectuate the
intention.

In the absence of ambiguity, no exposition shall be made which is opposed

to the express words of the instrument.

Whenever there is ambiguity in the words of a stipulation, it is best to

adopt the sense which places the thing in question out of danger.

"Where words are obscure, that interpretation is to be chosen which ope-

rates least harshly.

The meaning of words is two-fold, soft and rough ; and words are to be

received in their soft sense. The sense of the words ought to be taken

from the cause or occasion of speaking them.

Such an interpretation is to be made that the words may be received with

etfect.

If several conditions are conjunctively written in a gift, the whole of them

must be complied with ; and, with respect to their truth, it is necessary

that every part be truly taken jointly : if the conditions are separate,

it is sufBcient to comply with either one or other of them ; and being

disjunctive, that one or other be true.

Statutes made for the public good ought to be liberally construed.

An affirmative statute does not take from the common law.

When the words of a s tatute are special, but the reasons of it general, it is

to be understood generally. ^

Things unexpressed are sometimes considered as expressed.

Interpretation is always to be made in such a manner that what is absurd

and inconvenient is to be avoided, lest the judgment be illusoiy.

When two conflicting Wills are found, the last prevails : so it is when two

conflicting clauses occur in the same Will.

Wills ought to have the broadest interpretation. Every Will is perfected

by deatli.



The last Will of a testator is to bo thoroughly fuHillod uuoording to his

real intention.

Where words are ambiguous, that interpretation ought to prevail which is

most in conformity with the purpose of the parties.

Where the law distinguishes not, we ought not to distinguish.

The last Will of a testator is to be fulfilled according to his true intention.

Words equivocal and placed in a doubtful sense are to be taken in their

more worthy and effective sense.

Words ought to operate some effect, they ought to be interpreted in such

a way as to operate some effect.

Words spoken of the person are to be understood of the condition of tho

person.

General words are to be generally understood.

General words must be na.rrowed to the nature of the subject or the

aptitude of the person.

Words referred to are considered to be incorporated.

Words should be subject to the intention, not contrary to it.

Words are to be so understood as that matter may be rather preserved

than destroyed.

Subsequent words added for the purpose of certainty are to be referred

to preceding words which need certainty.

Words to which reference is xaade in an instrument have this special opera-

tion, that they are regarded as inserted in the clause referring to them.

Words are always to be taken in their milder sense.

The Will of the donor manifestly expressed in his deed of gift is to bo

observed.

The Will of a testator is ambulatory until death.

The last Will of a testator is to be altogether fulfilled according to liis trua

intention.

MISCELLANEOUS.
A clean hand wants no washing.

A civil denial is better than a rude grant.

A constant guest is never welcome.

A deceitful peace is more hurtful than open war,

A diamond is valuable though it lie on a dunghill.

A fault confessed is half redi'essed.

A fault once denied is twice committed.

A friend in Court is as good as a penny in the pocket.

A friend in need is a friend indeed.

A good sailor may mistake in dark nights.

A good servant should have good wages.

A good tongue is a good weapon.

A goose quill is more dangerous than a lion's claw.

A great man's foolish sayings pass for wise ones.
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A great tree hath a great fall.

A house filled with guests is eaten up and ill-spoken of.

A house ready built never sells for so much as it cost.

A hungry man is an angry man.

A joke never gains an enemy, but often loses a friend.

A joyful evening may follow a sorrowful morning.

A Ue, though it promises good, wUl do thee harm ; and truth will do thee

good at last.

A light purse makes a heavy heart.

A little debt makes a debtor, but a great ong an enemy.

A long life hath long miseries.

A man apt to promise is apt to forget.

A man may hold his tongue in an ill time.

A man of courage never wants a weapon.

A man without money is a bow without an arrow.

A mill, a clock, and a woman, always want mending.

A new broom sweeps clean.

A rotten sheep infects the whole flock.

A slip of the foot may be soon recovered ; but that of the tongue perhaps

never.

A thief knows a thief, as a wolf knows a wolf.

A woman is to be from her house three times—when she is christened,

married, and buried.

A woman's mind and winter vrind change oft.

A woman's work and washing of dishes is never at an end.

A woman that loves to be at the window is like a bunch of grapes on the

highway.

A word and a stone let go cannot be called back.

A word is enough to^the wise.

A word spoken is an arrow let fly.

According to your purse, govern your mouth.

Afraid of his own shadow.

After death, the doctor.

All are desirous to win the prize.

All are not saints that go to church.

All commend patience, but none can endure to suffer.

All men cannot be masters.

All the water in the sea cannot wash out this stain,

An ape may chance to sit amongst the doctors.

An ass is but an ass, though laden with gold.

An empty belly hears nobody.

An evil lesson is soon learnt.

An honest man's word is as good as his bond.

An ill-workman quarrels with his tools.

An old fox needs not to be taught tricks.

An old whore's curse is ablessiag.

Anger and haste hinder good counsel.

As clear as a crystal.
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As soft as silk.

As straight as an an-ow.

As sweet as honey.

As the best -vviiie makes the sharpest vinegar, so the deepest love turns

to the deadliest hatred.

As the old cook crows, so crows the yonng.

As the wind blows, seek your shelter.

As the wind blows yoa must set your sail.

As virtue is its own reward, so vice is its own punishment.

As white as driven snow.

As you make your bed, so you must lie on it.

As you sow, you shall reap.

At a great bargain make a pause.

Barefooted m.en must not go among thorns.

Barking dogs seldom bite.

Be ever vigilant, but never suspicious.

Be good in your office, you will keep the longer on.

Be just to all, but trust not all.

Be not Tmgrateful to your old friend.

Be silent, or speak something worth hearing.

Be slow to promise, quick to perform.

Believe only half of what you hear of a man's wealth and goodness.

Better pass a danger once, than be always in fear.

Beware of a silent dog and still water.

Beware of enemies reconciled, and meat twice boiled.

Beware of him whom God hath marked.

Blind men's vrives need no painting.

Bloody and deceitful men dig their own graves.

Bring your line to the wall, not the wall to your line.

Call not a surgeon before you are wounded.

Can a mouse fall in love with a cat ?

Cheat me in the price, but not in the goods.

Cleaning a blot with blotted fingers maketh a greater.

Clouds, that the sun builds up, darken him.

Confine your tongue, lest it confine you.

Contend not about a goat's beard.

Content is happiness.

Covetousness is always filling a bottomless vessel.

Danger past, God is forgotten.

Deaf men are quick-eyed and distrustful.

Death meets us everywhere.

Defaming and slandering others is the greatest of all sins.

Defer not till to-morrow what may be done to-day.

Delays are dangerous.

Destroy the lion while he is but a whelp.

Did you ever before hear an ass play upon a_Iute ?

Do not all you can ; spend not all you have ; believe not all you hear and
tell not all you know.
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Do not close a letter without reading it, nor drink water without seeing it.

Draw not your bow tUl your arrow is fixed.

Drown not thyself to save a drovraing man.

Dry bread at home is better than roast meat abroad.

Dry bread is better with love, than a fat capon with fear.

Eat to live, but do not live to eat.

Either win the horse or lose the saddle.

Every cook praises his own broth.

Every man is not born with a silver spoon in his mouth.

Every man loves justice at another man's house, nobody cares for it at his

own.

Every scale hath its counterpoise.

Every thing hath its time, and that time must be watched.

Evil communications corrupt good manners.

Evil got, evil spent.

Expect nothing from him who promises a great deal.

Fire is not to be quenched with tow.

Follow the river, and you will get to sea.

Foolish pity spoils a city.

Forget others' faults by remembering your own.

Friends need no formal invitation.

Getting out well is a quarter of the journey.

Gift from enemies are dangerous.

Good health is above wealth.

Good swimmers are oftenest drowned.

Great minds and great fortunes don't always go together.

Haste makes waste.

He carries fire in one hand and water in the other.

He digs well at the river.

He has one face to God, and another to the devil.

He is ploughing a rock.

He is i-ich that is satisfied.

He is unworthy to live who lives only for himself.

He kills a man that saves not his life when he can.

He sits not sure that sits too high.

He takes a spear to kill a fly.

He takes oil to extinguish fire.

He tells me my way and doesn't know his own. <

He that borrows must pay again with shame or loss.

He that dies pays all debts.

He that does not speak truth to me, does not believe me when I speak

truth.

He that falls to-day may be up again to-morrow.

He that has a great nose thinks everybody is speaking of it.

He that hath a white horse and a fair wife never wants trouble.

' He that hath an iU name is half hanged.

He that is giddy thinks the world turns round.

He that Ueth upon the ground can fall no lower.

He that listens for what people say of him shall never have peace.
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lie that payeth beforehand shall have hia work ill-done.

He that praiseth publicly will slander privately.

He that returns good for evU obtains the victory.

He that runs fast will not run long.

He that will steal an egg will steal an ox.

He wants nothing now, but the itch to scratch.

He who hath bitter in his breast spits not sweet.

He who more than he is worth doth spend, makes a rope his life to end.

He who never was sick dies the first fit.

He who sows thorns will never reap grapes.

He is a good friend that speaks well of us behind our back.

He is overshot in his own bow.

Hear twice before yon speak once.

Her hands are on the wheel, but her eyes are in the street.

Honor and profit will mot keep ia one sack.

Hot love is soon -cold.

Hours of pleasure are short.

Human blood is all of one colour.

Hunger finds no fault with the cookery.

I tanght you to swim, and now you will drown me.

I took him for a worm, biit he proved a serpent.

I will be thy friend, but not thy vice's friend.

I will cheat my own father at cards.

If a man once fall, all will tread on him.

If it were not for the belly, the back might wear gold.

If the sky fall, the pots will be broken.

If to-day will not, to-morrow may.
If we be enemies to ourselves, whither shall we fly .?

If you leap into a well, Providence is not bound to fetch you out.

If you save a rogue from the gallows, he will rob you that same night.

Ill-gotten goods seldom prosper.

Ill-nature never wants a tutor.

Ill-wounds may be cured, but not ill names.

In the company of strangers, silence is safe.

In times of prosperty, friends will be plenty ; in times of adversity, not one

amongst twenty.

Is it an emperor's business to catch flies ?

It is a base thing to tear a dead lion's beard off.

It is a manly act to forsake an error.

It is a poor heart that never rejoices.

It is better to sit with a wise man in prison, than with a fool in paradise.

It is cheap enough to say, " -God help you."

It is easier to pull down than build.

It is easier to strike than defend well.

It is iu vaiu to watch a really bad woman.

It is like nuts to an ape.

It is wiser to run away when there is no remedy, than to stay and die in

the field foolishly.
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It is not good to wake a sleeping lion.

Jesting lies bring serions sorrows.

Jest not witli the eye, nor religion.

Keep some till furthermore come.

Keep the common road, and thou art safe.

Keep yonr tongue within your teeth.

Learning is an ornament in prosperity, a refuge in adversity, and a pro-

vision in old age.

Let no woman's painting breed thy stomach's fainting.

Let not your tongue cut your throat.

Let the smith himself wear the fetters he forged.

Let your letter stay for the post, and not the post for the letter.

Let your purse be your master.

Liars begin by imposing upon others, but end by deceiving themselves.

Like a miU horse that goes much but performs no journey.

Lite blood, like good, and like age, make happiest marriages.

Like father, like son.

Like saint, like offering.

Like the gardener's dog, that never eats cabbages himself nor lets any-

body else.

Look before you leap, for snakes among sweet flowers do creep.

Look not a gift horse in the mouth.

Look to the main chance.

Lost time is never found again.

Love, a cough, and the itch, cannot be hid.

Lovo sees no fault.

Lucky men need no counsel.

Lying lips are 0.11 abomination unto the Lord.

Make a virtue of necessity.

Make the night night, and the day day, and you will live happily.

Many dogs soon eat up a horse.

Many drops of water will sink a ship.

Masters should be sometimes blind, sometimes deaf.

Memory is the treasurer' of the mind.

Memory tempers prosperity, mitigates adversity, controls youth, and
delights old age.

Men may blush to hear what they were not ashamed to act.

Misfortunes, when asleep, are not to be awakened.

Money is the god of the world.

Money is the only monarch.

More than enough is too much.

Music helps not the toothache.

My house is my castle.

My son is my son till he hath got him a wife, but my dangher is my
daughter all the days of her life.

Necessity dispenses with decorum.

Necessity hath no law.

Necessity makes war to be just.
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Necessity sharpens industry.

Neither great poverty nor great riches will hear reasons.

Neither apeak well or ill of yourself. If well, men will not believe you

;

if ill, they will believe a great deal more than you say.

Never ask pardon before you are accused.
*

Never be ashamed to eat your meat.

Never be weary of well doing.

Never judge from appearences.

Never open the door to a little vice, lest a greater one will enter with it.

Never quit certainty for hope.

Never rub your eye with your elbow.

Never sign a writing till you have read it.

Never venture out of your depth till you can swim.

New things are most looked at.

No advice like a father's.

No estate can make him arioh that has a poor heart.

No fishing like fishing in the sea.

No gains without pains.

No jesting with edge tools or with bell ropes.

No law for lying.

No man can cail again yesterday.

No man is born wise or learned.

No one knows the weight of another's burdeui

No priority among the dead.

No relying on wine, women, and fortune.

No remedy but patience.

No rose without a thorn.

No smoke without fire.

No wisdom like silence.

Not possession, but use, is the only riches.

Of a little, take a little and leave a little.

Of evil grains, no good seed can come.

Of money, wit, and virtue, believe one-fourth of what you hear.

Of two evUs, choose the least.

Of young men, die many ; of old, escape not any.

Oil and truth vpill get uppermost at last,

Omittance is no quittance.

Once a whore, and ever a whore.

One cloud is enough to eclipse all the sun.

One doth the blame, another bears the shame.

One man's breath is another man's death.

One wrong step may give you a great fall.

Open not your door when the devil knocks.

Opportunities neglected are lost.

Our pleasures are imagined, but our griefs are all real.

Painters and poets have liberty to He.

Pardon all men, but never thyself.

Past and to come seem best ; things present, worst.
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Penny and penny laid up will be many.

Penny wise and pound foolish.

People who live in glass houses should never throw stones.

Pigeons are taken when crows fly at pleasure.

Play not with a man till you hurt him, nor jest till you shame him.

Plough or not plough, yon must pay your rent.

Point not at others' spots ynti. a foul finger.

Poor men seek meat for the stomach ; rich men, stomach for their meat.

Pour not water on a drowned mouse.

Prefer loss to unjust gains.

Prospect is often better than possession.

Prudent cruelty is better than foolish pity.

Pull down your hat on the wind side.

Put your finger in the fire, and say it was your ill fortune.

Quick landlords make careful tenants.

Quiet sleep feels no foul weather.

Remove not the ancient landmarks which thy fathers have set. ^

Eeprove thy friend privately, commend him publicly.

Sadness and gladness succeed each other.

Scatter with one hand, gather with two.

Sell not the bear's skin before you have caught him.

Servants will not be diligent where the master is negligent.

Set a thief to catch a thief.

Set not your house on fire to be revenged of the moon.

She is neither wife, widow, nor maid.

She vrill stay at home, perhaps, if her leg be broken.

Sickness is felt, but health not at all.

Silence is a fine jewel for a woman, but it is little worn.

Slander flings stones at itself.

So got, so gone.

Some are wise, and some are otherwise.

Soon got, soon spent.

Soon hot, soon cold.

Soon learnt, soon forgotten.

Soon ripe, soon rotten.

Sorrow and ill-weather come unsent foi'.

Spare to speak, and spare to speed.

Speak well of the dead.

Speak well of your friend, of your enemy say nothing.

Spend not where yon may save ; spare not where you must spend.

Spit not against heaven; it will fall back in thy face.

Stars are not seen by sunshine.

Step after step the ladder is ascended.

Stretch your arm no further than yom- sleeve will reach.

Stretch your legs according to your coverlet.

Strike while the iron is hot.

Such as give ear to slanderers are worse than slanderers themselve*.

Sudden glory soon goes out.
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Suspicion is the virtue of a coward.

Sweep before your own door.

Sweet discourse makes short days and nights.

Take a vine of a good soil, and a daughter of a good mother.

Take away my good name, take away my life.

Take not a musket to kill a butterfly.

Talk of the war, but do not go to it.

Tell a lie and find the truth.

That was new in the last year's almanac.

The belly is not filled with fair words.

The belly teaches all arts.

The burden which was- thoughtlessly got must be patiently borne.

The burnt child dreads the fire.

The cheap buyer takes bad meat.

The credit got by a lie lasts only till the truth cornea out.

The cross on his breast, and the devil in his heart.

The cunning wife makes her husband her apron.

The day is short, and the work is much.

The debtor must follow the creditor.

The evil wound is cured, but not the evil name.

The eye that sees all things else sees not itself.

The fly that playeth too long in the candle singeth her wings at last.

The first wife is matrimony, the second company, the third heresy.

The foot of the owner is the best manure for his land.

The further we go, the further behind.

The gallows groan for you.

The great and little have need of one another.

The greatest business of life is to prepare for death.

The greatest favourites are in the most danger of falling.

The kick of the dam hurts not the colt.

The lower millstone grinds as well as the upper.

The more women look in their glasses, the less they look to their houses.

The more you rub a cat on the rump, the higher she sets her tail up.

The mother-in-law remembers not that she was a daughter in-law.

The mountains have brought forth a mouse.

The nearer the church, the farther from God.

The night is a cloak for sinners.

The noisiest drum hath nothing in it but air.

The orange that is too hard squeezedyields a bitter juice.

The pen of the tongue should be dipped in the ink of the heart.

The pleasures of the mighty are the tears of the poor.

The poor man's wisdom is as useless as a palace in a wilderness.

The remedy for injuries is not to remember them.

The rich are trustees under God for the poor.

The sea refuses no river.

The smiles of a pretty woman are the tears of the purse.

The sun is never the worse for shining on a dunghill.

The tale runs as it pleases the teller.
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The time to como is no more our's than the time past.

The tongue is the rndder of our ship.

The trneat jests sound worst in guilty ears.

The used key is always bright.

The very best men stand in need of pardon.

The wife is the key of the house.

The wise man knows he knows nothing, the fool thinks he knows all.

The word impossible is not in my Dictionary.

The world is a ladder for some to go up, and some down.

The world is a net ; the more we stir in it, the more we are entangled.

The world will perish were all men learned.

There is a time for all things.

There is many a true tale told in jest.

There is more money got by ill means than by good acts.

There is no medicine against death.

They agree like eats and dogs.

They are little to be feared whose tongues are their swords.

They had thought to have put others into a sleeve, and they are put in

themselves.

They hurt themselves that wrong others.

They say so, is half a lie.

Think much, speak little, and write less.

Thiuk to-day and speak to-morrow.

Though I am bitten, I am not all eaten.

Though maUce may darken truth, it cannot put it out.

Though the wolf may lose his teeth, he never loses his inclination.

Though thy enemy seem a mouse, yet watch him like a lion.

Three women and a goose make a market.

Thy secret is thy prisoner ; if thou let it go, thou art a prisoner to it.

Tidings make either glad or sad.

Time and word can never be recalled.

It is a good knife, it will cut butter when it is melted.

It is easy to fall into a trap, but hard to get out again.

It is in vaia to kick after you have once put on fetters.

It is in vain to speak reason where it will not be heard.

To a full belly all meat is bad.

To be tied to the sour apple tree.

To blow hot and cold with the same breath.

To borrow on usury brings sudden beggary.

To build castles in the air.

To-day me, to-morrow thee.

To do good to the ungrateful is to throw rose-water into the sea.

To eat one's word.

To fall away from a horse-load to a cart-load.

To favor the ill is to injure the good.

To have a thing at his fingers' end.

To laugh in one's face, and cut his throat.

To hve from hand to mouth.

To lose a ship for want of a half-penny of tar.
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To plougli with tlie ass and the ox.

To preserve a friead, three things are required—to honor him present,

praise him absent, and assist him in necessities.

To quaok like an aspen leaf.

To sleep a dog's sleep.

To stab in darkness.

To take physic before one is sick.

To talk without thinking is to shoot without aiming.

To throw pearls before swine.

Too many cooks spoil the broth.

Too much care may be as bad as downright negligence.

Too much asseveration is a good ground of suspicion.

Too much familiarity breeds contempt. •

Topsy-turvy.

Truth hath a good face, but bad clothes.

Truth needs not many words, but a false tale a large preamble.

Truths and roses hare thorns about them.

Try your friend with a falsehood, and if he keep it a secret toll him tho

truth.

Two cats and a mouse, two wives in one house, two dogs and a, bone,

never agree in one.

Unreasonable silence is folly.

Ugly women finely dressed are the uglier for it.

Virtue dwells not iu the tongue but in the heart.

Tirtue may be overclouded for awhile, but will shine at last.

Virtues all agree, but vices fight one another.

Vows made iu storms are forgotten ia calms.

"Waste makes want.

We must fall down before a fox in season. '
V>

We should never remember the benefits we have conferred, nor forget the

favors received.

We should publish our joys, and conceal our griefs.

Wealth is not his who gets it, but his who enjoys it.

Weigh right, and sell dear.

Well, well, is a word of malice.

What is a workman without his tools.

What the heart thinketh, the tongue speaketh.

What tutor shall we find for a child of sixty years old ?

What is my turn to-day may be thine to-morrow.

What is my wife's is mine, what is mine is my own.

When a dog is drowning, every one offers him water.

When a man repeats a promise again and again, he means to fail you.

When children stand quiet, they have done some harm.

When either side grows warm with argument, the wisest man gives over

first.

When fortune smiles, take the advantage.

When gold speaks, you may^hold your tongue.

When I did well, I heard it never ; when I did ill, I heard it ever.
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When men speak ill of thee, live so as nohody may believe them.

When one will not, two cannot qnarrel.

When riches increase, the body decreaseth.

When sorrow is asleep, wake it not.

When the bow is too much bent, it breaks.

When the cat is away, the mice will play.

When the heart is afire, some sparks will fly out of the month.

When the honse is burnt down, yon bring water.

When the next honse is on fire, it is high time to look to your own.

When the ox falls, there are many that will help to kill him.

When yon are an anvil, hold you still ; when you are a hammer, strike your

fill.

Where no fault is, there needs no pardon.

Where one door shuts, another opens.

'Where some thing is found, there look again.

Where there are many laws, there are many enormities.

Where there is a whispering, there is lying.

Where there is smoke, there is fire.

Where wealth, there friends.

Wheresoever we live well, that is our country.

Who has land, has war.

Who hath a fair wife needs more than two eyes.

Who hath bitter in his month, spits not all sweet.

Wilful faults have no excuse, and deserve no pardon.

With foxes we must play foxes.

Withhold not thine hand from showing to the poor.

Women conceal all that they know not.

Women in mischief are wiser than men.

Words may pass, but blows fall heavy.

Would you draw oil out ofsand?

Wrinkled purses make wrinkled faces.

Write down the advice of him who loves you, though yon like it not at pre-

sent.

Yielding is sometimes the best way of succeeding.

Ye seek grace at a graceless face.

You and I draw in the same yoke.

Yon are so cunning you know not what weather it is when it rains.

You bring a bit of wire and take away a bar.

Yon cannot judge a man till you know his whole story.

You cannot sell the cow and have her milk too.

Yon cast your net, but nothing was caught.

You drink vinegar when you have wine at your elbow.

You hide yourself in a net, and think nobody sees you.

You know good manners, but you use but few.

You looked for hot water under the ice.

You may know a foolish woman by her finei-y.

You must not pledge your own health.

You must sell as the markets "o.
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You ought to untie that knot which you knit yourself.

You shew bread in one hand, and a stone in the other.

You take more care of your shoe than your foot.

Your key fits not that look.

Your surety wants a surety.

Your tongue is made of very loose leather.

Youth and white paper take any impression.

Zeal without knowledge is fire without light.

PHRASES.

That he be in any manner destroyed.

It is one thing to do, another to complete.

It is one thing to pass, another to be in possession.

It is one thing to be silent, another to conceal.

Esquires by birth.

Animals of a wild nature.

Animals of a tame and domestic nature.

Beasts of the plough.

Noise and nonsense.

The question falls to the ground.

A beneficial action.

An efiBcient cause.

They are united clandestinely.

An unchaste woman.

To forbid illicit connection.

A loss without injury.

A disadvantageous or unprofitable inheritance.

ratal damage.

Imminent danger.

Of obtaining a place by bribery.

From day to day.

Foreign to the subject.

Of his own wrong without any other cause.

He closed or concluded the last day.

A two-fold or double right.

A double plaint.

Compulsion by threats.

Out of the regular cause of legal procedure.

By the visitation of God.

An exact copy.

An infamous libel.

Prompt redress.

Fraudulent concealment.

Pious uses.

Like teeth of a saw.

Interdiction of Are and water.
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To go at large ; to escape ; to be set at liberty.

Corporeal oaths.

Bising up and lying down.

An infamous or outlawed person.

A liberty without restraint.

Frank tenement, or free-holding.

A band, a tie.

Closed or private letter.

Open or public letter.

Joining issue in an action.

Bad faith.

Bad practice.

Waste, damage.

Slaves, as if " caught by the hand."

Tamed, as if " accustomed to the hand."

With a strong hand.

The mother or mistress of the family.

Limb for limb.

To use moderate chastisement.

He laid hands on him gently.

In prospect of death.

The eldest legitimate son of a woman, who before marriage was illicitly

connected with his father.

Many men know many things ; no one knows every thing.

With much stronger reasons.

A blameable necessity ; a culpable extremity.

Necessity has not any law.

Lest justice fail.

Any other statute to the contraiy, notwithstanding,

Kemember.

Mark well.

A pardoned criminal.

A discharged insolvent.

Guilt follows the person.

A void or bare agreement.

With the hand of a midwife.

The rant of nobility enjoys many privileges

The father or guardian of the country.

A partner in the crime.

The master of the house, a householder.

Fruits hanging ; ungathered fruits.

By iU-ohance, by misfortune.

Well skilled in law.

Begging the question.

A friendly stratagem.

Man-stealer.

After the dispute arose,

A probable possibility.
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Not to be stopped or debaiTed.

To be forewarned, to be advised.

To be forearmed.

Consideration given to a previously virtuous woman by tlie person wlio

may bave seduced her.

Strong and close confinement.

Good and lawful men.

An honest and legal man.

For good and evil.

With his own hand.

For a dishonest purpose.

For a true and just debt.

Kipe age or puberty.

Childhood, boyhood.

As long as he sha,ll conduct himself well.

So much as he has deserved.

Whsrefore with force of arms.

Who bears a coat of arms.

It is used as a shield rather than a sword.

According to justice and honesty.

His own assault ; he first assaulted me.

Scattered about ; here and there.

Hope is the dream of the vigilant.

Smiths should perform the work of smiths.

A foul contrast.

Most abundant confidence.

Last punishment—death.

A sale by mutual shaking of hands.

Truth fears nothing but concealment.

With force and arms, his wife being ravished and carried away.

Poisonous construction.

AVords spoken pass away ; written letters remain.

The general council of great and wise men.

.inspicious tidings.

DEFINITIONS.

.4.91 Adion—is nothing else than the right of prosecuting before a Court of

Justice that which is due to any one.

Under the expression of "aUments" come food, cloths, and lodgings.

, , f A son of no person.
iM" . ^ Qjjg ^jjQ jg born in concubinage.

Bond Fide.—With good faith, i. e., without fraud.

Notable Goods—as bonds, specialties, bills of exchange, &c,

Cliamvperfy or a Division of Soil.—The act of pm-chasing another's rigjit,

personally, that one • the property sued for, when obtained to the

Champerter.
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Arson.—The burning of houses is arson.

An " Endeamowr."—What it is not defined in- Law.

Theft.—The touching or removing of another's property, with an intent of

stealing, is theft.

Wrong-doer.—To meddle with affairs in which a man has no concern makes

him a wrong-doer.

To DisconUmae—signifies nothing else than to intermit, to ahate, to inter-

rupt.

Discretion—is to know through the law what is just.

Hea/ven.—The mansion house of God.

Extortion—is a crime when, by color of office, any person extorts that which

is not due, or more than is due, or before the time when it is due.

Seed.—That is not called a deed which does not coniinue operation.

Fehwy—signifies, by the force of the terms, some capital crime perpetrat-

ed with a malicious intent.

Fra/ud.—To conceal fraud is fraud,

Ftmdus.—Under the term " Fundus," buildings and lands are comprised.

Theft—is the fraudulent handling of another's property, with an intent of

stealing, against the will of the proprietor, whose property it was.

Theft.—It is not theft where the commencement of the detention arises

through the owner of the thing.

Hmrs.—By the title of " heirs" come the heirs of heirS; to infinity.

Heir—is a ooUectiTe name.

Heir—^ia a name of law; son is a name of matter.

To Swea/r—^is to call God to witness, and is an act of religion.

v/risdiciion—is a power introduced for the public good, with the neces-

sity of expounding the law.

Jmisprvdence—is the knowledge of things divine and human ; the science

of the just and unjust.

Law—is the role of right, and whatever is contraiy to the rule of right is

an injury.

Natvxral Bight—^is that which has the same force among all men.

Libels—are infamous writing, printing, pictures, or signs.

Liberty—is that natural faculty which permits every one to do anything

he pleases, except that which is restrained by law or force.

Allegiance is, as it were, the essence of law ; it is the chain of faith.

Evil Deeds are distinguished from evil purposes.

A Maxim ia so called because its dignity is greatest and its authority the

most certain, and because universally approved by all.

Ten make a multitude.

Names are the symbols of things.

Overreach—to insist on a rule of public law is not to overreach.

Attempt.—The Law does not define what an " attempt" means.

Duress.—Not the suspicion of any weak and timorous person, but such as

may attack a, resolute man ; for the fear must be such as a man feels

in danger of life or maim of body. <?''lr

Qonsent—He does not appear to have retained '' consent,'' who has changed

anything through menaces.
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Pafeni—is a name general for every kind of relationship.

A Pin-ate—is an enemy of the human race.

Man-stealiiig—the stealing and spirltuing away men, women, or children.

Possession Is, as it were, the position of the foot.

Booty.—Property seized in war.

To inquife into—^is the way to know what things are truly lawful.

Lmo of Nations.—That which natural reason has established among all men

is called the " law of nations."

Possession—We cam retain possession by intention alone, but not obtain it

without a corporal act also.

To hnow properly—is to know the reason and cause of a thing.

Felomj.—If a man kill one, meaning to kUl another, he is held guilty of

felony.

A Title is the just cause of possessing that which is one's own.

Vsv/ry is called, as it were, a fire-burning.

Current Money—designate money current at the time of payment.

Violence—applies when a man has done what the law prohibits ; the word

fraud when he has done something during a suit or in expectation

of one.

FINIS.


